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PREFACE,

J. wo thousand years have now rolled away since Euclid's

Elements were first used in the school of Alexandria, and to

this day they continue to be esteemed the best introduction

to mathematical science. They have been adopted as the basis

of geometrical instruction in every part of the globe to which

the light of science has penetrated ; and, while in every other

department of human knowledge there have been almost as

many manuals as schools, in this, and in this only, one work

has, by common consent, been adopted as an universal standard.

Euclid has been translated into the languages of England,

France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Holland, Sweden, Denmark,

Russia, Egypt, Turkey, Arabia, Persia, and China. This un-

precedented unanimity in the adoption of one work as the basis

of instruction has not arisen from the absence of other treatises

on the same subject. Some of the most eminent mathematicians

have written, either original Treatises, or modifications and sup-

posed improvements of the Elements ; but still the " Elements "

themselves have been invariably preferred. To what can a

preference so universal be attributed, if not to that singular

perspicuity of arrangement, and that rigorous exactitude of

demonstration, in which this celebrated Treatise has never been

surpassed ? ' To this,' says Playfair, c
is added every association

which can render a work venerable. It is the production of a

man distinguished among the first instructors of the human race.
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It was almost the first ray of light which pervaded the darkness

of the middle ages ; and men still view with gratitude and affec-

tion the torch which rekindled the sacred fire, when it was

nearly extinguished upon eartn,'

It must not, however, be concealed, that, excellent as this

Work is, many, whose opinions are entitled to respect, conceive

that it needs much improvement ; and some even think that it

mio-ht be superseded with advantage by other Treatises. The

Elements, as Dr. Robert Simson left them, are certainly inade-

quate to the purposes of instruction, in the present improved

state of science. The demonstrations are characterised by pro-

lixity, and are not always expressed in the most happy phrase-

ology. The formalities and paraphernalia of rigour are so

ostentatiously put forward, as almost to hide the reality. Endless

and perplexing repetitions, which do not confer greater exact-

itude on the reasoning, render the demonstrations involved and

obscure, and conceal from the view of the student the consecu-

tion of evidence. Independent of this defect, it is to be considered

that the " Elements " contain only the naked leading truths of

Geometry. Numerous inferences may be drawn, which, though

not necessary as links of the great chain, and therefore sub-

ordinate in importance, are still useful, not only as exercises for

the mind, but in many of the most striking physical applications.

These, however, are wholly omitted by Simson, and not supplied

by Playfair.

When I undertook to prepare an elementary geometrical

text-book for students in, and preparing for, the University of

London, I wished to render it useful in places of education

generally. In this undertaking, an alternative was presented,

either to produce an original Treatise on Geometry, or to

modify Simson's Euclid, so as to supply all that was necessary,

and to remove all that was superfluous ; to elucidate what was
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obscure, and to abridge what was prolix , to retain geometrical

rigour and real exactitude, but to reject the obtrusive and verbose

display of them. The consciousness of inability to originate any

work, which would bear even a remote comparison with that of

the ancient Greek Geometer, would have been reason sufficient

to decide upon the part I should take, were there no other con-

siderations to direct my choice. Other considerations, however,

there were, and some which seemed of great weight. The

question was not, whether an elementary Treatise might not be

framed superior to the " Elements," as given by Simson and

Playfair ; but whether an original Treatise could be produced

superior to what these Elements would become, when all the

improvements of which they were susceptible had been made,

and when all that was found deficient had been supplied. Let

us for the present admit, that a new work were written on a

plan different from that of Euclid, constructed upon different

principles, built upon different data, and exhibiting the leading

results of geometrical science of a different order. Let us wave

also the great improbability, that even an experienced instructor

should execute a work superior to that which has been stamped

with the approbation of ages, and consecrated, as it were, by the

collected suffrage of the whole civilised globe. Still it may be

questioned whether, on the whole, any real advantage would be

gained. It is certain that all would not agree in their deci-

sion on the merits of such a work. Euclid once superseded,

every teacher would esteem his own work the best, and every

school would have its own class-book. All that rigour and

exactitude, which have so long excited the admiration of men

of science, would be at an end. These very words would lose

all definite meaning. Every school would have a different

standard ; matter of assumption in one, being matter of demon-

stration in others; until, at length, Geometry, in the ancient
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sense of the word, would be altogether frittered away, or be

only considered as a particular application of Arithmetic and

Algebra.

Independently of the disadvantages which would attend the

introduction of a great number of different geometrical class-

books into the schools, nearly all of which must be expected

to be of a very inferior order, inconveniences of another kind

would, I conceive, be produced by allowing Euclid's Elements

to fall into disuse. Hitherto Euclid has been an universal

standard of geometrical science. His arrangement of prin-

ciples is registered in the memory of every mathematician of

the present times, and is referred to in the works of every

mathematician of past ages. The Books of Euclid, and their

propositions, are as familiar to the minds of all who have been

engaged in scientific pursuits, as the letters of the alphabet.

The same species of inconvenience, differing only in degree,

would arise from disturbing this universal arrangement of geo-

metrical principles, as would be produced by changing the names

and power of the letters. It is very probable, nay, it is certain,

that a better classification of simple sounds and articulations

could be found than the commonly received vowels and con-

sonants
;
yet who would advocate a change ?

In expressing my sentiments respecting Euclid's Work, as

compared with others which have been proposed to supersede

it, I may perhaps be censured for an undue degree of confi-

dence in a case where some respectable opinions are opposed

to mine. Were I not supported in the most unqualified degree

by authorities ancient and modern, the force of which seems

almost irresistible, I should feel justly obnoxious to this charge.

The objections which have been from time to time brought

against this work, and which are still sometimes repeated,

may be reduced to two classes; those against the arrange-
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ment, and those against the reasoning. My business is not

to show that Euclid is perfect either in the one respect or

the other, but to show that no other elementary writer has

approached so near to perfection in both. It is important to

observe, that validity of reasoning and Vigour of danjmsj^ajtion *

are objects which a geometer should never lose sight of, and

to which arrangement and every other consideration must be

subordinate. Leibnitz, an authority of great weight on such

a subject, and not the less so as being one of the fathers of

modern analysis, has declared that the__geometers who have

disapproved of Euclid's arrangement have vainly attempted to

change it without weakening the force of the demonstrations.

Their unavailing attempts he considers to be the strongest

proof of the difficulty of substituting, for the chain formed by

the ancient geometer, any other equally strong and valid.*

Wolf also acknowledges how futile it is to attempt to arrange

geometrical truths in a natural or absolutely methodical order,

without either taking for granted what has not been previously

established, or relaxing in a great degree the rigour of demon-

stration^ One of the favourite arrangements of those who

object to that of Euclid, has consisted in establishing all the

properties of straight lines considered without reference to their

length, intersecting obliquely and at right angles, as well as the

properties of parallel lines, before the more complex magnitudes

called triangles are considered. In attempting this, it is curious

to observe the difficulties into which these authors fall, and the

expedients to which they are compelled to resort. Some find

it necessary to prove that every point on a perpendicular to a

given right line is equally distant from two points taken on

the given right line at equal distances from the point where the

perpendicular meets it.
6 The}' imagine,' says Montucla, ' that

they prove this by saying that the perpendicular does not lean

* Montucla, torn. i. p. 205. t Element. Math. torn. v. c. 3. art. 8.
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more to one side than the other.' Again, to prove that equal

chords of a circle subtend equal arcs, they say that the uni-

formity of the circle produces this effect: that two circles

intersect in no more than two points, and that a perpendicular

is the shortest distance of a point from aright line, are pro-

positions which they dispose of very summarily, by appealing

to the evidence of the senses. They prefer an imperfect demon-

stration, or no demonstration at all, to any infringement of the

order which they have assumed.

' There is a kind of puerility in this affectation of not men-

tioning a particular modification of magnitude, — triangles, for

example,— until we have first treated of lines and angles; for if

any degree of geometrical rigour be required, as many and as

long demonstrations are necessary as if we had at once com-

menced with triangles, which, though more complex modi-

fications of magnitude, are still so simple that the student does

not require to be led by degrees to them. Some have even

gone so far as to think that this affectation of a natural and ab-

solutely methodical order contracts the mind, by habituating it

to a process of investigation contrary to that of discovery.' *

The mathematicians who have attempted to improve the

reasoning of Euclid, have not been more successful than those

who have tried to reform his arrangement. Of the various

objections which have been brought against Euclid's reasoning,

two only are worthy of notice ; viz. those respecting the twelfth

axiom of the first book, which is sometimes called Euclid's

Postulate, and those which relate to his doctrine of proportion.

On the former I have enlarged so fully in Appendix II. that

little remains to be said here. I have there shown that what

is really assumed by Euclid is, that ' two right lines which

diverge from the same point cannot be both parallel to the same

right line
;

' or that { more than one parallel cannot be drawn

* Montucla, p. 206
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through a given point to a given right line.' The geometers

who have attempted to improve this theory, have all either

committed illogicisms, or assumed theorems less evident than

that which has just been expressed, and which seems to me as

evident as several of the other axioms. In the Appendix, I

have stated at length some of the theories of parallels which

have been proposed to supersede that of Euclid, and have

shown their defects. Numerous have been the attempts to de-

monstrate the twelfth axiom by the aid of the first twenty-eight

propositions. Ptolemy, Proclus, Nasireddin, Clavius, Wall is,

Saccheri, and a cloud of editors and commentators of former

and later times, have assailed the problem without success.

The second source of objection, on the score of reasoning, is

the definition of four proportional magnitudes prefixed to the

fifth book. By this definition, four magnitudes will be pro-

portional, if there be any equimultiples of the first and third,

which are respectively equal to equimultiples of the second and

fourth. This is the common popular notion of proportion.

But it is necessary to render the term more general in its

geometrical application. Four magnitudes are frequently so

related, that no equimultiples of the first and third are equal

respectively to other equimultiples of the second and fourth,

but yet have all the other properties of proportional quantities,

and therefore it is necessary that they should be brought under

the same definition. Euclid adapted his definition to embrace

these, by declaring four magnitudes to be proportional when

every pair of equimultiples of the first and third were both

greater, equal to, or less than equimultiples of the second and

fourth. I agree with Playfair, in thinking that no other de-

finition has ever been given from which the properties of pro-

portionals can be deduced by reasonings, which, at the same

time that they are perfectly rigorous, are also simple and direct.

Were we content with a definition which would only include
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commensurate magnitudes, no difficulty would remain. But such

a definition would be useless : for in almost the first instance in

which it should be applied, the reasoning would either be

inconclusive, or the result would not be sufficiently general.

In the second and fifth books, in addition to Euclid's de-

monstrations, I have in most instances given others, which are

rendered more clear and concise by the use of a few of the

symbols of algebra, the signification of which is fully explained,

and which the student will find no difficulty in comprehending.

The nature of the reasoning, however, is essentially the same,

the language alone in which it is expressed being different.

The commentary and deductions are distinguished from the

text of the Elements by being printed in a smaller character,

and those articles in each book which are marked thus %*, the

student is advised to omit until the second reading.

No part of Euclid's Elements has attained the same cele-

brity, or been so universally studied, as the first six books.

The seventh, eighth, and ninth books treat of the Theory of

Numbers, and the tenth is devoted to the Theory of Incom-

mensurable Quantities. Instead of the eleventh and twelfth

books, I have added a Treatise on Solid Geometry, more suited

to the present state of mathematical knowledge. For much of

the materials of this treatise I am indebted to Legendre's

Geometry.

Appendix I. contains a short Essay on the Ancient Geo-

metrical Analysis, which may be read with advantage after the

sixth book. The second Appendix contains an account of the

Theories of Parallels.

I have directed that the cuts of this work shall be published

separately, in a small size, for the convenience of students who

are taught in classes where the use of the book itself is not

permitted.

London, May 1828.
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TO

THE FOURTH EDITION,

'"i

J^ince the publication ol the first edition of this Work, various

additions and corrections have been made in it ; the demonstra-

tions of the solid geometry have been improved ; the symbols of

arithmetic and algebra have been introduced, wherever they

have been found by experience to facilitate the progress of the

student. Teachers will find the short view of the Theory of

Transversals, which has been added to the Appendix, an excel-

lent exercise for the more advanced class of students ; independ-

ently of which it is of extensive usefulness in various practical

applications of geometry.

Through the kind attention of professors and teachers who

have used this work in schools and the universities, the Editor

has been enabled to discover and correct a vast number of small

errors,, which arose in the process of printing, and which could

scarcely have been detected by any other means. The present

edition is free from these errors; and, as the work has been

nei*eotvped, it is hoped that it will be found in future to be

more than usuaiiy correct. If, however, any minute errors may

have escaped attention, the Editor will feel obliged to any teacher

or student who will communicate them to the publisher.
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The following observations, supplied by Professor De Morgan,

on the manner of studying Euclid, are recommended to the

attention of the student.

" In order clearly to perceive the connection which exists

between the parts of a proposition, it is necessary to separate

those sentences which contain independent assertions. This

must be done, in fact, whatever be the method which the student

pursues, before he can be said to have a clear conception of the

proposition; but as the shortest way to accustom his mind to

the separation of a demonstration into its constituent parts, I

would recommend him to commit to writing the propositions of

the first three Books, at least, taking care to place in separate

paragraphs the different assertions of which each demonstration

consists, with some reference to the manner in which each

assertion is established.

" To render this task more easy, I have subjoined an example,

taken from the celebrated 47th proposition of the First Book,

which he will here find treated in the manner in which it is

desirable he should write each proposition. The number placed

before each paragraph is intended for reference ; and the student

will see that to every assertion is attached the number of each

previous one, by means of which it is established.

" Before the demonstration the student should write down

briefly the enunciations of all the previous Theorems by means

of which the one in hand is established ; to these he may attach

letters, by means of which he may refer to them in that part of

the demonstration in which they become necessary. 'The whole

process is as follows :—
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Prop. XLVI I. Theorem.

a If two triangles have two sides, and the included angle respectively equal, the

two triangles are equal.

b If a parallelogram and a triangle be upon the same base, and between the same

parallels, the parallelogram is double of the triangle.

Proposition.

Hypothesis. 1,

Construction. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Demonstration. 8.

9.

3. 4.

10. 8. 9.

11. 3. 4.

12. 10. 11. a
13. 3.

14. 13. b

15. 5.

16. 15. b

- 17.

18.

12. 14. 16

19. 17. 1;

In a right-angled triangle the square of the hypo-

tenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the

sides.

A B C is a triangle, right-

angled at B
;

Upon A B describe the

square A X

;

Upon B C describe

square B I

;

Upon A C describe

square A F

;

Draw B E parallel to

or A D

;

Join B and F

;

Join A and I
;

The angle I C B is equal to A C F
;

Add the angle B C A to both

;

I C A is equal to B C F

;

Both I C and A C are respectively equal to B C
and C F

;

The triangles A C I and B C F are equal

;

A Z is parallel to C I ;

The parallelogram C Z is double of the triangle

C A I;
B E is parallel to C F

;

The parallelogram C E is double of the triangle

CB F;
The figures C Z and C E are equal in area

;

In like manner it can be shown that the figures

A X and A E are equal in area

;

Therefore the figure A F is equal to the sum of

C Z and A X. Q. E. D.

" This method may be considerably shortened by the use of

some algebraical characters ; but here the student must be

cautious, as he may be very easily led into false, or at least

unestablished, analogies, by the indiscriminate use of these sym-

bols. For example : equal figures in geometry are those which

can be made to coincide entirely; in algebraical language, two

figures would be called equal which consist of the same number

of square feet, though they could not be made to coincide.

Therefore, if the student uses the symbolical notation, he must

remember to express ty different signs these different meanings
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of the word 'equality/ The word square has also different

meanings in geometry and algebra ; and, though custom has

authorised the use of the word in two different senses, it is

important that the beginner should attach one meaning only to

the sign."

In the successive Editions through which this work has passed

I have been much indebted to Mr. G. K. Gillespie, private

teacher of the Classics and Mathematics, for various corrections

which he has pointed out, and for several useful suggestions.

i
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ELEMENTS OF EUCLID.

BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS.

(1) I. A point is that which has no parts.

(2) II. A line is length without breadth.

(3) III. The extremities of a line are points.

(4) IV. A right line is that which lies evenly

between its extremities.

(5) V. A surface is that which has length and
breadth only.

(6) VI. The extremities of a surface are lines.

(7) VII. A plane surface is that which lies evenly between its

extremities.

(8) These definitions require some elucidation. The object of

Geometry * is the properties offigure, and figure is defined to be the

relation which subsists between the boundaries of space. [""Space or

magnitude is of three kinds, line, surface, and solia\. It may be here

observed, once for all, that the terms used in geometrical science, are

not designed to signify any real, material or physical existences. They
signify certain abstracted notions or conceptions of the mind, derived,

without doubt, originally from material objects by the senses, but

subsequently corrected, modified, and, as it were, purified by the opera-

tions of the understanding. Thus, it is certain, that nothing exactly

conformable to the geometrical notion of a right line ever existed

;

no edge, which the finest tool of an artist can construct, is so com-
pletely free from inequalities as to entitle it to be considered as a

mathematical right line. Nevertheless, the first notion of such an
edge being obtained by the senses, the process of mind by which we
reject the inequalities incident upon the nicest mechanical produc-
tion, and substitute for them, mentally, that perfect evenness which
constitutes the essence of a right line, is by no means difficult. In

* From yri
}
terra ; and f&irgov, mcnsura.

B
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like manner, it* a pen be drawn over this paper an effect is produced,

which, in common language, would be called a line, right or curved, as

the case may be. This, however, cannot, in the strict geometrical

sense of the term, be a line at all, since it has breadth as well as

length ; for if it had not it could not be made evident to the senses.

But having first obtained this rude and incorrect notion of a line, we
can imagine that, while its length remain unaltered, it may be in-

finitely attenuated until it ceases altogether to have breadth, and thus

we obtain the exact conception of a mathematical line.

The different modes of magnitude are ideas so extremely uncom-
pounded that their names do not admit of definition properly so called

at all.* We may, however, assist the student to form correct notions

of the true meaning of these terms, although we may not give rigorous

logical definitions of them.

A notion being obtained by the senses of the smallest magnitude
distinctly perceptible, this is called a physical point. If this point

were indivisible even in idea, it would be strictly what is called a

mathematical point. But this is not the case. No material substance

can assume a magnitude so small that a smaller may not be imagined.

The mind, however, having obtained the notion of an extremely minute
magnitude, may proceed without limit in a mental diminution of it

;

and that state at which it would arrive if this diminution were in-

finitely continued, is a mathematical point.f

The introduction of the idea of motion into geometry has been ob-

jected to as being foreign to that science. Nevertheless, it seems
very doubtful whether we may not derive from motion the most dis-

tinct ideas of the modes of magnitude. If a mathematical point be
conceived to move in space, and to mark its course by a trace or track,

that trace or track will be a mathematical line. As the moving point

has no magnitude, so it is evident that its track can have no breadth

or thickness. The places of the point at the beginning and end of its

motion, are the extremities of the line, which are therefore points.

The third of the preceding definitions is not properly a definition, but
is a proposition, the truth of which may be inferred from the first two
definitions.

/ As a mathematical line may be conceived to proceed from the motion
of a mathematical point, so a physical line may be conceived to be
generated by the motion of a physical poinJTJ

In the same manner as the motion of a point determines the idea

of a line, the motion of a line may give the idea of a surface. If a

mathematical line be conceived to move, and to leave in the space
through which it passes a trace or track, this trace or track will be a
surface ; and since the line has no breadth, the surface can have no
thickness. The initial and final positions of the moving line are two
boundaries or extremities of the surface, and the other extremities

are the lines traced by the extreme points of the line whose motion
produced the surface.

* The name of a simple idea cannot be defined, because the general terms which
compose a definition signifying several different ideas can by no means express an idea
which has no manner of composition.— Locke.

t The Pythagorean definition of a point, is ' a monad having position.
1
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The sixth definition is therefore liable to the same objection as the

third. It is not properly a definition, but a principle, the truth of

which may be derived from the fifth and preceding definitions.

It is scarcely necessary to observe, that the validity of the objec-

tion against introducing motion as a principle into the Elements of

Geometry, is not here disputed, nor is it introduced as such. The
preceding observations are designed merely as illustrations to assist

the student in forming correct notions of the true mathematical sig-

nifications of the different modes of magnitude. With the same view
we shall continue to refer to the same mechanical idea of motion, and
desire our observations always to be understood in the same sense.

The fourth definition, that of a right or straight line, is objection-

able, as being unintelligible ; and the same may be said of the defi-

nition (seventh) of a plane surface. Those who do not know
what the words ' straight line' and ' plane surface' mean, will never

collect their meaning from these definitions ; and to those who do
know the meaning of those terms, definitions are useless. The
meaning of the terms ' riglifc_ line' anc* *J^1§^J6.-Surface* are only to

be made known by an appeal to experience, and the evidence of

the senses, assisted, as was before observed, by the power of the

mind called abstraction. /If a perfectly flexible string be pulled by
its extremities in opposite directions, it will assume, between the

two points of tension, a certain position. Were we to speak without

the rigorous exactitude of geometry, we should say that it formed a

straight line. But upon consideration, it is plain that the string has
weight, and that its weight produces a flexure in it, the convexity of

which will be turned towards the surface of the earth. If we conceive

the weight of the string to be extremely small, that flexure will be
proportionably small, and if, by the process of abstraction, we conceive

the string to have no weight, the flexure will altogether disappear, and
the string will be accurately a straight line.

A straight line is also sometimes defined * to be the shortest way
between two points.' This is the definition given by Archimedes, and
after him by Legendre in his Geometry ; but Euclid considers this as

a property to be proved. In this sense, a straight line may be con-

ceived to be that which is traced by one point moving towards another,

which is quiescent.

£Flato defines a straight line to be that whose extremity hides all

the rest, the eye being placed in the continuation of the lineTy

^Probably the best definition of a plane surface is, that iris such a
surface that the right line, which joins every two points which can be
assumed upon it, lies entirely in the surface./ This definition, ori-

ginally given by Hero, is substituted for Euclid's by R. Simson and
Legendre.

Plato defined a plane surface to be one whose extremities hide all

the intermediate parts, the eye being placed in its continuation.

It has been also defined as ' the smallest surface which can be
contained between given extremities.*

Every line which is not a straight line, or composed of straight

lines, is called a curve. Every surface which is not a plane, or

composed of planes, is called a curved surface.

B 2
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(9) VIII. A plane angle is the inclination of two lines to one
another, in a plane, which meet together, but are

not in the same direction.

This definition, which is designed to include the inclination of

curves as well as right lines, is omitted in some editions of the Ele-

ments, as being useless.

(10) IX. A plane rectilinear angle is the inclination

of two right lines to one another, which
meet together, but are not in the same
right line.

(11) X. When a right line standing on another

right line makes the adjacent angles

equal, each of these angles is called a

right angle, and each of these lines is

said to be perpendicular to the other.

(12) XI. An obtuse angle is an angle greater

than a right angle.
/

/

(13) XII. An acute angle is an angle less than a
right angle.

(14) Angles might not improperly be considered as a fourth

species of magnitude. Angular magnitude evidently consists of

parts, and must therefore be admitted to be a species of quantity.

The student must not suppose that the magnitude of an angle is

affected by the length of the right lines which include it, and of
whose mutual divergence it is the measure. These lines, which are

called the sides or the legs of the angle, are supposed to be of indefi-

nite length. To illustrate the nature of angular magnitude, we shall

again recur to motion. Let C be supposed to be the extremity of a
right line C A, extending indefinitely in the

direction C A. Through the same point C,
let another indefinite right line C A be con-

ceived to be drawn ; and suppose this right

line to revolve in the same plane round its

extremity C, it being supposed at the begin-
ning of its motion to coincide with C A.
As it revolves from C A to C A„ C A2,

C A3, &c, its divergence from C A, or, what is the same, the angle
it makes with C A, continually increases. The line continuing to
revolve, and successively assuming the positions C Al5 C A2, C A3 ,

C A4 , &c, will at length coincide with the continuation C A5 of
the line C A on the opposite side of the point C. When it assumes
this position, it is considered by Euclid to have no inclination to CA^,
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and to form no angle with it. Nevertheless, when the student ad-

vances further in mathematical science, he will find, that not only the

line C A5 is considered to form an angle with C A , but even when the

revolving* line continues its motion past C A5 , as for instance, to C A
fl ,

it is still considered as forming- an angle with C A ; and this angle is

measured in the direction A6 , A 5 , A4 , &c. to A .

The point where the sides of an angle meet is called the vertex

of the angle.

Superposition is the process by which one magnitude may be con-

ceived to be placed upon another, so as exactly to cover it, or so that

every part of each shall exactly coincide with every part of the other.

It is evident that any magnitudes which admit of superposition must

be equal, or rather this may be considered as the definition of equality.

Two angles are therefore equal when they admit of superposition.

This may be determined thus ; if the angles ABC
and A' B' Cf are those whose equality is to be

ascertained, let the vertex B' be conceived to be

placed uDon the vertex B, and the side B' A' on

the side B A, and let the remaining side B' C be

placed at the same side ofB A with B C. If under

these circumstances B'C lie upon, or coincide with B C, the angles

admit of superposition, and are equal, but otherwise not. If the side

W C fall between B C and B A, the angle B /
is said to be less than

the angle B, and if the side B C fall between B' C f and B A, the angle

B' is said to be greater than B.

As soon as the revolving line assumes such a position C A3 that the

angle A C A 3 is equal to the angle A3 C A5 , each of those angles

is called a right angle.

An angle is sometimes expressed simply by the letter placed at its

vertex, as we have done in comparing the angles B and B'. But when
the same point, as C, is the vertex of more angles than one, it is neces-

sary to use the three letters expressing the sides as A C A3 , A3 C A 5 ,

the letter at the vertex being always placed in the middle.

When a line is extended, prolonged, or has its length increased, it

is said to be produced, and the increase of length which it receives is

called its produced part, or its production. Thus,

if the right line AB be prolonged to B', it is a » tf

said to be produced through the extremity B,

and B B' is called its production or produced part.

Two lines which meet and cross each other are said to intersect, and
the point or points where they meet are called points of intersection. It

is assumed as a self-evident truth, that two right lines can only inter-

sect in one point. Curves, however, may intersect each other, or right

lines, in several points.

Two right lines which intersect, or whose productions intersect, are

said to be inclined to each other, and their inclination is measured by
the angle which they include. The angle included by two right lines

is sometimes called the angle under those lines ; and right lines which
include equal angles are said to be equally inclined to each other.

It may be observed, that in general when right lines or plane sur-

faces are spoken of in Geometry, they are considered as extended or
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produced indefinitely. Whenever a determinate portion of a right

line is spoken of, it is generally called a finite right line. When a

right line is said to be given, it is generally meant that its position or

direction on a plane is given. But when afinite right line is given,

it is understood, that not only its position, but its length is given.

These distinctions are not always rigorously observed, but it never

happens that any difficulty arises, as the meaning of the words is

always sufficiently plain from the context.

When the direction alone of a line is given, the line is sometimes
said to be given in position, and when the length alone is given, it is

said to be given in magnitude.

By the inclination of two finite right lines which do not meet, is

meant the angle which would be contained under these lines if pro-

duced until they intersect.

(15) XIII. A term or boundary is the extremity of any
thing.

This definition might be omitted as useless.

(16) XIV. A figure is a surface, inclosed on all sides by a

line or lines.

The entire length of the line or lines, which inclose a figure, is called

its perimeter.

A figure whose surface is a plane is called a plane figure. The
first six books of the Elements treat of plane figures only.

(17) XV. A circle is a plane figure, bounded
by one continued line, called its

circumference or periphery ; and
having a certain point within it,

from which all right lines drawn
to its circumference are equal.

If a right line of a given length revolve in the same plane round
one of its extremities as a fixed point, the other extremity will de-

scribe the circumference of a circle, of which the centre is the fixed

extremity.

(18) XVI. This point (from which the equal lines are

drawn) is called the centre of the circle.

(19) A line drawn from the centre of a circle to its circumference

is called a radius.

(20) XVII. A diameter of a circle is a right line drawn

through the centre, terminated both ways in

the circumference.

(21) XVIII. A semicircle is the figure contained by the dia-

meter, and the part of the circle cut off by
the diameter.
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(22) From the definition of a circle, it follows immediately, that

a line drawn from the centre to any point within the circle is less than

the radius ; and a line from the centre to any point without the circle

is greater than the radius. Also, every point, whose distance from

the centre is less than the radius, must be within the circle ; every

point whose distance from the centre is equal to the radius must be

on the circle ; and every point, whose distance from the centre is

greater than the radius, is without the circle.

The word ' semicircle,' in Def. XVIII., assumes, that a diameter

divides the circle into two equal parts. This may be easily proved
by supposing the two parts, into which the circle is thus divided,

placed one upon the other, so that they shall lie at the same side of

their common diameter: then if the arcs of the circle which bound
them do not coincide, let a radius be supposed to be drawn, intersect-

ing- them. Thus, the radius of the one will be a part of the radius of

the other; and therefore, two radii of the same circle are unequal,

which is contrary to the definition of a circle. (17.)

(23) XIX. A segment of a circle is a figure contained by a

right line, and the part of the circumference

which it cuts off.

(24) XX. A figure contained by right lines only, is called a
rectilinear figure.

The lines which include the figure are called its sides.

(25) XXI. A triangle is a rectilinear figure included by
three sides.

A triangle is the most simple of all rectilinear figures, since less than

three right lines cannot form any figure. All other rectilinear figures

may be resolved into triangles by drawing right lines from any point

within them to their several vertices. The triangle is therefore, in

effect, the element of all rectilinear figures ; and on its properties, the

properties of all other rectilinear figures depend. Accordingly, the

greater part of the first book is devoted to the development of the

properties of this figure.

(26) XXII. A quadrilateral figure is one
which is bounded by four sides.

The right lines, A C, B D, con-

necting the vertices of the A-

opposite angles of a quadrilateral figure, are

called its diagonals.

(27) XXIII. A polygon is a rectilinear figure, bounded by
more than four sides.

Polygons are called pentagons, hexagons, heptagons, &c, according
as they are bounded by five, six, seven, or more sides. A line joining

the vertices of any two angles which are not adjacent is called a

diagonal of the polygon.

j)
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(28) XXIV. A triangle, whose three sides are

equal, is said to be equilateral.

In general, all rectilinear figures whose sides are equal,

may be said to be equilateral.

Two rectilinear figures, whose sides are respectively equal each to

each, are said to he mutually equilateral. Thus, if two triangles have
each sides of three, four, and five feet in length, they are mutually
equilateral, although neither of them is an equilateral triangle.

In the same way a rectilinear figure having all its angles equal, is

said to be equiangular, and two rectilinear figures whose several

angles are equal each to each, are said to be mutually equiangular.

(29) XXV. A triangle which has only two sides

equal is called an isosceles triangle.

The equal sides are generally called the sides, to distinguish them
from the third side, which is called the base.

(30) XXVI. A scalene triangle is one which has no two

sides equal.

(31) XXVII. Aright-angled triangle is that which
has a right angle.

That side of a right-angled triangle which is opposite to the right

angle is called the hypotenuse.

(32) XXVIII. An obtuse-angled triangle is that /y^
which has an obtuse angle.

(33) XXIX. An acute-angled triangle is that which |\
has three acute angles. L-~^

It will appear hereafter, that a triangle cannot have more than one
angle right or obtuse, but may have all its angles acute.

(34) XXX. An equilateral quadrilateral figure

is called a lozenge.

(35) XXXI. An equiangular lozenge is called a
square.

We have ventured to change the definition of a square as given in

the text. A lozenge, called by Euclid a rhombus, when equiangular,
must have all its angles right, as will appear hereafter. Euclid's de-
finition, which is * a lozenge all whose angles are right,' therefore,
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contains more than sufficient for a definition, inasmuch as, had the

angles been merely defined to be equal, they might be proved to be

right. To effect this change in the definition of a square, we have

transposed the order of the last two definitions. See (158).

(35) XXXII. An oblong is a quadrilateral, whose
angles are all right, but whose sides

are not equal.

This term is not used in the Elements, and therefore the definition

might have been omitted. The same figure is defined in the second
book, and called a rectangle. It would appear that this circumstance
of defining the same figure twice must be an oversight.

(36) XXXIII. A rhomboid is a quadrilateral,

whose opposite sides are equal.

This definition and the term rhomboid are superseded by the term

parallelogram, which is a quadrilateral, whose opposite sides are

parallel. It will be proved hereafter, that if the opposite sides of a

quadrilateral be equal, it must be a parallelogram. Hence, a distinct

denomination for such a rlgrure is useless.*&

(37) XXXIV. All other quadrilateral figures are called

trapeziums.

As quadrilateralfigure is a sufficiently concise and distinct denomi-
nation, we shall restrict the application of the term trapezium to

those quadrilaterals which have two sides parallel.

(38) XXXV. Parallel right lines are such as .

are in the same plane, and
which, being produced continually in both

directions, would never meet.

It should be observed, that the circumstance of two right lines,

which are produced indefinitely, never meeting, is not sufficient to

establish their parallelism. For two right lines which are not in

the same plane can never meet, and yet are not parallel. Two
things are indispensably necessary to establish the parallelism of two
right lines, 1°, that they be in the same plane, and 2°, that when in-

definitely produced, they never meet. As in the first six books of the

Elements all the lines which are considered are supposed to be in

the same plane, it will be only necessary to attend to the latter crite-

rion of parallelism.

POSTULATES.

(39) I. Let it be granted that a right line may be drawn
from any one point to any other point.
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(40) II. Let it be granted that a finite right line may be
produced to any length in a right line.

(41) III. Let it be granted that a circle may be described

with any centre at any distance from that centre.

(42) The object of the postulates is to declare, that the only

instruments, the use of which is permitted in Geometry, are the rule

and compass. The rule is an instrument which is used to direct the

pen or pencil in drawing a right line ; but it should be observed, that

the geometrical rule is not supposed to be divided or graduated, and,

consequently, it does not enable us to draw a right line of any pro-

posed length. Neither is it permitted to place any permanent mark
or marks on any part of the rule, or we should be able by it to solve

the second proposition of the first book, which is to draw from a given

'point a right line equal to another given right line. This might be
done by placing the rule on the given right line, and marking its

extremities on the rule, then placing the mark corresponding to one
extremity at the given point, and drawing the pen along the rule to

the second mark. This, however, is not intended to be granted by the

postulates.

The third postulate concedes the use of the compass, which is an
instrument composed of two straight and equal legs united at one
extremity by a joint, so constructed that the legs can be opened or

closed so as to form any proposed angle. The other extremities are

points, and when the legs have been opened to any degree of diver-

gence, the extremity of one of them being fixed at a point, and the

extremity of the other being moved around it in the same plane will

describe a circle, since the distance between the points is supposed to

remain unchanged. The fixed point is the centre ; and the distance

between the points, the radius of the circle.

It is not intended to be conceded by the third postulate that a circle

can be described round a given centre with a radius of a given length
;

in other words, it is not granted that the legs of the compass can be
opened until the distance between their points shall equal a given
line.

AXIOMS.

(43) I. Magnitudes which are equal to the same are equal

to each other.

(44) II. If equals be added to equals the sums will be

equal.

(45) III. If equals be taken away from equals the re-

mainders will be equal.

(46) IV. If equals be added to unequals the sums will be

unequal.
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(47) V. If equals be taken away from unequals the re-

mainders will be unequal.

(48) VI. The doubles of the same or equal magnitudes are

equal.

(49) VII. The halves of the same or equal magnitudes are

equal.

(50) VIII. Magnitudes which coincide with one another, or

exactly fill the same space, are equal.

(51) IX. The whole is greater than its part.

(52) X. Two right lines cannot include a space.

(53) XI. All right angles are equal.

(54) XII. If two right lines (AB, CD) meet a third right

line (AC) so as to make the

two interior angles (B A C and
D C A) on the same side less

than two right angles, these two

right lines will meet if they be

produced on that side on which the angles are

less than two right angles.

(5b) The geometrical axioms are certain general propositions,

the truth of which is taken to be self-evident, and incapable of

being established by demonstration. According to the spirit of this

science, the number of axioms should be as limited as possible. A pro-

position, however self-evident, has no title to be taken as an axiom, if

its truth can be deduced from axioms already admitted. We have a
remarkable instance of the rigid adherence to this principle in the

twentieth proposition of the first book, where it is proved that ' two
sides of a triangle taken together are greater than the third;' a pro-

position which is quite as self-evident as any of the received axioms,

and much more self-evident than several of them.

On the other hand, if the truth of a proposition cannot be established

by demonstration, we are compelled to take it as an axiom, even though
it be not self-evident. Such is the case with the twelfth axiom. We
shall postpone our observations on this axiom, however, for the present,

and have to request that the student will omit it until he comes to read
the commentary on the twenty-eighth proposition. See Appendix II.

Two magnitudes are said to be equal when they are capable of

exactly covering one another, or filling the same space. In the most
ordinary practical cases we use this test for determining equality ; we
apply the two things to be compared one to the other, and imme-
diately infer their equality from their coincidence.

By the aid of this definition of equality we conceive that the second
and third axioms might easily be deduced from the first. We shall

not however pursue the discussion here.
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*#* The fourth and fifth axioms are not sufficiently definite. After

the addition or subtraction of equal quantities, unequal quantities con-

tinue to be unequal. But it is also evident, that their difference, that

is, the quantity by which the greater exceeds the less, will be the same
after such addition or subtraction as before it.

The sixth, and seventh axioms may very easily be inferred from

the preceding ones.

The tenth axiom may be presented under various forms. It is

equivalent to stating, that between any two points only one right line

can be drawn. For if two different right lines could be drawn from
one point to another, they would evidently enclose a space between
them. It is also equivalent to stating, that two right lines being inde-

finitely produced cannot intersect each other in more than one point;

for if they intersected at two points, the parts of the lines between
these points would enclose a space.

The eleventh axiom admits of demonstration.

Let A B and E F be perpendicular to D C and H G.
Take any equal parts, EH, EGonHG measured
from the point E, and on D C take parts from A 5 a"

equal to these. (Prop. III. Book I.) Let the point

H be conceived to be placed upon the point D.
The points G and C must then be in the circum-

ference of a circle described round the centre D, H
with the distance D C or H G as radius. Hence, if the line H G be
conceived to be turned round this centre D, the point G must in some
position coincide with C. In such a position every point of the line

H G must coincide with C D (ax. 10.), and the middle points A and E
must evidently coincide. Let the perpendiculars EF and A B be
conceived to be placed at the same side of DC. They must then
coincide, and therefore the right angle FEG will be equal to the right

angle B A C. For if E F do not coincide with A B, let it take the
position A K. The right angle KAC is equal to KAD (11), and
therefore greater than BAD; but B A D is equal to B A C (11), and
therefore KA C is greater than BA C. But K A C is a part of B A C,
and therefore less than it, which is absurd ; and therefore E F must
coincide with A B, and the right angles B A C and FEG are equal.

The postulates may be considered as axioms. The first postulate,

which declares the possibility of one right line joining two given points,

is as much an axiom as the tenth axiom, which declares the impossi-

bility of more than one right line joining them.
In like manner, the second postulate, which grants the power of pro-

ducing a line, may be considered as an axiom, declaring that every
finite straight line may have another placed at its extremity so as to

form with it one continued straight line. In fact, the straight line thus
placed will be its production. This postulate is assumed as an axiom
in the fourteenth proposition of the first book.

(56) Those results which are obtained in geometry by a process
of reasoning are called propositions. Geometrical propositions are of
two species, problems and theorems.
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A problem is a proposition in which something is proposed to be

done ; as a line to be drawn under some given conditions, some figure

to be constructed, &c. The solution of the problem consists in show-

ing how the thing required may be done by the aid of the rule and
compass. The demonstration consists in proving that the process

indicated in the solution really attains the required end.

A theorem is a pioposition in which the truth of some principle is

asserted. The object of the demonstration is to show how the truth

of the proposed principle may be deduced from the axioms and defi-

nitions or other truths previously and independently established.

A problem is analogous to a postulate, and a theorem to an axiom.

A postulate is a problem, the solution of which is assumed.

An axiom is a theorem, the truth of which is granted without de-

monstration.

In order to effect the demonstration of a proposition, it frequently

happens that other lines must be drawn besides those which are

actually engaged in the enunciation of the proposition itself. The
drawing of such lines is generally called the construction.

A corollary is an inference deduced immediately from a proposition.

A scholium is a note or observation on a proposition not containing

any inference, or, at least, none of sufficient importance to entitle it to

the name of a corollary,

A lemma is a proposition merely introduced for the purpose of

establishing some more important proposition.
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Proposition I. Problem.

(57) On a given finite right line (A B) to construct an

equilateral triangle.

Solution.

With the centre A and the radius A B let a circle B C D be

described (41), and with the centre B and

the radius B A let another circle A C E be

described. From a point of intersection C of

these circles let right lines be drawn to the

extremities A and B of the given right line

(39). The triangle A C B will be that which
is required.

Demonstration.

It is evident that the triangle A C B is constructed on the given
right line A B. But it is also equilateral ; for the lines A C and
AB, being radii of the same circle BCD, are equal (17) , and
also B C and B A, being radii of the same circle ACE, are

equal. Hence the lines B C and A C, being equal to the same
line A B, are equal to each other (43). The three sides of

the triangle ABC are therefore equal, and it is an equilateral

triangle (28).

(58) In the solution of this problem it is assumed that the two circles

intersect, inasmuch as the vertex of the equilateral triangle is a point

of intersection. This, however, is sufficiently evident if it be considered

that a circle is a continued line which includes space, and that in the

present instance each circle passing through the centre of the other

must have a part of its circumference within that other, and a part

without it, and must therefore intersect it.

It follows from the solution, that as many different equilateral

triangles can be constructed on the same right line as there are points

in which the two circles intersect. It will hereafter be proved that two
circles cannot intersect in more than two points, but for the present

this may be taken for granted.

Since there are but two points of intersection of the circles, there

can be but two equilateral triangles constructed on the same finite

right line, and these are placed on opposite sides of it, their vertices

being at the points C and F.

After having read the first book of the elements, the student will

find no difficulty in proving that the triangles C F E and CDF are

equilateral. These lines are not in the diagram, but may easily be
supplied.
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Proposition II. Problem.

(59) From a given point (A) to draw a right line equal

to a given finite right line (B C).

Solution,

Let a right line be drawn from the given point A to either

extremity B of the given finite right line B C (39).

On the line A B let an equilateral triangle A D B be

constructed (I). With the centre B and the radius

B C let a circle be described (41). Let D B be

produced to meet the circumference of this circle in

F (40), and with the centre D and the radius D F
let another circle F L K be described. Let the line D A be pro-

duced to meet the circumference of this circle in L. The line

A L is then the required line.

Demoyistration.

The lines D L and D F are equal, being radii of the same circle

FLK (17). Also the lines D A and DB are equal, being sides

of the equilateral triangle B D A. Taking the latter from the

former, the remainders A L and B F are equal (45). But B F
and B C are equal, being radii of the same circle F C H (17),

and since A L and B C are both equal to B F, they are equal to

each other (43). Hence AL is equal to B C, and is drawn
from the given point A, and therefore solves the problem.

*^* The different positions which the given right line and given
point may have with respect to each other, are apt to occasion such
changes in the diagram as to lead the student into error in the execu-

tion of the construction for the solution of this problem.

Hence it is necessary that in solving this problem the student

should be guided by certain general directions, which are independent
of any particular arrangement which the several lines concerned in the

solution may assume. If the student is governed by the following

general directions, no change which the diagram can undergo will

mislead him.
1° The given point is to be joined with either extremity of the given

right line. (Let us call the extremity with which it is connected, the

connected extremity of the given right line ; and the line so connecting
them, the joining line.)

2° The centre of the first circle is the connected extremity of the

given right line ; and its radius, the given right line.

3° The equilateral triangle mav be constructed on either side of the

joining line.

4° The side of the equilateral triangle which is produced to meet
the circle, is that side which is opposite to the given point, and it

is produced through the centre of the first circle till it meets its cir-

cumference.
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5° The centre of the second circle is that vertex of the triangle

which is opposite to the joining line, and its radius is made up of that

side of the triangle which is opposite to the given point, and its pro-

duction which is the radius of the first circle. So that the radius of

the second circle is the sum of the side of the triangk and the radius

of the first circle.

6° The side of the equilateral triangle which is produced through

the given point to meet the second circle, is that side which is opposite

to the connected extremity of the given right line, and the production

of this side is the line which solves the problem ; for the sum of this

line and the side of the triangle is the radius of the second circle, but

also the sum of the given right line (which is the radius of the first

circle) and the side of the triangle is equal to the radius of the second

circle. The side ofthe triangle being taken away the remainders are equal.

As the given point may be joined with either extremity, there may
be two different joining lines, and as the triangle may be constructed

on either side of each of these, there may be four different triangles
;

so the right line and point being given, there are four different con-

structions by which the problem may be solved.

If the student inquires further, he will perceive that the solution may
be effected also by producing the side of the triangle opposite the

given point, not through the extremity of the right line but through

the vertex of the triangle. The various consequences of this variety

in the construction we leave to the student to trace.

(60) By the second proposition a right line of a given length can be
inflected from a given point P upon any given line A B.
For from the point P draw a right line of the given

length (II), and with P as centre, and that line as radius,

describe a circle. A line drawn from P to any point C,

where this circle meets the given line A B, will solve the

problem.

By this proposition the first may be generalized ; for an isosceles

triangle may be constructed on a given line as base, and having its

side of a given length. The construction will remain unaltered,

except that the radius of each of the circles will be equal to the length

of the side of the proposed triangle. If this length be not greater

than half the base, the two circles will not intersect, and no triangle

can be constructed, as will appear hereafter.

Proposition III. Problem.

(61) From the greater (A B), of two given right lines

to cut off a part equal to the less (C).

Solution.

From either extremity A of the greater let a
right line A D be drawn equal to the less C (II),

and with the point A as centre, and the radius

AD let a circle be described (41). The part A E
of the greater cut off by this circle will be equal to

the less C.
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Demonstration.

For A E and A D are equal, being radii ofthe same circle (17) ;

and C and A D are equal by the construction. Hence A E and
C are equal.

By a similar construction, the less might be produced until it equal

the greater. From an extremity of the less let a line equal to the

greater be drawn, and a circle be described with this line as radius.

Let the less be produced to meet this circle.

Proposition IV. Theorem.

(62) If two triangles (B A C and E D F) have two sides

(B A and A C) in the one respectively equal to

two sides (E D and D F) in the other, and the

angles (A and D) included by those sides also

equal ; the bases or remaining sides (B C and

E F) will be equal, also the angles (B and C) at

the base of the one will be respectively equal

to those (E and F) at the base of the other

which are opposed to the equal sides (i. e. B to

Eand C to F).

Let the two triangles be conceived to be so placed that the

vertex of one of the equal angles D shall fall

upon that of the other A, that one of the iides

D E containing the given equal angles shall

fall upon the side A B in the other triangle to

which it is equal, and that the remaining pair

of equal sides A C and D F shall lie at the same side of those

A B and D E which coincide.

Since then the vertices A and D coincide, and also the equal

sides A B and D E, the points B and E must coincide. (If

they did not the sides A B and D E would not be equal.) Also,

since the side D E falls on A B, and the sides A C and D F are

at the same side of A B, and the angles A and D are equal, the

side D F must fall upon A C
;

(for otherwise the angles A and
D would not be equal.)

Since the side D F falls on A C, and they are equal, the ex-

tremity F must fall on C. Since the extremities of the bases B C
and E F coincide, these lines themselves must coincide, for if

they did not they would include a space (52). Hence the sides

B C and E F are equal (50).

Also, since the sides E D and E F coincide respectively with

B A and B C, the angles E and B are equal (50), and for a

similar reason the angles F and C are equal.

c
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Since the three sides of the one triangle coincide respectively

with the three sides of the other, the triangles themselves coincide,

and are therefore equal (50).

In the demonstration of this proposition, the converse of the

eighth axiom (50) is assumed. The axiom states, that * if two mag-

nitudes coincide they must be equal.' In the proposition it is as-

sumed, that if they be equal they must under certain circumstances

coincide. For when the point D is placed on A, and the side D E on

A B, it is assumed that the point E must fall upon B, because A B
and D E are equal. This may, however, be proved by the combina-

tion of the eighth and ninth axioms ; for if the point E did not fall

upon B, but fell either above or below it, we should have either E D
equal to a part of B A, or B A equal to a part ofE D. In either case

the ninth axiom would be contradicted, as we should have the whole

equal to its part.

The same principle may be applied in proving that the side D F
will fall upon A C, which is assumed in Euclid's proof.

In the superposition of the triangles in this proposition, three things

are to be attended to :

1° The vertices of the equal angles are to be placed one on the

other.

2° Two equal sides to be placed one on the other.

3° The other two equal sides are to be placed on the same side of

those which are laid one upon the other.

From this arrangement the coincidence of the triangles is inferred.

It should be observed, that this superposition is not assumed to be

actually effected, for that would r. quire other postulates besides the

three already stated ; but it is sufficient for the validity of the reason-

ing, if it be conceived to.be possible that the triangles might be so

placed. By the same principle of superposition, the following

theorem may be easily demonstrated, ' If two triangles have two angles

in one respectively equal to two angles in the other, and the sides

lying between those angles also equal, the remaining sides and angles

will be equal, and also the triangles themselves will be equal.' See

prop. xxvi.

This being the first theorem in the Elements, it is necessarily de-

duced exclusively from the axioms, as the first problem must be from

the postulates. Subsequent theorems and problems will be deduced

from those previously established.

Proposition V. Theorem.

(63) The angles (B, C) opposed to the equal sides

(A C and A B) of an isosceles triangle are

equal, and if the equal sides be produced

through the extremities (B and C) of the third

side, the angles (D B C and E C B) formed by

their produced parts and the third side are

equal.
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Let the equal sides A B and A C be produced

through the extremities B, C of the third side, and

in the produced part B D of either let any point F
be assumed, and from the other let A G be cut off

equal to AF (III). Let the points F and G so

taken on the produced sides be connected by right

lines F C and B G with the alternate extremities

of the third side of the triangle.

In the triangles F A C and GAB the sides F A and A C
are respectively equal to G A and A B, and the included angle A
is common to both triangles. Hence (IV), the line F C is

equal to B G, the angle AFC to the angle A G B, and the

angle A C F to the angle A B G. If from the equal lines A F
and A G, the equal sides A B and A C be taken, the remainders
B F and C G will be equal. Hence, in the triangles B F C and
C G B, the sides B F and F C are respectively equal to C G and
G B, and the angles F and G included by those sides are also

equal. Hence (IV), the angles F B C and G C B, which are

those included by the third side B C and the productions of the
equal sides A B and A C, are equal. Also, the angles F C B and
G B C are equal. If these equals be taken from the angles F C A
and G B A, before proved equal, the remainders, which are the

angles ABC and A C B opposed to the equal sides, will be
equal.

(64) Cor.—Hence, in an equilateral triangle the three angles
are equal ; for by this proposition the angles opposed to every
two equal sides are equal.

Proposition VI. Theorem.

(65) If two angles (B and C) of a triangle (B A C) be

equal, the sides (A C and A B) opposed to them
are also equal.

For if the sides be not equal, let one of them A B be greater

than the other, and from it cut off D B equal to A C
(III), and draw C D.
Then in the triangles D B C and A C B, the sides

D B and B C are equal to the sides A C and C B re-

spectively, and the angles D B C and A C B are also

equal ; therefore (IV) the triangles themselves D B C and A C B
are equal, a part equal to the whole, which is absurd ; therefore

neither of the sides A B or A C is greater than the other ; they

are therefore equal to one another.

(66) Cor.—Hence every equiangular triangle is also equi-

lateral, for the sides opposed to every two equal angles are equal.

c 2
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In the construction for this proposition it is necessary that the part

of the greater side which is cut off equal to the less, should be mea-

sured upon the greater side B A from vertex (B) of the equal angle,

for otherwise the fourth proposition could not be applied to prove the

equality of the part with the whole.

It may be observed generally, that when a part of one line is cut orr

equal to another, it should be distinctly specified from which extre-

mity the part is to be cut. .'..*,_ c n* a
This proposition is what is called by logicians the converse of the

fifth It cannot however be inferred from it by the logical operation

called conversion ; because, by the established principles of the Aristote-

lian logic, an universal affirmative admits no simple converse. I his ob-

servation applies generally to those propositions in the Elements which

are converses of preceding ones.

The demonstration of the sixth is the first instance of indirect proot

which occurs in the Elements. The force of this species of demon-

stration consists in showing that a principle is true because some mani-

fest absurdity would follow from supposing it to be false

This kind of proof is considered inferior to direct demonstration,

because it only proves that a thing must be so, but fails in showing

why it must be so ; whereas direct proof not only shows that the

thing is so, but why it is so. Consequently, indirect demonstration is

never used, except where no direct proof can be had. It is used gene-

rally in proving principles which are nearly self-evident, and in the

Elements is oftenest used in establishing the converse propositions

Examples will be seen in the 14th, 19th, 25th, and 40th propositions of

this book

Proposition VII. Theorem.

(67) On the same right line (A B), and on the same side

of it, there cannot be constructed two triangles,

(A C B, AD B) whose conterminous sides (A C

and A D, B C and B D) are equal.

If it be possible, let the two triangles be constructed, and,

ffirst,—Let the vertex of each of the triangles be without the

other triangle, and draw CD.
BecauseSne sides AD and A. C of the triangle CAD are

equal (hyp.) # , the angles AC D and AD C are equal (V)
;
but

* The hypothesis means the supposition; that is, the part of the enunciation of the

propositionTn which something is supposed to be granted true, and from which the pro-

nosed conclusion is to be inferred, Thus in the seventh proposition the
:

hypothesis >s

that th tangles stand on the same side of their base, and that their con erminous sides

Ire equal and
g
the conclusion is a manifest absurdity, which proves that the hypothesis

"Tn th/four'th proposition the hypothesis is, that two sides and the included angle of

one tr an-e are respectively equal to two sides and the included angle of the other;

and the conclusion deduced from this hypothesis is, that the remaining side and angles

fn the one triangle are respectively equal to the remaining side and angles in the other

triangle.
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A C D is greater than BCD (51), therefore ADC is greater

than BCD; but the angle B D C is greater than ADC (51), and
therefore B D C is greater than BCD; but in the triangle C B D,
the sides B C and B D are equal (hyp.), therefore the

angles B D C and BCD are equal (V) ; but the angle

BDC has been proved to be greater than BCD, which
is absurd : therefore the triangles constructed upon the

same right line cannot have their conterminous sides equal, when
the vertex of each of the triangles is without the other.

Secondly,—Let the vertex D of one triangle be within the

other
;
produce the sides A C and A D, and join C D.

Because the sides A C and A D of the triangle CAD are

equal (hyp.), the angles E C D and F D C are equal (V) ; but

the angle B D C is greater than FD C (51 ), therefore greater than

E C D ; but E C D is greater than BCD (51), and therefore

B D C is greater than BCD; but in the triangle C B D,
the sides B C and B D are equal (hyp,), therefore the

angles BDC and BCD are equal (V ) ; but the angle

BDC has been proved to be greater than BCD, which
is absurd : therefore triangles constructed upon the

same right line cannot have their conterminous sides equal, if the

vertex of one of them is within the other.

Thirdly,—Let the vertex D of one triangle be on the side

A B of the other," and it is evident that the sides A B
and B D are not equal.

Therefore in no case can two triangles, whose con-

terminous sides are equal, be constructed at the same
side of the given line.

This proposition seems to have been introduced into the Elements
merely for the purpose of establishing that which follows it. The de-

monstration is that form of argument which logicians call adilemmOj,

and a species of argument which seldom occurs in the Elements. If

two triangles whose conterminous sides are equal could stand on the

same side of the same base, the vertex of the one must necessarily

either fall within the other or without it, or on one of the sides of it;

accordingly, it is successively proved in the demonstration, that to

suppose it in any of these positions would lead to a contradiction in

terms. It is not supposed that the vertex of the one could fall on
the vertex of the other ; for that would be supposing the two tri-

angles to be one and the same, whereas they are, by hypothesis,

different.

In the Greek text there is but one (the first) of the cases of this pro-

position given. It is however conjectured, that the second case must
have been formerly in the text, because it is the only instance in which
Euclid uses that part of the fifth proposition which proves the equality

of the angles below the base. It is argued, that there must have been
some reason for introducing into the fifth a principle which follows at
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once from the thirteenth ; and that none can be assigned except the

necessity of the principle in the second case of the seventh. The third

case required to be mentioned only to preserve the complete logical

form of the argument.

Proposition VIII. Theorem.

(68) If two triangles (ABC and E F D) have two

sides of the one respectively equal to two
sides of the other (A B to E F and C B to

DF), and also have the base (A C) equal to

the base (ED), then the angles (B and F)

contained by the equal sides are equal.

For if the equal bases AC, ED be conceived to be placed one
upon the other, so that the triangles shall lie

at the same side of them, and that the equal

sides A B and E F, C B and D F be conter-

minous, the vertex B must fall on the vertex

F ; for to suppose them not coincident

would contradict the seventh proposition. The sides B A and

B C being therefore coincident with F E and F D, the angles B
and F are equal.

(69) It is evident that in this case all the angles and sides of

the triangles are respectively equal each to each, and that the trian-

gles themselves are equal. This appears immediately by the eighth

axiom.

In order to remove from the threshold of the Elements a proposition

so useless, and, to the younger students, so embarrassing as the seventh,

it would be desirable that the eighth should be established indepen-

dently of it. There are several ways in which this might be effected.

The following proof seems to be liable to no objection, and establishes

the eighth by the fifth.

Let the two equal bases be so applied one * *

upon the other that the equal sides shall be con- / \ / \

terminous, and that the triangles shall lie at

opposite sides of them, and let a right line be

conceived to be drawn joining the vertices.

1° Let this line intersect the base.

Let the vertex F fall at G, the side E F in the position A G, and
D F in the position C G. Hence B A and A G being equal, the angles

G B A and B G A are equal (V). Also C B and C G being equal, the

angles C G B and C B G are equal (V). Adding these equals to the

former, the angles ABC and A G C are equal ; that is, the angles

E F D and ABC are equal.

2° Let the line G B fall outside the coincident bases.
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D

The angles G B A and BG A, and also B G C
and G B C are proved equal as before ; and
taking the latter from the former, the remain-

ders, which are the angles A G C and A B C,

are equal, but A G C is the angle F.

3° Let the line B G pass through either

extremity of the base.

In this case it follows immediately (V) that

the angles ABC and A G C are equal ; for the

lines B C and C G must coincide with B G,
since each has two points upon it (52).

Hence in every case the angles B and F
are equal.

This proposition is also sometimes demon-
strated as follows.

Conceive the triangle E F D to be applied to A B C, as in Euclid's

proof. Then, because E F is equal to A B, the

point F must be in the circumference of a cir-

cle described with A as centre, and A B as

radius. And for the same reason, F must be
on a circumference with the centre C, and the

radius C B. The vertex must therefore be at the point where these cir-

cles meet. But the vertex B must be also at that point ; wherefore, &c.

Proposition IX. Problem.

(70) To bisect a given rectilinear angle (B A C).

Solution.

Take any point D in the side A B, and from A C
cut off A E equal to A D (III), draw D E, and upon
it describe an equilateral triangle D FE (I) at the

side remote from A. The right line joining the

points A and F bisects the given angle B A C.

Demonstration.

Because the sides A D and A E are equal (const.), and the
side A F is common to the triangles FAD and F A E, and the

base F D is also equal to F E (const.) ; the angles D A F and
E A F are equal (VIII), and therefore the right line A F bisects

the given angle.

By this proposition an angle may be divided into 4, 8, 16, &c. equal

parts, or, in general, into any number of equal parts which is ex-

pressed by a power of two.

It is necessary that the equilateral triangle be constructed on a dif-

ferent side of the joining line D E from that on which the given angle

is placed, lest the vertex F of the equilateral triangle should happen to

coincide with the vertex A of the given angle ; in which case there

would be no joining line FA, and therefore no solution.
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In these cases, however, in which the vertex of the equilateral tri-

angle does not coincide with that of the given angle, the problem can
be solved by constructing the equilateral triangle on the same side of

the joining line D E with the given angle. Separate demonstrations

are necessary for the two positions which the vertices may assume.

1. Let the vertex of the equilateral triangle fall within that of the

given angle.

The demonstration already given will apply to this with-

out any modification.

2. Let the vertex of the given angle fall within the equi-

lateral triangle.

The line F A produced will in this case bisect the angle ; for the

three sides of the triangle D F A are respectively

equal to those of the triangle E F A. Hence the

angles D F A and E F A are equal (VIII). Also,

in the triangles D F G and E F G the sides D F
and E F are equal, the side G F is common, and B c

the angles D F G and E F G are equal ; hence (IV) the bases D G
and E G are equal, and also the angles D G A and EGA. Again, in

the triangles D G A and EGA the sides D G and E G are equal, A G
is common, and the angles at G are equal ; hence (IV) the angles

DAG and E A G are equal, and therefore the angle B A C is bisected

by A G.
It is evident, that an isosceles triangle constructed on the joining

line D E would equally answer the purpose of the solution.

Proposition X. Problem.

(71) To bisect a given finite right line (A B).

Solution.

Upon the given line AB describe an equilateral

triangle A C B (I), bisect the angle A C B by the

right line C D (IX) ; this line bisects the given line

in the point D.

Demonstration,

Because the sides A C and C B are equal (const.), and C D
common to the triangles A C D and BCD, and the angles A C D
and BCD also equal (const.) ; therefore (IV) the bases A D
and D B are equal, and the right line A B is bisected in the

point D.

In this and the following proposition an isosceles triangle would
answer the purposes of the solution equally with an equilateral. In
fact, in the demonstrations the triangle is contemplated merely as

isosceles : for nothing is inferred from the equality of the base with

the sides.

D B
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Proposition XI. Problem.

(72) From a given point (C) in a given right line

(A B) to draw a perpendicular to the given line.

Solution.

In the given line take any point D and make C E equal to

C D (III); upon D E describe an equilateral triangle DFE (I);

draw F C, and it is perpendicular to the given line.

Demonstration.

Because the sides D F and D C are equal to the sides E F
and E C (const.), and C F is common to the

triangles D F C and E F C, therefore (VIII)

the angles opposite to the equal sides D F
and E F are equal, and therefore F C is per- D c H

pendicular to the given right line A B at the point C.

Cor.—By help of this problem it may be demonstrated, that

two straight lines cannot have a common segment.

If it be possible, let the two straight lines ABC, A B D have
the segment A B common to both of them. From the point B
draw BE at right, angles to A B ; and because ABC is a
straight line, the angle C B E is equal to the

angle E B A ; in the same manner, because

A B D is a straight line, the angle D B E is

equal to the angle E B A ; wherefore the angle

D B E is equal to the angle CBE, the less to the greater,

which is impossible ; therefore two straight lines cannot have a
common segment.

If the given point be at the extremity of the given rio-ht line, i*

must be produced, in order to draw the perpendicular by this con-
struction.

In a succeeding article, the student will find a method of drawing a
perpendicular through the extremity of a line without producing it.

The corollary to this proposition is useless, and is omitted in some
editions.

It is equivalent* to proving that a right line cannot be produced
through its extremity in more than one direction, or that it has but one
production.

Proposition XII. Problem.

(73) To draw a perpendicular to a given indefinite

right line (AB) from a point (C) given with-

out it.

Solution.

Take any point X on the other side of the given line, and from
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the centre C with the radius C X describe a circle cutting

the given line in E and F. Bisect E F in D
(X), and draw from the given point to the

point of bisection the right line C D ; this line

is the required perpendicular.

Demonstration.

For draw C E and C F, and in the triangles E D C and F D C
the sides E C and F C, and E D and F D, are equal, (const.) and
C D common ; therefore (VIII) the angles E D C and F D C
opposite to the equal sides E C and F C are equal, and therefore

D C is perpendicular to the line AB (11).

In this proposition it is necessary that the right line AB be inde-

finite in length, for otherwise it might happen that the circle described

with the centre C and the radius C X might not intersect it in two
points, which is essential to the solution of the problem.

It is assumed in the solution of this problem, that the circle will

intersect the right line in two points. The centre of the circle being

on one side of the given right line, and a part of the circumference (X)
on the other, it is not difficult to perceive that a part of the circum-

ference must be also on the same side of the given line with the centre,

and since the circle is a continued line it must cross the right line

twice. The properties of the circle form the subject of the third book,

and those which are assumed here will be established in that part of

the Elements.

The following questions will afford the student useful exercise in

the application of the geometrical principles which have been esta-

blished in the last twelve propositions.

(74) In an isosceles triangle the right line which bisects the vertical

angle also bisects the base, and is perpendicular to the base.

For in the two triangles into which it divides the isosceles, there

are two sides (those of the isosceles) equal, and a side (the bisector)

common, and the angles included by these sides equal, being the parts

of the bisected angle; hence (IV) the remaining sides and angles are

respectively equal ; that is, the parts into which the base is divided

by the bisector are equal, and the angles which the bisector makes
with the base are equal. Therefore it bisects the base, and is perpen-

dicular to it.

It is clear that the isosceles triangle itself is bisected by the bisector

of its vertical angle, since the two triangles are equal.

(75) It follows also, that in an isosceles triangle the line which is

drawn from the vertex to the middle point of the base bisects the vertical

angle, and is perpendicular to the base.

For in this case the triangle is divided into two triangles, which

have their three sides respectively equal each to each, and the property

is established by (VIII).
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(76) Jf in a triangle the perpendicular from the vertex on the base

bisect the base, the triangle is isosceles.

For in this case in the two triangles into which the whole is divided

by the perpendicular, fhere are two sides (the parts of the base) equal,

one side (the perpendicular) common, and the included angles equal,

being* right. Hence (IV) the sides of the triangle are equal.

(77) To find a point which is equidistant from the three vertical

points of a triangle (A B C).

Bisect the sides A B and B C at D and E (X), and

through the points D and E draw perpendiculars, and

produce them until they meet at F. The point F is

at equal distances from A, B and C.

For draw FA, FB, FC. BFA is isosceles by

(76), and for the same reason B F C is isosceles.

Hence it is evident that F A, F C, and F B are equal.

(78) Cor.—Hence F is the centre, and F A the radius of a circle

circumscribed about the triangle.

(79) In a quadrilateral formed by two isosceles triangles

A C B and A D B constructed on different sides of the same
base, the diagonals intersect at right angles, and that

which is the common base of the isosceles triangles is

bisected by the other.

For in the triangles CAD and C B D the three sides are equal

each to each, and therefore (VIII) the angles ACE and B C E are

equal. The truth of the proposition therefore follows from (74).

(80) Hence it follows that the diagonals ofa lozenge bisect each other

at right angles.

(81) It follows from (76) that if the diagonals of a quadrilateral

bisect each other at right angles it is a lozenge.

Proposition XIII. Theorem.

(82) When a right line (A B) standing upon another

(D C) makes angles with it, they are either two

right angles^ or together equal to two right

angles.

If the right line A B is perpendicular to D C, the angles ABC
and ABD are right (II). If

not, draw B E perpendicular to

D C (XI), and it is evident that

the angles C B A and ABD B

together are equal to the angles C B E and E B D, and there

fore to two right angles.

The words * makes angles with it,' are introduced to exclude the

case in which the line A B is at the extremity of D C.

£ A.

/
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(83) From this proposition it appears, that if several right lines stand

on the same right line at the same point, and make angles with it, all

the angles taken together are equal to two right angles.

Also if two right lines intersecting one another make angles, these

angles taken together are equal to four right angles.

The lines which bisect the adjacent angles ABC and A B D are at

right angles ; for the angle under these lines is evidently half the sum
of the angles ABC and A B D.

If several right lines diverge from the same point, the angles into

which they divide the surrounding space are together equal to four

ri^ht angles.

(84) When two angles as AB C and AB D are together equal to

two right angles, they are said to be supplemental, and one is called

the supplement of the other.

(85) If two angles as C B A and E B A are together equal to a right

angle, they are said to be complemented, and one is said to*be the com-
plement of the other.

Proposition XIV. Theorem.

(86) Iftwo right lines (C B and B D) meeting another

right line (A B) at the same point (Bj, and at

opposite sides, make angles with it which are

together equal to two right angles, those right

lines (C B and B D) form one continued right

line.

For if possible, let B E and not B D be the continuation of the

right line C B, then the angles C B A and ABE are equal to two

right angles (XIII), but C B A and A B D are also equal to two

right angles, by hypothesis, therefore C B A and ,A
A B D taken together are equal to C B A and /

ABE; take away from these equal quantities - L—~~

p

C B A which is common to both, and ABE shall

be equal to A B D, a part to the whole, which is absurd; there-

fore B E is not the continuation ofC B, and in the same manner -

it can be proved, that no other line except B D is the continua-

tion of it, therefore B D forms with B C one continued right line.

In the enunciation of this proposition, the student should be
cautious not to overlook the condition that the two ric:ht lines C B
and B E forming angles, which are together equal to two right angles,

with BA, lie at opposite sides of B A. They might
form angles together equal to two right angles with B A,
and yet not lie in the same continued line, if as in this

figure they lay at the same side of it. It is assumed in

this proposition that the line C B has a production. This
is however granted by Postulate 2.
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Proposition XV. Theorem.

(87) If two right lines (A B and C D) intersect one

another, the vertical angles are equal (C E A
to B E D, and C E B to A E D).

Because the right line C E stands upon the right line A B, the

angle A E C together with the angle C E B is

equal to two right angles (XIII) ; and because

the right line B E stands upon the right line C D,
the angle C E B together with the angle BED *

is equal to two right angles (XIII) ; therefore

A E C and C E B together are equal to C E B and BED; take

away the common angle C E B, and the remaining angle A E C
is equal to B E D.

This proof may shortly be expressed by saying, that opposite angles

are equal, because they have a common supplement (84).

It is evident that angles which have a common supplement or com-
plement (85) are equal, and that if they be equal, their supplements

and complements must also be equal.

(88) The converse of this proposition may easily be proved, scil. If

four lines meet at a point, and the angles vertically opposite be equal,

each alternate pair of lines will be in the same right line. For if C E A
be equal to B E D, and also C E B to A E D, it follows, that C E A
and CEB together are equal to B ED andAE D together. But all

the four are together equal to four right angles (83), and therefore

C E A and C E B are together equal to two right angles, therefore

(XIV) A E and E B are in one continued line. In like manner it may
be proved, that C E and D E are in one line.

Proposition XVI. Theorem.

(89) If one side (B C) of a triangle (B AC) be pro-

duced, the external angle (A C D) is greater

than either of the internal opposite angles

(Aor.B.)

For bisect the side A C in E (X), draw B E
and produce it until E F be equal to B E (III),

and join F C.

The triangles C E F and A E B have the sides

C E and E F equal to the sides A E and E B
(const.), and the angle C E F equal to AE B (XV), therefore

the angles E C F and A are equal (IV), and therefore A C D
is greater than A. In like manner it can be shown, that if A C
be produced, the external angle B C G is greater than the angle
B, and therefore that the angle A C D, which is equal to B C G
(XV) is greater than the angle B.
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(90) Cor. 1.—Hence it follows, that each angle of a triangle is less

than the supplement of either of the other angles (84). For the ex-

ternal angle is the supplement of the adjacent internal angle (XIII).

(91) Cor. 2.—If one angle of a triangle be right or obtuse, the

others must be acute. For the supplement of a right or obtuse angle

is right or acute (82), and each of the other angles must be less than

this supplement, and must therefore be acute.

(92) Cor. 3.—More than one perpendicular cannot be drawn from
the same point to the same right line. For if two lines be supposed
to be drawn, one of which is perpendicular, they will form a triangle

.

having one right angle. The other angles must therefore be acute (91),
and therefore the other line is not perpendicular.

(93) Cor. 4.— If from any point a right line be drawn to a given right

line, making with it an acute and obtuse angle, and from the same
point a perpendicular be drawn, the perpendicular must fall at the side

of the acute angle. For otherwise a triangle would be formed having

a right and an obtuse angle, which cannot be (91).

(94) Cor. 5.—The equal angles of an isosceles triangle must be

both acute.

Proposition XVIT. Theorem.

(95) Any two angles of a triangle (B A C) are together

less than two right angles.

Produce any side B C, then the angle A C D is greater than

either of the angles A or B (XVI), therefore A C B
together with either A or B is less than the same a
angle A C B together with A C D ; that is, less than / \
two right angles (XIII). In the same manner, if

C B be produced from the point B, it can be demonstrated that

the angle ABC together with the angle A is less than two right

angles ; therefore any two angles of the triangle are less than two

right angles.

This proposition and the sixteenth are included in the thirty-second,

which proves that the three angles are together equal to two right

angles.

Proposition XVIII. Theorem.

(96) In any triangle (B A C) if one side (A C) be

greater than another (AB), the angle opposite

to the greater side is greater than the angle

opposite to the less. .

From the greater side A C cut off the part A D
equal to the less (III), and conterminous with it,

and join B D.

The triangle BAD being isosceles (V), the angles

A B D and A D B are equal ; but A D B is greater than the
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internal angle A. C B (XVI) : therefore A B D is greater than A C B,

and therefore A B C is greater than A C B : but A B C is oppo-

site the greater side A C, and A C B is opposite the less A B.

This proposition might also be proved by producing the lesser side

AB, and taking AE equal to the greater side. In this case the angle

AE C is equal to ACE (V), and therefore greater than A C B. But
AB C is greater than AEC (XVI), and therefore A B C is greater

than ACB.
Proposition XIX. Theorem.

(97) If in any triangle (B A C) one angle (B) be greater

than another (C), the side (AC) which is oppo-

site the greater angle is greater than the side

(A B), which is opposite to the less.

For the side A C is either equal, or less, or greater than A B.

It is not equal to A B, because the angle B would a

then be equal to C (V), which is contrary to the /\
hypothesis. B c

It is not less than A B, because the angle B would then be less

than C (XVIII), which is also contrary to the hypothesis.

Since therefore the side A C is neither equal to nor less than
A B, it is greater than it.

This proposition holds the same relation to the sixth, as the preced-
ing does to the fifth. The four might be thus combined : one angle
of a triangle is greater or less than another, or equal to it, according as

the side opposed to the one is greater or less than, or equal to the side

opposed to the other, and vice versa.

The student generally feels it difficult to remember which of the two,

the eighteenth or nineteenth, is proved by construction, and which
indirectly. By referring them to the fifth and sixth the difficulty will

be removed.

Proposition XX. ^

(98) Any two sides (A B and A C) of a triangle

(B A C) taken together, are greater than the

third side (B C).

Let the side B A be produced, and let A D be cut off

equal to AC (III), and let D C be drawn.
Since A D and A C are equal, the angles D and

ACD are equal (V). Hence the angle B C D is

greater than the angle D, and therefore the side B D
in the triangle B C D is greater than B C (XIX). But B D is

equal to B A and A C taken together, since A D was assumed
equal to A C. Therefore B A and A C taken together are greater

than B C.
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This proposition is sometimes proved by bisecting the angle A.
Let A E bisect it. The angle B E A is greater than E A C, and the

angle C E A is greater than E A B (XVI) ; and since the parts of the

angle A are equal, it follows, that each of the angles E is greater than

each of the parts ofA ; and thence, by (XIX), it follows, that B A is

greater than B E, and A C greater than C E, and therefore that the

sum of the former is greater than the sum of the latter.

The proposition might likewise be proved by drawing a perpendi-

cular from the angle A on the side B C ; but these methods seem
inferior in clearness and brevity to that of Euclid.

Some geometers, among whom may be reckoned Archimedes, ridi-

cule this proposition as being self evident, and contend that it should

be therefore one of the axioms. That a truth is considered self evident

is, however, not a sufficient reason why it should be adopted as a geo-

metrical axiom (55).

(99) It follows immediately from this proposition, that the difference

of any two sides of a triangle is less than the remaining side. For the

sides A C and B C together are greater than A B ; let the side A C be

taken from both, and we shall have the side B C greater than the

remainder upon taking AC from AB; that is, then the difference

between A B and A C.

In this proof we assume something more than is expressed in the

fifth axiom. For we take for granted, that if one quantity (<z) be

greater than another (6), and that equals be taken from both, the re-

mainder of the former (a) will be greater than the remainder of the

latter (6). This is a principle which is frequently used, though not

directly expressed in the axiom (55).

Proposition XXI. Theorem.

(100) The sum of two right lines (D B and DC) drawn

to a point (D)
?
within a triangle (BAG) from

the extremities of any side (B C). is less than

the sum of the two other sides of the triangle

(A B and A C), but the lines contain a greater

angle.

Produce B D to E. The sum of the sides B A and A E of

the triangle B A E is greater than the third side B E
(XX) ; add E C to each, and the sum of the sides

B A and A C is greater than the sum of B E and E C,

but the sum of the sides D E and E C of the triangle

D E C is greater than the third side D C (XX) ; add

B D to each, and the sum of B E and E C is greater than the

sum of B D and D C, but the sum of B A and A C is greater

than that of B E and E C ; therefore the sum of B A and A C
is greater than that of B D and D C.
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Because the external angle B D C is greater than the internal

DEC (XVJ), and for the same reason D E C is greater than A,
the angle B D C is greater than the angle A.

*** By the thirty-second proposition it will follow, that the angle

B D C exceeds the angle A by the sum of the angles A B D and A C D,
For the angle BDC is equal to the sum of D E C and D C E ; and,

again, the angle D E C is equal to the sum of the angles A and A B E.
Therefore the angle B D C is equal to the sum of A, and the angles

A B D and A C D.

Proposition XXII. Problem.

(101) Given three right lines (A, B, and C) the sum of

any two of which is greater than the third, to

construct a triangle whose sides shall be re-

spectively equal to the given lines.

Solution.

From any point D draw the right line D E equal to one of the

given lines A (II), and from the same point

draw D G equal to another of the given lines

B, and from the point E draw E F equal to

C. From the centre D with the radius D G
describe a circle, and from the centre E with

the radius E F describe another circle, and

from a point K of intersection of these circles

draw K D and K E.

Demonstration.

It is evident, that the sides D E, D K, and KE of the triangle

DKE are equal to the given right lines A, B, and C.

*^* In this solution Euclid assumes that the two circles will have
at least one point of intersection. To prove this, it is only necessary to

show that a part of one of the circles will be within, and another part

without the other (58).

Since D E and EK or E L are together greater than D K, it follows,

that D L is greater than the radius of the circle K G, and therefore

the point L is outside the circle. Also, since D K and EK are together

greater than D E, if the equals E K and E H be taken from both, D H
is less than D K, that is, D H is less than the radius of the circle, and
therefore the point H is within it. Since the point H is within the

circle and L without it, the one circle must intersect the other.

It is evident, that if the sum. of the lines B and C were equal to

the line A, the points H and K would coincide ; for then the sum
of D K and K E would equal D E. Also, if the sum of A and C were
equal to B, the points K and L would coincide ; for then D K would
be equal to E K and D E, or to L D. It will hereafter appear, that

D
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in the former case the circles would touch externally, and in the latter

internally.

If the line A were greater than the sum of B and C, it is easy to

perceive that the circles would not meet, one being wholly outside the

other; and if B were greater than the sum of A and C, they would

not meet, one being wholly within the other.

If the three right lines A B C be equal, this proposition becomes

equivalent to the first, and the solution will be found to agree exactly

with that of the first.

Proposition XXIII. Problem.

(102) At a given point (B) in a given right line (B E)

to make an angle equal to a given angle (C).

Solution.

In the sides of the given angle take any points D and F
;
join

D F, and construct a triangle E B A ^a -^

which shall be equilateral with the tri- ^_\_ ^\
angle D C F, and whose sides AB and D B c D

E B meeting at the given point B shall be equal to F C and D C

of the given angle C (XXII). The angle E B A is equal to the

given angle D C F.

Demonstration.

For as the triangles D C F and E B A have all their sides

respectively equal, the angles F C D and ABE opposite the

equal sides D F and E A are equal (VIII).

It is evident that the eleventh proposition is a particular case of this

Proposition XXIV; Theorem.

(103) If two triangles (EFD, BAG) have two sides

of the one respectively equal to two sides of

the other (F E to A B and F D to A C), and

if one of the angles (B A C) contained by

the equal sides be greater than the other

(EFD), the side (B C) which is opposite to

the greater angle is greater than the side(E D)

which is opposite to the less angle.

From the point A draw the right line A G, making with the

side A B, which is not the greater, an angle BAG equal to the

angle EFD (XXIII). Make AG equal to FD (III), and

draw B G and G C.
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Iii the triangles BAG and EFD the sides B A and A G are

equal respectively to E F and FD, and the in-

cluded angles are equal (const.), and therefore

BG is equal to E D. Also, since A G is equal

to F D by const., and AC is equal to it by hyp.,

A G is equal to A C, therefore the triangle G A C
is isosceles, and therefore the angles A C G and A G C are

equal (V) ; but the angle B G C is greater than A G C, there-

fore greater than A C G, and therefore greater than B C G
;

then in the triangle B G C the angle B G C is greater than B C G,
therefore the side B C is greater than B G (XIX), but B G is

equal to E D, and therefore B C is greater than E D.

In this demonstration it is assumed by Euclid, that the points A and

G will be on different sides of B C, or, in other words, that A H is less

than AG or A C. This may be proved thus :—The side A C not

being less than A B, the angle ABC cannot be less than the angle

A C B (XVIII). But the angle ABC must be less than the angle

A II C (XVI) ; therefore the angle A C B is less than A H C, and
therefore AH less than A C or A G (XIX).

In the construction for this proposition Euclid has omitted the words
1 with the side which is not the greater.' Without these it would not

follow that the point G would fall below the base B C, and it would
be necessary to give demonstrations for the cases in which the point G
falls on, or above the base B C. On the other hand, if these words be

inserted, it is necessary in order to give validity to the demonstration,

to prove as above, that the point G falls below the base.

If the words ' with the side not the greater' be not inserted, the two
omitted cases may be proved as follows

:

If the point G fall on the base B C, it is evident that B G is less

than B C (51).

If G fall above the base B C let it be at G'. The sum of the lines

B G' and AG' is less than the sum of A C and C B (XXI). The
equals A C and A G' being taken away, there will remain B G/

less

than B C.

Proposition XXV. Theorem.

(104) If two triangles (B A C and EFD) have two

sides of the one respectively equal to two of

the other (B A to E F and A C to F D), and if

the third side of the one (B C) be greater than

the third side (E D) of the other, the angle

(A) opposite to the greater side is greater than

the angle F, which is opposite to the less.

The angle A is either equal to the angle F,

or less than it, or greater than it.

It is not equal ; for if it were, the side B C
would be equal to the side E D (IV), which is

contrary to the hypothesis.

D 2
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It is not less ; for if it were, the side B C would be less than

the side E D (XXIV), which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Since therefore the angle A is neither equal to, nor less than

F, it must be greater.

This proposition might be proved directly thus :

On the greater side B C take B G equal

to the lesser side E D, and on B G construct

a triangle B H G equilateral with E F D.
Join A H, and produce H G to I. b/—^—i\ ' A
The angle II will then be equal to the

angle F.
1° Let B G be greater than B K.
Since B A and B H are equal, the angles B A II and B H A are

equal (V). Also since H G is equal to A C, it is greater than A I,

and therefore H I is greater than A I, and therefore the angle H A I

is greater than the angle A H I (XVIII). Hence, if the equal angles

B H A and BAHbe added to these, the angle B A C will be found

greater than the angle B H G, which is equal to F.
2° If B G be not greater than B K, it is evident that

the angle H is less than the angle A.

The twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth propositions are

analogous to the fourth and eighth, in the same manner
as the eighteenth and nineteenth are to the fifth and
sixth. The four might be announced together thus

:

If two triangles have two sides of the one respectively equal to two
sides of the other, the remaining side of the one will be greater or less

than, or equal to the remaining side of the other, according as the

angle opposed to it in the one is greater or less than, or equal to the

angle opposed to it in the other, or vice versa.

In fact, these principles amount to this, that if two lines of given

lengths be placed so that one pair of extremities coincide, and so that

in their initial position the lesser line is placed upon the greater, the

distance between the other extremities will then be the ditference of

the lines. If they be opened so as to form a gradually increasing

angle, the line joining their extremities will gradually increase, until

the angle they include becomes equal to two right angles, when they

will be in one continued line, and the line joining their extremities is

their sum. Thus the major and mirror limits of this line is the sum
and difference of the given lines. This evidently includes the twentieth

proposition.

Proposition XXVI. Theorem.

(105) If two triangles (B A C, D E F) have two angles

of the one respectively equal to two angles of

the other (B to D and C to F), and a side of

the one equal to a side of the other similarly

placed with respect to the equal angles, the

remaining sides and angles are respectively

equal to one another.
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First, let the equal sides be B C and D F, which lie between,

the equal angles ; then the side B A is equal to the side D E.

For if it be possible, let one of them
B A be greater than the other ; make B G
equal to DE, and join C G.

In the triangles G B C, E D F the

sides G B, B C are respectively equal to the sides E D, D F
(const.), and the angle B is equal to the angle D (hyp.), there-

fore the angles B C G and D F E are equal (IV) ; but the angle
B C A is also equal to D F E (hyp.), therefore the angle B C G
is equal to B C A (51), which is absurd: neither of the sides

B A and D E therefore is greater than the other, and therefore

they are equal, and also B C and D F are equal (IV), and the

angles B and D ; therefore the side A C is equal to the side E F,

as also the angle A to the angle E (IV).

Next, let the equal sides be B A and D E, which are opposite

to the equal angles C and F, and the sides B C and D F shall

also be equal.

For if it be possible, let one of them B C be greater than the

other; make B G equal to D F, and join A G.
In the triangles AB G, E D F, the sides AB, B G

are respectively equal to the sides E D, D F (const.),

and the angle B is equal to the angle D (hyp.) ; there- b u~c
fore the angles A G B and E F D are equal (IV) ; but the angle

C is also equal to E F D, therefore A G B and C are equal, which
is absurd (XVI). Neither of the sides B C and D F is therefore

greater than the other, and they are consequently equal. Bat
B A and D E are also equal, as also the angles B and D ; there-

fore the side A C is equal to the side E F, and also the angle A
to the angle E (IV).

It is evident that the triangles themselves are equal in every

respect.

*** (106) Cor. 1.—From this proposition and the principles pre-

viously established, it easily follows, that a line being drawn from the

vertex of a triangle to the base, if any two of the following equalities be
given (except the first two), the others may be inferred.

1° The equality of the sides of the triangle.

2° The equality of the angles at the base.
3° The equality of the angles under the line drawn, and the base.
4° The equality of the angles under the line drawn, and the sides.

5° The equality of the segments of the base.

Some of the cases of this investigation have already been proved.

(74), (75), (76). The others present no difficulty, except in the cise

where the fourth and fifth equalities are given to infer the others, This
case may be proved as follows.
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If the line A D, which bisects the vertical angle (A) of a triangle

also bisect the base B C, the triangle will be isosceles ;

for produce A D so that D E shall be equal to A D, and
join EC. In the triangles DCE and A D B the

angles vertically opposed at D ;ire equal, and also the

sides which contain them ; therefore (IV) the angles

BAD and DEC are equal, and also the sides A B
and EC. But the angle BAD is equal to DAC
(hyp.) ; and therefore DAC is equal to the angle E,
therefore (VI) the sides A C and E C are equal. But
A B and E C have been already proved equal, and therefore A B and

A C are equal.

*-* (107) The twenty-sixth proposition furnishes the third criterion

which has been established in the Elements for the equality oftwo trian-

gles. It may be observed, that in a triangle there are six quantities which

may enter into consideration, and in which twro triangles may agree or

differ ; viz. the three sides and the three angles. We can in most
cases infer the equality oftwo triangles in every respect, if they agree in

any three of those six quantities which are independent of each other.

To this, however, there are certain exceptions, as will appear by the

following general investigation of the question.

When two triangles agree in three of the six quantities already men-
tioned, these three must be some of the six following combinations :

1° Two sides and the angle between them.
2° Two angles and the side between them.
3° Two sides, and the angle opposed to one of them.
4° Two angles, and the side opposed to one of them.
5° The three sides.

6° The three angles.

The first case has been established in the fourth, and the second and
fourth in the twenty-sixth proposition. The fifth case has been esta-

blished by the eighth, and in the sixth case the triangles are not neces-

sarily equal. In this case, however, the three data are not indepen-

dent, for it will appear by the thirty-second proposition, that any one
angle of a triangle can be inferred from the other two.

The third is therefore the only case which remains to be investi-

gated.

*$* (108) 3° To determine under what circumstance two triangles

having two sides equal, each to each, and the angles opposed to one pair of
equal sides equal, shall be equal in all respects. Let the sidesA B and B C
be equal to D E and E F, and the angle A be equal to the angle D.
If the angles B and E be equal, it is evident that the triangles are in

every respect equal by (IV), and that C and F are equal. But if B
and E be not equal, let one B be
greater than the other E ; and from B
let a line B G be drawn, making the

angle A B G equal to the angle E. In
the triangles ABG and DEF, the angles A andABG are equal
respectively to D and E, and the side A B is equal to D E, therefore

(XXVI) the triangles are in every respect equal ; and the side B G is

equal to E F, and the angle B G A equal to the angle F. But since
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E F is equal to B C, B G is equal to B C, and therefore (V) B G C
is equal to B C G, and therefore C and B G A or F are supplemental.

(109) Hence, if two triangles have two sides in the one respectively

equal to two sides in the other, and the angles opposed to one pair

of equal sides equal, the angles opposed to the other equal sides will be.

either equal or supplemental.

*#* (110) Hence it follows, that if two triangles have two sides

respectively equal each to each, and the angles opposed to one pair of

equal sides equal, the remaining' angles will be equal, and therefore the

triangles will be in every respect equal, if there be any circumstance

from which it may be inferred that the angles opposed to the other

pair of equal sides are of the same species.

(Angles are said to be of the same species when they are both acute,

both obtuse, or both right).

For in this case if they be not right they cannot be supplemental,

and must therefore be equal (109), in which case the triangles will be

in every respect equal, by (XXVI).
If they be both right, the triangles will be equal by (108) ; because

in that case G and C being right angles, B G must coincide with B C,

and the triangle B G A with B CA ; but the triangle B G A is equal to

EFD, therefore, &c.

*** (HI) There are several circumstances which may determine

the angles opposed to the other pair of equal sides to be of the same
species, and therefore which will determine the equality of the triangles

;

amongst which are the following :

If one of the two angles opposed to the other pair of equal sides be
right ; for a right angle is its own supplement.

If the angles which are given equal be obtuse or right ; for then the

other angles must be all acute (91), and therefore of the same species.

If the angles which are included by the equal sides be both right or

obtuse ; for then the remaining angles must be both acute.

If the equal sides opposed to angles which are not given equal be

less than the other sides, these angles must be both acute (XVIII).
In all these cases it may be inferred, that the triangles are in every

respect equal.

It will appear by prop. 38, that if two triangles have two sides

respectively equal, and the included angles supplemental, their areas

are equal.

(The area of a figure is the quantity of surface within its perimeter).

(112) If several right lines be drawn from a point to a given right line.

1° The shortest is that which is perpendicular to it.

2° Those equally inclined to the perpendicular are equal, and vice

versa.

3 Those which meet the right line at equal distances from the per-

pendicular are equal, and vice versa.

4° Those which make greater angles with the perpendicular are

greater, and vice versa.

b° Those which meet the line at greater distances from the perpen-
dicular are greater, and vice versa.

6° More than two equal right lines cannot be drawn from the same
point to the same right line.
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The student will find no difficulty in establishing- these principles.

(113) If any number of isosceles triangles be constructed upon the

same base, their vertices will be all placed upon the right line, which
is perpendicular to the base, and passes through its middle point. This

is a very obvious and simple example of a species of theorem which

frequently occurs in geometrical investigations. This perpendicular

is said to be the locus of the vertex of isosceles triangles standing on
the same base.

Proposition XXVII. Theorem.

(114) If a line (E F) intersect two right lines (A B and

CD), and make the alternate angles equal to

each other (A E F to E F D), these right lines

are parallel.

For, if it be possible, let those lines not be parallel but meet in

G ; the external angle A E F of the triangle ,

E G F is greater than the internal E F G A e/ b
(XVI) ; but it is also equal to it (by hyp.), / "X
which is absurd ; therefore A B and CD do -^

—

y^-—6
—

^

G

not meet at the side B D ; and in the same
manner it can be demonstrated, that they do not meet at the side

A C ; since, then, the right lines do not meet on either side they
are parallel.

Proposition XXVIII. Theorem.

(115) If a line (E F) intersect two right lines (A B and

CD), and make the external angle equal to the

internal and opposite angle on the same side of

the line (EGAtoGHC,andEGB to GHD);
or make the internal angles at the same side

(A G H and C H G or B G H and D H G) equal

together to two right angles, the two right lines

are parallel to one another.

First, let the angles EGA and G H C be equal ; and since the

angle EGA is equal to B G H (XV), the angles

G H C and B G H are equal ; but they are the al-

ternate angles, therefore the right lines A B and C D
are parallel (XXVII).

In the same manner the proposition can be demon-
strated, if the angles E G B and GHD were given equal.

Next, let the angles A G H and C H G taken together be equal

to two right angles ; since the angles GHD and G H C taken
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together are also equal to two right angles (XI11), the angles

A G H and CHG taken together are equal to the angles GHD
and CHG taken together; take away the common angle C II G
and the remaining angle A G H is equal to GHD; but they

are the alternate angles, and therefore the right lines AB and

C D are parallel (XXVII). In the same manner the proposition

can be demonstrated, if the angles BGH and D H G were given

equal to two right angles.

By this proposition it appears, that if the line G B makes the angle

BGH equal to the supplement of G H D (84), the line G B will be

parallel to II D. In the twelfth axiom (54) it is assumed, that if a line

make an angle with G H less than the supplement of G H D, that line

will not be parallel to H D, and will therefore meet it, if produced.

The principle, therefore, which is really assumed is, that two right

lines which intersect each other cannot be both parallel to the same
right line, a principle which seems to be nearly self-evident.

If it be granted that the two right lines which make with the third,

G H, angles less than two right angles be not parallel, it is plain that

they must meet on that side of G H on which the angles are less than

two right angles ; for the line passing through G, which makes a less

angle than BGH, with G H on the side B D, will make a greater

angle than A G H with G H on the side A C ; and therefore that

part of the line which lies on the side A C will lie above A G, and
therefore can never meet H C.

Various attempts have been made to supersede the necessity of as-

suming the twelfth axiom ; but all that we have ever seen are attended

with still greater objections. Neither does it seem to us, that the prin-

ciple which is really assumed as explained above can reasonably be

objected against. See Appendix, II.

Proposition XXIX. Theorem.

(116) If a right line (E F) intersect two parallel right

lines (AB and CD), it makes the alternate

angles equal (AGHtoGHD, and C H G to

H G B) ; and the external angle equal to the

internal and opposite upon the same side

(EGA to G H C, and E G B to G H D) ; and

also the two internal angles at the same side

(AGH and CHG, BGH and DHG) toge-

ther equal to two right angles.

1° The alternate angles AGH and GHD are equal ; for if it

be possible, let one of them A G H be greater than

the other, and adding the angle B GH to both, AGH
and BGH together are greater than BGH and
GHD; but AGH and BGH together are equal
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to two right angles (XIII), therefore BGH and GHD are

less than two right angles, and therefore the lines AB and C D,

if produced, would meet at the side B D (Axiom 12) ; but they

are parallel (hyp.), and therefore cannot meet, which is absurd.

Therefore neither of the angles AGH and GHD is greater than

the other ; they are therefore equal.

In the same manner it can be demonstrated, that the angles

BGH and G H C are equal.
2° The external angle E G B is equal to the internal GHD; for

the angle E G B is equal to the angle AGH (XV) ; and AGH
is equal to the alternate angle GHD (first part) ; therefore E G B
is equal to GHD. In the same manner it can be demonstrated,

that EGA and G H C are equal.

3° The internal angles at the same side BGH and GHD
together are equal to two right angles ; for since the alternate

angles GHD and AGH are equal (first part), if the angle

B G H be added to both, BGH and GHD together are equal to

BGH and AGH, and therefore are equal to two right angles

(XIII). In the same manner it can be demonstrated, that the

angles AGH and G H C together are equal to two right angles.

(117) Cor 1.—If two right lines which intersect each other (A B,
C D) be parallel respectively to two others

(E F, G H), the angles included by those lines

will be equal.

Let the line I K be drawn joining the points

of intersection. The angles C I K and IKH
are equal, being alternate ; and the angles A I K and I K F are equal,
for the same reason. Taking the former from the latter, the angles
A I C and H K.F remain equal. It is evident that their supplements
C I B and GRF are also equal.

(118) Cor. 2.—If a line be perpendicular to one of two parallel lines,

it will be also perpendicular to the other; for the alternate angles
must be equal.

(1 19) Cor. 3.—The parts of all perpendiculars to two parallel lines

intercepted between them are equal.

For let AB be drawn. The angles B AC and AB D are equal,
being alternate ; and the angles BAD and ABC are
equal, for the same reason ; the side A B being common
to the two triangles, the sides A C and B D must be
equal (XXVI).
(120) Cor. 4.—If two angles be equal (A B C and D E F)
sides A B and D E be parallel, and the other sides B C
and E F lie at the same side of them, they will also be
parallel ; for draw B E. Since A B and D E are parallel,

the angles G B A and G E D are equal. But, by hypo-
thesis, the angles ABC and D E F are equal ; adding
these to the former, the angles G B C and G E F are
equal. Hence the lines B C and E F are parallel.

and the
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Proposition XXX. Theorem.

(121) If two right lines (A B, CD) be parallel to the

same right line (EF), they are parallel to each

other.

Let the right line G K intersect them ; the angle A (I II is

equal to the angle GHF (XXIX) ; and also the /

angle H K D is equal to G H F (XXIX) ; there-

fore A G H is equal toGKD ; and therefore the

right lines A B and C D are parallel.

(122) Cor.—Hence two parallels to the same line /

cannot pass through the same point. This is, in fact, equivalent to the

twelfth axiom (115).

Proposition XXXI. Problem.

(123) Through a given point (C) to draw a right line

parallel to a given right line (A B).

Solution.

In the line AB take any point F, join C F, and at the point

C and with the right line C F make the angle _!? ? x_

FCE equal to AFC (XXIII), but at the /

opposite side of the line C F ; the line D E is /

parallel to A B. A *

Demonstration.

For the right line F C intersecting the lines D E and A B
makes the alternate angles E C F and A F C equal, and therefore

the lines are parallel (XXVII).

Proposition XXXII. Theorem.

(124) If any side (A B) of a triangle (A B C) be pro-

duced, the external angle (F B C) is equal to

the sum of the two internal and opposite an-

gles (A and C) ; and the three internal angles

of every triangle taken together are equal to

two right angles.

Through B draw B E parallel to A C (XXXI.) The angle F B E
is equal to the internal angle A (XXIX), and the

angle E B C is equal to the alternate C (XXIX)
;

therefore the w7hole external angle F B C is equal

to the two internal angles A and C.

The angle ABC with FBCis equal to two
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right angles (XIII) ; but FB C is equal to the two angles A and
C (first part) ; therefore the angle ABC together with the angles

A and C is equal to two right angles. See Appendix, II.

(125) Cor. 1.—If one angle of a triangle be right, the sum of the

other two is equal to a right angle.

(126) Cor. 2.—If one angle of a triangle be equal to the sum of the

other two angles, that angle is a right angle.

(127) Cor. 3.—An obtuse angle of a triangle is greater and an acute

angle less than the sum of the other two angles.

(128) Cor. 4.—If one angle of a triangle be greater than the sum of

the other two it must be obtuse ; and if it be less than the sum of the

other two it must be acute.

(129) Cor. 5.—If two triangles have two angles in the one respec-

tively equal to two angles in the other, the remaining angles must be

also equal.

(130) Cor. 6.—Isosceles triangles having equal vertical angles must
also have equal base angles.

(131) Cor. 7.—Each base angle of an isosceles triangle is equal to

half the external vertical angle.

(132) Cor. 8.—The line which bisects the external vertical angle of

an isosceles triangle is parallel to the base, and vice versa.

(133) Cor. 9.—In a right-angled isosceles triangle each base angle is

equal to half a right angle.

(134) Cor. 10.—All the internal angles of any rectilinear figure

ABCDE, together with four right angles, are equal c

to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides.

Take any point F within the figure, and draw the B

right lines FA, FB, FC, FD, and FE. There are

formed as many triangles as the figure has sides, and
therefore all their angles taken together are equal to twice as

many right angles as the figure has sides (XXXII) ; but the an-

gles at the point F are equal to four right angles (83) ; and there-

fore the angles of the figure, together with four right angles, are

equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides.

This is the first corollary in the Elements, and the following is the

second.

(135) Cor. 11.—The externa
1

angles of any rectilinear figure

are together equal to four right angles : for each
external angle, with the internal adjacent to it, is

equal to two right angles (XIII) ; therefore all the

external angles with all the internal are equal to

twice as many right angles as the figure has sides

;

but the internal angles, together with four right angles, are equal
to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides (134). Take
from both, the internal angles and the external remain equal to

four right angles.
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*-* This corollary is only true of what, are called convexfigures ; that

is, of figures in which every internal angle is less than two right angles.

Some figures, however, have angles which are called reentrant angles,

and which are greater than two right angles. Thus in

this figure the angle ABC exceeds two right angles,

by the angle K B A, formed by the side B A with the

production of the side B C. This angle K B A is that

which in ordinary cases is the external angle, but which

in the present instance constitutes a part of the internal angle, and in this

case there is no external angle. The angle which is considered as the

reentrant angle, and one of tbe internal angles of the figure is marked
with the dotted curve in the figure. See (14).

*** (136) A figure which has no reentrant angle is called a convex

-figure.

It should be observed, that the first corollary applies to all recti-

linear figures, whether convex or not, but the second only to convex
figures.
*
#
* (137) If a figure be not convex each reentrant angle exceeds two

right angles by a certain excess, and has no adjacent external angle,

while each ordinary angle, together with its adjacent external angle, is

equal to two right angles. Hence it follows, that the sum of all the

angles internal and external, including the reentrant angles, is equal

to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides, together with

the excess of every reentrant angle above two right angles. But (134)
the sum of the internal angles alone is equal to twice as many right

angles as the figure has sides, deducting four; hence the sum of the

external angles must be equal to those four right angles, together with

the excess of every reentrant angle above two right angles.

The sum of the external angles of every convex figure must be the

same ; and, however numerous the sides and angles be, this sum can
never exceed four right angles.

If every pair of alternate sides of a convex figure be produced to

meet, the sum of the angles so formed will be equal to 2?i — 8 right

angles. This maybe proved by showing that each of these angles with

two of the external angles is equal to two right angles.

*^* (138) Cor. 12.—The sum of the internal angles of a figure is equal

to a number of right angles expressed by twice the number of sides,

deducting four ; also as each reentrant angle must be greater than two
right angles, the sum of the reentrant angles must be greater than
twice as many right angles as there are reentrant angles. Hence it

follows, that twice the number of sides deducting four, must be greater

than twice the number of reentrant angles, and therefore that the

number of sides deducting two, must be greater than the number of

reentrant angles ; from which it appears, that the number of reentrant

angles in a figure must always be at least three less than the number
of sides. There must be therefore at least three angles in every figure,

which are each less than two right angles.

*** (139) Cor. 13.—A triangle cannot therefore have any reentrant

angle, which also follows immediately from considering that the three

angles are together equal to two right angles, while a single reentrant

ann-le would be greater than two right angles.
*
#
* (140) Cor. 14,—No equiangular figure can have a reentrant angle,
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for if one angle were reentrant all should be so, which cannot be

(133).
'\j,'

x (141) Cor. 15.—It the number of sides in an equiangular figure

be given, the magnitude of its angles can be determined. Since it can
have no reentrant angle, the sum of its external angles is equal to

four right angles ; the magnitude of each external angle is therefore

determined by dividing four right angles by the number of sides. This
being deducted from two right angles, the remainder will be the mag-
nitude of each angle. Thus the fraction whose numerator is 4, and
whose denominator is the number of sides, expresses the part of a right

angle which is equal to the external angle of the figure, and if this

fraction be deducted from the number 2, the remainder will express

the internal angle in parts of a right angle. In the notation of arith-

metic, if n be the number of sides, the external angle is the ~ th and the

internal angle the (2 — -) th of a right angle.

*#* (142) Cor. 16.—The sum ofthe angles of every figure is equal to

an even number of right angles. For twice the number of sides is neces-

sarily even, and the even number four being subducted leaves an even
remainder. Hence it appears, that no figure can be constructed the

sum of whose angles is equal to 3, 5, or 7 right angles, &c.

%•* (143) Cor. 17.—If the number of right angles to which the sum of

the angles of any figure is equal be given, the number of sides may be

found. For since the number of right angles increased by four is

equal to twice the number of sides, it follows, that half the number of

right angles increased by two is equal to the number of sides.

*%.* (144) Cor. 18.—If all the angles of a figure be right, it must be

a quadrilateral, and therefore a right angled parallelogram. For (141)
the magnitude of each external angle is determined in parts of a right

angle by dividing 4 by the number of sides ; in the present case each

external angle must be a right angle, and therefore 4 divided by the

number of sides must be 1, and therefore the number of sides must be

four. Each of the four angles being right, every adjacent pair is

equal to two right angles, and therefore the opposite sides of the figure

are parallel.

*#* (145) Cor. 19.—The angle of an equilateral triangle is equal to

one third of two right angles, or two thirds of a right angle.

That one third of two right angles is equal to two thirds of one
right angle, easily appears from considering that as three thirds of a

right angle is equal to one right angle, six thirds will be equal to two
ri^ht angles, and one third of this is two thirds of one right angle.DO' DO
(146) Cor. 20.—To trisect aright angle. Construct any equilateral

triangle and draw aline (XXIII), cutting off from the given angle an

angle equal to an angle of the equilateral triangle. This angle being

two thirds of the whole, if it be bisected, the whole right angle will be
trisected.

By the combination of bisection and trisection a right angle may be
divided into 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, &c. equal parts.

N. B. The general problem to trisect any angle is one which has

never been solved by plane Geometry.
*£* (147) Cor. 21.—The multisection of a right angle may be ex-

tended by means of the angles of the regular polygons.
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In a regular pentagon the external angle is four fifths of a right

angle ; the complement of this angle being the fifth of a right angle

solves the problem to divide a right angle into five equal parts.

In a regular heptagon the external angle is four sevenths of a right

angle, which being divided into four equal parts (IX) gives the seventh

of a right angle, and solves the problem to divide a right angle into

seven equal parts.

Thus in general the problem of the multisection of a right angle is

resolved to that of the construction of the regular polygons, and vice

versa. On this subject the student is referred to the fourth book of the

Elements.

(148) Cor. 22.—The vertical angle A of a triangle is right, acute or

obtuse, according as the line AD which bisects the base B C is equal

to, greater or less than half the. base B D,

1. If the line A D be equal to half the base B D, the J^

triangles A D B and ADC will be isosceles, therefore ^^/ \

the angles BAD and CAD will be respectively equal ^ d c

to the angles B and C. The angle A is therefore equal to the sum of

B and C, and is therefore (126) a right angle.

2. If A D be greater than B D or D C, the angles B A D and C A D
are respectively less than the angles B and C, and therefore the angle

A is less than the sum of B and C, and is therefore (128) acute.

3 If A D be less than BDorDC, the angles BAD and CAD are

respectively greater than B and C, and therefore the angle A is greater

than the sum of B and C, and is therefore (128) obtuse.

(149) Cor. 23.—The line drawn from the vertex A of a triangle

bisecting the base B C is equal to, greater or less than half the base,

according as the angle A is right, acute, or obtuse.

1. Let the angle A be right. Draw A D so that a
the angle BAD shall be equal to the angle B. The -^/\
line AD will then bisect B C, and be equal to half b d c

of it.

For the angles B and C are together equal to the angle A (125), and
since B is equal to B A D, C must be equal to C A D. Hence it follows,

(VI) that B D A and C D A are isosceles triangles, and that B D and
C D are equal to A D and to each other.

2. Let A be acute, and draw AD bisecting B C. The line A D
must be greater than B DorDC; for if it were equal to them the

angle A would be right, and if it were less it would be obtuse (148).
3. Let A be obtuse, and draw A D bisecting B C. The line A D

must be less than each of the parts B D, D C ; for if it were equal to

them the angle A would be right, and if it were greater the angle A
would be acute (148).

(150) Cor. 24.—To draw a perpendicular to a given right line

through its extremity without producing it.

Take apart A B from the extremity A, and construct on
it an equilateral triangle A C B. Produce B C so that

C D shall be equal to A C, and draw D A. This will be
the perpendicular required. For since A C bisects B D.
and is equal to half of it, the angle D A B is right (14S).
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Proposition XXXIII. Theorem.

(150) Right lines (A C and B D) which join the adja-

cent extremities of two equal and parallel right

lines (A B and C D) are themselves equal and
parallel.

Draw the diagonal A D, and in the triangles C D A and BAD
the sides CD and BA are equal (by hyp.)

; A D is S -5

common to both triangles, and the angle C D A is equal

to the alternate BAD (XXIX) ; therefore the lines A C
and B D are equal, and also the angles CAD and
B D A ; therefore the right line A D cutting the right

lines A C and B D makes the alternate angles equal, and therefore

(XXVII) the right lines A C and B D are parallel.

Proposition XXXIV. Theorem.

(151) The opposite sides (A B and C D, A C and

B D) of a parallelogram (A D) are equal to

one another, as are also the opposite angles

(A and D, C and B), and the parallelogram

itself is bisected by its diagonal (A D).

For in the triangles C D A, BAD, the alternate angles C D A
and BAD, CAD and B D A are equal to one another

(XXIX), and the side AD between the equal angles is

common to both triangles ; therefore the sides C D and
C A are equal to A B and B D (XXVI), and the triangle

C D A is equal to the triangle BAD, and the angles

A C D and A B D are also equal ; and since the angle A C D
with CAB is equal to two right angles (XXIX), and ABD
with C D B is equal to two right angles, take the equals A C D
and A B D from both, and the remainders CAB and C D B are

equal.

(152) Cor. 1.—If two parallelograms have an angle in the one

equal to an angle in the other, all the angles must be equal each to

each. For the opposite angles are equal by this proposition, and the

adjacent angles are equal, being their supplements.

(153) Cor. 2.—If one angle of a parallelogram be right, all its

angles are right ; for the opposite angle is right by (151), and the

adjacent angles are right, being the supplements of a right angle.
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(154) Both diagonals A D, B C being- drawn, it may, with a few
exceptions, be proved that a quadrilateral figure which has any two of

the following properties will also have the others

:

1° The parallelism ofAB and C D.
2° The parallelism ofA C and B D.
3° The equality of A B and C D.
4° The equality ofA C and B D.
5° The equality of the angles A and D.
6° The equality of the angles B and C.
7° The bisection of A D by B C.
8° The bisection of B C by A D.
9° The bisection of the area by A D.

10° The bisection of the area by B C.

These ten data combined in pairs will give 45 distinct pairs; with

each of these pairs it may be required to establish any of the eight

other properties, and thus 360 questions respecting such quadrilaterals

may be raised. These questions will furnish the student with an use-

ful geometrical exercise. Some of the most remarkable cases are

among the following corollaries:

The 9th and 10th data require the aid of subsequent propositions.

(155) Cor. 3.

—

The diagonals ofa parallelogram bisect each other.

For since the sides A C and B D are equal, and A B
also the angles C A E and B D E, as well as A C E
and D B E, the sides (XXVI) C E and B E, and also

A E and E D are equal. <f d
(156) Cor. 4.

—

If the diagonals ofa quadrilateral bisect each other

\

it will be a parallelogram.

For since A E and E C are respectively equal to D E and E B,
and the angles A E C and DEB (XV) are also equal, the angles
ACE and D B E are equal (IV) ; and, therefore, the lines A C and
B D are parallel, and, in like manner, it may be proved that A B and
C D are parallel.

(157) Cor. 5.

—

In a right angled parallelogram the diagonals are
equal.

For the adjacent angles A and B are equal, and the
opposite sides A C and B D are equal, and the side A B
is common to the two triangles CAB and A B D, and
therefore (IV) the diagonals A D and C B are equal.

u

If the diagonals of a parallelogram be equal, it will be right angled.
For in that case the three sides of the triangle CAB are respect-

ively equal to those of D B A, and therefore (VIII) the angles A and
B are equal. But they are supplemental, and therefore each is a
right angle.

*** (158) The converses of the different parts of the 34th proposition
are true, and may be established thus

:

If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral be equal it is a parallelogram.

For draw A D. The sides of the triangles A C D and f ?
A B D are respectively equal, and therefore (VIII) the
angles CAD and A D B are equal, and also the angles
CD A and DA B. Hence the sides A C and B D, and
also the sides AB and C D are parallel.

E
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Hence a lozenge is a parallelogram, and a square has all its angles
right.

If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral be equal, it will be a
parallelogram.

For all the angles together are equal to four right angles (134) ; and
since the opposite angles are equal, the adjacent angles are equal to
half the sum of all the angles, that is, to two right angles, and there-
fore (XXVIII) the opposite sides are parallel.

If each of the diagonals bisect the quadrilateral, it will be a
parallelogram.

This principle requires the aid of the 39th proposition a b
to establish it. The triangles CAD and CBD are

equal, each being half the whole area, therefore

(XXXIX) the lines A B and C D are parallel. In the

same manner DAB and D C B are equal, and therefore A C and B D
are parallel.
*
#* (159) The diagonals ofa lozenge bisect its angles.

For each diagonal divides the lozenge into two isosceles triangles

whose sides and angles are respectively equal.

*^* (160) If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect Us angles, it will

be a lozenge.

For each diagonal in that case divides the figure into two triangles,

having a common base placed between equal angles, and therefore

(VI) the conterminous sides of the figure are equal.

*** (161) To divide a finite right line A L into any given number of
equal parts.

From the extremity A draw any right line A X
of indefinite length, and take upon it any part A B.
Assume B C, C D, D E, &c. successively equal to

A B (III), and continue this until a number ofparts

be assumed on A X equal in number to the parts

into which it is required to divide AL. Join the extremity of the last

part E with the extremity L, and through BCD, &c. draw parallels

to E'L. These parallels will divide AL into the required number of

equal parts.

It is evident that the number of parts is the required number.
But these parts are also equal. For through b draw b m parallel

to A E, and 6 c is a parallelogram ; therefore b m is equal to B C or

to A B. Also the angle A is equal to the angle cbm, and A b B to

b cm. Hence (XXVI) A b and 6 c are equal. In like manner it may
be proved, that b c and c d are equal, and so on.

(162) Parallelograms whose sides and angles are equal are them-

selves equal. For the triangles into which they are divided by their

diagonals have two sides and the included angles respectively equal,

and are therefore (IV) equal, and therefore their doubles, the parallelo-

grams, are equal.

(163) Hence the squares of equal lines are equal.

(164) Also equal squares have equal sides. For the diagonals being

drawn, the right angled isosceles triangles into which they divide the

squares are equal; the sides of these triangles must be equal, for if not

let parts be cut off from the greater equal to the less, and their extre-
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mities being joined, an isosceles right angled triangle will be found
equal to the isosceles right angled triangle whose base is the diagonal
of the other square (IV), and therefore equal to half of the other square,
ana also equal to half of the square a part of which it is ; thus a part
of the half square is equal to the half square itself, which is absurd.

Proposition XXXV.

(165) Parallelograms on the same base (B C) and be-

tween the same parallels are equal.

For the angles B A F and C D F and also B E A and C F D
are equal (XXIX), and
the sides A B and D C
are also equal (XXXIV),
and therefore (XXVI)
the triangles B A E and
CDF are equal. These being successively taken from the whole
quadrilateral B A F C, leave the remainders, which are the paral-

lelograms B D and B F, equal.

We have in this proof departed from Euclid in order to avoid the sub-

division of the proposition into cases. The equality which is expressed

in this and the succeeding propositions is merely equality of area, and
not of sides or angles. The mere equality of area is expressed by
Legendre by the word equivalent, while the term equal is reserved for

equality in all respects. We have not thought this of sufficient import-

ance however to justify any alteration in the text.

Proposition XXXVI. Theorem.

(166) Parallelograms (B D and E G) on equal bases

and between the same parallels are equal.

Draw the right lines B F and C G.

Because the lines B C and F G are equal to the same E H
(XXXIV), they are equal to one another

;

but they are also parallel, therefore B F and
C G which join their extremities are parallel

(XXXIII), and B G is a parallelogram ; there-

fore equal to both B D and E G (XXXV), and therefore the
parallelograms B D and E G are equal.

It is here supposed that the equal bases are placed in the same right

line.

(167) Cor.—If two opposite sides of a parallelogram be divided
into the same number of equal parts, and the corresponding points of
division be joined by right lines, these right lines will severally divide

the parallelogram into as many equal parallelograms,

E 2
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Proposition XXXVII. Theorem.

(168) Triangles (BAG and B F C) on the same base

and between the same parallels are equal.

Through the point B draw B E parallel to C A, and draw

B D parallel to C F, and produce A F to meet B D A F
these lines at E and D. The figures BEAC and

B D F C are parallelograms on the same base B C
and between the same parallels, and therefore,

(XXXV) equal ; and the triangles BAG and B F C are their

halves (XXXIV), and therefore also equal.

Proposition XXXVIII.

(169) Triangles on equal bases and between the same
parallels are equal

For by the same construction as in the last proposition they

are shown to be the halves of parallelograms on equal bases and
between the same parallels.

(170) Cor. 1.—Hence a right line drawn from the vertex of a

triangle bisecting" the base bisects the area.

This proves that if two triangles have two sides respectively equal,

and the included angles supplemental, the areas will be equal ; for the

two triangles into which the bisector of the base divides the triangle

are thus related.

(171) Cor. 2.—In general, if the base of a triangle be divided

into any number of equal parts (161) lines drawn from the vertex to

the several points of division will divide the area of the triangle into as

many equal parts.

Proposition XXXIX. Theorem.

(172) Equal triangles (BAG and B D C) on the same
base and on the same side of it are between
the same parallels.

For if the right line A D which joins the vertices of the tri-

angles be not parallel to B C, draw through the

point A a right line A E parallel to B C, cutting a
side B D of the triangle B D C or the side produced
in a point E different from the vertex, and draw
CE.

Because the right lines A E and B C are parallel, the triangle
B E C is equal to B A C (XXXVII)

; but B D C is also equal to
B A C (hyp.), therefore B E C and B D C are equal ; apart equal
to the whole, which is absurd. Therefore the line A E is not
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parallel to B C ; and in the same manner it can be demonstrated,

that no other line except A D is parallel to it; therefore AD is

parallel to B C.

Proposition XL. Theorem.

(173) Equal triangles (BAC and EDF) on equal

bases and on the same side, are between the

same parallels.

For if the right line A D which joins the vertices of the two
triangles be not parallel to B F, draw through
the point A the right line AG parallel to B F,

cutting a side DE of the triangle E D F, or

the side produced in a point G different from
the vertex, and join F G.

Because the right line A G is parallel to B F, and B C and
E F are equal, the triangle G E F is equal to B A C (XXXVIII)

;

but EDF is also equal to B A C (hyp.), therefore EGFand
EDF are equal ; a part equal to the whole, which is absurd.

Therefore A G is not parallel to B F, and in the same manner it

can be demonstrated, that no other line except A D is parallel to

B F, therefore A D is parallel to B F.

From this and the preceding propositions may be deduced the fol-

lowing corollaries.

(174) Cor. 1.—Perpendiculars being drawn through the extremities

of the base of a given parallelogram or triangle, and produced to meet
the opposite side of the parallelogram or a parallel to the base of the

triangle through its vertex, will include a right angled parallelogram

which shall be equal to the given parallelogram ; and if the diagonal

of this right angled parallelogram be drawn, it will cut off a right

angled triangle having the same base with the given triangle and equal

to it. Hence any parallelogram or triangle is equal to a right angled

parallelogram or triangle having an equal base and altitude.

(175) Cor. 2.—Parallelograms and triangles whose bases and alti-

tudes are respectively equal are equal in area.

(176) Cor. 3.—Equal parallelograms and triangles on equal bases

have equal altitudes.

(177) Cor. 4.—Equal parallelograms and triangles in equal altitudes

have equal bases.

(178) Cor. 5.—If two parallelograms or triangles have equal alti-

tudes, and the base of one be double the base of the other, the area of

the one will be also double the area of the other. Also if they have

equal bases and the altitude of one be double the altitude of the other,

the area of the one will be double the area of the other.

(179) Cor. 6.—The line joining the points of bisection of the sides of

a triangle is parallel to its base.

For if lines be drawn from the extremities of the base td the points

of bisection they will each bisect the area (170) of the triangle ; there-

fore the triangles having the base of the given triangle as a common
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base, and their vertices at the middle points of the sides, are equal, and

therefore between the same parallels.

(180) Cor. 7.

—

A parallel to the base of a triangle through the

point of bisection of one side will bisect the other side.

For by the last Cor. the line joining the points of bisection of the

sides is parallel to the base, and two parallels to the same line cannot

pass through the same point.

(181) Cor. 8.

—

The lines which join the middle points

DEFo/ the three sides ofa triangle divide it into four 5*1

triangles which are equal in every respect. ^ ^—

c

(182) Cor. 9.

—

The line joining the points of bisection of each pair

ofsides is equal to halfof the third side.

*^* (183) Cor. 10.—If two conterminous sides of a parallelogram be

divided each into any number of equal parts, and through the several

points of division of each side parallels be drawn to the other side, the

whole parallelogram will be divided into a number of equal parallelo-

grams, and this number is found by multiplying the number of parts in

one side by the number of parts in the other. This is evident from
considering, that by the parallels through the points of division of one
side the whole parallelogram is resolved into as many equal parallelo-

grams as there are parts in the side through the points of which the

parallels are drawn; and the parallels through the points of division of

the other side resolve each of these component parallelograms into as

many equal parallelograms as there are parts in the other side. Thus
the total number of parallelograms into which the entire is divided, is

the product of the number of parts in each side.

*^* (184) Cor. 11.—The square of a line is four times the square of
its half.

*^* (185) Cor. 12.—If the sides of a right angled parallelogram be
divided into any number of equal parts, and such that the parts of one
side shall have the same magnitude as those of the other, the whole
parallelogram will be equal to the square of one of the parts into which
the sides are divided, multiplied by the product of the number of parts
in each side. Thus, if the base of the parallelogram be six feet and the
altitude be eight feet, the area will be one square foot multiplied by
the product of six and eight or forty-eight square feet. In this sense
the area of such a parallelogram is said to be found by multiplying its

base by its altitude.

%* (186) Cor. 13.—Also, since the area of any parallelogram is equal
to that of a right angled parallelogram having the same base and alti-

tude, and that of a triangle is equal to half that area, it follows that
the area of a parallelogram is the product of its base and its altitude,

and that of a triangle is equal to half that product.
The phrase ' the product of two lines,' or 'multiplying one line by

another, is only an abridged manner of expressing the multiplication
of the number ofparts in one of the lines by the number ofparts in the
other. Multiplication is an operation which can only be effected,
properly speaking, by a number and not by a line.

%* (187) Cor. 14.—The area of a square is found numerically by mul-
tiplying the number of equal parts in the side of the square by itself.

Thus a square whose side is twelve inches contains in its area 144
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square inches. Hence, in arithmetic, when a number is multiplied

by itself the product is called its square. Thus 9, 16, 25, &c. are the

squares of 3, 4, 5, &c. ; and 3, 4, 5, &c. are called the square roots of

the numbers 9, 16, 25, &c. Thus square and square root are corre-

lative terms.

%* (188) Cor. 15.

—

If thefour sides ofa quadrilateralfigure A B C D
be bisected, and the middle points EFHG of each pair ofconterminous

sidesjoined by right lines, those joining lines will form a parallelogram

EFHG whose area is equal to half that of the quadrilateral.

Draw C A and B D. The lines E F and G H are parallel to C A
(179), and equal to half of C A (182). Therefore E F
and G H are equal and parallel, and therefore (XXIII)
E F H G is a parallelogram. But E B F is one-fourth

of CBA, and GHD one-fourth of CD A (181), and
therefore E B F and G D H are together one-fourth of

the whole figure. In like manner E C G and FA H are

together one-fourth of the whole, and therefore F B E,
ECG.GDH, and H A F are together one-half of

the whole figure, and therefore E F H G is equal to half the figure.

*^* (189) Cor. 16.

—

A trapezium is equal to a parallelogram in the

same altitude, and whose base is half the sum of the parallel bases.

Let C D be bisected at H, and through H draw G F parallel

toAB. B c G
Since C G and F D are parallel, the angles G C H and / \7

G are respectively equal to D, and H F D (XXIX) and
j j\^

C H is equal to H D, therefore (XXVI) C G is equal to a f d

FD, and the triangle CH G to the triangle D H F. Therefore AF
and B G are together equal to A D and B C, and the parallelogram
A G to the trapezium A C ; and since A F and B G are equal, A F is

half the sum of A D and B C.

Proposition XLI. Theorem.

(190) If a parallelogram (BD) and a triangle (B E C)

have the same base and be between the same
parallels, the parallelogram is double of the tri-

angle.

Draw C A. The triangle B E C is equal to the

triangle B A C (XXXVII) ; but BD is double of the

triangle B A C (XXXIV), therefore B D is also

double of the triangle B E C.

(191) This proposition may be generalized thus : Ifa parallelogram
and triangle have equal bases and altitudes, the parallelogram is double

the triangle (175).

(192) Also, If a parallelogram and a triangle have equal altitudes,

and the base of the triangle be double the base of the parallelogram, the

parallelogram and triangle will be equal (178).

(193) If a parallelogram and triangle have equal bases, and the

altitude of the triangle be double the altitude ofthe parallelogram, they

will be equal.
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Proposition XLII. Problem.

(194) To construct a parallelogram equal to a given

triangle (B A C) and having an angle equal to

a given one (D).

Solution.

Through the point A draw the right line A F parallel to B C,

bisect B C the base of the triangle in E, and at

the point E and with the right line C E make the

angle C E F equal to the given one D ; through C
draw C G parallel to E F until it meet the line

A F in G. C F is the required parallelogram.

Demonstration.

Because E C is parallel to A G (const.), and E F parallel to

C G, E G is a parallelogram, and has the angle C E F equal to the

given one D (const.) ; and it is equal to the triangle BAG, because

it is between the same parallels and on half of the base of the

triangle (192).

Proposition XLIII. Theorem.

(195) In a parallelogram (A C) the complements (A K
and K C) of the parallelograms about the dia-

gonal (E G and H F) are equal.

Draw the diagonal B D, and through any point in it K draw
the right lines F E and G H parallel to B C and A n D
B A ; then E G and H F are the parallelograms / I /I

about the diagonal, and A K and K C their com-
B / [/ I

piements. 1/1 K i

Because the triangles BAD and BCD are
B a c

equal (XXXIV), and the triangles B G K, K F D are equal to

BEK, KHD (XXXIV); take away the equals BGK and
K E B, D F K and K H D from the equals B C D and B A D, and
the remainders, namely, the complements A K and K C, are

equal.

(196) Each parallelogram about the diagonal of a lozenge is itself a

lozenge equiangular with the whole. For since A B and A D are equal,

A B D and A D B are equal (V). But E K B and A D B are equal

(XXIX), therefore E K B and EBR are equal, therefore E K and
E B are equal, and therefore E G is a lozenge. It is evidently equi-

angular with the whole.

(197) It is evident that the parallelograms about the diagonal, and
also their complements, are equiangular with the whole parallelogram

;

for each has an angle in common with it (152).
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Proposition XLIV. Problem.

(198) To a given right line (A B) to apply a parallel-

ogram which shall be equal to a given triangle

(C), and have one of its angles equal to a given

angle (D).

Solution.

Construct the parallelogram B E F G equal to the given triangle

C, and having the angle B equal to D,
and so that BE be in the same right

line with A B ; and produce F G, and
through A draw A H parallel to B G,
and join H B. Then because H L and H A

F K are parallel the angles L H F and F are together equal to

two right angles, and therefore B H F and F are together less

than two right angles, and therefore H B and F E being produced
will meet as at K. Produce H A and G B to meet K L parallel

to H F, and the parallelogram AM will be that which is required.

Demonstration,

It is evidently constructed on the given line A B ; also in the

parallelogram F L, the parallelograms A M and G E are equal
(XLIII) ; but GE is equal to C (const.), therefore'AM is equal
to C. The angle E B G is equal to AB M (XV), but also to D
(const.), therefore ABM is equal to D. Hence A M is the

parallelogram required.

Proposition XLV. Problem.

(199) To construct a parallelogram equal to a given

rectilinear figure A B C E D, and having an

angle equal to a given one (H).

Solution.

Resolve the given rectilinear figure into triangles ; construct a
parallelogram R Q equal to the triangle

BDA (XLIV), and having an angle I

equal to the given angle H ; on a side of

it, R V, construct the parallelogram XV Y—^.
R

equal to the triangle C B D, and having

an angle equal to the given one (XLIV).
and so on construct parallelograms equal to the several triangles

into which the figure is resolved. L Q is a parallelogram equal
to the given rectilinear figure, and having an angle I equal to the

given angle H.
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Demonstration.

Because RV and I Q are parallel the angle V R I together

with I is equal to two right angles (XXIX)
; but V R X is equal

to I (const.), therefore VRI with VRX is equal to two right

angles, and therefore I R and R X form one right line (XIV) ; in the

same manner it can be demonstrated, that R X and X L form one

right line, therefore I L is a right line, and because Q V is parallel

to I R the angle Q V R together with V R I is equal to two right

angles (XXIX) ; but I R is parallel toV F, and therefore I RV is

equal to FVR (XXIX), and therefore QVR together wth

F V R is equal to two right angles, and Q V and FV form one

right line (XIV) ; in the same manner it can be demonstrated of

V F and F Y, therefore Q Y is a right line and also is parallel to

I L ; and because LY and R V are parallel to the same line X F,

LYis parallel to RV (XXX); but IQ and RV are parallel,

therefore LY is parallel to I Q, and therefore LQ is a parallel-

ogram, and it has the angle I equal to the given angle H, and is

equal to the given rectilinear figure A B C E D.

(200) Cor.—Hence a parallelogram can be applied to a given

right line and in a given angle equal to a given rectilinear figure,

by applying to the given line a parallelogram equal to the first

triangle.

Proposition XLVI. Problem.

(201) On a given right line (AB) to describe a

square.
Solution.

From either extremity of the given line A B draw a line A C
perpendicular (XI), and equal to it (III) ; through C
draw CD parallel to AB (XXXI), and through B
draw B D parallel to A C ; A D is the required square.

Demonstration.

Because AD is a parallelogram (const.), and the angle A a
right angle, the angles C, D, and B are also right (153) ; and be-
cause AC is equal to AB (const.), and the sides CD and DB
are equal to A B and AC (XXXIV), the four sides AB, AC,
CD, D B are equal, therefore A D is a square.

Proposition XLVIL Theorem.

(202) In a right angled triangle (A B C) the square of

the hypotenuse (AC) is equal to the sum of

the squares of the sides (A B and C B).
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On the sides AB, AC, and BC describe the squares AX,
A F, and B I, and draw B E parallel to either

C F or A D, and join B F and A I.

Because the angles ICB and ACFare
equal, if BCAbe added to both, the angles

I C A and B C F are equal, and the sides I C,

C A are equal to the sides B C, C F, therefore

the triangles I C A and B C F are equal (IV)
;

but A Z is parallel to CI, therefore the paral-

lelogram C Z is double of the triangle I C A, as they are upon the

same base C I, and between the same parallels (XLI) ; and the

parallelogram C E is double of the triangle B C F, as they are

upon the same base C F, and between the same parallels (XLI)

;

therefore the parallelograms C Z and C E, being double of the

equal triangles I C A and B C F, are equal to one another. In

the same manner it can be demonstrated, that A X and A E are

equal, therefore the whole D A C F is equal to the sum of C Z
and A X.
* *
* (203) Cor. ].— Hence if the sides of a right angled triangle be

given in numbers, its hypotenuse may be found ; for let the squares oi

the sides be added together, and the square root of their sum will be
the hypotenuse (187).

*aj* (204) Cor. 2.—If the hypotenuse and one side be given in num-
bers, the other side may be found ; for let the square of the side be sub-

tracted from that of the hypotenuse, and the remainder is equal to the

square of the other side. The square root of this remainder will there-

fore be equal to the other side.

(205) Cor. 3.—Given any number of right lines, to find a line whose
square is equal to the sum of their squares. Draw two lines A B and
B C at right angles, and equal to the first two of the given

lines, and draw A C. Draw CD equal to the third and per-

pendicular to A C, and draw A D. Draw D E equal to the

fourth and perpendicular to A D, and draw A E, and so on.

The square of the line A E will be equal to the sum of the

squares of AB, B C, C D, &c, which are respectively equal

to the given lines.

For the sum of the squares of A B and B C is equal to the square
ofA C. The sum of the squares of A C and C D, or the sum of the

squares of A B, B C, CD is equal to the square of A D, and so on
;

the sum of the squares of all the lines is equal to the square of A E.

(206) Cor. 4.—To find a right line whose square is equal to the differ

ence of the squares oftwo given right lines.

Through one extremity A of the lesser line A B draw an indefinite

perpendicular A C ; and from the other extremity B inflect

on A C a line equal to the greater of the given lines (60) ;

which is always possible, since the line so inflected is

greater than B A, which is the shortest line which can

be drawn from B to A C. The square of the intercept A D
will be equal to the difference of the squares of B D and
B A, or of the given lines.
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(207) Cor. 3.—If a perpendicular (B D) be drawn from the vertex

of a triangle to the base, the difference of the squares of the sides

(A R and C B) is equal to the difference between the squares of the

segments (A D and C D). For the square of A B is equal to the sum
of the squares ofA D and B D, and the square B r
ofCB is equal to the sum of the squares of /\ yf\

C D and B D. The latter being taken from the / \ sy
former, the remainders, which are the difference Z A //.....

of the squares of the sides A B and C B, and

the difference of the squares of the segments A D andC D, are equal.

(208) To understand this corollary perfectly, it is necessary to attend

to the meaning of the term segments. When a line is cut at any point,

the intercepts between the point of section and its extremities are called

its segments. When the point of section lies between the extremities

of the line it is said to be cut internally ; but when, as sometimes hap-

pens, it is not the line itself but its production that is cut, and therefore

the point of section lies beyond one of its extremities, it is said to be
cut externally. By due attention to the definition of segments given

above, it will be perceived that when a line is cut internally', the line is

the sum of its own segments; but when cut externally, it is their difference.

The case of a perpendicular from the vertex on the base of a triangle

offers an example of both species of section. If the perpendicular fall

within the triangle, the base is cut internally by it; but if it fall outside,

it is cut externally. In both cases the preceding corollary applies, and
is established by the same proof. The segments are in each case the

intercepts A D and C D between the perpendicular and the extremi-

ties of the base.

(209) Cor. 4.—If a perpendicular be drawn from the vertex B to the

base, the sums of the squares of the sides and alternate segments are

equal.

For the sum of the squares of A B and B C is equal to the sum of

the squares AB, B D and C D, since the square

of B C is equal to the sum of the squares of

B D and D C. For a similar reason, the sum
of the squares of A B and B C is equal to the

sum of the squares of AD, D B and B C.
Hence the sum of the squares ofA B, B D and D C is equal to that of

A D, B D and B C. Taking the square of B D from both, the sum
of the squares ofA B and C D is equal to that of B C and AD.
Whether we consider the 47th proposition with reference to the pecu-

liar and beautiful relation established in it, or to its innumerable uses
in every department of mathematical science, or to its fertility in the
consequences derivable from it, it must certainly be esteemed the most
celebrated and important in the whole of the elements, if not in the
whole range of mathematical science. It is by the influence of this

proposition, and that which establishes the similitude of equiangular
triangles (in the sixth book), that Geometry has been brought under
the dominion of Algebra, and it is upon these same principles that the
whole science of Trigonometry is founded.

The XXXIId and XLVlIth propositions are said to have been dis-
covered by Pythagoras, and extraordinary accounts are given of his
exultation upon his first perception of their truth. It is however

D C
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and
and

supposed by some that Pythagoras acquired a knowledge of them iu

Egypt, and was the first to make them known in Greece.

Besides the demonstration in the Elements there are others by which
this celebrated proposition is sometimes established, and which, in a
principle of such importance, it may be gratifying to the student to

know.
*
#
* (210) 1° Having constructed squares on the sides A B, B C on

opposite sides of them from the triangle, pro-

duce I H and F G to meet at L. Through A
and C draw perpendiculars to the hypotenuse,

and join K O.
In the triangles A F K and ABC, the angles

F and B are equal, being both right, and F A K
and BAG are equal, having a common comple-
ment K A B, and the sides FA and A B are

equal. Hence A K and A C are equal, and in like manner C O
A C are equal. Hence A O is an equilateral parallelogram,

the angle at A being right, it is a square. The triangle L G B is, in

every respect, equal to B C A, since B G is equal to B A, and L G is

equal to B H or B C, and the angle at G is equal to the right angle B.

Hence it is also equal in every respect to the triangle K F A. Since,

then, the angles GLB and FRA are equal, K A is parallel to B L,
and therefore ALis a parallelogram. The square A G and the

parallelogram A L are equal, being on the same base A B, and
between the same parallels (XXXV) ; and for the same reason the

parallelograms AL and KN are equal, A K being their common
base. Therefore the square A G is equal to the parallelogram K N.

In like manner the square C H is equal to the parallelogram O N,
and therefore the squares A G and C H are together equal to A O.
*^* (211) 2° Draw AG perpendicular and equal to A C, and produce
B A, and draw G D perpendicular to it. In the same
manner draw C H perpendicular and equal to C A, and
produce B C and draw H F perpendicular to it. Produce k
F H and D G to meet in E, and draw G H. o

The triangles G D A and HFC are equal in every

respect to A B C (XXVI). Hence F C, G D and A B
are equal, and also H F, D A andB C, and the angles in each triangle

opposed to these equal sides are equal. Also, since G A and H C are
equal to A C, and therefore to each other, and the angles at A and C
are right, A H is a square (XXXIII). Since G H is equal to A C,
and the angles at G and H are right, it follows that the triangle GEH
is in all respects equal to A B C (XXVI), in the same manner as for

the triangles G D A and HFC.
Through C and A draw the lines C K and A L parallel to B D

and B F. Since C B and A I are equal and also C B and A D, it

follows that A K is the square of B C, and in like manner that C L
is the square of A B. The parallelograms B I and K L have bases
and altitudes equal to those of the triangle ABC, and are therefore

each equal to twice the triangle, and together equal to four times the
triangle. Hence B I and K L are together equal to A B C, C F H,
H E G and G D A together. Taking the former and the latter success-

& H L

i
)C
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ively from the whole figure, the remainders are in the one case the

squares D I and C L of the sides B C and B A, and in the latter the

square A H of the hypotenuse. Therefore, &c.

(212) 3° On the hypotenuse A C construct the square AH, and

draw G D and H E parallel to C B and A B, and produce these lines

to meet in F, E and D. The triangles A B C, A D G, GE H and

H F C are proved in every respect equal (XXVI). It is

evident, that the angles D, E, F, B are all right. But
also since D G and A B are equal, and also G E and

A D, taking the latter from the former D E and D B
remain equal. Hence B E is a square on the difference

D B of the sides ; and therefore the square of A C is

divided into four triangles, in all respects equal to A
square B E of the difference of the sides.

Now let squares B G and B I be constructed on the sides, and take

A E on the greater side equal to B C the less, and i k -p

draw E H parallel to B C, and produce G C to K.
Draw G E and A H.
The part B E is the difference of the sides A B

and B C. And since B F is equal to A B, F C is

also the difference of the sides, wherefore F L is the

square of this difference. Also since A E and B D are equal A B and
D E are equal, therefore the parallelogram D Lis double the triangle

ABC. The sides and angles of the parallelogram A H are equal

respectively to those of D L, and therefore these two parallelograms

together are equal to four times the triangle ABC. Hence the

squares A F and B G may be divided into four triangles G D E, G L E,
A E H and A I H in all respects equal to the triangle A B C, and the

square C H of the difference of the sides. But by the former con-

struction the square of the hypotenuse was shown to be divisible into

the same parts. Therefore, &c.

The peculiarity of this proof is, that it shows that the squares of the

sides may be so dissected that they may be laid upon the square of the

hypotenuse so as exactly to cover it, and vice versa, that the square of

the hypotenuse may be so dissected as to exactly cover the squares of
the sides.

(213) The forty-seventh proposition is included as a case of the

following more general one taken from the mathematical collections Os

Pappus, an eminent Greek Geometer of the fourth century.

In any triangle (ABC) parallelograms A E and C G being dt

scribed on the sides, and their sides D E and
F G being produced to meet at H, and H B I

being drawn, the parallelogram on A C whose
sides are equal and parallel foBH is equal to

A E and C G together.

For draw A K and C L parallel to B H, to a
meet D H and FHinK and L. Since A H is a parallelogram,
A K is equal to B H, and for a similar reason C L is equal to B H.
Hence C L and A K are equal and parallel, and therefore (XXXIII)
A L is a parallelogram. The parallelograms A E and A H are
equal, being on the same base A B, and between the same parallels,
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and also A H and K I whose common base is AK. Hence the

parallelograms A E and K I are equal. In like manner the paral-

lelograms C G and L I are equal, and therefore A E and C G are

together equal to A L.

This proof is applied to the forty-seventh in (210).

(214) The forty-seventh proposition is also a particular case of the

following more general one :

In any triangle (A B C) squares being constructed on the sides (A B
and B C) and on the base; and perpendiculars (A DF and C E G)
being drawn from the extremities of the base to the sides, the parallelo-

grams A G and C F formed by the segments C D, A E, with the sides

of the squares, will be together equal to the square of the base A C.

For draw A H and B I ; and also B K perpendicular to A C.

The parallelograms K C and C F are proved equal, exactly as

C E and C Z are proved
equal in the demonstra-

tion of the XLVIIth.
And in like manner it

follows, that A K and
A G are equal, and
therefore the square

on A C is equal to the

parallelograms A G and
C F together. K. I K I

If the triangle be right angled at B, the lines G E and D F will

coincide with the sides of the squares, and the proposition will become
the XLVIIth.
(215) If B be acute the perpendiculars A D and C E will fall within

the triangle, and the parallelograms A G and C F are less than the

squares of the sides ; but if B be obtuse the perpendiculars fall outside

the triangle, and the parallelograms A G and C F are greater than the

squares of the sides.

Hence the forty-seventh proposition may be extended thus

:

The square of the base of a triangle is less than, equal to, or greater

than the sum of the squares of the sides, according as the vertical angle

is less than, equal to} or greater than a right angle.

Proposition XLVIII. Theorem.

(216) If the square of one side (AC) of a triangle

(A B C) be equal to the sum of the squares of

the other two sides (AB and BC), the angle

(A B C) opposite to that side is a right angle.

From the point B draw B D perpendicular (XI) to one of the

sides A B, and equal to the other B C (III), and join

AD.
The square of A D is equal to the squares of A B

and B D (XLVII), or to the squares of A B and B C
which is equal to B D (const.) ; but the squares of
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AB and BC are together equal to the square of A C (hyp.),

therefore the squares of A D and A C are equal, and therefore

the lines themselves are equal ; but also D B and B C are equal,

and the side AB is common to both triangles, therefore the

triangles ABC and A B D are mutually equilateral, and there-

fore also mutually equiangular, and therefore the angle A B C is

equal to the angle A B D ; but A B D is a right angle, therefore

A B C is also a right angle.

This proposition may be extended thus

:

The vertical angle of a triangle is less than, equal to, or greater than

a right angle, according as the square of the base is less than, equal to,

or greater than the sum of the squares of the sides.

For from B draw B D perpendicular to A B and equal

to B C, and join A D.
The square of A D is equal to the squares of A B and

B D or B C. The line A C is less than, equal to, or greater

than A D, according as the square of the line A C is less

than, equal to, or greater than the squares ofthe sides A B and B C.

But the angle B is less than, equal to, or greater than a right angle,

according as the side A C is less than, equal to, or greater than A D
(XXV, VIII) ; therefore, &c.



BOOK II.

DEFINITIONS.

(217) I. Every rectangle or right angled parallelogram is said

to be contained by two right lines which contain

one of its right angles.

,218) II. In any parallelogram either of the pa-

rallelograms about the diagonal (E K
or O F) with the two complements (A G
and (i D) is called a gnomon.

K- D

a

(219) Next to the triangle, the most important rectilinear figure is

the rectangle or right angled parallelogram. The areas of all figures

whatever, whether bounded by straight lines or curves, are expressed

by those of equivalent rectangles. To determine a rectangle it is only

necessary to know two sides which are conterminous, for the other

sides being opposed to these are equal to them, and the angles are all

right. It is usual, therefore, to express a rectangle by its two conter-

minous sides, and it is said to be contained by these. Thus, if A and

B express two lines which are the conterminous sides of a rectangle,

the rectangle itself is called 'the rectangle under A and B.'

(220) It was proved in (186) that the area of a parallelogram

can be expressed in numbers by multiplying the number which ex-

presses the length of its base by that which expresses the length of its

altitude. Hence, the area of a rectangle is expressed by multiplying

the numbers representing its sides. The product then expresses the

area. In arithmetic and algebra the product of two numbers is ex-

pressed by placing the sign x between them. Hence, we derive a

shorter way of expressing a rectangle whose sides are A and B, sell.

AxB.
By what has been established in (186), it appears that the area of

every parallelogram is expressed by the product of its base and alti-

tude, and that every triangle is expressed by half the product of any

side and the perpendicular on it from the opposite angle.

The entire of the second book is appropriated to the investigation of

the relations between the rectangles under the segments of right lines

divided into two or more parts.

Proposition I. Theorem.

(221) If there be two right lines (A and B C), one of

which is divided into any number of parts
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(B D, D E
5
EC), the rectangle under the two

lines is equal to the sum of the rectangles

under the undivided line (A) and the several

parts of the divided line (B C).

H

G K

A B J) E

From the point B draw B H perpendicular

to B C, take on it B F equal to A, and through

F draw F L parallel to B C, and draw D G,

E K, and C L parallel to B F.

It is evident that the rectangle B L is equal to the rectangles

B G, I) K, and E L ; but the rectangle B L is the rectangle

under A and B C, for B F is equal to A : and the rectangles B G,

D K, and E L are the rectangles under A and B D, A and D R,

and A and E C, for each of the lines B F, D G, and E K is

equal to A (XXXIV, Book I.).

If the line B C be considered as the sum of the several lines B D,

D E, &c. this proposition may be thus announced :
' The rectangles

under one line and several others is equal to the rectangle under that

line and the sum of the others.'

(222) Cor.—The rectangle under any two lines is equal to twice the

rectangle under either of them and half the other, to three times the

rectangle under either of them and a third of the other, Sfc. fyc.

Proposition II. Theorem.

(223) If a right line (A B) be divided into any two

parts (in C), the square of the whole line is

equal to the sum of the rectangles under

the whole (A B) and each of the parts

(AC, CB).

On AB describe the square ADFB (XLVI, Book I.), and

through Cdraw CE parallel to AD. The square AF is r>

equal to the rectangles A E and C F. But the rectangle

A E is the rectangle under A B and A C, because AD
is equal to A B (const.), and the rectangle C F is the rect-

*

angle under A B and C B, because C E is equal to A B (XXXIV.
Book I. and const.).

(224) In this and the succeeding1 propositions there is no necessity

for the absolute construction of the rectangles to establish the relations

they express. We shall, therefore, subjoin to each a second demon-
stration independent of any construction.
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Let A be the right line divided into the parts x and y.

We are to prove that the square of A is equal to the rect-

angles A X x and A x y taken together. ft

A
Let B be drawn equal to A. By (I*) the rectangle B x A is

equal to the rectangles B X x and B X y taken together ; that is,

(since B is equal to A) to the rectangles A X x and A x y taken
together.

As we shall frequently have occasion to express the equality of
quantities, the language will be abridged by the use of the sign r=.

Tims, * A = B' means ' the line A is equal to the line B.'

(225) The second book is generally found to be one of the greatest

difficulties which the student has to encounter in plane geometry. One
of the causes of this (if not the only cause) is, the great variety of

forms under which the same proposition may present itself. We cannot

do any thing more calculated to remove this difficulty, than to show
from whence this variety of forms arises. We have already stated

that the object of most of the propositions of this book is, to determine
the relations between the rectangles under the parts of divided lines.

We shall first confine our attention to a finite right line divided into

two parts.

In this case there are three lines to be considered; 1st, the whole
line ; 2nd, its greater part ; 3rd, its lesser part ; and in the present

proposition the square of the first is compared with the rectangles

under it and the second and third.

If, however, the two parts be considered as two independent lines,

the whole line must be considered as their sum. Under this view the

second proposition becomes, ' The square of the sum of any two lines

is equal to the rectangles under the sum and each of them.'

Again, if the whole line A be considered as the greater of two given

right lines and one of the parts x as the less, the other part y must be

their difference. Thus the greater line is, in fact, supposed to be divided

into two parts equal to the less and difference. Under this view, the

second proposition assumes the form, ' The square of the greater of two
lines is equal to the rectangle under those lines together with the rectangle

under the greater and difference.
1'

These, though apparently different from the second proposition, at

announced in the text, are really the same, no other change being

made than in the names given to the line and its parts. They
should not, therefore, be denominated corollaries, as is sometimes
the case.

IfW express the whole line, and V,p its parts, the proposition as

announced in the text may be expressed thus

:

The square ofW= W X P + W X p.

(The sign -f- interposed between two magnitudes signifies their sum.)

If L, I express any two lines and S express their sum, the second

method of announcing the proposition may be expressed thus :

The square ofS = SxL-f-Sx£.

* When a reference is made to a proposition without any mention of a ' Book,' the

present book is to be understood

F 2
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And if D represent the difference between L and Z, the third me-
thod is :

The square ofL = LxZ + Lx D

In the study of the second book considerable facility may be derived

from the use of these symbols.

Proposition III. Theorem.

(226) If a right line (A B) be divided into any two

parts (in C), the rectangle under the whole

line (A B) and either part (A C) is equal to

the square of that part (A C) together with

the rectangle under the parts (A C and C B).

On AC describe the square AD FC, and through B draw B E
parallel to AD, until it meet D F produced to E.

The rectangle A E is equal to the square AD F C
together with the rectangle C E.

But the rectangle AE is the rectangle under

A C and AB, for A D is equal to AC (const,),

and the square A D FC is the square of AC (const.), and the

rectangle C E is the rectangle under A C and C B, for C F is

equal to A C (const.).

D T

I

J

J

A.

Otherwise thus:

Let A be the right line divided into the parts x and y, and
let B be another line equal to x. By (I) the rectangle A x B
= B x#-f-B X2/. But since B = x, v * the rectangle

B X x is the square of x, and the rectangle B X y is equal

to the rectangle x X y. Hence, &c.

(227) Conformably to the observations on the last proposition, this

may be announced in two other ways.

1. If the two parts of the divided line be considered as two inde-

pendent lines, the whole line being their sum, the proposition becomes,
' The rectangle under the sum of two lines, and one of them, is equal
to the square of that one together with the rectangle under the lines.'

2. If the whole line be considered as the greater, one part as the
less, and the other as the difference, the proposition becomes, ' The
rectangle under two lines is equal to the square of the less together
with the rectangle under the less and difference.'

(228) Co a. 1.—From this and the last proposition combined it

follows, that the difference of the squares of two lines is equal to the

rectangle under their sum and difference. For by the second, the

* This sign expresses the word ' therefore.'
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square of the greater is equal to the rectangle under the lines together

with the rectangle under the greater and difference ; and by the third, the

rectangle under the lines is equal to the square of the less together with

the rectangle under the less and difference. Hence, the square of the

greater is equal to the square of the less together with the rectangles

under the difference of the lines and the lines themselves respectively.

But by (I) the rectangles under the difference, and the lines respectively,

are together equal to the rectangle under the difference and the sum of

the lines. Hence, the square of the greater of two lines is equal to

the square of the less together with the rectangle under their sum and
difference. This rectangle is therefore equal to the difference of their

squares.

This, which is one of the most important principles established in

the second book, is commonly deduced as a corollary from the fifth pro-

position. From the proof just given it appears, however, to be only a

combination of the results of the second and third propositions.

(229) The second and third propositions might be incorporated and
brought under one enunciation, thus :

* The difference between the

rectangle under two lines and the square of one of them is the rectangle

under that one and their difference/ If that one be the greater, this is

the second proposition ; and if it be the less, it is the third.

(230) Cor. 2.—Since the greater of two lines is equal to the sum of the

less and difference, it follows, that the sum of the lines is equal to twice

the less together with the difference. Hence we may infer that the rect-

angle under the sum and difference is equal to the square of the dif-

ference together with the rectangle under twice the difference and less,

(III), or to the square of the difference together with twice the rect-

angle under the difference and the less. Hence it follows, that the

difference of the squares of two lines exceeds the square of their difference

by twice the rectangle under the less and difference.

Proposition IV. Theorem.

(231) If a right line (A B) be divided into any two

parts (in O), the square of the whole line is

equal to the sum of the squares of the parts

and twice the rectangle under the parts.

On AB describe the square A C D B, draw A D, and through

O draw O K parallel to A C, cutting A D in G, and c k. t>

through G draw E F parallel to A B.

The square AC D B is equal to the squares E O and

KF together with the rectangles CG and G B. But
KF is the square of B O (196), and E O is the square of A O,
for F G is equal to B O ; and C G and G B together are equal

to double the rectangle under the parts, because G K is equal

to B O, and B G is the rectangle under the parts A O and O B,
because O G and O A are equal (196).

G
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Otherwise thus

:

Let A be the line divided into the parts x and y. By (II) the

square of A is equal to the rectangles Axa; and A x y together ; but

by (III) the rectangle Ax x is equal to the square of x together with

the rectangle x X y, and also the rectangle A x y is equal to the square

of y together with the rectangle x x y. Hence the square of A is

equal to the squares of the parts x and y and twice the rectangle under
them.

(232) Cor. 1.

—

The square of a line is four times the square of its

half For if the line be bisected, the squares of the parts are twice the

square of half, and the rectangle under them is the square of the half.

(233) Cor. 2.—It appears, also, that half the square ofa line is equal

to double the square ofhalf the line.

(234) This proposition may also be announced thus :
* The square of

the sum of any two lines is equal to the sum of their squares together

with twice the rectangle under them.'

(235) Cor. 3.—It will not be difficult to extend this proposition to

a line divided into any number of parts ; in this case the square of the

line will be equal to the sum of the squares of all the parts together with

the double rectangle under every distinct pair of them. Thus if it be

divided into three parts x, y, z, the square of the whole line is equal to

the sum of the squares of x, y, and z together with twice the sum of the

rectangles x x y, y X z, and x x %.

Proposition V. Theorem.

(236) If a right line (A B) be cut into equal parts

(in C), and into unequal parts (in D), the

rectangle under the unequal parts (A D and

DB), together with the square of the interme-

diate part (C D), is equal to the square of the

half line (CB).

On C B describe the square C K M B, draw K B, and through
the point D draw D L parallel to C K, and cutting

KB in G, and through G draw H G E parallel to

A B, until it meet the line AE drawn through A
f

parallel to C K. I

Because the lines A C and C B are equal
(const.), the rectangles AF and CH are equal (XXXVI, Book I.)

;

but the rectangles C G and G M are also equal, therefore the
rectangle A G is equal to the gnomon C H L (218) ; add to both
the square F L, and the rectangle A G together with the square
F L is equal to the square C K/M B. But the rectangle A G is

the rectangle under A D and D B, for D G is equal to D B, and
F L is the square of C D, because F G and C D are equal
(XXXIV, Book I.), and C KM B is the square of C B.

u a
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Otherwise thus :

The rectangle ADxDB is equal to the rectangles ACxDB and
CDxDB, or to C B xD B and C D xD B (I). But the rectangle

C B x D B is equal to the square of D B together with the rectangle

C D x D B (III). Hence the rectangle A D x D B is equal to the square

of D B together with twice the rectangle CDxDB. Add to both the

square of C B, and the rectangle ADxDB together with the square

of C D is equal to the squares of C D and D B together with twice the

rectangle CDxDB, orto the square of C B (IV).

In this proposition the given finite line is supposed to be divided in

two points, equally and unequally. In this case several distinct linear

magnitudes are to be considered, viz. the whole line, the equal seg-

ments, the unequal segments, the intermediate part, or the part inter-

cepted between the points of equal and unequal section.

(237) Between these several lines there are some obvious and impor-
tant relations. The whole line is the swn of the unequal segments, and
each of the equal segments is half the sum of the unequal segments.

Again, since the greater segment exceeds the half line by the interme-

diate part, and the half line exceeds the lesser segment by the interme-

diate part, it follows, that the greater segment exceeds the lesser seg-

ment by twice the intermediate. Hence it appears, that the interme-

diate part is half the difference of the unequal parts.

(238) When three quantities are so related that the first exceeds the

second by as much as the second exceeds the third, they are said to be
in arithmetical progression. The first and third are called extremes,

and the second is called the mean. The greater segment A D, the halt

line A C, and the lesser segment, are thus related, for A D exceeds A C
by the intermediate C D ; and again, A C or C B exceeds the lesser

segment D B by the intermediate part C D. Hence the half line C A
is an arithmetical mean between the unequal parts A D and D B.

(239) When three quantities are thus related, it appears therefore

that the difference between the mean and each extreme is the same, and
is therefore called the common difference. Thus the three lines A D, A C,

D B are in arithmetical progression, the common difference being the

intermediate part C D.
(240) It will be easy to establish similar conclusions, whatever be
the nature of the quantities which are supposed to be in arithmetical

progression ; and it may in general be assumed, that ' the arithmetical

mean is half the sum of the extremes, and that the common difference

is half the difference of the extremes.'

(241) The fifth proposition may then be announced thus: ' The
square of the arithmetical mean is equal to the rectangle under the

extremes together with the square of the common difference.*

(242) IfAD and D B be considered as two independent lines, the

proposition assumes another form :
' The rectangle under any two

lines together with the square of half their difference is equal to the

square of half their sum.'

(243) Again, this proposition may still assume a different form. Let
A C and C D be considered as two independent lines. The line A D
will be their sum, and D B their difference. Thus the proposition be-

comes, ' The rectangle under the sum and difference of two lines toge-
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ther with the square of the less is equal to the square of the greater ;

or, ' The difference of the squares of two lines is equal to the rectangle

under their sum and difference :' a result already obtained in (228).

(244) Cor. 1.—It appears that wherever the point of unequal section

may be, the rectangle under the unequal parts together with the square

of the intermediate make up the same sum ; viz. the square of half the

line. Hence it follows, that as the intermediate part diminishes the

rectangle increases, and vice versa. If the point of unequal section be

supposed continually to approach the middle point of the line, the

rectangle will continually increase, since the intermediate continu-

ally diminishes ; and when the point of unequal section arrives

at the point of equal section, the rectangle under the unequal

parts becomes equal to the rectangle under the equal parts, or to

the square of half the line. If the point of unequal section be sup-

posed to move beyond the middle point of the line, the rectangle

begins to diminish. This affords a remarkable instance of a very ex-

tensive class of mathematical problems, in which the maxima or mi~
/lima values of variable quantities are sought. In the present instance

let us suppose a line given, and that it is required to cut it so that the

rectangle under the segments shall be a maximum; that is, so that

the rectangle under the segments shall be greater than the rect-

angle under any other segments into which the same line can

be divided. Let us suppose that the point of section is first placed

at the middle point of the line ; the rectangle is then equal to the

square of half the line. If it be moved toward either extremity, the

rectangle will be diminished by the square of the space through which

it is moved ; and this diminution will continue until the point of sec-

tion shall arrive at the extremity, when the square of the space through

which it has been moved is the square of half the line, and the rect-

angle becomes absolutely nothing. Thus the rectangle is a maximum
when the line is bisected, and its maximum value is the square of half

the given line.

(245) Cor. 2.—Since the square of a divided line is composed of the

sum of the squares of its parts and twice the rectangle under them, it

follows, that the greater the rectangle is, the less will be the sum of the

squares of the parts ; and therefore, when the rectangle is a maximum
the sum of the squares of the parts will be a minimum. Hence it ap-

pears, that the sum of the squares of the parts is a minimum when the

line is bisected. The minimum value of the sum of the squares of the

parts will evidently be twice the square of half the line.

(246) Cor. 3.

—

Of all rectangles having the same perimeter the

square contains the greatest area. For by (242), the area of the square
exceeds the area of any other isoperimetrical rectangle by the square of

half the difference of the sides of the rectangle.

(247) Cor. 4.

—

Of all rectangles equal in area the square is contained
by the least perimeter. For the square of the fourth part of the peri-

meter of a rectangle exceeds the area of an equivalent square by the

square of half the difference of the sides of the rectangle; therefore, the

perimeter of the rectangle must be greater than that of the equivalent
square.

(248) We have already noticed the distinction between the internal
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and external section of a line. In each case the segments are the

parts intercepted between the point of section and the extremities

(208). If a line be bisected and cut externally the lesser segment, the

intercept between the points of equal and unequal section and the

greater segment are in arithmetical progression, the common difference

being half the given line. Hence it follows (240), that in this case the

intermediate part between the two points of section is half the sum of

the segments. This is a principle to which we shall have frequent

occasion to refer.

(249) Cor. 5.

—

If a perpendicular* be drawn from the vertex of a
triangle to the base, the rectangle under the sum and difference of the

sides is equal to the rectangle under the sum and difference of the seg-

ments (207).

(250) Cor. 6.

—

The difference, between the squares of the sides of a
triangle is equal to twice the rectangle under the base and the distance

of the perpendicular from the middle point.

For if the perpendicular fall within the base, this distance is half the

difference of the segments, and the base is their sum ; and if it fall

outside the base, this distance is half the sum of the segments, and the

base is their difference. Hence we may infer the principle from (207)
and (249).

Proposition VI. Theorem.

(251) If aright line (A B) be bisected (in C), and pro-

duced to any point (F), the rectangle under

the whole line, thus produced (A F), and the

produced part (BF), together with the square

of the half line (C B), is equal to the square of

(C F) the line made up of the half and produ-

ced part.

On C F describe the square C E G F, draw E F, and through the

point B draw B P parallel to FG, and cutting E F
in K, through K draw L parallel to C F and
meeting A O, which is drawn through A parallel to

CD.
Because A C and C B are equal (hyp.), the

rectangle A D is equal to the rectangle C K
(XXXVI, Book I.)

; but the rectangles C K and K G are equal
(XLIIT, Book I.), therefore A D is equal to K G

; add to both C L,
and A L is equal to the gnomon CLP; add to both D P, and the
sum ofA L and D P is equal to the square of C F. But A L is the
rectangle under the whole produced line and the produced part,
for F L is equal to B F (196), and D P is the square of the half
C B, for it is the square of DK( L96), and D K is equal to C B
(XXXIV, Book I.).

P G-

o n\ k.
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Otherwise thus

:

The rectangle A F X F B is equal to the square of B F tog-ether with

twice the rectangle C B X B F (I, III). Add to both the square of

CB, and the rectangle AFx F B together with the square of C B is

equal to the squares of C B and B F together with twice the rectangle

under C B and B F, or (IV) to the square of C F.

(252) This proposition differs only in appearance from the fifth. In
this case the line A B is cut externally at F, and the intermediate part

C F is half the sum of the segments. We have shown that the fifth

may be announced thus: ' The square of half the sum of two lines is

equal to the rectangle under them together with the square of half

their difference.' Now, in the present instance, C F is half the sum of

A F and B F, and C B is half their difference, so that the present pro-

position is, in fact, identical with the fifth.

(253) Coit.

—

If a line A D be drawn from the vertex A of an iso-

sceles triangle to the base or its production, the difference between the

squares of this line and the side of the triangle is the rectangle under
the segments BDxDC of the base.

For by (207) the difference of the squares of A D and A C is equal

to the difference of the squares of the half base

C E and the intermediate part D E ; but this

is equal to (V, VI) the rectangle B D X D C.

If the line A D be perpendicular to the base it

will coincide with A E, and the intermediate B "" F"

part D E will vanish.

Proposition VII. Theorem.

(254)

G U

If a right line (A B) be divided into any two

parts, the sum of the squares of the whole line

(A B) and either segment (C B) is equal to

double the rectangle under the whole, and that

segment, together with the square of the other

segment (A C).

Describe the square of AB, draw FB; through the point C,

draw C G parallel to A F, and through P, its intersec-

tion with FB, draw DE parallel to AB.
The square A K is equal to the rectangles A E

and P K together with the square D G : add to both
the square C E, and the squares A K and C E, taken
together, are equal to the rectangles A E and C K together with

the square D G.
ButAE is equal to the rectangle under AB and CB, be-

cause C B and B E are equal (196), and C K is also equal to the

rectangle under AB and CB, because K B is equal to AB
(const.), and D G is the square of A C because 1) P and A C are

equal (XXXIV, Book I.).

C IB
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Otherwise thus ;

The square of A B is equal to the sum of the squares of A C and

C B together with twice the rectangle A C x C B (IV). Add to both the

square of C B, and the sum of the squares of A B and C B is equal to

the square of A C together with twice the rectangle ACx CB and
twice the square of C B. But the rectangle ACxCB together with

the square of C B is equal to the rectangle A B x B C. Hence the

sum of the squares of A B and B C is equal to twice the rectangle

A B X B C together with the square of A C.

(255) Cor. 1.—If we consider AB and B C as two independent
lines, and AC as their difference, this proposition will be thus an-

nounced :
' The sum of the squares of any two lines is equal to twice

the rectangle under them together with the square of their difference.'

(256) Cor. 2.—Hence and by (IV) it appears, that the square of the

sum oftwo lines, the sum of their squares, and the square of their differ-

ence, are in arithmetical progression, the common difference being twice

the rectangle under the lines. For by (IV), the square of the sum
exceeds the sum of the squares by twice the rectangle ; and by (VII),

the sum of the squares exceeds the square of the difference by twice

the rectangle.

Proposition VIII. Theorem.

(257) If a right line (A C) be divided into any two

parts (in B), the square of the sum of the

whole line (A C), and either segment (B C),

is equal to four times the rectangle under the

whole line (A C), and that segment (B C), to-

gether with the square of the other segment

(A B).

Produce A C till C D is equal to B C ; on A D describe the

square ARZD (XLVI, Book I.), and through the points B
and C draw BS and CV parallel to A R ; having drawn RD,
draw through the points G and K, E H and L P parallel to

AD.
Because S V is equal to B C (XXXIV, Book I.), and B C to C D

(const.), and C D to V Z, S V and V Z are

equal, and therefore the rectangles S G and

V H are equal (XXXVI, Book I.) ; butV H
and AG are also equal (XLIII, Book I.),

therefore S G is equal to A G ; and because

FG is equal to B C (XXXIV, Book I.),FG
and C D are equal, and therefore the square F O is equal to the

square C H ; but also E K and KV are equal (XLIII, Book I.) ; to

these equals, if the equals C H and FO be added, E K and C II

K
F G

\
B C X>
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together shall be equal to S G, and therefore to A G : therefore A G,

SG, and V H, together with E K and C H, are four times A G
;

but AG, S G, and V H, together with E K, C H, and the square

L S, are equal to the square A Z ; therefore A G, four times taken

together with L S, is equal to A Z.

But AG is the rectangle under AC and B C, because C G is

equal to C D (196), and therefore to B C, and L S is the square of

A B, because A B and RS are equal (XXXIV, Book I).

Otherwise thus :

By (IV), the square of the sum of A C and B C is equal to the sum
of their squares together with twice the rectangle under them ; and by

(VII), the sum of the squares of A C and B C is equal to twice the

rectangle under them together with the square of A B ; hence the

square of the sum of A C and B C is equal to four times the rectangle

under them together with the square of A B.

This proposition may evidently be expressed thus :
* The square of

the sum of two lines is equal to four times the rectangle under them
together with the square of their difference.

'

Otherwise thus

:

By (V), the square of half the sum of two lines is equal to the rectangle

under them together with the square of half the difference. Therefore

four times the square of half the sum (or the square of the sum (232) )

is equal to four times the rectangle under the lines together with four

times the square of half the difference (or the square of the difference).

Proposition IX. Theorem.

(258) If a right line be cut into equal parts (in C), and

into unequal parts (in D), the sum of the

squares of the unequal parts (A D and D B) is

equal to double the sum of the squares of the

half (A C) and of the intermediate part (C D).

From the point G draw C E perpendicular to A B and equal

to either A C or C B (XI, III, Book I.), join A E and E B, and
through D draw D F parallel to C E, and through F draw F G
parallel to CD, and join FA.

Because the angle ACE is a right angle, and the sides A C
and C E are equal (const.), C E A is half a right

angle ; in the same manner it can be demon-
strated, that C E B is half a right angle, therefore

A E B is a right angle ; on account of the parallels

GFand C D, the angle EGF is equal to E CB
(XXIX, Book I.), therefore E G F is a right angle

; but G E F is

half a right angle, therefore G FE is also half a right angle, and
therefore G E and G F are equal (VI, Book I.)

; likewise F D B is
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a right angle, because it is equal to the angle E CB, on account
of the parallels F D and C E ; but D B F is half a right ana;le,

therefore D F B is half a right angle, and therefore D F and D B
are equal (VI, Book I.). Since, therefore, A C and C E are equal

and the angle ACE right, the square of A E is double the square

of A C, and because E G and F G are equal and the angle E G F
right, the square of E F is double the square of G F ; but G F and
C D are equal, therefore the square of E F is double the square

of C D, and therefore the squares of A E and E F are double the

squares of A C and C D ; but because the angle A E F is right,

the square of A F is equal to the squares of A E and E F
(XLVII, Book I ), therefore the square of A F is double the squares

of A C and C D ; but the square of A F is equal to the squares of

A D and D F as the angle A D F is right, therefore the sum of the

squares of A D and D F is double the sum of the squares of A C
and C D ; but D F and D B are equal, and therefore the sum
of the squares of A D and D B is double the sum of the squares of

AC and CD.
Otherwise thus:

The square ofAD is equal to the squares ofA C and C D together

with twice the rectangle AC x C D, or to the sum of the squares of

B C and C D together with twice the rectangle B C x C D. Add to

both the square of B D, and we have the sum of the squares ofAD
and D B equal to the sum of the squares of B C and C D together

with twice the rectangle BCxCD and the square of B D. But
twice this rectangle with the square of B D is equal to the sum of the

squares of B C and C D, v &c.

This proposition may be expressed (237) thus :
* The sum of the

squares of any two lines is equal to twice the square of half their

sum together with twice the square of half their difference/

Otherwise thus

:

By (256) the square of the sum, the sum of the squares, and the

square of the difference are in arithmetical progression ;
\* the sum

of the squares is equal to (240) half the square of the sum together

with half the square of the difference, or to twice the square of half the

sum together with twice the square of half the difference (233).

Proposition X. Theorem.

(259) If a right line (A B) be bisected (in C), and pro-

duced to any point (D), the square of the

whole line thus produced (A D) together with

the square of the produced part (B D), is equal

to double the square of the line (C D) made up

of the half and produced part together with

double the square of (A C) half the given line,
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From the point C draw C E perpendicular to A B and equa\

to either CAorCB; join A E, and draw

through the point E the line E F parallel

to A B, and through D, D F parallel to

C E ; and because the angles C E F and

DFE are equal to two right angles, on

account of the parallel lines C E andD F (XXIX, Book I.), the

angles B E F and DFE are less than two right angles, therefore

the lines E B and FD, if produced, shall meet : let them meet in

G, and draw GA.
Because GA and C E are equal (const.), and the angle C a

right angle (const.), the angle C E A is half a right angle, and

in the same manner it is proved that C E B is half a right

angle, therefore A E B is a right angle ; and because D G and

E C are parallel, the alternate angles G D B, E C B are equal,

therefore G D B is a right angle ; also the angles DBG and E B C
are equal (XV, Book I.), but E B C is half a right angle, therefore

DBG is half a right angle, and also D G B, and therefore the

sides DB and D G are equal (VI, Book I.) ; and because E GF
is half a right angle, and the angle at F right, being equal to

its opposite C (XXXIV, Book I.), FEG is half a right angle,

and therefore the sides E F and F G are equal.

Because A C and C E are equal, and the angle ACE right,

the square of A E is double the square of A C, and because G F
and F E are equal, and the angle F right, the square of G E is

double the square of E F ; but E F and C D are equal (XXXIV,
Book I.), therefore the square of GE is double the square ofCD;
the square of AE is also double the square of A C, therefore the

squares of A E and E G are together double the squares of

A C and C D : but the square of A G is equal to the squares of

A E and E G, and is therefore double the squares of A C and

C D, and the squares of A D and D G are equal to the square of

A G, and therefore double the squares of A C and C D ; but B D
and D G are equal, and therefore the squares of A D and D B
are double the squares of A C and C D.

This proposition is identical with the ninth, and the second and
third demonstrations of the ninth may, without any change whatever,

be applied to this. This proposition holds the same relation to the

ninth as the sixth does to the fifth.

(260) These ten propositions contain the whole theory of the relations

of the rectangles and squares ofdivided lines and their parts. All the re-

lations which have been here established respecting lines may be applied

to numbers, by supposing a number to be divided into parts equal or

unequal, or both, as the case may be, and substituting the product of
the parts in place of the rectangle under them. Thus, the fifth propo-
sition, applied to numbers, is thus expressed: 'The product of two
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numbers together with the square of half their difference is equal

to the square of half their sum.' If, for example, the numbers be
6' and 10, the product is 60, the square of half their difference is

4, which added to 60 gives 64, which is the square of 8, or the halt

of 16.

When lines are expressed numerically, various problems may be
proposed respecting them, the solution of which may be derived from

the preceding propositions. We shall here subjoin some of these

problems, which will probably be sufficient to familiarize the student

with such investigations.

(261) Given the sum and difference of two magnitudes to find the

magnitudes themselves.

Add half the difference to half the sum, and the result is the

greater of the sought magnitudes, and subtract half the difference from

half the sum, and the remainder is the less.

(262) Since the area of a rectangle is equal to the product of its

sides, it follows that if the area be divided by one side the quote will

be the other side. It is scarcely necessary to observe, that when we
speak of the multiplication or division of geometrical magnitudes we
mean only to apply these operations to such magnitudes expressed

numerically.

(263) There are five quantities depending on a rectangle, any two
of which being given, the sides of the rectangle can be found.

1° The sum of the sides.

2° The difference of the sides.

3° The area.

4° The sum of the squares of the sides.

5° The difference of the squares of tbe sides.

These five data being ccmbined in pairs give the following ten

problems.

(264) I. If 1° and 2° br given, the sides are found by (261).

(
r;b5) II. Jul and 8n be given, subtract the area from the square

of half the sum, and the remainder is the square of half the differ-

ence, which reduces the problem to I.

(266) III. If 1° and 4° be given, subtract the sum of the squares

from the square of the sum and the remainder is twice the rectangle,

which reduces the problem to II.

(267) IV. If 1° and 5° be given, divide the difference of the

squares by the sum of the lines and the quote is their difference, which
reduces the problem to I.

(268) V. If 2° and 3° be given, add the square of half the difference

of the sides to the area and the result is the square of half the sum of

the sides, which reduces the problem to I.

(269) VI. If 2° and 4° be given, subtract the square of the difference

from the sum of the squares and the remainder is twice the rectangle,

which reduces the problem to V.

(270) VII. If 2° and 5° be given, divide the difference of the squares

by the difference of the sides and the quote is the sum of the sides,

which reduces the problem to I.

(27 1) VIII. If 3° and 4° be given, add twice the rectangle to the
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sum of the squares and the result is the square of the sum. Thus the

problem is reduced to II.

(272) IX. If 4° and 5° be given, the squares of the sides may be

found by (261), and thence the sides themselves.

(973) X If3° and 5° be given ; this is the only case which presents

any considerable difficulty. We shall postpone the investigation of

this case until we shall have proceeded farther m this book, as it

will require the aid of some principles which still remain to be esta

blished. . c ,.

(274) It is evident that if two rectangles agree m any two ot the

five quantities expressed in (263), their sides will be equal. Thus, if

their areas and the sums of their sides be equal the sides themselves

will be equal; for if the equal areas be taken from the squares ot half

the «ums of the sides, the remainders, which are the squares ot

the half differences of the sides, will be equal ;
and since the half

differences and half sums of the sides are equal, it is evident that

the sides themselves will be equal. In a similar way, the sides

may be proved equal if the rectangles agree in any two of the five

(275)

1 l

Hence also it appears, that if two equal right lines be cut

internally so that the rectangles under their segments be equal, the

segments themselves are equal; or, if the sums of the squares of the

segments, or the differences of the squares of the segments, be equal,

the segments themselves will be equal. The student will find no

difficulty in proving these, and applying similar investigations to equal

lines cut externally.
m

(276) If the three sides of a triangle be given in numbers, its area

may be found. For, let the difference of the squares of any two un-

equal sides be found; half of this will be equal to the rectangle under

the remaining side and the distance of the perpendicular on it from

its middle point. If this half difference, therefore, be divided by the

remaining side, the quote will be the distance of the perpendicular

from the^ middle point. This quote, added to half the divisor, will

give the greater segment made by the perpendicular. The square ot

this segment, subtracted from the square of the greater side, leaves a

remainder equal to the square of the perpendicular ;
the square root

of this remainder is the perpendicular itself, which multiplied into

half the divisor gives the area of the triangle.

If it happen that the triangle is isosceles, the perpendicular is ob-

tained by subtracting the square of half the base from the square of

either of the equal sides, and taking the square root of the remainder.

This multiplied by half the base gives the area.

(277) There are some well-known properties of a right angled tri-

angle, which may be derived from the propositions of the second

boSk, combined with the 47th proposition of the first book. It will

not be necessary to trace the steps of each proof. Let S and S be the

sides about the right angle, H the hypotenuse, P the perpendicular,

s and s' the segments of the hypotenuse, conterminous with b and &

re

Y.

e

The
6

square ofP - s X •. For, by (XLVII, Book I.), the squares
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of S and S' together are equal to the squares of s, s*, and twice the

square of P. But, by (IV), the square of H is equal to the squares

of s and s' together with twice the rectangle s X sr
. Hence, &c.

2. The square of S = II X s. For the square of S = the squares

of P and s; but the square of P == 5 X s
1 V by (III), &c.

3. In like manner the square of S'= H X s
1
,

4. H x P = S x S', for each is twice the area (186).
(278) The converses of these properties may be easily established, soil.

that a triangle, having any of these properties, must be right angled.

1. If the square of P=:s x s\ let twice that square be added to the

sum of the squares of 5 and s\ and we shall, by (XLVII, Book I.), obtain

a magnitude equal to the sum of the squares of S and S' ; and, since
twice the square of P is equal to twice the rectangle s x s', we shall

also have the same magnitude (IV) equal to the square of H. Hence,
by (XLVIII, Book I.), the angle opposite to H is right.

2. If the square of S = H X s, we have also the square of S = the

squares of P and s. Take the square of s from both, and we have the

square of P =; s X s' ; therefore, by the last case, the angle opposite

to H is right.

In these cases, the perpendicular P is supposed to fall within the

side H ; if not, the propositions are not necessarily true.

3. If H x P = S x S . In this case S x S;
is twice the area, and

also S X the perpendicular on it from the opposite angle is twice the

area ; V S' is equal to that perpendicular, and therefore must be the

perpendicular itself, since no line equal to it could be drawn from the

same point.

Proposition XL Problem.

(279) To divide a given finite right line (AB) so that

the rectangle under the whole line and one

segment shall be equal to the square of the

other segment.

From the point A erect A C perpendicular and equal to the

given line AB, bisect it in E, join EB, produce CA
until E F is equal to E B, and in the given line A B
take A H equal to A F ; the square of A H is equal as

to the rectangle under the other segment H B and the A

whole line A B.

TC D

li

Complete the square of A B, draw through H the

right line G K parallel to A C, and through F the right line F G
parallel to A B.

Because C A is bisected in E, and A F is added to it, the rect-

angle under C F and F A together with the square of E A is equal

to the square of E F (VI), or to the square of E B which is equal

to E F (const.), and therefore to the squares of E A and AB
(XLVII, Book I.) ; take away the common square of E A, and the
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rectangle under C F and F A is equal to the square of A B : but

because A F and F G are equal, C G is the rectangle under C F
and F A, therefore C G and A D are equal, and if the common
rectangle C H be taken away A G and H D are equal ; but A G
is the square of A H, for A H and A F are equal (const.), and the

angle A is a right angle; and H D is the rectangle under A B and

H B, for B D is equal to A B.

A line divided, as in this proposition, is said (vide Book VI.) to be

cut ' in extreme and mean ratio.'

(280) Cor, 1.—By attending to the solution of this problem, it vvill

appear that, ki order to cut a line in extreme and mean ratio, it is

first necessary to produce it in extreme and mean ratio ; that is, to

produce it so that the rectangle under the whole produced line and
produced part shall be equal to the square of the line itself. In

the demonstration of the proposition, it appears that the rectangle

C F X FA is equal to the square of C A, and therefore C A has been
produced to F in this way, and C A is equal to the given line A B.

(281) Cor. 2.—Considering C F as a line cut in extreme and mean
ratio at A, it will easily appear that the rectangle under the greater

segment, and the difference of the segments, is equal to the square of

the lesser segment ; for A C is the greater segment, and is equal to

A B ;AF, which is equal to A H, is the less, and therefore H B is the

difference of the segments. But by the demonstration of the proposi-

tion A B x H B is equal to the square ofA H.
Hence it appears, that if a line be cut in extreme and mean ratio,

the greater segment will be cut in the same manner, by taking on it a
part equal to the less. And the less will be similarly cut, by taking on
it a part equal to the difference, and so on.

(282) We have here taken for granted that if the rectangle C F x
FA = the square of C A, that C A is greater than A F. This is, in

fact, also taken for granted in the demonstration of the proposition

itself. It is, however, easily proved. The rectangle CF X FA is

equal to the rectangle C A X A F, together with the square ofAF, V
the square of CA exceeds the square of A F by the rectangle C A
X A F, and v the line C A must be greater than AF,
(283) Cor. 3.—Hence it also appears, that when a line is cut in ex-

treme and mean ratio, the rectangle under its segments is equal to the

difference between their squares.

Let A be a line cut in extreme and mean ratio, and G its greater

segment, L its lesser segment, D the difference of its segments. The
student will find no difficulty in establishing the following properties.

(284) 1. The sum of the squares of A and L is equal to three times
the square of G.

(285) 2. The square of the sum of A and L is equal to five times the
square of G.

(28G) 3. A x D s= G X L.

(287) 4. The square of L— G x D.
It may also be shown, that a line cut so as to have any of these

properties will be cut in extreme and mean ratio.
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Proposition XII. Theorem.

(288) In any obtuse angled triangle (A B C), the square

of the side (A B) subtending the obtuse angle

exceeds the sum of the squares of the sides

(B C and C A) which contain the obtuse angle

by double the rectangle under either of these

sides (B C), and the external segment (C D)
between the obtuse angle and the perpendi-

cular drawn from the opposite angle.

The square of B A is equal to the sum of the squares of AD
and D B (XLVII, Book I.) ; but the square ofD B a

is equal to the squares of D C and C B together

with double the rectangle under D C and C B
(IV) ; therefore the square of A B is equal to the g
squares of A D, D C, and C B together with double

the rectangle under D C and C B ; but the square of A C is

equal to the squares of A D and D C (XLVII, Book I.) ; and
therefore the square of A B is equal to the squares of A C and

C B together with double the rectangle under B C and C D,
therefore the square of A B exceeds the sum of the squares of

A C and C B by double the rectangle under D C and C B.

It is evident that if the perpendicular were drawn from B to A C
produced, it would in like manner be proved that double the rectangle

under A C and its production would be equal to the excess of the

square of A B above the squares of A B and B C. And hence it fol-

lows, that the rectangle BCxCD is equal to the rectangle under

A C and its produced part

Proposition XIII. Theorem.

(289) In any triangle (A B C) the square of the side

(A B) subtending an acute angle (C) is less

than the sum of the squares of the sides (AC
and C B) containing that angle, by twice the

rectangle under either of them (A C) and the

segment between the acute angle and the per-

pendicular (B F) let fall from the opposite

angle.

g 2
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The squares of A C and C F are equal to twice the rectangle

under A C and C F together with the

square of A F (VII), and if the square of

the perpendicular B F be added to both,

the squares of A C, C F, and B F are i k \; i~ r
equal to twice the rectangle under A C and C F together with

the squares of BF and A F, or with the square of AB, which is

equal to them ; but the squares of B F and C F are equal to the

square of B C, and therefore the squares of B C and A C are

equal to twice the rectangle under A C and C F together with

the square of A B ; therefore the square of A B is less than the

sum of the squares of A C and CB by twice the rectangle

under A C and C F.

If the angle A happen to be a right angle, the perpendicular

B F will coincide with B A, and the points F and A will be the

same; but the demonstration remains unchanged.

(290) If the angle A be right the double rectangle ACxCF becomes
equal to twice the square ofA C, and the proposition becomes equiva-

lent to the forty-seventh of the first book.

(291) This proposition and the twelfth may be reduced to one, thus:
' The difference between the square of one side of a triangle, and the

sum of the squares of the other two sides, is equal to twice the rect-

angle under either of these two sides and the intercept between the

perpendicular on it and the angle included by the sides.'

(292) Cor. 1.

—

If a perpendicular to B C be drawn from the angle

A, the rectangle wider the side B C and the part intercepted between

this perpendicular and C is equal to the rectangle AC X C F. For
each of these rectangles is half the difference between the square of

A B and the squares of B C and A C.

(293) Cor. 2.—If the three sides of a triangle be given in numbers, its

area may be found by these principles. Find half the difference be-

tween the square of any side and the sum of the squares of the other

two sides. This is the rectangle under either of those other two sides

and the intercept between the perpendicular and the included angle.

I^et this then be divided by either of the other sides, and the quote

will be that intercept. Take its square from the square of the other

side, and the remainder is the square of the perpendicular, the square

root of which is the perpendicular itself. This multiplied by half the

divisor gives the area.

If it happen that the square of one side be equal to the sum of the

squares of the other two, the angle included by those two must be
right, and in that case the area may at once be found by taking half

their product.
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Proposition XIV. Problem.

(294) To construct a square equal to a given rectilinear

figure (Z).

Construct a rectangle C I equal to the given rectilinear figure

(XLV, Book I.) , if the adjacent sides be equal, the problem is

solved.

If not, produce either side I A, and
make the produced part A L equal to the / \

adjacent side A C ; bisect I L in O, and
{

\

from the centre O with the radius O L
describe a semicircle LB I, and produce
CA till it meet the periphery in B; the square of A B is equal

to the given rectilinear figure.

For draw O B, and because I L is bisected in O and cut un-
equally in A, the rectangle under I A and A L together with the

square of O A is equal to the square of O L (Y), or of OB,
which is equal to O L, and therefore to the squares of O A and

AB (XLV1I, Book I.) ; take away from both the square of O A,

and the rectangle under I A and A L is equal to the square ofA B
;

but the rectangle under I A and A L is equal to I C, for A L
and A C are equal (const.) ; therefore the square of A B is

equal to the rectangle I C, and therefore to the given rectilinear

figure Z.

(295) Schol. From this proposition it appears, that if a perpendicular

B A be drawn from any point in a semicircle to the diameter, the

square of the perpendicular is equal to the rectangle under the seg-

ments into which it divides the diameter.

(296) The following is a selection from some of the most useful and

remarkable theorems and problems .which may be inferred from the

second book.

(297) To divide a line internally so that the rectangle under its seg-

ments shall have a given magnitude.
Let the given magnitude be equal to the square of the line A, and

let B C be the given line.

On B C describe a semicircle, and through B draw B D
perpendicular to B C and equal to A. Draw D E perpen-

dicular to B D and E F perpendicular to B C. Then B C
is cut as required at F. This appears from (295).

It is evident that if A were greater than half of B C,

the parallel D E would not meet the semicircle, and the

problem would be impossible ; and since, in general, the pa-

rallel meets the circle at two points, there are two points at which B C
may be cut as required, and these points are at equal distances from

its middle point.
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(298) To cut a line externally so that the rectangle under the segments

shall be equal to a given magnitude.

Let the given magnitude be equal to the square of A, and find

a line D whose square is equal to the sum of the squares

of A and half the given line B C. From the middle

point E of B C take E F equal to this line, and F is

the point of external section nought. This is evident

from (VI).

Since E F may be taken from the middle point towards

either extremity, there are two points of section which solve the

problem, equally distant from the middle point.

(299) If a line AC be drawn from the vertex A of a triangle to the

middle point C of the opposite side, the sum of the squares of the other

sides B A and A D is equal to tivice the sum of the squares of the

bisector A C and half B C of the bisected side.

If A B = A D then A C B is a right

angle, and the proposition is evident by

XLVII, Book T.

If not, draw the perpendicular A F.

By (XII), the square of AB exceeds the

sum of the squares of A C and C B by twice B C x C F, or twice

D C x C F.

By (XIII), the sum of the squares of-A C and C D, or ACandCB,
exceeds the square of A D by twice C D x C F. Hence it ap-

pears, that the sum of the squares of the bisector A C and half

the base is an arithmetical mean between the squares of the sides

A B, A D ; and therefore (240) the sum of the squares of the sides is

equal to twice the sum of the squares of the bisector and half the

bisected side.

(300) The sum of the squares of the sides of a quadrilateral figure

A B C D, is equal to the sum of the squares of the diagonals together

with four times the square of the line E F joining their points of

bisection.

Draw B F and D F. The sum of the squares of A B and B C is

equal to twice that of B F and C F, and the sum of the

squares of A D and D C is equal to twice that of D F
and C F (299). But also the sum of the squares of

B F and D F is equal to twice that of E F and D E.

Hence the proposition is manifest.

(301) The sum of the squares of the sides of a parallelogram is equal

to that of the diagonals.

For in that case the line E F vanishes, since the diagonals bisect

each other (155).

(302) If the sum of the squares of the sides of a quadrilateralfigure be

equal to the sum of the squares of the diagonals, the quadrilateral ivill

be a parallelogram.

For otherwise it would be greater by four times the square of the

line E F.

(303) If lines be drawn from the three angles of a triangle to the

middle points ofthe opposite sides, three times the sum of the squares of

the sides is equal tofour times that of the bisectors.
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Let A, B, C, be the sides and «, b, c the corresponding bisectors. The
sum of the squares of B and C is equal twice the sum of the squares

of a and half of A, or twice the sum of the squares of B and C is

equal to four times the square of a together with the square of A.

In like manner twice the sum of the squares of A and B is equal to

four times the square of c tog-ether with the square of C, and twice

the sum of the squares of A and C is equal to four times the square

of b together with the square of B. Hence, by adding these equals.

and taking the sum of the squares of the sides from both, the propo-

sition follows.

(3U4) If with the middle point C of a finite right line. A B as

centre a circle be described, the sums of the squares of the distances

of all points in this circle from the extremities of the right line are the

same, and equal to twice the sum of the squares of the radius and half
the given line.

For the triangles A P B have a common base

A B, and the bisectors C P of the base are equal,

being radii of the circle. Hence the proposition fol-

lows from (299).

(305) Hence, if the base of a triangle and the

sum of the squares of the sides be given, the locus

of the vertex is a circle whose centre is the middle

point of the base, and the square of whose radius is half the differ-

ence between half the square of the base and the sum of the squares

of the sides.

(306) If a point be assumed within or without a rectangle, the

sum of the squares of lines drawn from it to two opposite angles is

equal to the sum of the squares of the lines drawn to the other two

opposite angles.

This is evident from (299), by considering that the diagonals are

equal and bisect each other.

(307) In a right angled triangle A B C if a perpendicular B D be
drawn, the rectangle ABxDC= the rectangle BD x B C. This

might be easily derived from the third book, and still more simply

from the sixth book. We shall in the present instance, however, prove

it by the 12th proposition of the second book.

Produce A B and D B so that B E = D C, and
B F— B C, and draw F E. The triangle B F E is equal

in every respect to BCD, V E is a right angle.

Draw A F. Since E and D are right angles, the

rectangle ABxBE = FBxBD (288 Obs.). But
F B = B C and B E = D C, V A B X D C = B C x
BD.
(308) We shall now solve the tenth case of the class of problems
mentioned in (263).

Given the difference of the squares of two lines and the rectangle

wider them to find the lines.

Let a line DC be found (XIV), whose square is equal to the given

difference of squares, and on it let a rectangle C E be constructed

equal to the given rectangle (XLV, Book I.) Produce C D to A,
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so that C A X A D shall be equal to the square of D E
(298). From A inflect AB=D E on the perpendicular

D B, and draw B C; the required lines will then be B D
and B C.

For since the square of A B is equal to C A x AD,
the angle A B C is right, vABxDC— BDxBC.
But AB = DE, v the rectangle C E s= B D x B C, and C E is

equal to the given rectangle. It is evident that the difference of the
squares of B D and B C is equal to the square of D C, which is equal
to the given difference of squares.



BOOK III.

DEFINITIONS.

(309) I. Equal circles are those whose diameters are equal.

(310) II. A right line is said to touch a

circle when it meets the circle

and, being produced, does not

cut it. —

(311) III. Circles are said to touch one ano-

ther which meet but do not cut

one another.

(312) IV. Right lines are said to be equally distant from the

centre of a circle when the perpendiculars drawn

to them from the centre are equal,

(313) V. And the right line on which the greater perpendicu-

lar falls is said to be farther from the centre.

(314) VI. A segment of a circle is the figure con-

tained by a right line and the part of

the circumference it cuts off.

(315) VII. An angle in a segment is the angle contained by
two right lines drawn from any point

in the circumference of the segment
to the extremities of the right line

which is the base of the segment.

(316) VIII. An angle is said to stand on the part of the cir-

cumference, or the arch, intercepted between
the right lines that contain the angle.

(317) IX. A sector of a circle is the figure contained

by two radii and the arch between \ /
them. V

(318) X. Similar segments of circles are those which contain

equal angles.

Circles which have the same centre are called concentric circles.
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(319) The subject of the third book of the elements is the properties

of the circle, those of the triangle and rectangle having been discussed

m the first and second books respectively.

(320) The first definition is more properly a theorem. For ' equal

circles,' like other equal figures, are those which may be laid one upon
the other so as perfectly to coincide. If two circles have equal radii,

and the centre of one be laid on the centre of the other, the circles

being placed in the same plane, their entire circumferences must be
coincident; for if not, a line might be drawn from the common centre

Co the circumference of one, intersecting that of the other, and thus

the circles would have unequal radii, contrary to hyp.

(321) In the second definition the meaning of a right line * cutting

a circle* is not explained, and yet it seems as necessary to be defined

as ' touching a circle.' If a right line meet the circumference of a

circle, and being produced indefinitely in both directions lie entirely

without the circle, it is said to touch it. The line in this case evidently

lies entirely on the convex side of the circle.

On the other hand a right line which, when produced, meets a circle

in two points, is said to cut the circle. The nature of contact and
section will appear more plainly as the student proceeds with the third

book.

(322) The same defect is observable in the third definition. Two
circles are said to touch internally when every point of the one, except

those at which they meet, is included within the other ; and they touch

externally when every point of each, except those at which they meet,

lie without the other. It will appear by the thirteenth proposition,

that contingent circles can only meet at one point.

(323) Any part of the circumference of a circle is called an arc of

the circle, and the right line which joins its extremities is called its

chord. It is evident that two arcs, which together make up the whole
circumference, have the same chord.

A diameter is the chord of a semicircle.

(324) The distance of a right line from a point is estimated by the

perpendicular from the point on the right line. Chords, therefore, are

said to be equally or unequally distant, according as the perpendiculars

on them from the centre are equal or unequal.

The figure included by an arc and its chord is a segment, and the

figure included by an arc and the radii through its extremities is

called a sector.

(325) It will be proved in Prop. XXI, that all angles inscribed in

the same segment of a circle are equal ; and also it will appear, that

different segments of the same circle contain unequal angles. Thus
a segment becomes as it were characterised by the angle it contains,

and those segments of different circles which contain the same angles
are said to be similar. In the sixth book we shall show, that such
segments bear the same proportion to the entire circles, of which they
are parts.

(326) Sectors which have equal radii and equal angles are equal,

for they evidently admit of superposition.

(327) A sector whose angle is right, is therefore a fourth part of the

circle, and its arc is called a ' quadrant.

'
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Proposition I. Problem.

(328) To find the centre of a given circle (A C Ii).

Draw within the circle any right line A B, bisect it in D, from
D draw D C perpendicular to A B, and produce it to E ; bisect

C E in F, and F is the centre.

For, if it be possible, let any other point G be the centre, and
draw G A, G D, and G B.

Because in the triangles GD A, GDB, the side

GA is equal to GB (hyp. and Def. XV, Book I.),

D A equal to D B (const. ), and the side GD common
to both, the angles GDA and GDB are equal

(VIII, Book I.), and therefore are right angles; but the angle

CDB is a right angle (const.), therefore GDB is equal to

CDB (53), a part equal to the whole, which is absurd; G
therefore is not the centre of the circle A C B ; and in the same
manner it can be proved that no other point which is not on the

line CE is the centre, therefore the centre is in the line C E, and
therefore is the point F.

(3^9) Cor. Hence it is manifest, that if in a circle a straight line

bisect another at right angles, the centre of the circle is in the line

which bisects the other.

It is assumed in the solution of this problem, that the perpendicular

through D will meet the circle at two points. It would have con-

tributed much to the rigour of the reasoning, had Euclid established

the following proposition previously to the above problem.

(330) Any point being assumed within a circle, a right line drawn
through it, and produced indefinitely in both directions, will meet the

circle in two points, and not in more, and every point of the line

between these two points of intersection will be within the circle, and
every point beyond them without it.

First.—Let the right line through the given point also pass through

the centre. If parts be taken upon it in both directions from the

centre greater than the radius, their extremities will be without the

circle (22), and if parts be taken on it in both directions from the

centre less than the radius, their extremities will be within the

circle (22). If parts be taken on it in both directions equal to the

radius, their extremities will be on the circle. Hence, in this case,

the proposition is manifest.

Secojidly.—If the line through the given point F within the circle

do not pass through the centre D, let a perpendicular D G from the

centre to that line be supposed to be drawn. D G is less than D F,

and therefore less than the radius. Let a line be
found whose square is equal to the difference of

the squares of D G and the radius, and take on
each side of G, G B and G A equal to this line,

and draw D B and D A. Since the squares of B G
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and G D are together equal to the square of the radius, the lines

D R and D A must be equal each to the radius (XLV1I, Book I.),

and therefore B and A are on the circle. The distance of every

point, as F between B and A from D, is less than the radius D A, and
therefore (22) every such point is within the circle ; and the distance

of every point, as E in the production ofAB from D, is greater than

the radius D A, and therefore (22) every such point is without the

circle. Hence it is plain, that the right line can only meet the circle

at the points A and B.

It is no objection to this theorem, that we assume the centre D of

the circle without previously solving the problem to find it. In fact,

we only assume that the circle has a centre, which is given by its

definition. It is not necessary to the validity of the demonstration of a

theorem, that we should have solutions of all the problems requisite

for its construction.

In fact, if all the problems in Geometry were omitted, the reasoning

in the theorems would stand undisturbed, and would be equally valid

and conclusive.

To the validity of the reasoning contained in the theorems, however,

it is indispensably necessary that nothing should be assumed in the

construction which is not possible to be executed. Thus, ifwe were
required to draw a right line through three given points, we would
not be warranted in supposing this done, unless it were also given or

proved that the three points have such a position, that the right line

through two of them will also pass through the third.

It follows from *\hat has just been proved, that a right line cannot

meet a circle in more than two points.

Proposition II. Theorem.

(331) If any two points (A and B) be taken in the

circumference of a circle, the right line which

joins them falls within the circle.

For, if it be possible, let A E B be a right line in which the

point E is without the circle, and draw D A, D E, and D B.

Because in the triangle A D B the sides D A and D B are

equal, the angle D B A is equal to D A B (V, Book I.)
;

but the external angle DEA is greater than the in-

ternal angle DBiV (XVI, Book 1.), therefore greater

than the angle DAB, and therefore the side DA is

greater than the side D E (XIX, Book I.) ; but the

right line D F is equal to D A, and therefore is greater than D E,
a part greater than the whole, which is absurd, therefore the line

A E B is not a right line ; and in the same manner it can be de-

monstrated, that if the point E be in the circumference the line is

not a right line.

This proposition has been already proved by direct reasoning
in (330).
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Proposition III. Theorem.

(332) If a right line (B L) drawn through the centre

of a circle bisect a right line (C F) which does

not pass through the centre, it is perpendicular

to it. And if it intersect it at right angles, it

bisects it.

Part 1°.—Draw A C and A F. In the triangles A O C, A O F.

the side A C is equal to A F, and also O C to O F
(hyp ), and A is common to both, therefore the

angle A O C is equal to A O F (VIII, Book I.)
;

therefore each of them is a right angle, and therefore

B O is perpendicular to C F.

Part 2°.—Because the triangle F A C is isosceles the angle

A FC is equal to the angle ACF (V, Book I.), therefore in the

triangles C A O, F A O, the angles A C O and A F O are equal

;

also A O C and A O F are equal (hyp.), and the side A O, opposite

to the equal angles A C O and A F O, is common to both, therefore

the side O C is equal to O F (XXVI, Book I.), and therefore the

right line C F is bisected.

Hence it appears, that if a system of parallel chords be drawn in a

circle, the locus of their points of bisection is the diameter of the circle,

which is perpendicular to them.

It also follows, that the right line which bisects any chord perpen-

dicularly, bisects every chord parallel to it perpendicularly, and is a

diameter of the circle.

Proposition IV. Theorem.

(333) If in a circle two right lines cut one another,

which do not both pass through the centre,

they do not bisect one another.

If one of the lines pass through the centre, it is evident that it

cannot be bisected by the other, which does not pass through the

centre.

But if neither of the lines B C or F L pass through the centre,

draw O A from the centre to their intersection. If

B C be bisected in A, O A is perpendicular to it

(III), and therefore the angle O AC a right angle;

and if F L be bisected in A, O A is perpendicular to

F L (HI), therefore the angle O A L is a right angle, and there-

fore equal to the angle O A C, a part equal to the whole, which
is absurd, therefore the lines B C and F L do not bisect one
another.
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Hence it follows, that no parallelogram, except a rectangle, can be

inscribed in a circle. For the diagonals bisect each other (155), and

therefore must both pass through the centre, and must therefore be

equal, each being a diameter. Hence the parallelogram must be a

rectangle (157).

Proposition V. Theorem.

(334) If two circles (A B C, A B F) cut one another,

they have not the same centre.

For, if it be possible, let A be the centre of both

circles, and draw two right lines, the one A F cutting

both circles in C and F, the other A B to the inter-

section B.

Because A is the centre of the circle ABC, A B is equal to

A C, and because A is the centre of the circle A B F, A B is

equal to A F, therefore A C is equal to A F, a part to the whole,

which is absurd ; A therefore is not the centre of both circles

;

and in the same manner it can be proved that no other point is

the centre of both.

This proposition may be better announced thus :
* Concentric circles

cannot meet, and that which has the lesser radius will be included

within the other.' If the circles had the same radius they would coin-

cide, and, in fact, be the same circle.

The points of the circumference of that which has the lesser radius,

being less distant from the centre than those of the circumference of

that which has the greater radius, must be all within the latter (22).

Consequently, the circles cannot meet, either by contact or intersection.

This proof also includes the following proposition.

Proposition VI. Theorem. *

(335) If two circles (ABC, A B F) touch one another

internally, they have not the same centre.

For, if possible, let A be the centre of both circles, »px
and draw two right lines, the one A F cutting both

jf \ ]\
circles in C and F, the other A B to the point of \V^y^/ F

contact. V^_^/
Because A is the centre of the circle ABC, AB is equal to

AC, and because A is the centre of the circle A B F, AB is equal

to A F, therefore A C is equal to A F, a part equal to the whole,

which is absurd ; therefore the point A is not the centre of both

circles ; and in the same manner it can be demonstrated that no
other point is.

Vide observations on the last proposition.
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Proposition VII. Theorem.

(336) If from any point within a circle which is not

the centre right lines be drawn to the cir-

cumference, the greatest is that which passes

through the centre.

The remaining part of the diameter is the

least.

Those lines which make equal angles with

the diameter are equal.

That line which is nearer to the line passing

through the centre is greater than one more

remote.

And more than two right lines cannot be

drawn which shall be equal.

Part 1°.—The line CB passing through the centre is greater

than any other C D.
Draw from the centre A the line AD; A B is equal to A D,

therefore if C A be added to both, C B shall be equal to C A and
A D taken together ; but C A and A D are greater than C D
(XX, Book I.), therefore C B is greater than CD.

In fact, C B is equal to the sum of the sides of a triangle, of which
any other line, as C D, is the base.

Part 2°.—The other part of the diameter C F is less than any
other line C E.
Draw A E ; AC and C E taken together are

greater than A E (XX, Book I.), and therefore greater

than A F ; take away the common line A C from
both, and C E shall be greater than C F

The line C F is the difference of the sides of a triangle, of which
any other line C E is the base (99).

Part 3°.—The right lines C L and CD, which make equal angles
with the line C B passing through the centre, are equal.

For, if possible, let one of them C L be the greater, and make
C G equal to C D, and draw A D and A G.

In the triangles A C G and A C D the side A C is common
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to both, C G is equal to CD (hyp.), and the angles ACG and

A C D are equal, therefore the sides A G and A D are equal

(IV, Book I.); but AD is equal to A O, and therefore A G is

equal to A O, a part equal to the whole, which is absurd. There-

fore neither C L nor C D is greater than the other, and therefore

they are equal.

Part 4°.—The line CD or C L, which is nearer to the line

passing through the centre, is greater than one C E more re-

mote.

If the given lines CD and C E be at the same side of C B,

draw AD and AE. In the triangles CAD, C A E, the sides

C A and A D are equal to C A and A E, and the angle CAD
is greater than CAE, therefore the side C D is greater than

CE (XXIV, Book I.).

But if the given lines CLand CE be at different sides of

C B, construct the angle A CD equal to ACL, and CD shall

be equal to C L (Part 3°.) ; but C D is greater than C E, and
therefore C L is greater than C E.

Part 5°.—More than two right lines cannot be drawn which

shall be equal.

For let any three right lines be drawn from the point C to the

circumference, and either one of them shall be part of a dia-

meter, and therefore greater or less than either of the others

(by Part 1°. and 2°.), or two of them must be at the same side

of the diameter, and therefore unequal (by Part 4°.).

The results of this proposition may be expressed thus :

—

If a line always terminated in the circumference revolve round a

point C, within a circle different from the centre, it will vary in its

magnitude between certain limits. As it revolves from the position

C AB towards F in either direction, it diminishes, and at equal dis-

tances at each side of C A B it has equal magnitudes ; and this diminu-

tion continues until, having made half a revolution, it assumes the posi-

tion C F. In the positions C B and C F it is therefore a maximum
and minimum ; and the nearer it is to the maximum position the greater

it is, and the nearer to the minimum position the less it is.

Proposition VIII. Theorem.

(337) If from any point without a circle lines be

drawn to the circumference, those which make
equal angles with the line passing through the

centre are equal.
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Of those lines which are incident upon the

concave circumference, the greatest is that

which passes through the centre.

Of the rest, that which is nearer to the line

passing through the centre is greater than the

more remote.

But of those incident upon the convex cir-

cumference, that line is the least which, if

produced, would pass through the centre.

Of the rest, that which is nearer to the least

is less than the more remote.

Only two lines can be drawn either to the

concave or convex circumference which shall

be equal.

Part 1°.—The right lines A B and A X, which make equal angles

with A Z, are equal.

For, if it be possible, let one of them A B be greater than

the other ; make A E equal to A X, and draw Z E and Z X.
In the triangles Z A E, Z A X, the side Z A is common,

A E is equal to A X (const.), and the angle

Z AE is equal to Z AX (hyp.), therefore the

sides ZE and Z X are equal (IV, Book I.) ; J\

but the line Z O is equal to Z X, therefore

Z E is equal to Z O, a part equal to the whole, which is absurd.

Therefore neither A B nor A X is greater than the other, and
therefore they are equal.

Part 2°.—Of those lines which are incident upon the concave
circumference, that line A Y which passes through the centre is

greater than any other A X.
Draw Z X; and Z Y is equal to Z X, therefore if A Z be

added to both, A Y shall be equal to A Z and Z X taken together

;

but A Z and Z X together are greater than A X (XX, Book I.),

therefore A Y is greater than AX.

A Y is the sum of the sides of a triangle, of which any other line

A X is the base.

Part 3°.—The line A B or A X, which is nearer to the greatest,

is greater than the more remote A D.
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If the given lines AX and A D be at the same side of AY,
draw Z X and ZD. In the triangles A Z X, A Z D, the sides

A Z, Z X are equal to the sides A Z, Z D, and the angle A Z X
is greater than AZP, therefore the side A X is greater than

AD (XXIV, Book I.).

But if the given lines AB and AD be at different sides of

A Y, make the angle Z A X equal to Z A B, and A X shall be

equal to A B (Part 1°.) ; but AX is greater than AD, therefore

AB is greater than AD.

Part 4°.—Of those lines which are incident on the convex cir-

cumference, that line AF, which if produced would pass through

the centre, is less than any other A X.

Draw Z F and Z X. Z X and X A are

greater than Z A (XX, Book I.), and

therefore if the equals Z X and Z F be

taken away, A X is greater than A F.

A F is the difference of the sides of a triangle, of which any other

line A X is the base.

Part 5°.—That line A B or A X which is nearer to the least is

less than the more remote A C.

If the given lines A X and A C be at the same side of A Z,

draw Z X and Z C. Z C and C A taken together are greater

than Z X and X A ; take away the equals Z C and Z X, and
A C is greater than A X. But if the given lines A B and A C
be at different sides of A Z, make the angle Z A X equal to

Z A B, and A X shall be equal to A B (Part l
c
.) ; but A C is

greater than A X, and therefore greater than A B.

Part 6°.—Only two equal lines can be drawn either to the

concave or convex circumference.

If any three lines be drawn, either one of them shall pass

through the centre, and therefore be either greater or less than

either of the others, or two must be at the same side of the line

passing through the centre, and therefore unequal.

Hence if a line be supposed to revolve round the fixed point A, as it

recedes from AY in either direction it diminishes. When it recedes so far

that the part intercepted within the circle vanishes, and the two points

of intersection with the circle unite and become one, the line becomes
a tangent. If it recede beyond this, it will not meet the circle at all.

(The line is called a secant so long as it meets the circle in two points).

As the line revolving from the tangential position again approaches

A F, being terminated in the convex part of the circumference, it still
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diminishes; and becomes a wiirt/mitm where it assumes the position

A F. Thus it appears, that the tangent is less than any secant from

the same point, but greater than the external part of the secant.

Proposition IX. Theorem.

(338) If a point be taken within a circle, from which

more than two equal right lines can be drawn

to the circumference, that point is the centre

of the circle.

For if it were a point different from the centre, only two equal

right lines can be drawn from it to the circumference (VIT).

Thus the criterion for the determination of the centre is, that

more than two points of the circumference should be equally distant

from it.

Proposition X. Theorem.

(339) One circle (B D F) cannot intersect another

(B L F) in more than two points.

For, if it be possible, let it intersect the other in three points,

B, F, and C ; let A be the centre

of the circle B L F, and draw

from it to the points of intersection

the lines AR, AF, and AC;
these lines are equal (Def.), but

as the circles intersect, they have not the same centre (V), there-

fore A is not the centre of the circle B D F, and therefore as

three right lines A B, A F, A C are drawn from a point not the

centre, these lines are not equal, (VII and VIII) ; but it was
shown before that they were equal, which is absurd ; the circles

therefore do not intersect in three points.

By this proposition two circles cannot intersect in more than two
points; but the same demonstration will show that they cannot touch

in more than two points ; hence, in general, two circles cannot have
more than two points in common.

Hence also it appears, that if two circles coincide at three points

they will coincide at every point, or only one circle can *be drawn
through three given points. The problem to describe a circle through
three given points is the same as to circumscribe a circle round a

triangle, and has been solved in (77).

ii 2
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Proposition XI. Theorem.

(340) If two circles (E C F) and (D C L) touch one

another internally, the right line joining their

centres, being produced, shall pass through a

point of contact.

For, if it be possible, let A be the centre of the circle E C F, B
the centre of the circle D C L, let D L be the line %
joining the centres, and from C, a point of con-

tact, draw the lines C B and C A.

Because in the triangle B A C the sides B A
and A C, taken together, are greater than B C (XX, Book I.), and
B C is equal to B D, as they are radii of the circle DCL, the

lines B A and A C, taken together, are greater than B D ; take

away B A, which is common to both, and A C shall be greater

than A D ; but A C is equal to A E, because they are the radii

of the circle E C F, and therefore A E is greater than A D, a part

greater than the whole, which is absurd. The centres are not,

therefore, so placed that a line joining them can pass through any
point but a point of contact.

In the enunciation and demonstration of this and the next proposi-

tion, in Simson's and other translations, the definite article 'the' is

applied to the point of contact through which the line joining the cen-

tres is proved to pass : thus it is said, that ' the line passing through
the centres, being produced, shall pass through the point of contact.'

In this phraseology there is a silent assumption that there is bat one
point of contact, which is true, but is not established until the thir-

teenth proposition.

Proposition XII. Theorem.

(341) If two circles (A O C and B F C) touch one ano-

ther externally, the right line joining their

centres passes through a point of contact.

For, if it be possible, let A and B be the centres, and let the right

line A B joining them not pass through a point of
contact, and from C, a point of contact, draw C A
and C B to the centres.

Because in the triangle A C B the sum of the
sides AC and C B is greater than AB (XX, Book I.), and the
line A O is equal to A C, as they are radii of the circle A O C,
and the line B F is equal to B C, as they are radii of the circle
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B F C, A O and B F taken together are greater than B A, a part

greater than the whole, which is absurd. The centres arc not,

therefore, so placed, that the line joining them can pass through

any point but a point of contact.

From this and the last proposition it, follows, that the line joining

the centres of contingent circles is the sum of the radii when the con-

tact is external, and the difference of the radii when it is internal.

Proposition XIII. Theorem.

(342) One circle cannot touch another either externally

or internally in more points than one.

For, if it be possible, let the circles A D E and B D F touch

one another internally in two points D and C ; draw cj^
the line A B joining their centres, and produce it until

it pass through one of the points of contact D, and

draw A C and B C.

Because B D and B C are radii of the same circle

B D F, B D is equal to B C, and therefore, if A B be added to

both, A D shall be equal to A B and B C ; but A D and A C are

radii of the circle A D E, therefore A D is equal to A C, and

therefore A B and B C are equal to AC ; but they are greater than

it (XX, Book I.), which is absurd.

But if the points of contact be the extremities of

the right line joining the centres, C D must be bisected

in A, and also in B, because it is a diameter of both

circles, which is absurd.

Next, if it be possible, let the two circles A D E and

B D F touch one another externally in two

points D and C ; draw the right line A B
joining the centres of the circles, and passing

through one of the points of contact C, and

draw AD and DB.
Because A D and A C are radii of the circle A D E they are

equal ; and because B C and B D are radii of the circle B D F
they also are equal, therefore A D and B D together are equal to

AB ; but they are greater than it (XX, Book I.), which is absurd.

There is, therefore, no case in which two circles can touch one

another in two points.

In the 11th and 12th propositions it was proved, that the line joining

the centres of contingent circles passed through a point of contact

;

and in the present we show that this is the only point of contact, by

proving that an absurdity would follow from supposing the existence

of any other.
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This proposition, however, admits of direct proof. Wp shall express

the proposition thus :

If a circle touch another internally, every point of its circumfer-

ence, except the common point through which the line drawn joining

their centres passes, must be within the other.

Let C be any point on the circumference of the lesser circle ; A D is

greater than A C (VII). Since A C is less than the

radius A D of the circle A D E, the point C is within

the circle A D E (22) ; and, in the same manner, every

point of the lesser circle may be proved to be within

the greater, except the point D, at which they meet.

If the circles touch externally, B D is greater

than B C (VIII), 7 D lies without the circle

B C F ; and, in like manner, every point of the

circle A C D, except the point C, at which they

meet, may be proved to lie without B C F.

By the same kind of reasoning it will not be difficult to prove, that

if the line joining the centres of two circles be equal to the difference of

their radii, they have internal contact, and if it be equal to the sum of

their radii, they have external contact.

The following propositions may also be established. If one circle

be contained within another without meeting it, the distance between

their centres is less than the difference of their radii.

If the distance between the centres be less than the difference be-

tween the radii, the lesser circle will be contained within the greater

without meeting it.

If two circles lie each without the other, and do not meet, the dis-

tance between the centres is greater than the sum of the radii.

If the distance between the centres of two circles be greater than
the sum of the radii, they lie each without the other, and do not meet.

These propositions may be all proved by (VII) and (VIII), united

with the criterion established in (22), for determining whether a point

be within or without a circle.

Proposition XIV. Theorem.

(343) In a circle equal right lines (B C and F L) are

equally distant from the centre.

And right lines (B C and F L) which are equally

distant from the centre are equal.

Let A be the centre of the circle
;
join A C, A L, and draw A O

and A I perpendicular to B C and F L.

Part 1°.—Because B C and F L are equal (hyp.), and the per-
pendiculars from the centre bisect them (III), OC c

and I L are equal, and therefore their squares are
equal ; A C and A L are also equal, and there-
fore their squares are equal ; but the square of A C
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is equal to the squares of AO and OC (XLVII, Book I.),

and the square of A L is equal to the squares of A 1 and I L
(XLVII, Book I.), therefore the squares of AO and O C are

equal to the squares of A I and I L : take away the equal

squares of O C and I L, and the squares of A O and A I are

equal, and therefore the lines themselves are equal.

Part 2°.—Because AO and A I are equal (hyp.), their squares

are equal ; but A C and A L are equal, and therefore their

squares are equal ; but the square of A C is equal to the

squares of A O and O C (XLVII, Book I.), and the square

of A L is equal to the squares of A I and I L, therefore the

squares of A O and OC are equal to the squares of A I and
I L : take away the equal squares of A O and A I and the squares

of O C and I L are equal, therefore the lines themselves are

equal; but because AO and A I bisect BC and FL (III),

O C and I L are the halves of B C and F L ; and since they are

equal, the lines B C and F L are also equal.

Proposition XV. Theorem.

(344) The diameter is the greatest right line in

a circle : and of all others, that which is

nearest to the centre is greater than the more

remote.

Part 1°.—The diameter A B is greater than any line E D.
For draw C D and C E. C D is equal to C B and C E to C A,

therefore A B is equal to C D and C E together; but CD and

CE together are greater than E D (XX, Book I.), therefore A B
is greater than E D.

Part 2°.—That which is nearer the centre is greater than one
more remote.

First, let the given lines be E D and I K, which
are at the same side, and do not intersect ; draw
C D, C E, C I, and C K.

In the triangles E C D, I C K, the sides E C and
C D are equal to I C, CK; but the angle E C D is greater than

I C K, therefore the side E D is greater than I K (XXIV,
Book I.).

Let the given lines be X Z and I K, which either are at

different sides, or intersect ; draw C O and C F perpendicular to
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Z X and I K, and from the greater C F cut off C V equal to the

less C O, and through V draw E D perpendicular to C F.

Because Z X and E D are equally distant from the centre

(const.), E D is equal to Z X (XIV)
; but E D is greater than

I K, and therefore Z X is greater than 1 K.

This proposition might have been proved in a manner similar to

the preceding. The sum of the squares of a semichord and its dis-

tance from the centre is equal to the square of the radius. This

sum being- therefore always the same whatever the chord be, it

follows that the greater the square of the semichord, the less will be

the square of its distance, and vice versa ; and the square of the semi-

chord is greatest when its distance from the centre vanishes. Hence
the results of the proposition may easily be inferred.

(345) The shortest chord which can be drawn through a given point

A in a circle, is that which is perpendicular to the longest.

The longest is the diameter. Draw the diameter B D, and E F
perpendicular to it. Draw any other chord G H, and the

perpendicular CI. C A is greater than C I, and (XV)
therefore G H is greater than E F ; and since the same
is true of any other chord, it follows that EF is the

least.

The less the angle a chord makes with the diameter through A, the
greater the chord will be.

For it is easy to see, that as the angle H A B diminishes the per-

pendicular C I will also diminish.

Proposition XVI. Theorem.

(846) The right line drawn from the extremity of the

diameter of a circle perpendicular to it falls

without the circle.

And if any right line be drawn from a point

within that perpendicular to the point of con-

tact, it cuts the circle.

Part 1°.—For, if it be possible* let B G, which meets the circle

again, be perpendicular to A B, and draw C G.
Because in the triangle C B G the side G C is equal to C B,

the angle C B G is equal to C GB (V, Book I.), and therefore

each of them is acute (XVII, Book I.)
; but CBG is a right

angle (hyp.), which is absurd, therefore the right line drawn
through B perpendicular to A B does not meet the circle

again.
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be aPari. 2°.—Let H F be perpendicular to AB, and let E B
line drawn from a point between it and the circle,

which, if it be possible, does not cut the circle.

Because the angle C B F is a right angle,

C B E is acute ; draw C I perpendicular to B E,

and it must fall at the side of the angle C B E.

Then in the triangle B C I the angle C I B is

greater than C B I, therefore the side C B is

greater than C I ; but C O is equal to C B, and
therefore C O is greater than CI, a part greater

than the whole, which is absurd. Therefore the point I

not fall outside the circle, and therefore the right line B E
the circle.

(347) This proposition might have been proved directly, thus :

Draw any line C I to the right line B F. Since C B I is a right

angle C B is less than C I, V the point I is without the

circle ; and the same may be proved of every point of

the right line except the point B.
Let B E make the angle E B C acute, and draw the

perpendicular C G. Hence C G is less than C B, and
therefore G is within the circle, and therefore B E in-

tersects the circle.

The line FF is a tangent to the circle, and it follows, that a tangent
can meet the circle only in one point.

Hence, to draw a tangent to a point on a circle, it is only necessary
to draw a diameter through that point and to draw a line perpendicular
to it.

'348) From this proposition a method has been derived of proving
the infinite divisibility of linear magnitude.

Let B F be a tangent at B to the circle whose centre is C. Draw
any line CI meeting the circle at O. The line O I

may be infinitely divided by describing circles with

centres at C, C", C'ff
y &c, touching B F at B.

This is obvious.

If several circles touch each other, either inter-

nally or externally, they have at their point of con-

tact a common tangent. For the same right line

is perpendicular to that which passes through their

centres.

(349) From this proposition it follows, that tangents through the

extremities of the same diameter are parallel.

Proposition XVII. Problem.

(350) From a given point (A), without a given circle

(C B F), to draw a right line which shall be a

tangent to the circle.
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Let C be the centre of the given circle, and from the centre C
with the radius C A describe a circle C A E ; draw
C A, which meets the circle in the point F, and draw
through the point F the line F E perpendicular to C A,

and meeting the circle C A E in E ; draw the line

C E meeting the given circle in B, and the right line drawn from

B to the given point A is a tangent.

For in the triangles A C B, E C F the sides A C and C B are

equal to E C and C F, and the angle at C is common to both
;

therefore the angle A B C is equal to E FO (IV, Book I.) ; but

the angle E F C is a right angle (const.), therefore A B C is a
right angle, and therefore the right line A B is a tangent to the

circle C F B (XVI).

(351) It is evident that two tangents and not more can be drawn
from the point A ; for the perpendicular to C A through F meets the

circle C A E in two points and no more, and each of these points will

determine a tangent.

The two triangles ABC are evidently equal in every respect.

Hence the two tangents A B are equal, and equally inclined to the

line A C through the centre, lying on different sides of it.

Proposition XVIII. Theorem.

(352) If a right line (D B) be a tangent to a circle, the

right line (C D) drawn from the centre to the

point of contact is perpendicular to it.

For, if it be possible, let the right line C F be perpendicular to

B D, and in the triangle CFD, because the angle

C F D is a right angle, the angle CDF is acute

(XVII, Book I.), therefore the side C D is greater

than the side C F (XIX, Book I.) ; but C E is equal

to C D, and therefore C E is greater than C F, apart

greater than the whole, which is absurd. Therefore C F is not

perpendicular to B D ; and in the same manner it can be demon-
strated, that no other line except C D is perpendicular to it.

Proposition XIX. Theorem.

(353) If a right line (B C) be a tangent to a circle, the

right line (B A) drawn perpendicular to it from

the point of contact passes through the centre

of the circle.
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For, if it be possible, let the centre Z be without

the line B A, and draw Z B.

Because the right line Z B is drawn from the

centre to the point of contact, it is perpendicular to

the tangent (XVIII), therefore the angle Z B C is

a right angle ; but the angle A B C is also a right angle (hyp.),

and therefore Z B C is equal to A B C, a part to the whole, which

is absurd.

Therefore Z is not the centre ; and in the same manner it can

be demonstrated, that no other point without the line A B is the

centre.

(354) From this and the preceding- propositions we may deduce the

following consequences :

—

Two concentrical circles being described, if a chord of the greater

meet the less, the parts intercepted between the two circles are equal.

Let C D be perpendicular to A B.
1°. Let A B intersect the lesser circle. Then A D =B D

and ED=FD (III), \AE=FB.
2°. Let A B touch the lesser circle. The angle C D A a>

is right (XVI), vAD=DB.
Hence all chords of the greater circle which touch the lesser, are

bisected at the points of contact.

All such chords are equal, since their distances from the centre are

equal to the radius of the lesser circle (XIV).
*.£* It is obvious that if any number of equal chords be drawn in a

circle the locus of their points of bisection is a circle, the square of whose
radius is equal to the difference between the squares of the radius of

the given circle and half the chord.

*^* Through a given point within or* without a circle to draw a chord

of a given length.

In order that the solution of this problem be possible, it is necessary

that the given length should not be greater than the diameter of the

circle (XV) ; and if the given point be within the circle, it is further

necessary, that it should not be less than the chord through the given

point at right angles to the diameter through the same point (345).

When the solution then is possible, let any chord be drawn in the

circle equal to the given magnitude, by taking any point on the circle

as centre and the given length as radius, and describing another circle,

and drawing from the assumed point to a point of intersection of the

two circles a chord. From the centre let a perpendicular be drawn to

this chord, and with that perpendicular as radius describe a concen-

trical circle. Through the given point draw a tangent to this circle,

and it will be the line required,

The demonstration will easily be inferred from the preceding articles.

*^* Between a circle and a right line, or between two circles not

concentrical, to inflect a line of a given length which shall touch one
of the circles. Draw any tangent A B to one of the given circles, and
take A B equal to the given length, and draw C B from the centre C.

Describe the concentric circle C B I), and draw the tangent D E from
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the point D where this circle meets the given right

line or the other circle. The demonstration is evi-

dent from (351).

If the circle C B D do not meet the given right

line or the other circle the solution is impossible.

Proposition XX.

(355) The angle (A C D) at the centre of a circle, is

double the angle (A B D) at the circumference,

when they have the same part of the circum-

ference for their base.

1°. Let the centre be on A B a side of the angle A B D at the

circumference. Because in the triangle DCB the

sides DC and CB are equal, the angles CBD and

CDB are equal (V, Book I.). But the external

angle ACD is equal to the sum of C B D and CDB,
or to twice CBD (XXXII, Book I.).

2°. Let the centre be within the angle A B D ; draw B C E ;

the angles ABC and CAB are equal, and the angles

CBD and CDB are also equal, because of the

equality of the sides CD, C B, C A, (V, Book I).

Hence the sum of the angles CAB, C B A, CBD,
and CD B is double the angle ABD. But E C A is

equal to the sum of C B A and CAB, and E C D is equal to the

sum of C B D and CDB, therefore A C D is equal to the sum of
C A B, C B A, C B D, and C D B, and therefore A C D is double
of ABD.

3°. Let the centre be without the angle ABD; draw BCE.
The angle ECD is double the angle E B D (Part 1°.), and it is

equal to the angles E C A and ACD taken together.

The angle EBD is equal to E B A and ABD taken

together. Therefore the angles EGA and ACD e\

taken together are equal to twice the angle E B A
together with twice the angle ABD. But the angle EC A is

equal to twice the angle EBA (Part 1°.). These equals being

taken away from both the former, the remainder are equal, that

is, the angle A C D is equal to twice the angle ABD.
(356) The first case of this demonstration is omitted by Euclid, and
in the proof of the third case, it is assumed, that if one magnitude be
double another, and from these respectively be taken two magnitudes,

one of which is double the other, the former remainder will be double

the latter remainder. In the demonstration, as we have modified it,

it is only assumed, that the double of a whole is equal to the doubles of

its parts taken together, which may easily be inferred from the sixth

and ninth axioms.
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The relation established in this proposition between the central and
circumferential angles on the same arc extends to the

cases in which the central angle is greater than two right

angles (14, 135). Let BCD presented towards E be such

an angle. Draw ACE. The reverse angle BCD is

equal to the sum of the angles B C E and D C E. But
BCE is twice BAC, and DCE is twice DAC, v the

reverse angle BCD is equal to twice the angle BAD.
This generalization would give considerable brevity to some of the

succeeding demonstrations.

Proposition XXI. Theorem.

(357) The angles (BAD, BED) in the same segment

of a circle are equal.

1°. Let the segment BAD be greater than a semicircle, let

C be the centre of the circle, and draw C B and C D.
The angle B C D at the centre is double of the

angle BAD, and also double of B ED (XX) ; there-

fore BAD and BED are equal to one another.

2°. Let the segment BAD be a semicircle, or less than a

semicircle, let C be the centre of the circle, and draw the right

lines A C F and E F.

Because the segment BDF is greater than a semicircle, and
in it are the angles B A F and B E F, BAFis equal

to B E F (Part 1°.) ; and because the segment F B A D
is greater than a semicircle, and in it are the angles

FAD and FED, FAD is equal to FED (Part 1°.);

therefore the sum of the angles B A F and FAD, or

the angle BAD, is equal to the sum of B.EF and FED, or to

the angle BED.
(358) If the term 'angle' had been extended by Euclid, as it has been

in modern science, to angles greater than two right angles,

no subdivision of this demonstration into cases would be

necessary. The second case would be proved as the first.

Each of the angles BAD and BED would be equal to

half the reverse central angle B D.
If two equal angles stand on the same arc, and the vertex, of one be

in the opposite segment, the vertex of the other will also be in it.

For if not at E let it be within or without it at F, and
draw B E. The angles HAD and B F D arc equal (hyp.),

but BAD and B E D are equal (XXI) also. Hence the
angles 15 E D and B F D are equal; but one is greater

than the other by (XVI, Book [.), hence, &c.
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Hence it appears, that if innumerable triangles be constructed on
the same base with equal vertical angles, the vertices would form the

segment of a circle. In other words, if the base and vertical angle of

a triangle be given, the locus of the vertex is the segment of a circle.

There is no difficulty in proving that any angle within a segment
contained by lines drawn to the extremities of its base, is greater than

an angle in it, and vice versa, and any such angle without it is less

than an angle in it, and vice versa.

Proposition XXII. Theorem.

'359) The opposite angles of a quadrilateral figure

(FABC) inscribed in a circle, are together

equal to two right angles.

Draw the diagonals A C and F B.

Because the angles A C B and A F B are in the same segment
A F C B, A C B is equal to A F B (XXI), and because the

angles A C F and A B F are in the same segment
A B C F, A C F is equal to A B F (XXI), there-

fore the angle B C F is equal to the angles A F B
and A B F taken together ; but the angles A F B
and A B F together with FAB are equal to two
right angles (XXXII, Book I.), and therefore B C F together

with F A B is equal to two right angles : in the same manner it

can be demonstrated, that ABC and AFC are equal to two
right angles.

(360) If any side F C be produced, the external angle B C E will be
equal to the opposite internal angle FAB, for they have a common
supplement F C B.

(361) This proposition might be derived from the twentieth, thus :

—

Draw D F and D B. The angle F C B is half of

F D B, and the angle F A B is half of the reverse angle

F D B, v the angles A and C together are equal to half

the sum of the angles round the point D, that is, to two
right angles.

(362) If two chords cut off similar segments from the same or differ-

ent circles, the other segments will also be similar, since the angles

they contain are supplemental to those in the former segments.

(363) If opposite angles of a quadrilateral be equal, they must be both

right, right angles being the only equal angles which are supplemental.

(364) If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral be supplemental, a

circle may be circumscribed about it.

For if a circle be described passing through the vertices of three

of its angles A, B, F, it must also pass through the fourth

C. Take any point D in the segment FDB, and draw
D F, D B. The angle D is supplemental to A (XXII),
and v equal to C, and since they are on the same base

F B, and D is in the circle, C must also be in it (358).
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Proposition XXIII. Theorem.

365) Upon the same right line, and upon the same

side of it, two similar segments of circles

cannot be constructed which do not coincide.

For, if it be possible, let two similar segments A C B and
ADB be constructed, and let the point D in one

of them fall without the other, and draw the right /^^C
lines D A, D B, and C B. JT 1

Because the segments A C B and ADB are si-

milar the angle A C B is equal to ADB (Def.) ; but A C B is

external to ADB, and therefore greater than it (XVI, Book I.),

which is absurd : therefore no point in either of the segments

falls without the other, and therefore the segments coincide.

Proposition XXIV. Theorem.

(366) Similar segments of circles standing upon equal

right lines (A B and C D) are equal.

Eor if the equal right lines A B and C D be applied one on the

other so that the point A may fall on C, the

point B must fall upon D, and therefore the

right lines coincide ; therefore the segments a. b c~~
-s

themselves coincide (XXIII), and therefore

they are equal.

*** (367) Hence it follows, also, that similar segments having equal

chords have also equal arcs.

Also, since two circles must coincide in every part, if they agree in

more than two points, it follows that similar segments having equal

chords are parts of equal circles.

%* (368) Sectors whose radii and angles are equal, are themselves

equal. For if the chords of the arcs be drawn, they will be divided into

triangles and segments. The triangles will be equal (IV, Book I.)
;

and since the angles at the centres are equal, those at the circum-

ference are also equal (XX), and also those in the arcs of the sectors

(XXII). Hence the segments are similar, and being on equal right

lines, are equal.

Proposition XXV. Problem.

(369) A segment (A B C) of a circle being given, to

describe the circle of which it is the segment.
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From any point B draw two right lines B A and B C, bisect

them, and from the points of bisection F and E draw

two lines F O and E O perpendicular to A B and

B C ; the intersection O of these perpendiculars is

the centre.

Because the right line A B terminated in the circle is bisected

by a perpendicular F O to it, F O passes through the centre (I),

likewise E O passes through the centre (I), therefore the centre

must be O, the intersection of these lines F O and E O.

It is here assumed that the perpendiculars E O and F O will meet.

This appears from considering that if the line F E be drawn, they will

make angles with it, which are together less than two right angles.

Proposition XXVI. Theorem.

(370) In equal circles (A B C, D E F), equal angles

AOCandDHF, ABC andDE F), whether

they be at the centres or at the circumfer-

ences, stand upon equal arches.

First, let the given angles A O C and D H F be at the centres
;

draw to any points B and E in the circumferences the lines A B
and C B and DE, F E, and join A C and D F.

Because in the triangles A O C, DHF the angles O and H
are equal (hyp.), and the sides AO and O C
equal to D H and H F (hyp.), the bases A C
and D F are equal (IV, Book I.) ; but the

angles ABC and D E F are equal (XX)

,

and therefore the segments ABC and D E F
are similar (Def), but they stand upon equal right lines A C and
D F, and are therefore equal (XXIV) ; take away these equals

from the equal circles, and the remaining segments are equal,

and therefore the arches A G C and D K F are equal.

In the same manner it can be demonstrated, that the arcs

A G C and DKF are equal, if the given angles at the circum-

ferences ABC and DEF are acute, by drawing O A and C
and also H D, H F.

But if the given angles at the circumferences are either right

or obtuse, bisect them, and the halves of them are equal, and it

can be proved as above, that the arcs upon which these halves

stand are equal, whence it follows that the arcs on which the

given angles stand are equal.

(371) It is evident that this proposition extends to equal central or

circumferential angles in the same circle, and also to the cases of

reverse angles.
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*•** (372) Hence if the opposite angles of a quadrilateral in a circle

be equal, the diagonal opposite them must be a diameter ; and since in

this case the angles are both right, it follows that a segment containing

a right angle is a semicircle.

*#* (373) There is no difficulty in deducing from this proposition,

that if one central or circumferential angle in the same or equal circles

be greater than another, the arc on which the one stands will be greater

than that on which the other stands.

Hence it appears, that if of two opposite angles of a quadrilateral

inscribed in a circle, one be acute, and therefore the other obtuse, the

arc on which the former stands will be less, and the latter greater, than

a semicircle. Hence the segment which contains an acute angle is

greater, and that which contains an obtuse angle less, than a semicircle.

These results are the converse of Prop. XXXI.
(374) Supplemental circumferential angles in the same or equal

circles, stand on arcs whose sum is equal to a whole circumference.

(375) Diameters intersecting at right angles divide the circum-*
ference into four equal arcs.

*** (376) Any number of central angles in the same or equal circles,

whose sum is equal to four right angles, stand on arcs whose sum is

equal to a whole circumference.

*#* (377) Any number of circumferential angles in the same or equal

circles, whose sum is equal to two right angles, stand on arcs whose sum
is equal to a whole circumference.

*** (378) Similar arcs of equal circles are equal.

*** (379) Parallel chords A B, CD of a circle intercept equal arcs :

and vice versa.

Draw A C. The alternate angles B A C and A C D
are equal, therefore the arcs B C and A D on which they

stand are equal. Again, if A D = B C, then (XXVII)
ACDrBAC; V A B is parallel to D C.

%* (3S0) If two chordsA B, C D, intersect within a circle, the sum of
the arcs they intercept is equal to the arc which a circum-

ferential angle equal to that under the chords would inter-

cept.

Draw A E parallel to C D. Then AC=DE,v
EB -the sum of AC and B D. But B A E = B F D.
*** (381) Iftwo chords intersect at a point without a circle, the differ-

ence of the arcs which they intercept is equal to the

arc which a circumferential angle equal to that under

the chords would intercept.

Draw A E parallel to C D. Then AC^DE.v >^
B E is the difference between B D and AC: but BAE-BFD.
*
9
* (382) If chords within a circle intersect at the same angle, the

sums of the arcs they respectively intercept are equal ; and if they

intersect without the circle the differences are equal ; and if one pair

intersect within and the other without, the sum of the one pair of

arcs is equal to the difference of the other.

%* (383) If chords intersect at a right angle, the sum of the arcs

they intercept is equal to a semicircle.
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Proposition XXVII. Theorem.

(384) In equal circles (ABC, D E F), the angles

(ABC and D E F) which stand upon equal

arches are equal, whether they be at the

centres or at the circumferences

.

For, if it be possible, let one of tbem D E F be greater than

the other, and make the angle D E G equal

to ABC.
Because in the equal circles ABC and

D E F the angle A B C is equal to D E G
(const.), the arcs A H C and D G are equal

(XXVI) , but A H C and D G F are also equal (hyp.), and there-

fore D G is equal to D F, a part equal to the whole, which is

absurd : neither angle therefore is greater than the other, and
therefore they are equal.

*** (385) This proposition extends, like the former, to arcs in the same
circle, as well as in equal circles, and inferences follow which are con-
verses to those made from (XXVI).

—

Ex. gr. : The sum of the central

angles subtended by arcs, whose sum is equal to an entire circumfer-

ence, is equal to four right angles. The sum of the circumferential

angles subtended by the same arcs is equal to two right angles, &c.
A quadrant subtends a right angle at the centre, and a semicircle

at the circumference.

It follows also from this proposition that equal arcs of equal circles

contain similar segments.

Proposition XXVIII. Theorem.

(386) In equal circles (ABC, D E F), equal right lines

(A C and D F) cut off equal arcs, the greater

equal to the greater (A B C to D E F), the

less to the less (A G C to D H F).

If the equal right lines be diameters the proposition is evident.

If not, let K and L be the centres of the

circles, and draw the lines K A, K C, L D,
and L F.

Because the circles are equal (Def.), A K
and K C are equal to L D and L F, and also

A C and D F are equal (hyp ), therefore the angle A K C is

equal to the angle DLF (VIII, Book I.), and therefore the
arc AGC is equal to the arc DHF (XXVI) ; and since the
circles are equal, take away these equal arcs from them, and the
remaining arcs ABC and DEF are equal.
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Proposition XXIX. Theorem.

(387) In equal circles (A B C, D E F), the right lines

(A C and D F) which subtend equal arcs are

equal.

If the equal arches be semicircles the proposition is evident.

But if not, let K and L be the centres of

the circles, and draw AK, K C, D L, and
LF.

Because the arcs A G C and D H F are

equal (hyp.), the angles A K C and D L F
are equal (XXVII) ; but in the triangles A K C and D L F the

sides AK and K C are equal to D L and L F (hyp.), and there-

fore the bases A C and D F are equal (IV, Book 1.).

Proposition XXX. Problem.

(388) To bisect a given arc (A B C).

Draw the right line A C ; bisect it in E, through E draw E B
perpendicular to A C, and it bisects the arc in B.

Draw the right lines A B and C B.

In the triangles A E B, C E B, the sides AE and E C are equal

(const.), E B is common, and the angle A E B is

equal to C E B (const.), therefore the sides AB and
B C are equal (IV, Book I.), and therefore the

arcs which they subtend are equal (XXVIII), and
therefore the given arc is bisected in B.

Proposition XXXI. Theorem.

(389) In a circle the angle in a semicircle is a right

angle, the angle in a segment greater than a

semicircle is acute, and the angle in a segment

less than a semicircle is obtuse.

Part 1°.—The angle A B C in a semicircle is a right angle.

Let O be the centre of the circle, and draw O B
and A C.

Because in the triangle A O B the sides O B and

O A are equal, the angles O A B and O B A are also

equal (V, Book I.) ; in the same manner it can be proved, that

the angles O C B and O B C are equal, therefore the angle

i 2
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ABC is equal the sum of the angles B C A and B A C, and
therefore the angle A B C is a right angle (XXXII, Book I.).

Part 2°.—The angle A B C in a segment greater than a semi-

circle is acute.

Draw A D, a diameter of the circle, and also the lines C D, CA.
Because in the triangle A C D the angle A C D

in a semicircle is a right angle (Part i°.), the angle

A D C is acute (XXXII, Book I.) ; but the angles

ADC and ABC are in the same segment A B D C,

and therefore equal (XXI)
;
therefore the angle ABC

is acute.

Part 3°.—The angle A B C in a segment less than a semicircle

is obtuse.

Take in the opposite circumference any point D, and draw D A
and D C.

Because in the quadrilateral figure A B C D
the opposite angles B and D are equal to two
right angles (XXII), but the angle D is less than

a right angle (Part 2°.), the angle ABC must be

obtuse.

(390) The second part of this proposition might have
been more elegantly and concisely proved by drawing

D B instead of D C ; we should then have A B D a right A
\

angle, v ABC acute.

A similar method might be applied to the third case ; draw the dia-

meter A D, and draw B D. The angle AB D is right,

and v ABC obtuse.

But the proof might be still more elegantly derived

from the established relation between central and circum-

ferential (XX) angles having the same subtense. The
central angle which stands on a semicircle is equal to two right angles,

and therefore the circumferential angle is one right angle. The cen-

tral angle, which stands on an arc less than a semicircle, is less than

two right angles, and therefore the circumferential angle is less than a

right angle ; and the central angle, which stands on an arc greater than

a semicircle, is greater than two right angles ; and therefore the cir-

cumferential angle is greater than a right angle.

Proposition XXXII. Theorem.

(391) If a right line (E F) be a tangent to a circle, and

from the point of contact a right line (A C) be

drawn cutting the circle, the angle F A C
made by this line with the tangent is equal to

the angle (A B C) in the alternate segment of

the circle.
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If the chord should pass through the centre, it is evident the

angles are equal, for each of them is a right angle (XVI, XXXI.)
But if not, draw through the point of contact the line A B per-

pendicular to the tangent E F, and join B C.

Because the right line E F is a tangent to the circle, and A B
is drawn through the point of contact perpen-

dicular to it, A B passes through the centre

(XIX), and therefore the angle ACB is a

right angle (XXXI) ; therefore in the triangle

ABC, the sum of the angles ABC and B A C
is equal to a right angle (XXXII, Book I.), and therefore equal
to the angle B A F; take away the common angle BAC, and
the remaining angle C A F is equal to the angle A B C in the

alternate segment.

The angles E A C and ADC are also equal.

Draw the right lines A D and D C ; because in the quadrilateral

A B C D the opposite angles ABC and ADC taken together are

equal to two right angles (XXII), the sum of the angles E A C
and FA C is equal to the sum of A B C and ADC; take away
the equals FAC and ABC (Part 1°.), and the remaining angle

E AC is equal to the angle A D C in the alternate segment.

(392) This proposition might be otherwise proved, thus :—The angle

A C D = D A F. Draw A B perpendicular to E F. The
angleACB=BAF, since both are right ; B C D—B A D,
being in the same segment. Taking the latter from the

former, DAF=ACD.
Also draw G B. We have AGB=BAE, both being

right ; and D G B =D A B, being in the same segment ; adding these

equals, we have D G A = D A E.

If we consider a triangle inscribed in a circle as a quadrilateral, one
of whose sides vanishes, this proposition may at once

be derived from the twenty-second. By that propo-

sition in the quadrilateral ABCD, the external angle

C D E is equal to the internal opposite angle B.

While the point D approaches A, and the side A D
diminishes, the angle C D E remains of the same magnitude, and still

equal to B. When D coincides with A, and A D vanishes, A E becomes
a tangent, and the angle C AE under the chord and tangent is equal

to the angle B in the alternate segment.
*** (393) If several circles touch each other, either internally or

externally, any right line passing through the point of contact will cut

off similar segments from them. For since they have a common tan-

gent (348), the angles in all the segments are equal to the angle

under the line drawn and the common tangent.

%* (394) If several circles touch each other

internally or externally, and any two right lines

be drawn through the point of contact P, cut-

ting each of them at A and B, the lines A B
will be parallel ; for by (393) the alternate

angles PA B are equal.
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*^* (395) Tangents through the extremities of the same chord

make equal angles with it on the same side. For each angle is equal

to the angle in the alternate segment.
*** (396) The chord joining the points of contact of parallel tan-

gents is a diameter. For the angles on the same side are equal

(395), and supplemental (XXIX, Book I.), and are therefore right.

Therefore the chord is a diameter (XIX).

Proposition XXXIII. Problem.

(397) On a given right line (A B) to describe a seg-

ment of a circle that shall contain an angle

equal to a given angle (V).

If the given angle be a right angle, bisect the given line
;

describe a semicircle on it. This will evidently be the segment
required, since it contains a right angle (XXXI).

If the given angle V be acute or obtuse, make with the given

line A B at either extremity of it A an angle

B A E equal to V ; through A draw A C
perpendicular to E A, and at B make the

angle ABO equal to B A C. The circle de-

scribed from the centre O with the radius O A
passes through B, because O A and O B are equal, and its seg-

ment A C B contains an angle equal to the given acute angle Y,
and its segment AGB contains an angle equal to the given obtuse

angle V.
Because EA is a tangent to the circle at A (XVI), and from

A the chord A B is drawn, the angle in the segment A C B is

equal to the acute angle E AB (XXXII), and therefore to the

given acute angle V (const) ; and also the angle in the segment

AGB is equal to the obtuse angle EAB (XXXII), and there-

fore to the given obtuse angle V (const.).

(398) This problem might be solved by constructing on the given right

line A B any angle equal to the given angle V, and circumscribing

round this triangle a circle (78). Euclid, however, does not intro-

duce the problem to circumscribe a circle round a triangle, until the

fourth book.

%* (399) From this problem we derive the solution of another

—

' Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle to construct the locus

of the vertex.'

This problem is useful, therefore, in the solution of all problems

relating to the determination of a triangle, where two of the three data

are a side and the angle opposite to it. In such cases, having con-

structed on the given side the segment which contains the opposite

angle, all that remains to be determined is the point in this segment

where the vertex is placed. The third datum ought to be sufficient to
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determine this. Thus, for example, if the third datum be the perpen-

dicular from the vertex on the given side, the place of the vertex may
be determined by drawing any line perpendicular to the given side,

and taking apart on it from the side equal to the given perpendicular.

A parallel to the side through the extremity of this will intersect

the circle in two points, either of which will serve for the vertex.

*^* (400) Again, suppose the base, vertical angle, and the perpen-

dicular from the extremity of the base on the opposite side, be given

to find the triangle.

On the given side A B describe a segment A C B containing the

given angle. Also describe a semicircle A D B. It is

evident that the vertex of the triangle must be in the for-

mer, and the point where the perpendicular meets the

side in the latter. Inflect A D equal to the perpendicular,

and draw B D to meet the first segment at D : the tri-

angle A B C is that required. The demonstration is evident.

It would be impossible to enumerate the cases in which this prin-

ciple is useful; and the student cannot obtain a better exercise than in

combining with the base and vertical angle of a triangle the various

data which may be sufficient to determine the place of the vertex in the

segment.

Proposition XXXIV. Problem.

(401) To cut off from a given circle (ABC) a seg-

ment which shall contain an angle equal to a

given angle.

Draw F A, a tangent to the circle at any point A ; at the point

of contact make with the line A F an angle F A C,

equal to the given angle ; the segment ABC con-
tains an angle equal to the given angle.

Because F A is a tangent to the circle, and A C
cuts it, the angle in the segment A B C is equal to

FAC (XXXII), and therefore equal to the given angle (const.).

Proposition XXXV. Theorem.

(402) If two right lines (A B and C D) within a circle

cut one another, the rectangle under the seg-

ments (A E and E B) of one of them is equal

to the rectangle under the segments (C E and

ED) of the other.

1°. If the given right lines pass through the centre they are

bisected in the point of intersection ; therefore the rectangles under
their segments are the squares of their halves, and therefore are

equal.
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2°. Let one of the given lines (D C) pass through the centre,

and the other (AB) not; draw O A and OB. The
rectangle A E B is equal to the difference between the

squares of O E and of O A (253), that is, to the dif-

ference between the squares of O E and of O C, or

to the rectangle DEC (V, Book II.).

3°. Let neither of the given lines pass through the centre

,

draw through their intersection a diameter F G, and

the rectangle under F E and E G is equal to the

rectangle under D E and E C, and also to the

rectangle under B E and E A (Part 2°.) ; therefore

the rectangle under D E and E C is equal to the

rectangle under B E and E A.

The demonstration of the second case has been somewhat abridged
by the principle established in (253). In Euclid's demonstration the

proof of that principle is really incorporated.

Proposition XXXVI. Theorem.

(403) If from a point (B) without a circle two right

lines be drawn to it, one of which (B F) is a

tangent to the circle, and the other (B C) cuts

it ; the rectangle under the whole secant (B C)
and the external segment (B O) is equal to the

square of the tangent (B F).

1°. Let B C pass through the centre ; draw A F from the
centre to the point of contact ; the square of B F
is equal to the difference between the squares

of B A and ofAF (XVIII), that is, to the differ-

ence between the squares of B A and of A O, or

to the rectangle under C B and B O (VI, Book
ii.).

2°. If B C do not pass through the centre, draw A O and
A C. The rectangle under C B and B O is

equal to the difference between the squares of

A B and of A O (253), that is, to the differ-

ence between the squares of A B and A F,

or to the square of B F (XVIII).

(404) Cor.—Hence, if from any point without a circle two right

lines be drawn cutting the circle, the rectangles under them and

their external segments are equal, for each of the rectangles is

equal to the square of the tangent.

The demonstration of the second case has been abridged as in the

last proposition.
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Proposition XXXVII. Theorem.

(405) If from a point (B) without a circle two right

lines be drawn, one (B C) cutting the circle,

the other (B F) meeting it, and if the rectangle

under the secant and its external segment be

equal to the square of the line which meets

the circle, the line (B F) which meets it is a

tangent.

Draw from the point B the line B Q, a tangent to the circle,

and draw E F and E Q.

The square of B Q is equal to the rectangle under B C and B O
(XXXVI), but the square of B F is also equal

to the rectangle under B C and B O (hyp.), there- c/

fore the squares of B F and B Q are equal, and
therefore the lines themselves are equal ; then, in

the triangles E F B and E Q B the sides E F
and F B are equal to the sides E Q and Q B, and the side E B
is common, therefore the angle EFB is equal to E Q B (VIII,
Book I.) ; but E Q B is a right angle (XVIII), therefore EFB
is a right angle, and therefore the right line B F is a tangent to

the circle (XVI).



BOOK IV.

DEFINITIONS.

(408) I. A rectilinear figure is said to be inscribed in another,

when all the angular points of the inscribed figure

are on the sides of the figure in which it is said to

be inscribed.

(407) II. A figure is said to be described about another figure,

when all the sides of the circumscribed figure

pass through the angular points of the other

figure.

(408) III. A rectilinear figure is said to be in-

scribed in a circle, when the vertex

of each angle of the figure is in the

circumference of the circle.

(409) IV. A rectilinear figure is said to be circumscribed about

a circle, when each of its sides is a tangent to the

circle.

(410) V. A circle is said to be inscribed in a rectilinear figure,

when each side of the figure is a tangent to the

circle.

(411) VI. A circle is said to be circumscribed about a recti-

linear figure, when the circumference passes

through the vertex of each angle of the figure.

(412) VII. A right line is said to be inscribed in a circle, when
its extremities are in the circumference of the

circle.

(413) The fourth book of the Elements is devoted to the solution of

problems, chiefly relating to the inscription and circumscription of

regular polygons and circles.

A regular polygon is one whose angles and sides are equal.
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Proposition I. Problem.

(414) In a given circle (B C A) to inscribe a right

line equal to a given right line, which is not

greater than the diameter of the circle.

Draw a diameter A B of the circle, and if this is equal to the

given line, the problem is solved.

If not, take in it the segment AE equal to the given line (III,

Book I.) ; from the centre A with the radius A E
describe a circle E C, and draw to either intersec-

tion of it with the given circle the line A C ; this

line is equal to A E, and therefore to the given line.

Proposition II. Problem.

(415) In a given circle (B A C) to inscribe a triangle

equiangular to a given triangle (E D F.)

Draw the line G H a tangent to the given circle in any point

A ; at the point A with the line A H make
the angle H A C equal to the angle E, and

at the same point with the line A G make
the angle GAB equal to the angle D, and
draw B C.

Because the angle E is equal to H A C (const.), and HAC
is equal to the angle B in the alternate segment (XXXII,
Book III.), the angles E and B are equal ; also the angles D and C
are equal, therefore the remaining angle F is equal to B A C
(XXXII, Book I.), and therefore the triangle B A C inscribed in

the given circle is equiangular to the given triangle E D F.

Proposition III. Problem.

(416) About a given circle (A B C) to circumscribe

a triangle equiangular to a given triangle

(E D F).

Produce any side D F of the given triangle both ways to G
and H ; from the centre K of the

given circle draw any radius K A.

With this line at the point K make
the angle B K A equal to the angle / vlyl /\
E D G, and at the other side of K A L A * • » ' * h

make the angle A K C equal to E F H, and draw the lines

L M, L N, and M N, tangents to the circle in the points B, A
and C.
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Because the four angles of the quadrilateral figure LBKA
taken together are equal to four right angles (134), and the angles

KB L and K A L are right angles (const.), the remaining angles

A K B and ALB are together equal to two right angles ; but the

angles E D G and EDF are together equal to two right angles

(XIII, Book I.), therefore the angles A K B and ALB are to-

gether equal to E D G and EDF; but A K B and ED G are

equal (const.), and therefore ALB and EDF are equal. In

the same manner it can be demonstrated that the angles A N C
and EFD are equal; therefore the remaining angle M is equal

to the angle E (XXXII, Book I.), and therefore the triangle

L M N circumscribed about the given circle is equiangular to the

given triangle.

Proposition IV. Problem.

(417) In a given triangle (B AC) to inscribe a circle.

Bisect any two angles B and C by the right lines

B D and C D, and from their point of concourse D
draw D F perpendicular to any side B C ; the circle

described from the centre D with the radius D F is

inscribed in the given triangle. £- ^r^ "^
Draw D E and D G perpendicular to B A and A C. In the

triangles DEB, DFB the angles DEB and DBE are equal
to the angles DFB and DBF (const.), and the side DB is

common to both, therefore the sides D E and D F are equal
(XXVI, Book I.) : in the same manner it can be demonstrated
that the lines D G and D F are equal ; therefore the three lines

D E, D F, and D G are equal, and therefore the circle described
from the centre D with the radius D F passes through the points

E and G; and because the angles at F, E, and G are right, the
lines BC, BA, and AC are tangents to the circle (XVI, Book
III.), therefore the circle F E G is inscribed in the given triangle.

(418) It is assumed in the demonstration of the proposition, that the

two bisectors of the angles B C of the triangle will meet at the same
point. This, however, may be proved by showing that they make angles
with B C which are together less than two right angles.

In this demonstration, and in various other places, Euclid assumes,
that any point whose distance from the centre of a circle is equal to

the radius, must be on the circle. See (22).

(419) If D A be drawn it will bisect the angle A. For E D and G D
are equal, and A D the common side is opposite to right angles E and
G, and therefore the triangles DAE and D A G are in every respect

equal. Therefore the angles DAE and D A G are equal.

Hence the lines bisecting the three angles of a triangle intersect at

the same point, and that point is the centre of the inscribed circle.
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Hence the centre and

(420) The areas of the three triangles BDC, C D A, and A D B, are

respectively equal to half the rectangles under the radius of the in-

scribed circle and the sides B C, C A, and B A of the given triangle.

Hence the area of the given triangle is equal to the rectangle under
the radius of the inscribed circle and the semiperimeter of the

triangle.

*#* (421) Hence if the sides be given in numbers, the radius of the

inscribed circle may be found by dividing the area (found by (276) )
by the semiperimeter.
*** (422) The problem to inscribe a circle in a triangle is a particular

case of a more general problem, * To describe a circle touching three

given right lines/

1°. If the three given lines be parallel to one another, the problem
is obviously impossible, since no circle touching two of them could
touch the third.

2°. If two of the lines A G, B H be parallel and the third AB inter-

sect them.

Draw the lines A D and B D bisecting the angles A and B. These
will intersect, since they make angles

with A B which are together less

than two right angles. Let them
meet at D. Perpendiculars D F,

D G, and D H to the three given

lines from D are equal. This may be
proved as in the preceding proposition.

D F the radius of the circle.

It appears from the diagram that there are two circles which touch

the given right lines.

3°. Let the three given right lines intersect so as to form a triangle.

In this case the circle is determined as in the proposition. But this

is not the only circle which may be drawn
touching the given right lines. Draw the lines

C D and A D bisecting the external angles at

A and C. These, as before, will meet at D,
and perpendiculars D E, D F, D G on the

given lines from this point are equal. Hence
D is the centre and D F the radius of a circle

touching the three given lines. The demon-
stration of this is the same exactly as that of

the proposition.

In the same manner two other circles may
be described touching the given right lines as

in the diagram.

Thus if three right lines intersect so as to form a triangle, four

different circles may be described each touching them all.

By this case it appears that the bisector of any internal angle of a

triangle, and those of the remaining external angles, intersect at the

same point.

4°. If the three given lines intersect at the same point, no circle can
be described touching them all.

*
#* (423) It is plain the problem to describe a circle touching two
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given right lines is indeterminate. We can however in this case deter-

mine the locus of its centre.

1°. If the two right lines be parallel.

Draw the line A B intersecting them perpendicularly, and bisect it at

C, and through C draw D E parallel to

the given lines. This will be the locus of

the centres. For if any other perpendi-

cular F G be drawn, a circle described on
it as the diameter will touch the given

lines.

2°. If the given lines intersect.

Draw the lines A B and C D bisecting the

angles under the given lines. These lines will

be the locus of the centres. The demonstra-

tions will easily appear from that of Prop. IV.

and from the annexed diagram.

Proposition V. Problem.

(424) About a given triangle (B A C) to circumscribe

a circle.

Bisect any two sides B A and A C of the given triangle, and
through the points of bisection D and E draw D F and E F per-

pendicular to A B and A C, and from their point of concourse F
draw to any angle A of the triangle B A C the line F A, the circle

described from the centre F with the radius F A is circumscribed

about the given triangle.

Draw F B and F C ; in the triangles FDA, F D B the sides

DA and D B are equal (const.),

F D is common to both, and the

angles at D are right, therefore

the sides FA and F B are equal

(IV, Book I.) : in the same
manner it can be demonstrated that the lines FA and F C are

equal, therefore the three lines FA, FB, and FC are equal,

and therefore the circle described from the centre F with the
radius F A passes through B and C, and therefore is circum-
scribed about the given triangle B A C.

(425) Cor.—If the centre F fall within the triangle, it is evident
all the angles are acute, for each of them is in a segment greater

than a semicircle. If the centre F be in any side of the triangle

the angle opposite to that side is right, because it is an angle in a
semicircle (XXXI, Book III.)

; and if the centre fall without the

triangle the angle opposite to the side which is nearest the centre

is obtuse, because it is an angle in a segment less than a semi-

circle (XXXI, Book III.).
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This problem has been anticipated in (78). It is, in fact, the same
as to describe a circle through three given points which are not placed
in the same right line.

(426) A perpendicular from F will evidently bisect B C, and therefore
the perpendiculars from the middle points of the sides of a triangle
have a common point of intersection, and this point is the centre of the
circumscribed circle.

(427) It is assumed in the demonstration of this proposition, that the
perpendiculars through D and E will intersect if produced. This may
be proved by drawing the right line joining D and E. The perpendi-
culars evidently make with this line angles which are together less

than two right angles.

Proposition VI. Problem.

(428) In a given circle (A B C D) to inscribe a square.

Draw any diameter AC of the given circle, draw another diameter

BD perpendicular to it, and join AB, BC, CD, DA;
ABCD is a square inscribed in the given circle.

Because the angles at E are right, and therefore bJ

equal, the arcs on which they stand are equal (XXVI,
Book III.), and therefore their subtenses are equal

(XXIX, Book III.) ; the figure AB C D is therefore equilateral

;

and because B D is a diameter, the angle BAD is in a semi-
circle^ and therefore right (XXXI, Book III.) ; in the same
manner it can be demonstrated that the angles B, C, and D are

right ; therefore, since the sides are also equal, the figure A B C D
is a square.

The inscribed square is equal to twice the square of the radius, or to

half the square of the diameter.

Proposition VII. Problem.

(429) About a given circle (A B C D) to circumscribe

a square.

Draw any diameter A C of the given circle and cl_c_h
B D perpendicular to it, and through their extremi-

ties A, B, C, and D, draw the lines K F, F G, G H,
and H K tangents to the circle ; the figure F G H K
is a square circumscribed about the given circle. i" a. jl

Because E A is drawn from the centre to the point of contact

the angle E A F is right (XVIII, Book III.), but the angle

AE B is also right (const.), therefore the lines FK and B D are

parallel ; in the same manner it can be demonstrated G H is

r >
V y
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parallel to B D, and also that F G and K H are parallel to

A C ; therefore G D, B K, F C, and A H are parallelograms, and
because the angles at A are right, the angles at G and H opposite

to them are right (XXXIV, Book I.) : in the same manner it

can be demonstrated that K and F are right angles ; therefore

F G H K is a rectangle, and because AC and B D are equal,

and F K and GH are equal to B D, and F G and K H are equal

to A C, it is evident that F G H K is also equilateral, and therefore

a square.

The circumscribed square is the square of the diameter, and is there-

fore twice the inscribed square, and four times the square of the radius

Proposition VIII. Problem.

(430) In a given square (F G H K) to inscribe a circle.

Bisect two adjacent sides (Fig. Prop. VII.) G H and F G of

the given square in C and B, through C draw C A parallel

to either F G or K H, and through B draw B D parallel to

either G H or F K ; the circle described from the centre E
with the radius E C is inscribed in the given square.

Because G E, E H, E K, and E F are parallelograms (const.),

their opposite sides are equal (XXXIV, Book I.), therefore C E
and E B are equal to G B and G C ; but G B and G C are equal,

for they are halves (const.) of the equal lines F G and G H, there-

fore C E and E B are equal ; but E D and E A are equal to C E
and E B, for they are equal to C H and B F the halves of G H
and FG (const.), therefore the four lines E C, E B, E A, and
E D are equal, and therefore the circle described from the centre

E with the radius E C passes through B, A, and D ; and because
the angles at C, B, A, and D are right, the sides of the square

are tangents to the circle (XVI, Book III.), which is therefore

inscribed in the given square.

Proposition IX. Problem.

(431) About a given square (AB CD) to circumscribe

a circle.

Draw A C and B D intersecting one another in E ; the circle

described from the centre E with the radius E A must pass

through B C and D.
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For since ABC is an isosceles triangle, and the angle 13 is

right, the other angles are each half a right angle

(XXXII, Book I.) ; m the same manner it can be
demonstrated that each of the angles into which the B

(

angles of the square are divided, is half a right angle,

they are therefore all equal, and therefore in the
triangle A E B as the angles E A B and E B A are equal, the

sides EA and E B are equal (VI, Book I.) ; in the same manner
it can be demonstrated that E D and E C are equal to E A and
E B, therefore the four lines E A, E B, E C, and E D are equal,

and therefore the circle described from the centre E with the

radius E A passes through B, C, and D, and is circumscribed

about the given square.

Proposition X. Problem.

(432) To construct an isosceles triangle, in which each

of the angles at the base shall be double of

the vertical angle.

Take any line AB and divide it in C, so that the rectangle

under A B and C B shall be equal to the square of

A C (XI, Book II.) ; from the centre A with the

radius A B describe a circle BED, and inscribe in

it a line B D equal to A C (I)
;

join A D, and
B A D is an isosceles triangle, in which the angles

B and D are each double of the angle A.

Draw D C, and circumscribe a circle A C D about the triangle

DCA
Because the rectangle under A B and B C is equal to the

square of AC (const.), or to the square of B D (const.), the line

BD is a tangent to the circle AC D (XXXVII, Book III.),

therefore the angle B D C is equal to the angle A in the alternate

segment (XXXII, Book III.) ; add to both the angle C D A, and

B D A is equal to the sum of the angles C D A and A ; but since

the sides A B and A D are equal, the angles B and B D A are

equal, therefore the angle B is equal to the sum of C D A and A;
but the external angle B C D is equal to the sum of C D A and

A (XXXII, Book L), therefore the angles B and BCD are

equal, and therefore the sides B D and C D are equal (VI,

Book I.) ; but BD and CA are equal (const), therefore CD
and C A are equal, and therefore the angles A and C D A are

equal ; but B D A is equal to the sum of the angles A and

C D A, therefore it is double of A, and therefore the angle B is

also double of A.
K
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Proposition XI. Problem.

(433) In a given circle (A B C D E) to inscribe an

equilateral and equiangular pentagon.

Construct an isosceles triangle, in which each of the angles at

the base shall be double of the angle at the vertex

(X), and inscribe in the given circle a triangle ACE
equiangular to it (II) ; bisect the angles at the base

A and E by the right lines A D and E B, and join

A B, B C, C D, and D E.

Because each of the angles C A E and C E A is double of

E CA (const.), and is bisected, the five angles CE B, BE A,

ACE, CAD, and DAE are equal ; and therefore the arcs

upon which they stand are equal (XXVI, Book III.), and there-

fore the lines C B, B A, A E, E D, and D C which subtend these

arcs are equal (XXIX, Book III.), and therefore the pentagon

A B C D E is equilateral.

And because the arcs A B and D E are equal, if the arc BCD
be added to both, the arc AB C D is equal to B C D E, and
therefore the angles A E D and B A E standing upon them are

equal (XXVII, Book III.) , in the same manner it can be demon-
strated that all the other angles are equal, and therefore the

pentagon is also equiangular.

*^* (434) Each diagonal of a regular pentagon is parallel to the side

with which it is not conterminous. For since the arcs B A and D E
are equal, the chords B D and A E are parallel (379) ; and the same
may be applied to the other diagonals.

Since the arcs A B and D E are together equal to BCD, it follows

(380) that the angle BFA is equal to BAD. Hence it appears

that A B F is an isosceles triangle equiangular with ACE, and there-

fore having its base angle equal to twice its vertical angle. The same
is true of the triangles B C K, G C D, and F D E.

It is easy to see that the figure A B H E is a lozenge ; and the same
may be proved ofA B C G, &c.

The figure FGHIKisa regular pentagon.

Proposition XII. Problem,

(435) About a given circle (A B C D E) to circumscribe

an equilateral and equiangular pentagon.
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Let the points A, B, C, D, and E be the vertices of the angles

of an equilateral pentagon inscribed in the circle,

and draw G H, H K, K L, L M, and M G tangents

to the circle at these points ; G H K L M is an
equilateral and equiangular pentagon, circumscribed

about the given circle.

Draw F A, F G, F E, F M, and F D. In the triangles F G A,

FGE the sides G A and GE are equal (351), and also FA and
F E ; F G is common, therefore the angles FGA and FGE are

equal, and also A F G and E F G, therefore the angle A G E is

double of F G E, and A F E double of G F E ; in the same man
ner it can be demonstrated that D M E is double of F M E,

and that D F E is double of MFE; but since the arcs A E
and E D are equal (const), the angles A F E and DFE are

equal (XXVII, Book III.), and therefore their halves GF E and
MFE are equal, and the angles F E G and F E M are also

equal, and the side E F is common, therefore the angles FGE
and F M E are equal, and also the sides G E and E M, and
therefore the line G M is double of G E ; in the same manner
it can be demonstrated that G H is double of G A, but G E
and G A are equal, therefore G M and G H are equal ; in

the same manner it can be demonstrated that the other sides

are equal, and therefore the pentagon G H K L M is equi-

lateral ; and because the angles DME and AGE are double

of F M E and F G E, and F M E and FG E are equal, DME
is equal to A G E ; and in the same manner it can be demon-
strated that the other angles are equal, and therefore G H K L M
is also equiangular.

Proposition XIII. Problem.

(436) In a given equilateral and equiangular pentagon

(A B C D E) to inscribe a circle.

Bisect any two adjacent angles A and E by the right line A F
and E F, and from their point of concourse F draw F G perpen-

dicular to A E, the circle described from the centre F with the

radius F G is inscribed in the given pentagon.

Draw F B, F C, and F D, and from F let fall c

the perpendiculars FH,FN,FM, F L.

In the triangles A F B, A F E the sides A B
and A E are equal (hyp.), A F is common,
and the angles FAB and FAE are equal

K o
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(const.), therefore the angles AB F and A E F are equal (IV,

Book I.) ; but the angles ABC and A E D are also equal

(hyp.), therefore since A E F is half of A E D (const.), A B F
is half of A B C ; in the same manner it can be demonstrated

that the other angles of the pentagon are bisected by the lines

drawn from F : wherefore in the triangles F B H, FB M, the

angles F B H and F B M are equal, the angles at H and M
are right, and the side F B opposite to the equal angles H
and M is common, therefore the sides F H and F M are equal

(XXVI, Book I.) ; and in the same manner it is proved that

all the perpendiculars are equal, therefore the circle described

from the centre F with the radius F G passes through the

points H, M, N, and L, and the sides of the given pentagon

are tangents to it, because the angles at G, H, M, N, and L are

right.

Proposition XIV. Problem.

(437) To circumscribe a circle about a given equilateral

and equiangular pentagon (A B C D E).

Bisect the angles A ana E by the right lines A F and E F ; the

circle described from their point of concourse F as centre with

the radius AF passes through the points B, C, D, and E.

Draw FB, FC, and FD. In the triangles FAE and FAB
the sides F A and A E are equal to F A and A B,
and the angle F A E is equal to FAB (const.),

therefore the angles FB A and FE A are equal (IV,

Book I.) ; but the angles ABC and A E D are also

equal (hyp.) ; therefore since the angle F E A is

half of A E D (const.), F B A is half of A B C, and therefore

A B C is bisected by F B ; and in the same manner it can be

demonstrated that the angles C and D are bisected. Hence in

the triangle A F E the angles FAE and F E A, being halves

of the equal angles B A E and A E D, are equal, and therefore

the sides F E and F A are equal (VI, Book I.) ; and in the

same manner it is proved that the remaining lines F B, F C,

and F D are equal; therefore the five lines FA, F B, F C,

F D, and F E are equal, and therefore the circle described from
the centre F with the radius F A passes through the points

B, C, D, and E, and therefore is circumscribed about the given

pentagon.
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Proposition XV. Problem.

(438) In a given circle (A B C D E F) to inscribe an

equilateral and equiangular hexagon.

Let G be the centre of the given circle ; draw any diameter

A G D ; from the centre A with the radius AG de-

scribe a circle, and, from its intersections B and F
with the given circle, draw the diameters B E and

FC; join AB, B C, C D, D E, E F, and FA, and

the figure A B C D E F is an equilateral and equi-

angular hexagon inscribed in the given circle.

Since the lines A B and A G are equal, as being radii of the

same circle B G F, and G A and G B also equal, as being radii

of the same circle A B C D E F, the triangle B G A is equilateral,

and therefore the angle B G A is the third part oftwo right angles

(XXXII, Book I.). In like manner it is proved that the triangle

AG F is equilateral, and the angle A G F equal to one third part

of two right angles ; but the angles B G A and A G F together

with FGE are equal to two right angles (XIII, Book I.), there-

fore F G E is one third part of two right angles, and therefore the

three angles B G A, A G F, and FGE are equal, and also the

angles vertically opposite to them E G D, D G C, and C G B
;

hence the six angles at the centre G are equal, and therefore the

arcs on which they stand are equal, and the lines subtending

those arcs (XXIX, Book III.) ; therefore the hexagonA BCDEF
is equilateral, and also, since each of its angles is double the angle

of an equilateral triangle, it is equiangular.

(439) It may be proved in general that every equilateral figure inscribed

in a circle must be equiangular, for its angles are contained in equal

arcs, and therefore stand on equal arcs.

(440) The side of the regular hexagon is equal to the radius of its cir-

cumscribing circle, and its area is six times that of an equilateral triangle

constructed on the radius of this circle.

If any three alternate angles A C E of the hexagon be joined by
right lines, they will form the inscribed equilateral triangle.

Proposition XVI. Problem.

(441) In a given circle (CAD) to inscribe an equi-

lateral and equiangular quindecagon.
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Let C D be the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in the

circle CAD, and CA the side of an equilateral

pentagon also inscribed in the circle CAD; bisect

the arc A D ; the right line joining A B is the side of

the inscribed quindecagon. For if the whole circum-

ference be divided into fifteen parts, the arc C D,

since it is the third part of the whole circumference, contains five

of these parts ; in like manner the arc C A contains three of them,
therefore the arc A D contains two, and therefore the arc A B is

the fifteenth part of the whole circumference, and A B is the side

of the inscribed equilateral quindecagon.

The angles of the figure will be equal, because they will stand

on equal arcs.
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DEFINITIONS.

(442) I. A less magnitude is said to be a part of a greater

magnitude when the less measures the greater

;

that is, when the less is contained a certain

number of times exactly in the greater.

The word ' part, ' as applied in this definition, signifies an aliquot

part or submultiple.

One quantity is said to measure another when, by continual subtrac-

tion of the former from the latter, a remainder is at length obtained

equal to the former. In such a case it is plain that the former quantity

multiplied by a certain integer number will become equal to the latter.

Of two magnitudes thus related, the greater is said to be a multiple of

the lesser, and the lesser is said to be a submultiple or aliquot part

of the greater. Hence the meaning of the following definition is

apparent.

(443) II. A greater magnitude is said to be a multiple of a

less, when the greater is measured by the less,

that is, when the greater contains the less a cer-

tain number of times exactly.

By the greater containing the less * a certain number oftimes exactly,

is meant, that the less is a submultiple of the greater, as already

explained.

(444) A greater quantity is said to contain a lesser, as often as the

lesser is capable of being successively subtracted from the oreater. If

the greater be not a multiple of the lesser, there will be a final remainder

less than the lesser quantity. The number of times the lesser is con-

tained in the greater is expressed by that integer by which the lesser

must be multiplied, in order to obtain the highest multiple of it which

is contained in the greater.

The student should be cautious not to confound the expressions

* measures' and ' is contained in.' The number 3 is ' contained three

times in 10,' but does not measure 10, because there is a remainder

1 less than 3. Again, 3 is contained also three times in 11, but it does

not measure it. On the other hand it measures' 9, being contained

in it three times exactly without any remainder.
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(445) It is evident that one quantity cannot be said to be contained in

or to measure another, unless they be quantities of the same kind. Thus,

for example, it would be manifestly absurd to say, that a line was
contained a certain number of times in a surface, linear and superficial

magnitude admitting" of no comparison. No increase could render a

line equal to a surface, because no increase could give it breadth,

which is essential to a surface. In like manner the magnitude of a

surface admits of no comparison with that of a solid, because no
increase can give the one thickness which is essential to the other.

A line may be compared with a line, a surface with a surface, or a

solid with a solid, as to magnitude, but none of these species can be
compared with each other. This, however, does not apply to the lower

species of magnitude. Different species of lines may be compared as

to magnitude, because they all agree in having length only. Thus we
can readily conceive aright line equal in length to a circular arc. The
same applies to the different species of surfaces.

Two magnitudes A, B are said to be equimultiples of two others a, b,

when a and b measure A and B respectively the same number of

times. Thus the length onefoot and the number 36 are equimultiples

of the length one inch and the number 3 ; for an inch measures afoot
twelve times, and 3 measures 36 also twelve times.

(446) III. Ratio is a mutual relation of two magnitudes of

the same kind to one another, with respect to

quantity.

This definition has been by some commentators considered to be
obscure and useless, and on the other hand greatly extolled by others.
It is hoped, however, that the preceding observations will render it in-

telligible. Ratio is, in fact, the relation between two magnitudes with
respect to magnitude only, that is, excluding every other property which
they may have. Thus a circular arc and a straight line may agree as
to magnitude, although they may differ in every other respect. When
their ratio is considered, the figures, position, &c. are totally neglected,
and nothing but their abstract magnitudes or lengths are considered.
In the same manner we may conceive a circular arc double or triple a
straight line.

The two magnitudes between which ratio subsists are stated to be
' of the same kind/ because if they were ' of different kinds,' they would
not admit of any comparison as to magnitude, as has been already
explained.

Two magnitudes are said to be equimultiples of two others, when
they are measured by those others the same number of times.
From this definition of ratio, nothing in mathematics has been

deduced. Simson thinks that it is an interpolation of some unskilful
editor. We think, however, with Playfair, that finding it necessary
to use the word " ratio," Euclid thought that it was essential to that
order and method for which geometry is so conspicuous, to give, in
the proper place, a formal definition of the word. Its meaning appears
more clearly from the fifth definition. This conjecture seems to be
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countenanced by the definitions of a straight line and a plane which

stand in precisely the same predicament, no property of the line or

plane being1 deduced from these definitions.

We may here remark generally, that although the definitions and

propositions of the fifth book are expressed as if they applied only to

magnitude, they are equally applicable to any other species of quantity.

The student will find no difficulty in applying them to number, which

is that species of quantity from which the clearest notions of propor-

tion may be derived.

^447) IV. Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another,

when the less can be multiplied so as to exceed

the other.

In order to have a ratio they must be ' of the same kind,' and being

so, one admits of being increased by multiplication so as to exceed

the other.

[The student is advised to commence the propositions of the fifth

book, omitting this and the succeeding definitions, and only to read

them as he shall find them referred to from the propositions.]

(448) V. If there be four magnitudes, and any equimultiples

whatsoever of the first and third be taken, and
also any equimultiples whatsoever of the second

and fourth be assumed ; if, according as the mul-
tiple of the first is greater, equal to, or less than

the multiple of the second, the multiple of the

third is also greater, equal to, or less than the mul-

tiple of the fourth; then the first is said to have

to the second the same ratio as the third has to

the fourth.

The two magnitudes between which a ratio is conceived to subsist,

are called the ' terms' of the ratio. That which is taken first in ex-

pressing the ratio is called the ' antecedent,' and the other is called the
' consequent.' To express the ratio both these terms are used, and
the sign ; is commonly placed between them. Thus if A be the ante-

cedent, and B the consequent, the ratio is expressed by A : i>. The

ratio of A to B is also expressed thus —

It is evident from all that has been observed, that a ratio depends

on the relative and not on the absolute magnitudes of its terms, and
that therefore, although the terms be changed, it is possible that the

ratio may remain the same. In other words, the same ratio may
subsist between different pairs of magnitudes. The object of the pre-

ceding definition is to establish a criterion by which two ratios may be
determined to be equal, and the selection of a proper criterion for

this equality has given rise to much discussion among geometers.

Without entering into the metaphysics of this subject, we shall
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endeavour to unfold to the student the nature of ratio, by commencing
with particular cases which do not present the difficulties which are

sought to be removed by the general definition.

A . a .

If there be two ratios —- and — , the question is under what circum-
B o

stances they will be equal ?

IfB be a multiple of A, it is plain that the ratios cannot be equal,

unless b be an equal multiple of a. That is, if A be contained in B a

certain number of times exactly, then a must be contained in b the

same number of times exactly. Thus ratios are the same if their con

sequents be equimultiples of their antecedents.

In the same manner it will easily appear that they are also the same
if their antecedents be equimultiples of their consequents.

These conditions may also be expressed thus : If the antecedents of
two ratios be equimultiples or equisubmultiples of their consequents the

ratios are equal.

If, however, neither term of the ratio be a multiple of the other, this

test of equality of ratios will not be applicable. In that case let us

suppose that some one magnitude M is found, which is at the same
time a multiple of both terms of the ratio A : B, and letm be a magni-
tude which is the same multiple of a as M is of A, so that A and a are

contained the same number of times in M and ?n respectively without

remainders. In that case ifM and m be equimultiples of B and 6, the

ratios A : B and a : b are equal, but otherwise not. Hence we per-

ceive that * if any equimultiples whatever of the antecedents of two
ratios be also equimultiples of their consequents the ratios are equal.'

It will be easily seen that this criterion is more general than the

former, and includes it. We presume that, with very little attention, the

student will perceive that, in these cases, the relative magnitudes of the

terms of the two ratios must be necessarily the same.

If all ratios could be brought under the conditions just mentioned,

there would have been no difficulty in the selection of a criterion for

their equality. It however happens frequently that no magnitude can

he found which is at the same time a multiple of both ter?ns of the same
ratio. In this case the criterion which we have just mentioned be-

comes quite inapplicable ; and it is this which creates the greatest

difficulty in the elementary theory of proportion. There are in this

case no equimultiples of the antecedents which are also equimultiples

of the consequents. Euclid has, however, instituted a criterion very

analogous to that which we have explained in the other cases. Let
M andra be equimultiples of A and a. Let the greatest multiple of

B which is contained in M, and the greatest multiple of b which is

contained in w, be found, and let us suppose that these are equimul
tiples of B and b. In this case it is evident that all equimultiples of B
and b are either both greater or both less than M and m. Now if this

be the case, whatever equimultiples ofA and ff, M and m may be, the

ratios A : B and a : b are equal, and not otherwise.
A ratio is said to be of major or minor inequality according as the

antecedent is greater or less than the consequent, and when they are

equal it is a ratio of equality.
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Euclid's criterion for the equality of two ratios may then be expressed

thus : Two ratios are equal when the ratios of every pair of equi-

multiples of their antecedents to every pair of equimultiples of their

consequents are ratios of the same species of inequality. Thus if A
and a be multiplied by the same number, the results must be either

both greater, equal to, or less than the results obtained by multiplying

B and b by any number.
The present Bishop of Ferns, (Dr. Elrington,) in his edition of

Euclid's Elements, published for the use of the students in the Univer-
sity of Dublin, has preferred to determine the equality of ratios by
the equisubmultiples of the antecedents. His criterion is, that two
ratios are equal when every pair of equisubmultiples whatever of their

antecedents are contained the same number of times in their respective

consequents.

It should be observed, that the definition of Euclid would be more
correct if instead of the word ' any 1

the word * every' were substituted.

For as the text now stands it might be understood to be sufficient to

establish the equality of the ratios if any one pair of equimultiples of

the antecedents were found to fulfil the proposed condition, whereas
this might happen with unequal ratios. It is necessary that the con-

dition expressed in the definition should not only be fulfilled by one

pair of equimultiples of the antecedents, but by every pair of equi-

multiples of them.

(449) VI. Magnitudes which have the same ratio are called

proportionals. ' N. B. When four magnitudes

are proportionals, it is usually expressed by say-

ing, the first is to the second as the third to the

fourth.'

The equality of two ratios is expressed by the sign :: or = inter-

posed between them thus, A : B : : a \ b or A : B = a \ 6, or more

. A a
shortly, - = -.

(450) VII. When of the equimultiples of four magnitudes (taken

as in the fifth definition), the multiple of the first

is greater than that of the second, but the multiple

of the third is not greater than the multiple of the

fourth ; then the first is said to have to the second

a greater ratio than the third magnitude has to the

fourth; and, on the contrary, the third is said to

have to the fourth a less ratio than the first has to

the second.

'451) VIII. c Analogy or proportion is the similitude of ratios.'

For the word ' similitude ' here, * equality ' would be substituted

with advantage.
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(452) IX. Proportion consists in three terms at least.

This is not a definition but an inference ; for since proportion is the

equality of ratios, and equality implies at least two thing's, it follows,

that in every proportion there must be at least two ratios. Each of

these ratios must have two terms, and even if one of the two terms be

the same in both, still there will be three terms in all.

(453) X. When three magnitudes are proportionals, the first

is said to have to the third the duplicate ratio

of that which it has to the second.

(454) The proportion in this case is said to be continued. Any num-
ber of magnitudes are said to be in continued proportion when the ratios

of every successive pair of them are equal. Thus A, B, C, D are in

. , ,
. A B , C

, , % .

continued proportion it the ratios ~, —, and — are equal ; and this
B C JD

continued proportion is thus expressed, A : B : C : D.
When a series of quantities is in continued proportion, the first and

last are called extremes, and the intermediate terms are called means.

Thus a mean proportional between two magnitudes is a third magni-
tude, such that, if it were placed between the other two., a series of three

continued proportionals would be formed.

Two mean proportionals between two magnitudes are two magni-
tudes which, if interposed between the other two, would form a series of

four continued proportionals, and so on.

When three magnitudes are in continued proportion, the third is

called a third proportional to the other two.

(455) XI. When four magnitudes are continual proportionals,

the first is said to have to the fourth the triplicate

ratio of that which it has to the second, and so

on, quadruplicate, &c. increasing the denomina-
tion still by unity, in any number of propor-

tionals.

A . . a
The ratio — is duplicate of -, when it is equal to the ratio of a to a

B
third proportional to a and b.

A a
The ratio — is triplicate of — , when it is equal to the ratio of a to

a fourth continued proportional to a and b.

(456) The terms subduplicate and subtriplicate are sometimes used
in geometry.

A a
The ratio — is subduplicate of -, when it is equal to the ratio of a

B b

to a mean proportional between a and b.

A a
The ratio — is said to be subtriplicate of—, when it is equal to

B 6

the ratio of a to the first of two mean proportionals between a and b
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Of Compound Ratio.

(457) XII. When there is any number of magnitudes of the

same kind, the first is said to have to the last of

them the ratio compounded of the ratio which
the first has to the second, and of the ratio which
the second has to the third, and of the ratio which
the third has to the fourth, and so on to the

last magnitude.

For example, if A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of

the same kind, the first A is said to have to the

last D the ratio compounded of the ratio of A to

B, and of the ratio of B to C, and of the ratio of

C to D ; or, the ratio of A to D is said to be
compounded of the ratios of A to B, B to C, and
C toD.

And if A has to B the same ratio which E has to

F ; and B to C the same ratio that G has to H
;

and C to D the same that K has to L ; then, by
this definition, A is said to have to D the ratio

compounded of ratios which are the same with

the ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L. And
the same thing is to be understood when it is

more briefly expressed by saying, A has to D the

ratio compounded of the ratios of E to F, G to

H, and K to L.

In like manner, the same things being supposed, if

M has to N the same ratio which A has to D
;

then, for shortness' sake, M is said to have to N
the ratio compounded of the ratios of E to F, G
to H, and K to L.

The term compound ratio, like all other technical terms, is used for

brevity, and to avoid circumlocution. A difficulty, however, arises with
students respecting the use of this term, because it seems to imply
something more than, or rather something different from what, it really

is intended to express.

A F O
If we say that the ratio — is compounded of the ratios — , —

,

J D F II
rr

and —
-, what is meant is this : if B and C be such magnitudes that

A E , B G , . _. C K
— = —; and — = —

, that in this case •—-=-—.
B F C H D Li

(458) It is plain that the duplicate ratio is a ratio compounded oftwo
equal ratios, and the triplicate ratio one compounded of three equal

ratios.
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(459) XIII. In proportionals, the antecedent terms are called

homologous to one another, as also the conse-

quents to one another.
' Geometers make use of the following technical

words, to signify certain ways of changing either

the order or magnitude of proportionals, so that

they continue still to be proportionals.'

(460) XIV. Permutando, or alternando, by permutation or al-

ternation. This word is used when there are

four proportionals, and it is inferred that the

first has the same ratio to the third which the

second has to the fourth ; or that the first is to

the third as the second to the fourth : as is shown
in XVI, Book V.

Permutation or alternation consists in the transposition of the

. ,, , „.. - A a . A JB
means in four proportionals. Ihus from — =: —we infer —=:«--.

B b a b

(461) XV. Invertendo, by inversion ; when there are four pro-

portionals, and it is inferred that the second is to

the first as the fourth to the third. Proposition

B. Book V.

Inversion consists in the transposition of the antecedents and con

sequents. Thus from — = -? we infer — = —

.

B b A a
That ratio which is formed by the transposition of the terms of

another ratio, is called the reciprocal of that other ratio. Thus inver-

sion may be said to consist in changing the two ratios of a proportion

into their reciprocals.

(462) It will appear hereafter, that the four terms of a proportion may
be submitted to any change whatever in their order, provided that if one
of the means be changed into an extreme, the other be also placed as the

other extreme, and that if one of the extremes be placed as a mean, the

other extreme be placed as the other mean. In other words, it is

necessary either that the same terms remain as means and extremes,

or that the means should be made extremes, and the extremes, means.
Any change whatever in the places of the terms may be made, pro-

vided these conditions be observed, but not otherwise. This will be

proved hereafter. It appears therefore that alternation and inversion

are only two of a number of changes to which four proportionals may
be submitted.

(463) XVI. Componendo, by composition ; when there are four

proportionals, and it is inferred that the first

together with the second is to the second, as the

third together with the fourth is to the fourth.

XVIII "Book V.
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Composition consists in substituting* for the antecedents the sums of
themselves and the consequents. Thus from A : B = a : b we infer

A -j- B : B = a -J- 6 : 6, or from —- -we infer —77— eh —r—

.

do B 6

The sign -{-> or jpfo/s, between two or more quantities, implies ad-
ditton.

(464) XVII. Dividendo, by division ; when there are four pro-

portionals, and it is inferred that the excess of
the first above the second is to the second, as

the excess of the third above the fourth is to the

fourth. XVII, Book V.

Division consists in substituting for the antecedents the differences

A a
between themselves and the consequents. Thus from —— eh — we

B b

. „ A — B a — b
infer ——— =n —=—

.

B b

The sign — , or minus, between two quantities, implies the subtraction

of the latter from the former.

(465) XVIII. Convertendo, by conversion ; when there are four

proportionals, and it is inferred that the first is

to its excess above the second as the third to

its excess above the fourth. Proposition E.
Book V.

Conversion consists in substituting the differences of the antecedents

A a
and consequents for the consequents. Thus from —-eh — we infer

B 6

A a

A— B ~~ a-b'
(466) It will appear that we may, in like manner, substitute the

sums of the antecedents and consequents for the consequents.

(467) XIX. Ex aequali (sc. distantia), or ex aequo, from equa-

lity of distance : when there is any number of

magnitudes more than two, and as many others,

such that they are proportionals when taken two

and two of each rank, and it is inferred that the

first is to the last of the first rank of magnitudes

as the first is to the last of the others :
' Of this

there are the two following kinds, which arise

from the different order in which the magnitudes

are taken, two and two.'
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(468) XX. Ex requali, from equality. This term is used

simply by itself, when the first magnitude is to

the second of the first rank as the first to the

second of the other rank ; and as the second is

to the third of the first rank, so is the second to

the third of the other ; and so on in order : and

the inference is as mentioned in the preceding

definition ; whence this is called ordinate pro-

portion. It is demonstrated in the twenty-second

proposition, Book V.

Thus if there be two series of four magnitudes,

A B C D,abed,
and we have severally the following proportions,

A_ «B_6 C c

~B ~ 6 ' C ~~ 7' U"~ 1'

. n ,
A «

we infer that -=- = —-.D a

(469) XXI. Ex sequali in proportione perturbata seu inordinate,

from equality in perturbate or disorderly propor-

tion.* This term is used when the first magni-

tude is to the second of the first rank as the last

but one is to the last of the second rank ; and as

the second is to the third of the first rank, so is

the last but two to the last but one of the second

rank ; and as the third is to the fourth of the

first rank, so is the third from the last to the last

but two of the second rank, and so on in a cross

order : and the inference is as in the eighteenth

definition. It is demonstrated in the twenty-
third proposition of Book V.

Thus if there be two series of four magnitudes as before, and we
have severally the following proportions,

A_c B b C _ a

"b
*~ I 9

c~~ 7' d~~ T'

we infer that — z=z —

.

D d
Both this and the former inference come under one general prin-

ciple, soil, that ratios which are compounded of equal ratios are equal.
One ratio is said to be sesqyiplicate of another when it is com-

pounded of that other ratio and its subduplicate.

* Archimedis de sphaera et cylindro, Prop. 4, lib. 2.
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AXIOMS.

(470) I. Equimultiples of the same, or of equal magnitudes,
are equal to one another.

(471) II. Those magnitudes, of which the same or equal magni-
tudes are equimultiples, are equal to one another.

Or what is the same, equisubmultiples of the same, or equal magni-
tudes, are equal.

(472) III. A multiple of a greater magnitude is greater than the

same multiple of a less.

(473) IV. That magnitude, of which a multiple is greater than
the same multiple of another, is greater than that

other magnitude.

Proposition I. Theorem.

(474) If any number of magnitudes be equimultiples

of as many others, each of each : what multiple

soever any one of the first is of its part, the

same multiple shall all the first magnitudes

taken together be of all the others taken to-

gether.

Let any number of magnitudes A B, CD be equimultiples of

as many others E, F, each of each : whatsoever multiple A B is

of E, the same multiple shall A B and C D together be of E and
F together.

Because A B is the same multiple of E that C D is of F, as

many magnitudes as there are in A B equal to E, so many
are there in C D equal to F. Divide AB into magni-

tudes equal to E, viz. A G, G B ; and C D into C H, H D, g-

equal each of them to F : therefore the number of the b
magnitudes C H, H D, shall be equal to the number of c
the others AG, G B : and because A G is equal to E, and

C H to F, therefore A G and C H together are equal to H"

(Ax. II. Book I.) E and F together: for the same reason,

because G B is equal to E, and H D to F, G B and H D
together are equal to E and F together : wherefore as many
magnitudes as there are in A B equal to E, so many are there in

A B, C D together equal to E and F together : therefore, what-
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soever multiple A B is of E, the same multiple is A B and C D
together of E and F together

Therefore, if any magnitudes, how many soever, be equimulti-

ples of as many, each of each ; whatsoever multiple any one of

them is of its part, the same multiple shall all the first magni-
tudes be of all the others :

* For the same demonstration holds

in any number of magnitudes, which was here applied to two.'

The reasoning" in this book is employed about properties of magni-
tude in general, and therefore cannot be easily referred to or illustrated

by diagrams. This renders the demonstrations in some degree con-
fused and perplexed. Also the arithmetical relations which exist, or

are instituted, between the quantities under consideration are ex-

pressed in ordinary language with so much prolixness, that the parts

of a very simple demonstration become so separated one from ano-
ther, that the student feels extreme difficulty in perceiving the steps

of the reasoning. This difficulty is, however, if we may use the ex-

pression, purely verbal. If the ideas could be exhibited without the

intervention of language, all difficulty would disappear. We shall,

however, be able to render the demonstrations shorter and more easily

intelligible by using, as in algebra, letters to express the quantities or

magnitudes, and the usual symbols to express arithmetical operations.

The demonstration of the first proposition may then be expressed as

follows :

—

Let A, B, and C be magnitudes which are equimultiples of A', B', C.
Suppose, for example, that the former are respectively three times the
latter. We have the following equalities :

—
A - hi + A' + A',

B = B ' + B' + B',

C = C + C + c.
Adding these equals, we find that A + B + C is three times A' +
B' + C, that is, A + B + C is the same multiple of A' + B' + C as
A, B, and C are respectively of A', B', and C. The same would evi-
dently be true if A, B, and C were supposed to be any other equimul-
tiples of A', B', and C.

Proposition II. Theorem.

(475) If the first magnitude be the same multiple of

the second that the third is of the fourth, and
the fifth the same multiple of the second that

the sixth is of the fourth ; then shall the first

together with the fifth be the same multiple

of the second, that the third together with the

sixth is of the fourth.
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A D

B-

E-

G cl H

Let A B the first be the same multiple of C the second, that

D E the third is of F the fourth ; and B G the fifth

the same multiple of C the second, that EH the

sixth is of F the fourth : (hen shall A G, the first

together with the fifth, be the same multiple of C
the second, that D H, the third together with the

sixth, is of F the fourth.

Because A B is the same multiple of C that D E is of F

;

there are as many magnitudes in A B equal to C, as there are in

D E equal to F : in like manner, as many as there are in B G
equal to C, so many are there in E H equal to F : therefore as
many as there are in the whole A G equal to C, so many are

there in the whole D H equal to F : therefore AG is the

same multiple of C that D H is of F ; that is, A G, the first and
fifth together, is the same multiple of the second C, that D H,
the third and sixth together, is of the fourth F. If, therefore,

the first be the same multiple, &c.

Otherwise thus:

Let the six quantities be A, B, C, D, E, F, and suppose, for example,
that A = 3 B and E = 2 B, it follows by adding these equals that

A + E = 5 B. Again, suppose that C = 3 D and F = 2 D it follows

by adding these equals that C 4 F = 5 D. Hence it follows that

A + E is the same multiple of B that C -f F is of D. And the same
reasoning will apply if any other equimultiples be assumed,

Cor.—( From this it is plain that if any
number of magnitudes A B, B G, G H, be mul-
tiples of another C ; and as many D E, E K,
K L, be the same multiples of F, each of each

:

then the whole of the first, viz. A H, is the same
multiple of C, that the whole of the last, viz. D L,

isofF.'

D

E.

K-

H C LF

Proposition III. Theorem.

(476) If the first be the same multiple of the second,

which the third is of the fourth ; and if of the

first and third there be taken equimultiples ;

these shall be equimultiples, the one of the

second, and the other of the fourth.

l2
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Let A the first be the same multiple of B the second, that C
the third is of D the fourth ; and of A, C let equimultiples E F,

G H be taken : then E F shall be the same multiple of B, that

GH is of D.
Because E F is the same multiple of A that G H is of C, there

are as many magnitudes in E F equal to A as F
there are in G H equal to C : let E F be di-

vided into the magnitudes E K, K F, each

equal to A ; and G H into GL, L H, each

equal to C : therefore the number of the mag-
nitudes E K, KF, shall be equal to the num-
ber of the others GL, L H : and because A is

the same multiple of B that C is of D, and E A B G c D

that E K is equal to A, and G L equal to C ;
therefore E K

is the same multiple of B that G L is of D : for the same
reason, K F is the same multiple of B that L H is of D : and

so, if there be more parts in E F, G H, equal to A, C : there-

fore, because the first E K is the same multiple of the second

B, which the third G L is of the fourth D, and that the fifth

K F is the same multiple of the second B, which the sixth L H
is of the fourth D ; E F, the first together with the fifth, is the

same multiple (II, Book V.) of the second B, which G H, the

third together with the sixth, is of the fourth D. If, therefore,

the first, &c.

Otherwise thus :

Let A, B, C, D be the four quantities, and suppose, for example, that

A = 3B and C =: 3 D. Then 2 A= 6B and 2C = 6D; that is

the equimultiples 2 A and 2C of the first and third are also multiples

of the second and fourth. The same reasoning is applicable in all cases.

Proposition IV. Theorem.

(477) If the first of four magnitudes has the same ratio

to the second which the third has to the fourth
;

then any equimultiples whatever of the first

and third shall have the same ratio to any

equimultiples of the second and fourth, trig.

6 the equimultiple of the first shall have the

same ratio to that of the second, which the

equimultiple of the third has to that of the

fourth.'
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K E A B G M
L F C D H N

Let A the first have to B the second the same ratio which
the third C has to the fourth D ; and of A and C i

let there be taken any equimultiples whatever E,

F ; and of B and D any equimultiples whatever
G, H : then E shall have the same ratio to G
which F has to H.
Take of E and F any equimultiples whatever K,

L, and of G, H, any equimultiples whatever, M, N :

then because E is the same multiple of A that F
is of C ; and of E and F have been taken equi-

multiples K, L ; therefore K is the same multiple

of A (III) that L is of C : for the same reason,

M is the same multiple of B that N is of D. And
because (hyp.), as A is to B, so is C to D, and of A
and C have been taken certain equimultiples K, L, and of B and
D have been taken certain equimultiples M, N ; therefore if K
be greater than M, L is greater than N ; and if equal, equal ; if

less, less (Def. V.) : but K, L are any equimultiples (const.)

whatever of E, F, and M, N, any whatever of G, H ; therefore

as E is to G, so is (Def. V.) F to H.

Otherwise thus

:

Let A : B = C : D, then 2A:3B = 2C:3D. For all equimul-
tiples of 2 A and 2 C are also equimultiples ofA and C (III), and for

the same reason all equimultiples of 3 Band 3D are also equimul-
tiples of B and D. But (Def. V.) A and C are either both greater,

equal to, or less than B and D, and therefore any equimultiples of A
and C are both greater, equal to, or less than B and D, and also greater,

equal to, or less than any equimultiples of B and D (Ax. III.) Hence
2 A:3 B = 2C:3D (Def. V.) : and the same reasoning is generally

applicable.

Cor.— Likewise, if the first has the same ratio to the second,

which the third has to the fourth, then also any equimultiples

whatever of the first and third shall have the same ratio to the

second and fourth : and in like manner, the first and the third

shall have the same ratio to any equimultiples whatever of the

second and fourth.

Let A the first have to B the second the same ratio which the

third C has to the fourth D, and of A and C let E and F be any

equimultiples whatever; then E shall be to B as F to D.

Take of E, F any equimultiples whatever K, L, and of B, D
any equimultiples whatever G, H: then it may be demonstrated,

as before, that K is the same multiple of A that L is of C : and
because (hyp.) A is to B as C is to D, and of A and C certain

equimultiples have been taken, viz. K and L ; and of B and D
certain equimultiples G, H ; therefore if K be greater than G, L
is greater than H ; and if equal, equal ; if less less (Def. V.) :
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but K, L are any (const.) equimultiples whatever of E, F, and

G, H any whatever of B, D ; therefore as E is to B (Def. V.),

so is F to D. And in the same way the other case is demon-

strated.

Otherwise thus:

Let A : B = C : D, then 2 A : B = 2 C : D, because all equimul-

tiples of 2 A and 2 C are also equimultiples ofA and C (III), and are

therefore both either greater, equal to, or less than B and D (Def. V.)

In the same manner it may be proved that A : 2 B — C : 2 D : and the

same reasoning is generally applicable.

Proposition V. Theorem.

(478) If one magnitude be the same multiple of another,

which a magnitude taken from the first is of a

magnitude taken from the other ; the remainder

is the same multiple of the remainder, that

the whole is of the whole.

Let the magnitude A B be the same multiple of C D, that A E
taken from the first is of C F taken from the other : the p
remainder E B shall be the same multiple of the remainder

F D, that the whole A B is of the whole C D. A.

Take AG the same multiple ofFD that A E is of C F:
therefore A E is (I) the same multiple of C F that E G
is of C D : but A E> by the hypothesis, is the same mul- E

tiple of C F that AB is of C D ; therefore E G is the

same multiple of C D that A B is ofC D ; wherefore EG B D
is equal (Ax. I.) to AB : take from each of them the common
magnitude A E ; and the remainder AG is equal to the remainder
E B. Wherefore, since A E is the same multiple of C F (const.)

that A G is of F D, and that A G is equal to E B ; therefore A E
is the same multiple of C F that E B is of F D : but A E is the

same multiple of C F (hyp.) that A B is of C D , therefore E B
is the same multiple of F D that A B is of C D.

Otherwise thus

:

Let A, B, C, D be the quantities, and suppose that A and B are
three times C and D respectively. We have then

A = B + B + B,
C = D + D + D.

Subtracting the latter from the former we find

A ~C= 3 (B-D),
or that A— C is three times B— D, that is, the same multiple ofB- D
as A and C are of B and D respectively. The same reasoning is

applicable in all cases.

F-
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Proposition VI. Theorem.

(479) If two magnitudes be equimultiples oftwo others,

and if equimultiples of these be taken from the

first two ; the remainders are either equal to

these others, or equimultiples of them.

Let the two magnitudes A B, CD, be equimultiples of the
two E, F, and let A G, CH taken from the first two be equimul-
tiples of the same E, F : the remainders GB,HD shall be either

equal to E, F, or equimultiples of them.
First, let G B be equal to E : H D shall be equal to F. Make

C K equal to F : and because A G is the same mul- K
tiple of E (hyp.) that C H is of F, and that G B is

equal to E, and C K to F ; therefore A B is the

same multiple of E that K H is of F : but A B (hyp.)

is the same multiple of E that CD is of F ; therefore G "

K H is the same multiple of F that C D is of F :

wherefore K H is equal (Ax. I.) to CD: take away B D E F

the common magnitude C H, then the remainder K C is equal to

the remainder H D: but K C is equal (const.) to F: therefore

H D is equal to F.

Next let G B be a multiple of E ; H D shall be the same mul-

tiple of F. Make C K the same multiple of F that

G B is of E : and because A G is the same multiple k
of E (hyp.) that C H is of F ; and G B the same
multiple of E that C K is of F ; therefore A B is the

same multiple of E (II) that K H is of F : but A B G .

is the same multiple of E (hyp.) that C D is of F
;

therefore K H is the same multiple of F that C D is B *b E F

of F; wherefore K H is equal (Ax. I.) to C D : take

away C H from both ; therefore the remainder K C is equal to

the remainder H D ; and because G B is the same multiple of E
(const.) that K C is of F, and that K C is equal to H D ; there

fore H D is the same multiple of F that G B is of E.

Otherwise thus

:

Let A and B be the first two magnitudes, and C and D the others.

Suppose that A = 5 C and B = 5 D. If the equimultiples of C and

D, which are subtracted from A and B, be 4 C and 4 D, the remainders

are evidently the magnitudes C and D themselves. If the equimul-

tiples of C and D, thus subtracted, be any which are less than 4 C and
4 D, as 2 C and 2 D, the remainders are 3 C and 3 D, which are

equimultiples.

By using m and n to express any integer numbers, m being sup-

posed to be greater than n, this demonstration may be made general.
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Let A = m C and B = m D ; since n is less than m, the equimul-

tiples n C and n D are less than A and B. Let them be subtracted

from the preceding- equals and we have

A — n C = m C — n C = (?n — n) C,

B - 7iD = mD -tiD= (jn — n) D.
Ifm exceed ti by owe, it is plain that these remainders are equal to

C and D themselves, and if not, they are equimultiples obtained by
multiplying C and D by (m — ?i.)

The next four Propositions are introduced by Simson.

Proposition A. Theorem.

(480) If the first of four magnitudes have the same ratio to the

second which the third has to the fourth ; then, if the

first be greater than the second, the third is also

greater than the fourth ; and if equal, equal ; if less,

less.

Take any equimultiples of each of them, as the doubles of each

:

then, by Def. V. of this book, ifthe double of the first be greater than

the double of the second, the double of the third is greater than the

double of the fourth : but if the first be greater than the second, the

double of the first is greater than the double of the second ; wherefore

also the double of the third is greater than the double of the fourth ,

therefore the third is greater than the fourth : in like manner, if the

first be equal to the second, or less than it, the third can be proved to

be equal to the fourth, or less than it.

Proposition B. Theorem.

(481 )
% If four magnitudes are proportionals, they are propor-

tionals also when taken inversely.

Let A : B — C : D ; then also, inversely, B : A zz D : C.
Take of B and D any equimultiples whatever E and F

;

and ofA and C any equimultiples whatever G and H. First,

let E be greater than G, then G is less than E : and because
(hyp.) A is to B as C is to D, and of A and C, the first

and third, G and H are equimultiples ; and of B and D, G A B E

the second and fourth, E and F are equimultiples ; and
H

? ? F

that G is less than E, therefore H is (Def. V.) less than F;
that is, F is greater than H ; if, therefore, E be greater
than G, F is greater than H : in like manner, if E be
equal to G, F may be shown to be equal to H ; and if less, less ; but
E, F, are any equimultiples (const.) whatever of B and D, and G, II
any whatever of A and C ; therefore (Def. V.) as B is to A, so is D
to C.
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Otherwise thus

:

Let m A and m C be any equimultiples of A and C, and n B, n D
any equimultiples of B and D. Since A : B == C : D, m A and m C
are either both greater, equal to, or less than n B and n D. Ifm A
and m C be greater than n B and n D, then n B and n D are both less

than in A and m C. Ifw A and m C be both less than n B and 71 D,
then nB and rtD will be both greater than m A and ra C. Hence
any equimultiples of B and D are both greater, equal to, or less than
A and D, therefore B : A = D : C.

Proposition C. Theorem.

A B
E G

C D
F H

(482) If the first be the same multiple or submultiple of the

second, that the third is of the fourth ; the first is to

the second as the third is to the fourth.

Let the first A be the same multiple of the second B that the third

C is of the fourth D ; A : B = C : D.
Take of A and C any equimultiples whatever E and F

;

and of B and D any equimultiples whatever G and H :

then, because A is the same (hyp.) multiple of B that C
is of D ; and that E is the same (const.) multiple of A
that F is of C ; therefore E is the same multiple of B (III)

that F is ofD ; that is, E and F are equimultiples of B
and D : but G and II are equimultiples (const.) of B and
D ; therefore, if E be a greater multiple of B than G is of

B, F is a greater multiple of D than H is of D ; that is,

if E be greater than G, F is greater than H : in like man-
ner, if E be equal to G, or less than it, F may be shown
to be equal to H, or less than it: but E, F are any equimultiples what

ever (const.), of A, C ; and G, H, any equimultiples whatever of B
D ; therefore (Def. V.) A : B = C : D.

Next, let the first A be the same submultiple of the second B
that the third C is of the fourth D : A shall be to B as C
is to D.
For since A is the same submultiple of B that C is

of D, therefore B is the same multiple of A that D is

of C : wherefore, by the preceding case, B : A = D : C ;

and therefore inversely, A : B — C : D.

A B C D

Proposition D. Theorem.

(483) If the first be to the second as the third to the fourth, and

if the first be a multiple or submultiple of the second
;

the third is the same multiple or submultiple of the

fourth

.

Let A : B = C : D ; and first let A be a multiple of B : C shall

be the same multiple of D.
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Take E equal to A, and whatever multiple A or E is

of B, make F the. same multiple of D : then, because

(hyp.) A : B — C : D ; and of B the second, and D the

fourth, equimultiples have been taken, E andF ; therefore

A : E — C : F ; but A is equal (const.) to E, therefore

C is equal (A) to F ; and F is the same (const.) multiple

of D that A is of B ; therefore C is the same multiple

of D that A is of B.

Next, let A be a submultiple of B ; C shall be the same
submultiple of D.

Because (hyp.) A : B = C : D ; then inversely, B : A
„ D : C ; but A is a submultiple (hyp.) of B, that is, B is

a multiple ofA ; therefore, by the preceding case, D is the

same multiple of C ; that is, C is the same submultiple of

D that A is of B.

Proposition VII. Theorem.

A B
E

C D
F

A B D

D A
E B

(484) Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the

same magnitude : and the same has the same
ratio to equal magnitudes.

Let A and B be equal magnitudes, and C any other. A and
B shall each of them have the same ratio to C : and C shall have
the same ratio to each of the magnitudes A and B.

Take of A and B any equimultiples whatever D and E, and of

C any multiple whatever F : then, because D is the

same (const.) multiple ofA thatE is of B, and that A
is equal (hyp.) to B : therefore D is (Ax. I.) equal

to E : therefore if D be greater than F, E is greater

than F ; and if equal, equal ; if less, less , but D,
E are any equimultiples of A, B (const.), and F is any
multiple of C ; therefore (Def. V.) A : C = B : C.

Likewise C : A = C : B. For, having made the

same construction, D may in like manner be shown to be equal
to E : therefore if F be greater than D, it is likewise greater than
E ; and if equal, equal ; if less, less : but F is any multiple what-
ever of C, and D, E are any equimultiples whatever of A, B :

therefore (Def. V.) C : A = C : B.

Proposition VIII. Theorem.

(485) Of two unequal magnitudes the greater has a

greater ratio to any other magnitude than the

less has: and the same magnitude has a

greater ratio to the less of two other magni-

tudes than it has to the greater.
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Fig. l.

Ew

G B
L K H D

and let

Let A B, B C be two unequal magnitudes, of which A B is

the greater, and let D be any other magnitude. A B
shall have a greater ratio to D than B C has to D

:

and D shall have a greater ratio to B C than it has
to AB.

If the magnitude which is not the greater of the two
A C, C B be. not less than D, take E F, F G, the

doubles of A C, C B, as in Fig. 1. But if that which
is not the greater of the two A C, C B be less than
D (as in Fig. 2 and 3), this magnitude can be
multiplied, so as to become greater than D, whether
it be A C or C B. Let it be multiplied until it become
greater than D, and let the other be multiplied as often

E F be the multiple thus taken of A C, and F G the same mul-
tiple of C B : therefore E F and F G are each of them greater

than D : and in every one of the cases, take H the double of D,
K its triple, and so on, till the multiple of D be that which first

becomes greater than F G : let L be that multiple of D which is

first greater than F G, and K the multiple of D which is next
less than L.

Then, because L is the multiple of D which is the first that

becomes greater than F G, the next pre-

ceding multiple K is not greater than F G
;

that is, F G is not less than K : and since

EF is the same multiple of AC (const.)

that F G is of C B ; therefore F G is the

same multiple of C B (I.) that E G is

of A B : that is, E G and F G are equi-

multiples of A B and C B : and since it

was shown that F G is not less than K,
and by the construction E F is greater than

D ; therefore the whole E G is greater than

K and D together : but K together with D
is equal (const.) to L; therefore E G is

greater than L : but F G is not greater (const.) than L : and

E G, F G were proved to be equimultiples of A B, B C ; and L
is a (const.) multiple of D ; therefore (Def. VII.) A B has to D
a greater ratio than B C has to D.

Also D shall have to B C a greater ratio than it has to A B.

For having made the same construction, it may be shown, in like

manner, that L is greater than F G, but that it is not greater than

E G : and L is a (const.) multiple of D; and F G, E G were

proved to be equimultiples of C B, A B ; therefore D has to C B
a greater ratio (Def. VIL) than it has to AB.

E-

F-

Fig. 2.
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E
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L K H D

A

G B
L K D
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Otherwise thus

:

Let A + B and A be the two unequal magnitudes, and let C be any

other. The ratio A + B : C is greater than A : C. Take equimul-

tiples ofA and B which are both greater than C, and let these be m A
and m B ; also take the least of those multiples of C which are greater

than m A + tyi B, and let this be n C. Hence it follows that (w — 1)

C is less than m A + m B, or than m (A + B) ; or what is the same,

m (A + B) is greater than (n— 1) C or n C— C. But since n C is

greater than m A + m B, and also C is less than m B, n C— C must

be greater than m A, or m A is less than n C — C or than (n — 1) C.

Hence m (A + B), which is a multiple of A + B, is greater than

(7i—l) C, which is a multiple of C, while the same multiple m A ofA
is not greater than (n— 1) C. Therefore A + B : C is greater than

A : C. (Def. VII.)

Also since (ji — 1) C is greater than m A, but not greater than

ra (A + B), C : A is greater than C : A + B.

Proposition IX. Theorem.

(486) Magnitudes which have the same ratio to the

same magnitude are equal to one another

:

and those to which the same magnitude has

the same ratio are equal to one another.

Let A, B have each of them the same ratio to C : A is equal

toB.
For, if they are not equal, one of them must he greater than

the other : let A be the greater : then, by what was shown in the

preceding proposition, there are some equimultiples of A and B,

and some multiple of C, such that the multiple of A is greater

than the multiple of C, but the multiple of B is not greater than

that of C. Let these multiples be taken ; and let D, E be the

equimultiples of A, B, and F the multiple of C, such that D may-

be greater than F, but E not greater than F : then, because A : C
= B : C, and of A, B are taken equimultiples, D, E, and of C is

taken a multiple F ; and that D is greater than F ; therefore E
is also greater (Def. V.) than F : but E is not (const.) greater

than F ; which is impossible : therefore A and B are not unequal

;

that is, they are equal.

Next, let C have the same ratio to each of the magnitudes A
and B : A shall be equal to B.

For if they are not equal, one of them must be greater than

the other: let A be the greater: therefore, as was shown in

Prop. VIII. there is some multiple F of C, and some equimul-

tiples E and D of B and A, such that F is greater than E, but

not greater than D : and because C : B = C : A, and that F the
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multiple of the first is greater than E the multiple of the second
(Def. V.) ; therefore F the multiple of the third is greater than
D the multiple of the fourth : but F is not (const.) greater than
D

; which is impossible.

Otherwise thus

:

If A : C = B : C, then A = B. For if not, let A be greater than B,
and let such equimultiples m A, mB of A and B be assumed, that

while mA is greater than n C, m B is not greater than n C (VIII).

Since A : C m B : C, all equimultiples of A and B must be at the same
time greater, equal to, or less than n C ; but m A and m B are equi-

multiples, one greater and the other less, which is absurd.

Again, if C : A = C : B ; A ==: B. For by inversion, A : C =
B : C ; and therefore by the first case A = B.

Proposition X. Theorem.

(487) That magnitude which has a greater ratio than

another has to the same magnitude, is the

greater of the two : and that magnitude to

which the same has a greater ratio than it

has to another magnitude, is the lesser of the

two.

Let A : C be greater than B : C. A is greater than B.

For, because A : C is greater than B : C, there are (Def. VII.)

some equimultiples of A and B, and some multiple of C, such

that the multiple of A is greater than the multiple of C, but the

multiple of B is not greater than it : let them be taken ; and let

D, E be the equimultiples of A, B, and F the multiple of C, such

that D is greater than F ; but E is not greater than F, therefore

D is greater than E : and because D and E are equimultiples of

A and B, and D is greater than E, therefore A is greater than B.

Next, let C : B be greater than C : A. B is less than A.

For (Def. VII.) there is some multiple F of C, and some equi-

multiples E and D of B and A, such that F is greater than E,

but not greater than D : therefore E is less than D : and because

E and D are equimultiples of B and A, and that E is less than D,

therefore B is less than A.

Proposition XI. Theorem.

(488) Ratios that are equal to the same ratio are equal

to one another.
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Let A : B = C : D ; and E : F = C : D : then A : B = E : F.

Take of A, C, E any equimultiples whatever G, H, K ; and
of B, D, F any equimultiples whatever L, M, N. Therefore,

since A : B = C : D, and G, H are taken equimultiples of A, C,

an J L, M, of B, D ; if G be greater than L, H is greater than

M ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less. (Def. V.) Again, be-

cause E : F = C : D, and H, K are taken equimultiples of C, E

;

and M, N, of D, F ; if H be greater than M, K is greater than
N ; and if equal, equal : and if less, less : but if G be greater

than L, it has been shown that H is greater than M ; and if

equal, equal ; and if less, less : therefore if G be greater than L,,

K is greater than N ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less : and
G, K are any equimultiples whatever of A, E ; and L, N any
whatever of B, F : therefore (Def. V.) A : B = E : F.

This proposition is to ratios what Axiom I. Book I. is to mag-
nitudes.

Proposition XII. Theorem.

(489) If any number of magnitudes be proportionals,

as one of the antecedents is to its consequent,

so are all the antecedents taken together to

all the consequents.

Let any number of magnitudes A, B, C, D, E, F, be propor-
tionals

; that is, A : B = C : D = E : F. Then A : B = A + C
+ E : B + D + F.
Take of A, C, E any equimultiples whatever G, H, K ; and of

B, D, F any equimultiples whatever L, M, N: then, because
A:B = C:D = E:F; and that G, H, K are equimultiples of
A, C, E, and L, M, N equimultiples of B, D, F ; if G be greater
than L, H is greater than M, and K greater than N ; and if equal,
equal ; and if less, less (Def. V.) : wherefore if G be greater than
L, then G + H + K are greater than L + M + N ; and if

equal, equal
; and if less, less : but G, and G + H + K are any

equimultiples of A, and A + C + E; because if there be any
number of magnitudes equimultiples of as many, each of each,
whatever multiple one of them is of its part, the same multiple is

the whole of the whole (I) : for the same reason L, and L + M
+ N are any equimultiples of B, and B + D + F: therefore

A:B=:A+C+E:B + D + F.
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Proposition XIII. Theorem.

(490) If the first have to the second the same ratio

which the third has to the fourth, but the

third to the fourth a greater ratio than the

fifth has to the sixth ; the first also has to the

second a greater ratio than the fifth has to the

sixth.

Let A the first have the same ratio to B the second which C
the third has to D the fourth, but C the third a greater ratio

to D the fourth, than E the fifth has to F the sixth: also the

first A shall have to the second B a greater ratio than the fifth

E has to the sixth F.

Because C has a greater ratio to D than E to F, there are

some equimultiples of C and E, and some of D and F, such that

the multiple of C is greater than the multiple of D, but the mul-

tiple of E is not greater than the multiple of F (Def. VII.) : let

these be taken, and let G, H be equimultiples of C, E, and K, L
equimultiples of D, F, such that G may be greater than K, but H
not greater than L : and whatever multiple G is of C, take M
the same multiple of A ; and whatever multiple K is of D, take

N the same multiple of B : then, because A is to B (hyp.) as

C to D, and of A and C, M and G are equimultiples ; and of B
and D, N and K are equimultiples ; if M be greater than N, G
is greater than K ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less (Def.

V.) : but G is greater (const.) than K ; therefore M is greater

than N : but H is not (const.) greater than L : and M, H are

equimultiples of A, E ; and N, L equimultiples of B, F ; there-

fore A has a greater ratio to B than E has to F (Def. VII.).

Otherwise thus

:

Let A, B, C, D, E, F be six magnitudes, and let A : B zr C : D,
but C : D be greater than E : F, then A : B is greater than E : F.
Since C : D is greater than E : F, equimultiples m C and m E of C
and E may be assumed such that one is greater and the other less

than equimultiples n D and n F of D and F. Now since A I B —
C : D, if m C be greater than n D, m A will also be greater than n B.
Hence m A is greater than n B, and m E less than n F. Therefore

A : B is greater than E : F (Def. VII.)

This proposition is equivalent to stating that if any ratio be greater

than another, every ratio which is equal to the former will also be
greater than the latter.

It is evident also that if one ratio be greater than another, every
ratio which is greater than the former is also greater than the latter.
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Cor.—And if the first have a greater ratio to the second than

the third has to the fourth, but the third the same ratio to the

fourth which the fifth has to the sixth ; it may be demonstrated,

in like manner, that the first has a greater ratio to the second

than the fifth has to the sixth.

Proposition XIV. Theorem.

(49 1) If the first have the same ratio to the second which

the third has to the fourth ; then, if the first

be greater than the third, the second shall be

greater than the fourth ; and if equal, equal ;

and if less, less.

Let A : B = C : D ; if A be greater than C, B is greater

than D.
Because A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude,

A : B is greater than C : B (VIII) : but A : B = C : D (hyp.)
;

therefore C : D is also greater than C : B (XIII) : but of two
magnitudes, that to which the same has the greater ratio is the

lesser (X) : therefore D is less than B ; that is, B is greater

than D.
Secondly, if A be equal to C, B is equal to D. For A : B =

C : D or = A : D ; therefore B is equal to D (IX).

Thirdly, if A be less than C, B is less than D. For C is greater

than A ; and because C is to D as A is to B, therefore D is greater

than B, by the first case ; that is, B is less than D.

Proposition XV. Theorem.

(492) Magnitudes have the same ratio to one another

which their equimultiples have.

Let A B be the same multiple of C that D E is of F : then

C : F = A B : D E.

Because A B is the same multiple of C that D E is of F, there

are as many magnitudes in A B equal to C as there are A
in D E equal to F : let A B be divided into magnitudes,

|

D

each equal to C, viz. A G, G II, H B ; and D E into G " gl

magnitudes, each equal to F, viz. D K, K L, L E : h l _

then the number of the first A G, G H, H B is equal

to the number of the last D K, K L, L E : and because B c E F

A G, G H, H B are all equal, and that D K, K L, L E are also

equal to one another ; therefore (VII) AG:DK = GH:KL
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= H B : L E : but as one of the antecedents to its consequent,

(XII) so are all the antecedents together to all the consequents

together, wherefore, as A G : D K = A B : D E : but A G is

equal to C, and D K to F ; therefore C : F = A B : D E.

Otherwise thus

:

Let A, B be two magnitudes. A : B = A : B. Hence A : B =
A + A : B + B (XII), or A : B = 2 A : 2 B. Hence (XII) A : B
— A + 2 A : B + 2 B or A : B = 3 A : 3 B, and so on for all

equimultiples ofA and B.

Proposition XVI. Theorem.

(493) If four magnitudes of the same kind be propor-

tionals, they are also proportionals when taken

alternately.

Let A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind, and let

A : B = C : D : they are also proportionals when taken alter-

nately ; that is, A : C = B : D.

Take of A and B any equimultiples whatever E and F ; and

of C and D take any equimultiples whatever G and H : and be-

cause E is the same multiple of A that F is of B, and that

magnitudes have the same ratio to one another (XV) which

their equimultiples have ; therefore A : B = E : F : but A : B
= C : D (hyp.) ; wherefore C : D = E : F (XI) : again, be-

cause G, H are equimultiples of C, D, therefore C : D = G : H
XV) : but it was proved that C : D = E : F ; therefore E : F
= G : H (XI). But when four magnitudes are proportionals

(XIV), if the first be greater than the third, the second is greater

than the fourth ; and if equal, equal ; if less, less : therefore if

E be greater than G, F likewise is greater than H ; and if equal,

equal ; if less, less : and E, F are any (const.) equimultiples

whatever of A, B ; and G, H any whatever of C, D : there-

fore (Def. V.) A : C = B : D.

Otherwise thus

:

Let A : B = C : D, and let m A and m B be any equimultiples of

A and B, and let n C and n D be any equimultiples of C and D ;

m A : m B = A : B (XV), and therefore mA:mB=C:D (XI.

and hyp.) Also n C : n D = C : D (XV), and therefore (XI) m A .

m B = n C : n D. Hence m B is greater, equal to, or less than n D
according as m A is greater, equal to, or less than n C (XIV). But
m A and m B are any equimultiples of A and B, and n C and n D are

any equimultiples of C and D. Hence, &c. (Def. V.)

In this case it is necessary that the four magnitudes be of the same
species, for otherwise, by alternation, ratios might be instituted between

heterogeneous quantities (445).

M
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Proposition XVII. Theorem.

(494) If magnitudes, taken jointly, be proportionals,

they are also proportionals when taken se-

parately : that is, if two magnitudes together

have to one of them the same ratio which

two others have to one of these, the remaining

one of the first two has to the other the same
ratio which the remaining one of the last two

has to the other of these.

Let AB,BE, C D, DFbe the magnitudes taken jointly which
are proportionals : that is, A B : B E = CD : DF: they shall

also be proportionals taken separately, viz. A E : E B = C F :

FD.
Take of A E, E B, C F, F D any equimultiples whatever G H,

H K, L M, M N; and again, of E B, F D take any
equimultiples whateverK X, N P : and because G H
is the same multiple of AE that H K is of E B,

therefore GH is the same multiple (I) ofAE that K
G K is of A B : but G H is the same multiple ofAE
that L M is of C F ; therefore G K is the same mul-
tiple of A B that LM is of C F. Again, because

L M is the same multiple of C F that M N is ofFD

;

therefore L M is the same multiple (I) of C F that

L N is of C D : but L M was shown to be the same multiple of
C F that G K is of A B ; therefore G K is the same multiple of
AB that LN is of CD; that is, GK, LN are equimultiples of
A B, C D. Next, because H K is the same multiple of E B
that M N is of F D ; and that K X is also the same multiple of
E B that N P is of F D ; therefore HX is the same multiple (II)

pf E B that M P is of F D. And because A B : B E = CD :

D F (hyp.), and that of A B and C D, G K and L N are equi-
multiples, and of E B and F D, H X and M P are equimul-
tiples ; therefore (Def. V.) if G K be greater than H X, then
L N is greater than M P ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less

:

but if GH be greater than KX, then, by adding the common
part H K to both, G K is greater than H X ; wherefore also L N
is greater than M P ; and by taking away M N from both, L M
is greater than N P : therefore if G H be greater than K X, L M
is greater than N P. In like manner it may be demonstrated,
that if G H be equal to K X, LM is equal to N P ; and if less,

less : but G H, LM are any equimultiples whatever of A E, 6 F
(const.), and K X, N P are any whatever of E B, F D : therefore
(Def. V.) as A E : E B = C F : FD.

N
B DM

i A C L
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Otherwise thus

:

If A + B ; B r= C + D : D, then A : B = C : D. Take any mul-
tiples m A, n B of A and B. First let m A be greater than n B. Add
m B to both, and m A + m B or m (A + B) will be greater than

tnB + n B or (m + w) B. But since A + B : B = C + D : D, it

follows that ifm (A + B) be greater than (m + n) B, that m (C -f D)
will also be greater than (?n + n) D, or that m C + m D will be
greater than m D + «D. Take m D from both, and m C will be
greater than n D ; that is, if m A be greater than n B, m C will also

be greater than ?i D.
In the same manner it may be proved, that ifmA e= ?i B, m C ss

7i D, and that if mA be less than n B, m C will be less than ?iD.

Hence (Def. V.) A : B = C : D by division, (Def. XVII.)

Proposition XVIII. Theorem.

495) If magnitudes, taken separately, be proportion-

als, they are also proportionals when taken

jointly : that is, if the first be to the second

as the third to the fourth, the first and second

together are to the second as the third and

fourth together to the fourth.

Let A E, E B, C F, F D be proportionals ; that is, if A E :

EB = CF : FD: then also AB : BE = CD : D F.

Take of AB, B E, C D, D F any equimultiples whatever G H,

H K, L M, M N ; and again, of BE, D F, take any equimul-

tiples whatever K O, N P : and because K O, N P are equimul-

tiples of B E, D F, and that KH.NM are likewise equimultiples

of BE, D F ; therefore if K O, the multiple of B E, be greater

than K H, which is a multiple of the same B E, then N P, the

multiple of D F, is also greater than N M, the multiple of the

same D F ; and if K O be equal to K H, N P is equal to N M
;

and if less, less.

First, let K O be not greater than K H ; therefore N P is not

greater than N M : and because G H, H K are H

equimultiples of A B, B E, and that A B is greater o

than B E, therefore G H is greater (Ax. III.) than

H K ; but K O is not greater than K H ; therefore K

G H is greater than K O. In like manner it may
be shown that L M is greater than N P. There-

fore if K O be not greater than K H, then G H, the

multiple of A B, is always greater than K O, the g

multiple of B E ; and likewise L M, the multiple ofC D, is greater

than N P, the multiple of D F.

M 2

— M
P
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but it was

Next, let KO be greater than KH; therefore, as has been
siiown, N P is greater than N M : and because the

whole G H is the same multiple of the whole A B
that H K is of B E, therefore the remainder G K
is the same multiple of the remainder A E (V) that

G H is of A B ; which is the same that L M is of

CD. In like manner, because L M is the same
multiple of CD that MN is of DF, therefore the

remainder L N is the same multiple ofthe remainder

C F (V) that the whole LM is of the whole C D
shown that LM is the same multiple of C D that G K is ofAE

;

therefore G K is the same multiple of A E that L N is of C F
;

(hat is, GK, LN are equimultiples ofA E, C F. And because

KO, NP are equimultiples of B E, D F, therefore if from K O,
N P there be taken KH, N M, which are likewise equimultiples

of B E, D F, the remainders H O, M P are either equal to B E,
D F, or equimultiples of them (VI). First, let HO,MP be
equal to B E, D F: then because (hyp.) AE : E B = C F :

F D, and that GK, L N are equimultiples of A E, C F

;

therefore G K : E B = L N : F D : but H O is equal to E B,
and M P to F D ; wherefore GK:HO = LN:MP: there-

fore if G K be greater than H O, L N is greater than (Def. V.)

M P ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

But let H O, M P be equimultiples of E B, F D : then (hyp
)

because AE : E B = C F: F D, and thatof A E, o
C F are taken equimultiples G K, LN; and of

E B, F D, the equimultiples HO,MP; if G K
be greater than H O, L N is greater than M P ; and
if equal, equal ; and if less, less (Def. V.) ; which
was likewise shown in the preceding case. But if

G H be greater than K O, taking K H from both,

G K is greater than H O ; wherefore also L N is

greater than M P ; and consequently adding N M to both, L M
is greater than N P : therefore if G H be greater than K O, L M
is greater than N P. In like manner it may be shown, that if

G H be equal to K O, L M is equal to N P ; and if less, less.

And in the case in which K O is not greater than K H, it has
been shown that G H is always greater than K O, and likewise
L M greater than N P : but G H, L M are any equimultiples
whatever of A B, C D (const.), and KO, NP are any whatever
of B E, DF; therefore (Def. V.) AB : B E = C D : D F.

Otherwise thus

:

IfA : B e= C : D, then by composition A + B : B = C + D : D.
For if C + D : D be not equal to A + B : B, let C + d : d be equal
to A + B : B, d being a magnitude not equal to D. Since A + B • B
= C + d : d, by (XVII), A : B - C : d ; but (hyp.) A : B = C : D ;

therefore (XI) C : D = C : d, and therefore (IX) D and d are
equal, contrary to hyp.

l\
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Proposition XIX. Theorem.

(496) If a whole magnitude be to a whole as a mag-
nitude taken from the first is to a magnitude
taken from the other ; the remainder is to

the remainder as the whole to the whole.

Let the whole A B be to the whole C D as A E a magnitude
taken from A B is to C F a magnitude taken from C D : the

remainder E B shall be to the remainder F D as the whole A B
to the whole C D.

Because AB:CD=AE:CF; therefore alternately (XVI),
AB : AE = CD: CF: and because if magnitudes a
taken jointly be proportionals, they are also proportionals c
(XVII) when taken separately ; therefore B E : E A = E

DF:FC; and alternately, BE:DF = EA:FC;
butAE:CF=AB:CD (hyp.) ; therefore also the

remainder B E is to the remainder D F (XI) as the whole B D

AB to the whole C D.

Otherwise thus

:

If A : B = C : D, C and D being" less than A and B, then A— C •

B—D — A : B. For by alternation A : C = B : D, and by dhision

A—C:C = B —D:D, and again by alternation A— C : B — D =
C : D = A : B.

(497) Cor.—If the whole be to the whole, as a magnitude taken

from the first is to a magnitude taken from the other; the remainder

shall likewise be to the remainder, as the magnitude taken from

the first to that taken from the other. The demonstration is con-

tained in the preceding.

Or, since A-C : B—D = A : B, and also C : D = A : B, there-

fore A—C : B-D = C:D.

The following proposition is added by Simson.

Proposition E. Theorem

(498) If four magnitudes be proportionals, they are also propor-

tionals by conversion : that is, the first is to its excess

above the second as the third to its excess above the

fourth.

Let A : B = C : D, then A : A— B = C : C—D. For by division

A-B : B = C -D : D, and by alternation A - B : C — D == B : D.
But since A : B = C : D, by alternation A : C — B : 1). Therefore
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(XI) A:C = A— B:C — D, and by alternation A : A - B =
C : C - D.

In a similar way it may be proved that A : A + B = C : C + D

Proposition XX. Theorem.

(499) If there be three magnitudes, and other three,

which, taken two and two, have the same

ratio ; then if the first be greater than the

third, the fourth is greater than the sixth ;

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let A, B, C,

A', B', C,
be two series of three magnitudes, which taken two and two have

the same ratio, viz.

A : B = A' : B\ B : C = B' : C.

First: let A be greater than C ; A' is also greater than C'.

Because A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude,

and that the greater has to the same magnitude a greater (VIII)

ratio than the less has to it ; therefore A : B is greater than

C : B ; but (hyp.) A' : B' = A : B ; therefore (XIII) A' : B'

is greater than C : B ; and because B : C = B' : C, by inversion

C : B = C : B' ; and it was shown that A' : B' is greater than

C : B ; therefore A' : B' is greater than C: B'; but the magni-

tude which has a greater ratio than another to the same mag-

nitude, is the greater (X) of the two ; therefore A' is greater

than C.
Secondly, letA = C ; then A' = C. Because"A = C, A : B

= C : B (VII) ; but (hyp.) A : B = A': B', and C : B = C : B'

;

wherefore A' : B' = C : B' (XI) ; and therefore A' = C.

Thirdly, let A be less than C ; A' is also less than C. For

C is greater than A, and as was shown in the first case C : B =
C : B', and also B : A = B' : A'; therefore C is greater than A'

by the first case, or A' is less than C.

Proposition XXI. Theorem.

(500) If there be three magnitudes, and other three,

which have the same ratio taken two and

two, but in a cross order ; then if the first

magnitude be greater than the third, the fourth

is greater than the sixth ; and if equal, equal

;

and if less, less.
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Let A, B, C,

a;, b', c,
be two series of three magnitudes which have the same ratio

taken two and two, but in a cross order, viz.

A : B = B' : C, B : C = A' : B'.

First, let A be greater than C ; then A' is also greater than C.
For since A is greater than C and B is any other magnitude, A : B
is greater (VIII) than C : B; but (hyp.) B' : C = A : B

;

therefore (XIII) B' : C is greater than C : B ; and because

(hyp.) B : C = A' : B' by inversion, C : B = B' : A' ; and it was
shown that B' : C is greater than C : B ; therefore B' : C ;

is

greater than B' : A' : but the magnitude to which the same has

a greater ratio than it has to another, is the lesser (X) of the

two : therefore C is less than A' ; that is, A' is greater than C.
Secondly, let A = C ; then also A' = C. Because A = C,

A : B = C : B (VII) : but A : B = B' : C (hyp.) : and C : B =
B' : A' ; wherefore B' : C = B' : A' (XI) ; and therefore A' =
C, (IX).

Thirdly, let A be less than C ; then also A' is less than C\
For C is greater than A ; and as was shown, C : B = B' : A', and
also B : A = C : B' ; therefore C is greater than A' (by the

first case) ; that is A' is less than C.

Proposition XXII. Theorem.

(501) If there be any number of magnitudes, and as

many others, which taken two and two in

order have the same ratio ; the first has to the

last of the first magnitudes the same ratio

which the first has to the last of the others.

N. B. This is usually expressed by the words

" ex cequali" or, " ex aequo"

First, let A, B, C,

A', B', C,
be two series of three magnitudes, which taken two and two have

the same ratio, as expressed in Prop. XX.
Take any equimultiples a, a' whatever of A and A' , and also

any equimultiples b, b' whatever of B, B' ; and lastly, any equi-

multiples c, c' whatever of C, C. Then because A : B = A' : B',

and that a, a' are equimultiples of A, A', and b, b' equimultiples of

B, B', therefore a : b = a' : b' ; and for the same reason b : c =
b' : c' (IV) ; and because there are three magnitudes a, 6, c

9
and

other three a' b', c which two and two have the same ratio
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(XX) ; therefore a' is greater, equal to, or less than c', according

as a is greater, equal to, or less than c ; but a, a' are any equi-

multiples whatever of A, A', and c, c' any equimultiples whatever

of C, C, therefore A : C = A' : C (Def. V.)

Next let A, B, C, D,
A', B', C, D\

be two series of four magnitudes, which taken two and two have

the same ratio, viz.

A : B = A' : B',

B: C= B' :C,
C : D = C : D',

then A : D = A' : D'. Because taking the first three in each

series, it follows from the first case that A : C = A' : C Then
there are two series of three magnitudes, viz.

A, C, D,
a;, c, d',

which taken two and two are in the same ratio, and therefore by

the first case A : D = A' : D\
It is evident that this reasoning may be extended to series con-

sisting of any number of magnitudes.

Proposition XXIII. Theorem.

(502) If there be any number of magnitudes, and as

many others, which taken two and two in a

cross order have the same ratio : the first has

to the last, of the first magnitudes the same

ratio which the first has to the last of the

others. N. B. This is usually expressed by the

words " ex wquali in proportion? perturbatd ;"

or " ex wquo perturbato."

First let A, B, C,

A', B', C,
be two series of three magnitudes related as explained in Prop.

XXI.
Take any equimultiples whatever a, b and a! of A, B and A'

:

also any equimultiples whatever c, b\ c' of C, B', C ; and be-

cause a, b are equimultiples of A, B, and that magnitudes have
the same ratio (XV) which their equimultiples have ; therefore

A : B = a : b, and in like manner B' : C = b' : c ; but (hyp.)

A ; B = B' : C; therefore a : b =z b' : c' (XI) ; and because

(hyp.) B : C = A' : B' and b and a' are equimultiples of B and
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A', and also c, b' of C, B' ; therefore b : c =za' : b' (IV) ; and it

has been shown that a : b = b' : c'; therefore, because there are

three magnitudes a, b, c, and other three a', &', c', which have

the same ratio taken two and two in a cross order, a' is greater,

equal to, or less than c', according as a is greater, equal to, or

less than c (XXI) ; but a, a' are any equimultiples whatever of

A, A', and c c' any whatever of C, C ; therefore A : C = A' : C
(Def. V.).

Secondly, let A, B, C, D,
A', B', C, D',

be two series of four magnitudes, which taken two and two in a

cross order have the same ratio, viz,

A : B = C : D',

B : C = B' : C,
C : D = A' : B',

then also A : D = A' : D'. For the first three in the first series

and the last three in the second, are two series of three magni-

tudes which are in the same ratio taken two and two in a cross

order. Hence A : C = B' : D' by the first case. Wherefore
again by the first case A : D = A' : D', and so on, whatever be

the number of magnitudes.

Proposition XXIV. Theorem.

(503) If the first have to the second the same ratio

which the third has to the fourth ; and the

fifth to the second, the same ratio which the

sixth has to the fourth ; the first and fifth

together have to the second, the same ratio

which the third and sixth together have to the

fourth.

Let A B the first have to C the second the same ratio

which D E the third has to F the fourth ; and let B G G
the fifth have to C the second the same ratio which

E H the sixth has to F the fourth : A G, the first and

fifth together, has to C the second, the same ratio

which D H, the third and sixth together, has to F the

fourth.

Because BG:C=EH:F; by inversion, C : B G a c d f
= F:EH: and because A B : C = D E : F (hyp.) ; and C :

B G = F : E H ; ez cequali (XXII), AB:BG=DE:EH:
and because these magnitudes are proportionals, they are likewise

proportionals when taken (XVIII) jointly; therefore A G : G B
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- D H : H E : but (hyp.) GB:C=HE:F; therefore ex

atquali (XXII), A G : C = D H : F.

(504) Cor. 1.—If the same hypothesis be made as in the pro-
position, the difference between the first and fifth shall be to the

second as the difference between the third and sixth to the
fourth. The demonstration of this is the same with that of the

proposition, if division be used instead of composition.

(505) Cor. 2.—The proposition holds true of two ranks of mag-
nitudes, whatever be their number, of which each of the first rank

has to the second magnitude the same ratio that the corresponding

one of the second rank has to a fourth magnitude ; as is manifest.

This proposition may be thus expressed, * If two series of fbur pro-

portionals have the same consequents, another series may be formed

with the same consequents, and taking the sums of the antecedents

as antecedents.'

Let the two series be A : B = C : D,
A: B =s C: D,

then it follows that A + A' : B = C + O : D.
Since A' : B = C : D,

(inv.) B : A = D : C,
(hyp.) A : B = C : D,

(ex. eeq.) A:A'=C: C,
(comp.) A + A' : A'= C + C : C,
(hyp.) A/

: B = C : D,
(ex. esq.) A + A' : B = C + C : D.

(506) In a similar way it may be proved that A — A' : B =
C-C :D.
(507) Also, it may be proved that ifA : B as C : D, then A + B :

A-B= C + D : C-D.
For,

(comp.) A + B:B = C+D:D,
(div.) A - B : B = C - D : D,
(inv.) B:A-B = D:C-D,

(ex. ceq.) A + B : A - B = C + D :C-D.

Proposition XXV. Theorem.

(508) If four magnitudes of the same kind be pro-

portionals, the greatest and least of them
together are greater than the other two to-

gether.

Let the four magnitudes A B, C D, E, F be proportionals, viz.

A B : C D = E : F ; and let A B be the greatest of them, and
consequently F the least (XIV). A B together with F shall be

greater than C D together with E.
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Take A G equal to E, and C H equal to F : then because
A B : C D = E : F, and that A G is equal to E, B
and C H equal to F, therefore A B : C D = A G : G
CH (VII, XI): and because AB the whole is to

the whole CD as AG is to C H, likewise the re-

mainder G B is to the remainder H D as the whole
A B is to the whole (XIX) C D : but A B is greater A c e f

(hyp.) than CD; therefore GB is greater than HD: and be-
cause A G is equal to E, and C H to F ; AG and F together are
equal to C H and E together : therefore if to the unequal magni-
tudes G B, H D, of which G B is the greater, there be added
equal magnitudes, viz. to G B the two A G and F, and C H and
E to H D ; A B and F together are greater than C D and E.

The following propositions are added by Simson

Proposition F. Theorem.

(509) Ratios which are compounded of the same ratios are

equal to one another.

Let A : B = A' : B'; and B : C = B' : C : the ratio which is com-
pounded of the ratios of A : B, and B : C, which by the

definition of compound ratio is the ratio of A : C, shall
Ja'.'b'C'

be the same with the ratio of A' : C, which, by the same defi-

nition, is compounded of the ratios of A' : B', and B' to C.
Because there are three magnitudes, A, B, C, and three others A

B', C, which, taken two and two, in order, have the same ratio ; ex

cequali A : C = A' : C (XXII).
Next, let A : B =r B' : C, and B : C = A' : B' : therefore ex cequali

in proportione perturbata (XXIII), A : C =s A': C ; that is,

the ratio of A : C, which is compounded of the ratios of

A : B, and B : C, is the same with the ratio of A' : C, which

A.B.C.
A'.B'.C.

is compounded of the ratios of A' : B', and B' : C. And in like manner
the proposition may be demonstrated, whatever be the number of

ratios in either case.

Proposition G. Theorem.

(510) If several ratios be equal to several other ratios, each

to each ; the ratio which is compounded of ratios which

are equal to the first ratios, each to each, is equal to the

ratio compounded of ratios which are equal to other

ratios, each to each.

In the two series of magnitudes
A, B, C, D,
A', B', C, D',
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let A • B ss A' : B' and C : D = C : D'. Also in the two series

K, L, M,
K', L', M',

let K : L s= A : B and L : M = C : D ; also K' : V = A' : B',

and L' : M' = C :D'. Then the ratio K : M is (by the definition of

compounded ratio) compounded of the ratios of K : L and L : M,
which are equal to the ratios A : B and C : D. Again, the ratio

K' : M/ is compounded of the ratios K' : L/ and 1/ : M' which are

equal to A' : B / and C : D'. It is then to be proved that K . M =
K' : M'.

Because K : L = A : B and A : B =3 A' : B', and A' : B' = K' : L',

therefore (XI) K : L = K' : L'. Again, because L : M = C : D,

and C : D = C : D\ and C : D' = L' : M', therefore (XI) L : M =
1/ : M'. Hence in the series K, L, M and K', L', M', (ea?. esq.)

K : M = K' : M'.

The student is advised to omit the remainder of this book.

Proposition H. Theorem.

(511) If a ratio which is compounded of several ratios be equal

to a ratio which is compounded of several other ratios

;

and if one of the first ratios, or the ratio which is com-

pounded of several of them, be equal to one of the last

ratios, or to the ratio which is compounded of several of

tb**m ; then the remaining ratio of the first, or, if there

be more than one, the ratio compounded of the re-

maining ratios, are equal to the remaining ratio of the

last, or, if there be more than one, to the ratio com-

pounded of these remaining ratios.

Let the first ratios be those A : B, B : C, C : D, D : E, and E : F

;

and let the other ratios be G : H, H : K, K : L, and L : M : also,

let the ratio A : F, which is compounded of (definition of com-
pound ratio) the first ratios, be equal to G : M, which
is compounded of the other ratios; and besides, let the g.h.k.l.m."

ratio A : D, which is compounded of the ratios A : B,
B : C, C : D, be equal to G : K, which is compounded of the ratios

G : H, and H : K : then the ratio compounded of the remaining first

ratios, to wit, D : E, and E : F, which compounded ratio is equal to

D : F, shall be equal to K : M, which is compounded of the remaining
ratios K : L, and L : M of the other ratios.

Because, by the hypothesis, A : D = G : K, by inversion D : A r=

K : G; and (hyp.) A : F = G : M ; therefore, (XXII), ex asqualL

D : F = K:M.
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Proposition K. Theorem.

(512) If there be any number of ratios, and any number of

other ratios such that the ratio which is compounded

of ratios which are equal to the first ratios, each to

each, is equal to the ratio which is compounded of

ratios which are equal, each to each, to the last ratios

:

and if one of the first ratios, or the ratio which is com-

pounded of ratios which are equal to several of the

first ratios, each to each, be equal to one of the last

ratios, or to the ratio which is compounded of ratios

which are equal, each to each, to several of the last

ratios ; then the remaining ratio of the first, or, if there

be more than one, the ratio which is compounded of

ratios which are equal each to each to the remaining

ratio of the first, are equal to the remaining ratio

of the last, or, if there be more than one, to the ratio

which is compounded of ratios which are equal each to

each to these remaining ratios.

Let the ratios A : B, C : D, E : F, be the first ratios ; and the ratios

G : H, K : L, M : N, O : P, Q : R, be the other ratios : and let A : B
= S : T ; and C : D = T : V ; and E : F == V : X : therefore, by the
definition of compound ratio, the ratio S : X

h, k, I.

A,B; C, D; E, F. s T v X.
G, H; K,L; M,N; Pj Q,R. v, z, a

}
b, c d.

*>f>9- m, «j o, P-

is compounded of the ratios S : T, T : V, and V : X, which are equal
to the ratios A : B, C : D, E : F, each to each. Also, G : H = Y : Z

;

and K : I* = Z : a ; M : N = a : b ; O : P = b : C ; and Q : R =
c : d : therefore, by the same definition, the ratio Y : d is compounded
of the ratios Y : Z, Z : a, a : 6, b : c, and c : d, which are equal each
to each, to the ratios G : H, K : L, M : N, O : P, and Q : R: there-

fore (hyp.) S : X = Y : d. Also, let the ratio A : B, that is, the
ratio S : T, which is one of the first ratios, be equal to the ratio

e : g, which is compounded of the ratios e : f, and/: g, which (hyp.^

are equal to the ratios G : H, and K : L, two of the other ratios ; and
let the ratio h : I be that which is compounded of the ratios h : k,

and k : I, which are equal to the remaining first ratios, viz. C : D, and
E : F ; also, let the ratio in : p be that which is compounded of the
ratios m : n, n : o, and o : p, which are equal each to each, to the
remaining other ratios, viz. M : N, O : P, and Q : R : then the ratio

h : I shall be equal to the ratio in : p ; or h : I = m : p.
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K k, I.

A, B; c D; E, F. S,T, V, X.
G H; K, L; M,Nj o, Pj Q,R. Y, Z, c »*» c, G?.

e
> f>9 m, n >«) P-

Because c : / = G : H = Y : Z ; and / : g s= K : L = Z : a
therefore, (XXII) ex eequali, e : g s= Y : a : and by the hypothesis,

A : B = S : T = e : g; wherefore (XI) S : T = Y : a ; and, by in-

version, T : S = a : Y : but S : X z= Y : d ; therefore, ex tequali,

T : X = aid; also (hyp.) because h : k =2 C : D = T : V ; and
&:Z = E:F=V:X; therefore, or eequali, h : I s= T : X : in like

manner it may be demonstrated that m : p = a 1 d ; and it has been
shown that T : X s a : d ; therefore (XI) h 1 1 z=i m 1 p. Q. E. D.
The propositions G and K. are usually, for the sake of brevity, ex-

pressed in the same terms with propositions F and H : and therefore

it was proper to show the true meaning of them when they are so

expressed, especially since they are very frequently made use of by
geometers.
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DEFINITIONS.

(513) I. Similar rectilinear figures are those whose angles are

severally equal each to each, and whose sides

including equal angles are severally proportional.

(514) II. A straight line is said to be cut in extreme and
mean ratio when the whole line is to one segment
as that segment is to the remaining one.

This definition is thus expressed by Euclid :
' The whole line is to

the greater segment as the greater segment is to the lesser/ But it

is objectionable to assume in one part of a definition a property which
may be deduced from the remainder of it. In this case, one of the

segments is a mean proportional between the whole line and the other,

and since the whole line is greater than the mean segment, so this

mean segment must be greater than the other.

(515) III. The altitude of a figure is the perpendicular drawn
from its vertex to its base, or the production of

its base.

The altitude can scarcely be considered to have any distinct meaning,
except as applied to a triangle, or a parallelogram, and the latter has
no vertex properly speaking. The altitude of a parallelogram is the

perpendicular drawn from its base to the opposite side.

It is evident that any side of a figure may be considered as the

base.

Proposition I.

(516) Triangles and parallelograms having the same
altitude are one to another as their bases.

Let the triangles be A B C, A E D, having a common vertex A,
and their bases B C and E D on the same A
right line. Produce B E both ways, and take

successively any number of parts B G, G H
equal to B C ; and E F, F I equal to D E ; ?.f o b c"""D"ir¥
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and draw lines AG, A H, A F, A I from the common vertex A
to their extremities.

Since the bases CB,BG,GH, are equal, the triangles on these

bases are also equal (XXXVIII, Book I.), therefore the triangle

A H C and its base H C are equimultiples of the triangle ABC
and its base B C. In like manner it may be proved that the

triangle DAI and its base D I are equimultiples of the triangle

DAE and its base D E. It is evident that the triangle H A C
is greater, equal to, or less than DAI, according as its base H C
is greater, equal to, or less than the base D I. Hence it appears

that since equimultiples of the first base and first triangle are at

the same time greater, equal to, or less than equimultiples of

the second base and second triangle, the triangles are as their

bases.

Parallelograms having the same altitude are the doubles of

triangles on their bases and having the same altitude, and are

therefore proportional to them. But the triangles are as their

bases (Part 1°.), and therefore their doubles (XV, Book V.), the

parallelograms, are as their bases.

(517) Triangles and parallelograms having equal altitudes are as
their bases.

For let the bases be placed on the same right line, and the triangles

on the same side of it. The line joining their vertices will be then
parallel to the base (XXXIII, Book I.), and the same demonstration
may be applied as above.

The parallelograms are as their bases, being the doubles of
triangles.

(518) Triangles and (their doubles) parallelograms having equal
bases are as their altitudes.

For they are equal to right angled triangles or parallelograms,
having bases and altitudes respectively equal ; and in these latter the
altitude may be taken as the base, and vice versa. Hence the proof
is reduced to (517).

(519) Triangles and parallelograms in general are in a ratio com-
pounded of their bases and altitudes.

Let T and T' be two triangles or parallelograms, and let the base
and altitude of the first be 6, a and of the second b\ a'. Let M be a
triangle or parallelogram with the altitude a of the first, and base b'

of the second. By (517) we have

T : M :: b : &',

and by (518) M : T' :: a : a'.

Hence T : V ;: {»
] J} (

That is, the triangles or parallelograms are in a ratio compounded
of the ratios of their bases and altitudes.

* We express a compounded ratio thus by enclosing the component ratios within a
parenthesis.
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(520) The rectangle under two lines is a mean proportional between
their squares.

Let A and B be the lines. The square of A is to the rectangle

A x B as A : B, since they have the same altitude A ; and again
A x B is to the square of B as A : B, since they have the same
base B.

(521) If two triangles or parallelograms be as their bases, they have
equal altitudes, and if they be as their altitudes, they have equal bases.

These easily follow ex absurdo.

Proposition II. Theorem.

(522) 1°. If a right line(DE) be drawn parallel to

any side (A C) of the triangle (A B C),

it divides the other sides, or those sides

produced, into proportional segments.

2°. And if a right line (D E) divide the sides

of a triangle, or those sides produced,

into proportional segments, it is parallel

to the remaining side (A C).

Part 1°.—Let D E be parallel to A C, and A D is to D B as

CEis toEB.
For draw A E and DC, and

since the triangles E A D and
E C D are upon the same base

E D, and between the same pa- ^b^"^~^b
rallels ED and CA, they are equal (XXXVII, Book I.), there-

fore A E D has the same ratio to D E B which C D E has to the
same E D B ; but A E D is to D E B as A D to D B (I), and
C D E is to E D B as C E to E B (I), therefore A D is to D B
as C E is to E B.

Part 2°.—Let A D be to D B as C E to E B, and the right line

D E is parallel to A C.
Let the same construction remain, and AD is to D B as the

triangle A E D to the triangle DEB (I), and as C E to E B, so is

the triangle C D E to the triangle E D B (I) ; but A D is to D B
as C E to E B (hyp.), therefore A E D is to D E B as C D E to the

same E D B (XI, Book V.), therefore AE D is equal to C D E
(IX, Book V.) ; but they are upon the same base D E, and at

the same side of it, and therefore D E is parallel to A C (XXXIX,
Book I.).

The enunciation of this proposition is inaccurate in several respects.

In the first part the manner in which the parallel cuts the sides is not

N
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distinctly described, and the second part is, strictly speaking", false, in-

asmuch as a line may cut two sides proportionally, and yet not be

parallel to the third side.

To perceive these defects and the manner of correcting them, it is

only necessary to consider in how many ways a finite right line may
be divided in a given ratio. Let the line be A B, and let A D : DB
be the given ratio, D will be one point of section such as required.

Let C be the point of bisection, and take c A E c D n
C E =CD,vBE = AD, and AE = -—< <-*-

*

' *

B D, v B E : E A is the given ratio, and E is another point of

section such as is required. Thus there are two points of internal

section in a given ratio. In the same way if A F : B F andAG :BG
be each the given ratio, F and G are two points of external section,

which cut the line A B in the given ratio. It therefore appears that

there are four points at which a line may be cut in a given ratio.

Now it would be necessary, in order to render the first part of this

proposition distinct, and the second part true, to state in the enun-

ciation in which of these ways each side is cut.

The enunciation would be correct if thus changed: * 1°. If a line

be drawn parallel to any side of a triangle, it divides the other sides,

or those sides produced, so that their segments between the parallel

and the third side shall have the same ratio to their segments between
the parallel and the vertex of the opposite angle ; and 2°. if a line cut

the two sides in this manner it will be parallel to the third side.'

Dr. Elrington proposes to add to the present enunciation the words
1 so that the homologous segments are at the same side' of the parallel

or cutting line. But this, although less objectionable than Euclid's, is

still imperfect, since it is only a distinction when the parallel cuts the

sides internally. When it cuts them externally, all the segments lie at

the same side of the cutting line, and therefore no distinction is thus

introduced.

The enunciation of this important proposition would, however, be
still further improved if given thus: If two indefinite intersecting right

lines be cut by two parallel right lines three points of division are

obtained on each line, sail, the point where they intersect each other, and
their points of intersection with the parallels ; the parts intercepted
between any two of these points and the third on one line are in the
same ratio with the parts intercepted by the corresponding points on
the other line, and if the points of section of the lines fulfil this con-
dition, the lines joining them respectively will be parallel.

The three diagrams accompanying this proposition result from the

three different ways in which the parallel may cut the sides : 1°. it

may cut them internally : 2°. it may cut them produced through the

base : 3°. it may cut them produced through the vertex.

In every case the two triangles which are proved equal are those

which have the parallel (Part 1°.) or cutting line (Part 2°.) as their base,

and their vertices at the extremities of the base of the given triangle.

The common triangle with which these are compared is that which
has the parallel (Part 1°.) or the cutting line (Part 2°.) as base, and
its vertex at the vertex of the given triangle.

See note on transversals, Appendix, III.
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(523) If several parallels D E, F G, H I be drawn to the base of a tri-

angle, every pair of corresponding' segments in each side

will be proportional. For draw D L, F K parallel to B C.

In the parallelograms D C, F E, the opposite sides are

equal, v FM = EG,DL=EC. By the triangles

FBG, AFK we have
BH:HF~BI:IG,
FD:DA = FM:MK = GE:EC, &c.

Proposition III. Theorem.

(524) P. A right line (AD) bisecting the angle of

a triangle (B A C) divides the opposite

side into segments (B D, D C) propor-

tional to the conterminous sides (B A,

AC).
2°. And if a right line (A D) drawn from any

angle of a triangle divide the opposite

side (B C) into segments (B D, D C)

proportional to the conterminous sides

(BA, AC), it bisects the angle.

Part 1°.—Draw through C a right line C E parallel to A D
until it meet the side B A produced to E.

Because the lines A D and E C are parallel, the angle B A D is

equal to the internal angle at the same side

AEC (XXIX, Book I.), therefore the angle

D A C is equal to A E C ; but D A C is equal to

the alternate angle ACE, therefore ACE and ^
AEC are equal, and therefore the opposite

B

sides A E and A C are equal (VI, Book I.) ; but since AD is

parallel to E C, E A is to A B as C D is to D B ; therefore since

E A and A C are equal, A C is to A B as C D is to D B.

Part 2°.—Let the same construction remain, and B A is to A E
as B D to D C (II) ; but B D is to D C as B A to A C (hyp.)

therefore B A is to A E as B A to A C (XI, Book V.), and there-

fore A E and A C are equal (IX, Book V.), and the angle AEC
is equal to A C E (V, Book I.) ; but since A D and E C are

parallel, the angle D A C is equal to the alternate angle ACE,
and the angle BAD equal to the internal angle at the same
side A E C (XXIX, Book I.); therefore, since A E C and A C E
are equal, BAD and D A C are also equal, and therefore the

right line AD bisects the angle B A C,

N 2
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(525) From this proposition it follows that if the same line bisect

the base and vertical angle, the triangle is isosceles.

(526) This proposition is applicable also to the bisector of the external

angle of the triangle. Let the side B A be produced
to F, and draw A D bisecting the angle C A F, and . .,-'

r

through C draw C E parallel to A D. The angles E^f\ACE and A E C are proved equal to C A D and
B
^^\ l _\

D A F, as in the proposition, and are therefore equal, c D

and therefore A C — A E. In the triangle B E C,

A D is a parallel to E C cutting the sides produced (II), V B A : A E
= BD: D C, v B A : A C = B D : D C. Also, if B A : A C =
BD : DC, AD will bisect the angle CAF. For by the parallels

as before B A : A E = B D : D C, v A E = AC, v A C E = A E C ;

but these angles are respectively equal to CAD and D AF.
If the triangle be isosceles the bisector of the external angle is pa-

rallel to the base. Even in this case the proportionality of the external

segments to the sides is preserved, for the point of external section

becomes, as it were, infinitely distant, and the infinite segments whose
difference is the base are equal, since their difference bears an infinitely

small ratio to the segments themselves.

(527) The segments of the base made by the external bisector are pro-

portional to those made by the internal bisector, since each is propor-

tional to the sides of the triangle. Hence the bisectors of the internal

and external angles cut the base internally and externally in the same
ratio.

%* (528) If the base of a triangle and the ratio of its sides be given,

the points where the internal and external bisectors meet the base may
be found by cutting the base internally and externally in the ratio of the

sides. The solution of this problem is effected by Prop. IX., and de-

pends only on Prop. II.

%* (529) Since the two bisectors are at right angles (83), it fol-

lows that the vertex of the triangle must be on the circumference of a
circle whose diameter is the part of the base intercepted between the

bisectors. Hence (389) if the base and ratio of the sides be given,

this circumference is the locus of the vertex.
*** (530) Def.—Three magnitudes are said to be in harmonical
progression, when the first is to the third as the difference between
the first and second to the difference between the second and third.
*
m* (531) Def.—A right line A B is said to be cut harmonically

at two points C D, when A C, A D, A B are in c D
harmonical progression. A '—' »

*** (^>32) IfA C, A D, and A B be in harmonical progression, B D
B C, and B A will also be in harmonical progression. For by (hyp.)
we have A C : A B = C D : D B, and by alternation A C : C D =
A B : B D, and by inversion B D : B A = C D : C A, i. e. B D, B C,
and B A are in harmonical progression.
*
# * (533) If the internal and external bisectors be

drawn, the line A E is cut harmonically at D C, for by
(527) EC:EA~CD:DA.
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*** (534) If two indefinite right lines A B, CD intersect, and that

two other indefinite right lines E F and G H
bisect the angles under these, any right line

MN terminated in two of the four indefinite

right lines, and intersected by the other

two, will be cut harmonically. This is

evident from what has been already proved

(533). See note on Transversals. App.III.
*
%* (535) It follows from this and the first

proposition that the bisector of an angle of a triangle divides it into two
triangles proportional to the sides which include the bisected angle,

*^* (536) Also we may infer that perpendiculars drawn to the sides

from the point which divides the base either internally or externally in

the ratio of the sides, will be equal, and vice versa (521).

Proposition IV. Theorem,

(537) In equiangular triangles (B A C and C D E) the

sides about the equal angles are proportional,

and the sides which are opposite to the equal

angles are homologous.

Let sides B C and C E, which are opposite to equal angles

B A C and C D E, be placed so that they may form e

one straight line, the triangles being at the same
side, and the equal angles B C A and C E D not

being conterminous ; since the angles ABC and

B C A are together less than two right angles

(XVII, Book I.), and C E D is equal to B C A, A B C and C E D
are less than two right angles, and therefore the lines B A and
E D must meet if produced (Ax. XII. Book I.); let them meet in

F ; because the angles B C A and C E D are equal (hyp.), C A is

parallel to E F (XXVIII, Book I.), and because the angles ABC
and D C E are equal, C D is parallel to B F (XXVIII, Book I.),

therefore A F D C is a parallelogram, and the side A C equal to

F D, and A F also equal to C D (XXXIV, Book I.).

In the triangle B F E the line A C is parallel to F E, therefore

B A is to AF, or to CD equal to A F, as B C to C E (II) ; and

by alternation, A B is to B C as C D to C E ; and since C D is

parallel to B F, B C is to C E as FD, orAC equal to F D, to

D E (II) ; and by alternation, BC is toCAasC E to ED, there-

fore, since A B is to B C as D C to C E, and B C to A C as C E
to E D, ex cequali (XXII, Book V.), A B is to A C as D C to D E,

therefore the sides about the equal angles are proportional, and

those which are opposite to the equal angles are homologous,
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(538) It is evident that the sides opposite to equal angles are propor-

tional, for since AB : AC = DC :DE, by alternation we have A B :

DC= AC : DE.
In describing the method of placing the triangles in this demonstra-

tion, it would have been better to have said that the triangles should

be so placed, that, while the sides opposite to one pair of equal angles

were in the same right line, the other equal angles should be placed

so as to be externally opposite to each other, and hence the parallelism

of the sides opposite to these angles would be immediately perceptible.

As the demonstration at present stands, the particular case of equi-

lateral triangles is absolutely excluded. Although the proportionality

of the sides in this case is evident, yet in strictness it ought either to

be included in the demonstration, or if not it should be expressly and
separately mentioned.

(539) If diverging lines B A, B O, B C cut parallel lines A C, D E, the

corresponding segments of the parallels will be propor-

tional. For the triangles B D I and B A O are similar,

therefore BI:BO = DI;AO. In like manner
BI:BO = IE:OC, V DI:AO=IE:OC,or
by alternation DI:IE = AO:OC.

Thus it appears that parallels not only cut diverging lines propor-
tionally, as proved (II), but are cut proportionally by them.

(540) In a triangle the bisector of the base drawn from the vertex

bisects every parallel to the base.

(541) A parallel to the base ofa triangle cuts offa similar triangle.

(542) In equiangular triangles the perpendiculars on the sides opposite

equal angles are proportional to those sides.

For these perpendiculars form with the other sides opposite equal
angles equiangular rightangled triangles, and (IV) are therefore pro-
portional to the sides.

(543) If two triangles have one angle in each equal, the perpendiculars
on one pair of sides about the equal angles are as the other pair of sides.

(544) If two triangles have one angle in each equal, their areas are as
the rectangles under the sides about those equal angles. For they are as
the rectangles under either of those sides and the perpendiculars ; and
the perpendiculars are as the other sides.

Proposition V. Theorem.

(545) If two triangles (A B C, D E F) have their sides

proportional (B A to A C as ED to D F and
AC to C B as D F to F E) they are equian-
gular, and the equal angles are subtended by
the homologous sides.

At the extremities of any side D E of either triangle D E F,

let the angles E D G and D E G be constructed equal to the
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angles A and B at the extremities

of the side A B, which is homolo-

gous to E D, and in the triangle

DEG the remaining angle G is

equal to the angle C in the tri-

angle A B C (XXXII, Book I.).

Because the triangles ABC and DEG are equiangular
(const.), B A is to A C as E D to D G (IV) ; but B A is to A C
as E D to D F (hyp), therefore E D is to D G as E D to D F
(XI, Book V.), and therefore DG and DF are equal (IX,

Book V.) ; in the same manner it can be demonstrated that E G
and E F are equal, therefore the triangle E D G is equilateral to

E D F, and therefore equiangular to it (VIII, Book I.); but the

triangle E D G is equiangular to B A C (const.), and therefore

B A C is equiangular to E D F, and it is evident that the homo-
logous sides subtend the equal angles.

(546) By the fourth and fifth proposition it appears that of the two
requisites for similitude (Def. I.) if triangles have either, they will neces-

sarily have the other. That figures may be similar two things are

necessary : 1°. the equality of the angles : 2°. the proportionality of

the sides. By the fourth, if triangles have the first requisite they will

have the second, and by the fifth, if they have the second they will

necessarily have the first. Triangles are in this respect unique. In
all other figures, either of the requisites for similitude may subsist

without the other. Thus two quadrilateral figures may have their

sides proportional without having their angles equal, or vice versa. A
rectangle may have sides equal to those of an oblique parallelogram,

and two rectangles may have sides unequal.

The property of similar triangles established in the last two propo-

sitions, and those of the right angled triangle established in the forty-

seventh and forty-eighth of the first book, are by far the most im-

portant principles in the elements of geometry. On these depend the

application of al'gebra to geometry, and they implicitly include the

solution of all problems respecting rectilinear figures ; for all such figures

may be resolved into triangles, and a triangle may be resolved into

two right angled triangles by the perpendicular.

Proposition VI. Theorem.

(547) If two triangles (A B C, D E F) have one angle

in each equal (A equal to D), and the sides

about the equal angles proportional (B A to

A C as E D to D F), the triangles are equian-

gular, and have those angles equal which the

homologous sides subtend.
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At the extremities of either of the sides about the equal angles

D E in the triangle D E F, let the

angles E D G and G E D be con-

structed equal to the angles A and
B at the extremities of the side A B
which is homologous to E D ; and c a p i>

in the triangle DEG the remaining angle G is equal to the
remaining angle C in the triangle ABC (XXXII, Book I.).

Since the triangle AB C is equiangular to D E G (const.), B A
is to A C as E D to D G (IV), but B A is to A C as E D to D F
(hyp.), therefore E D is toD Gas E D to D F (XI, Book V.), and
therefore D G and D F are equal (IX, Book V.); the angles E DG
and E D F are also equal, because each of them is equal to the
angle A (const.), and the side E D is common to both ; therefore
the triangle E D F is equiangular to E D G (IV, Book I.) ; but
B AC is equiangular to EDG (const.), therefore B A C is equi-
angular to EDF, and it is evident that the homologous sides
subtend the equal angles.

%* (548) From this proposition it follows, that if through any points
b, c, d, &c. of a right line M N parallels

6 B, c C, d D, &c. be drawn and are b SL
proportional to the distances A b, A c, _
A d, &c. from any point A on that right

x A &~c 2" m
line, their extremities B, C, D, &c. will be on the same right line passing
through the point A.

For since A b : b B = A c : c C, and the angles A 6 B and A c C
are equal, the triangles Ab B and A c C are similar, y the angles
B A b and C A c are equal ; and since the sides A b and A c coin-
cide, and the other sides A B and AC lie at the same side of them,
they must also coincide. And the same will apply to the points
D, &c.

It is on this principle that the equation of a right line in analytic
geometry depends.

Proposition VII.

(549) If two triangles (A B C, D E F) have one angle
in each equal (B equal to E), the sides about
two other angles proportional (B A to A C as
ED to D F), and each of the remaining angles
(C and F) either less or not less than a right

angle, the triangles are equiangular, and those
angles are equal about which the sides are
proportional.
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Because the angles B A C and E D F are

equal, for if it be possible let one of them
B A C be greater than the other, and at the
point A with the right line A B make the angle a"

BAG equal to the less angle E D F.

In the triangles D E F, A B G the angles E and B are equal
(hyp), and E D F and BAG are also equal (const.), therefore

E F D is equal to B G A(XXXII,Book I.), therefore the triangles

are equiangular, and B A is to A G as E D to D F (IV) ; but B A
is to A C as E D to D F (hyp.), therefore B A is to A G as B A is

to AC (XI, Book V.), and theiefore AG is equal to AC (IX,

Book V.), therefore the angleA C G is equal to A G C (V, Book I.)

and each of them acute (XVII, Book I.) ; since A G C is acute,

A G B must be obtuse, and also E F D which is equal to A G B,
but since A C G is acute E F D must also be acute, which is

absurd.

The angle B A C, therefore, is not greater than E D F; and in the
same manner it can be demonstrated that E D F is not greater

than B A C ; they are therefore equal, and since the angles ABC
and D E F are also equal (hyp.), the triangles are equiangular
(XXXII, Book I.), and therefore have the sides about the equal
angles proportional (IV).

The demonstration of this proposition is needlessly prolix in

Simson,

s edition. We would propose, however, to remodel this entire

proposition as follows.

(550) If two triangles (A B C, D E F) have two sides in the one pro-

portional to two sides in the other (BA:AC = ED:DF), and the

angles (B, E) opposite one pair ofhomologous sides (A C, D F) equal,

the angles (C, F) which are opposite the other pair ofhomologous sides

(A B, D E) will be either equal or supplemental.

The angles A, D included by the proportional sides must be either

equal or unequal.
1°. Let them be equal ; since the angles B, E are equal (hyp.) the

angles C and F must be also equal. b
2°. Let them be unequal ; let A be the greater, and /f J*

let the construction described in the proposition be / / ^/J
made. It follows as in the proposition that the \ /

angle AG B = F and that AGC = AC G. But V
AGB and AGC are supplemental, therefore A C B and F are like-

wise supplemental.

Hence it follows that if besides the proportionality of two sides,

and the equality of the angles opposite to one pair of homologous
sides, any circumstance be given which proves that the angles oppo-

site the other pair of homologous sides are not supplemental, they

must be equal, and the triangles must be similar. The circumstances

which can determine this have been already mentioned in (108) et seq.

If either of the angles C or F be known to be right, they will be both

equal and supplemental, and the triangles will be similar.
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(551) The several criterions for determining the similitude of two tri-

angles, established in this and the preceding propositions, may be enu-

merated as follows

:

1°. The equality of the angles (IV).

2°. The proportionality of the sides (V).

3°. The equality of two angles and the proportionality of the con-

taining sides (VI).
4°. The proportionality of two sides in each, the equality of the angles

opposite one pair of homologous sides, and any circumstance which

determines either that the angles opposite the other pair of homologous
sides are not supplemental or that one of them is right.

Proposition VIII. Theorem.

(552) In a right angled triangle (A B C), if a perpen-

. dicular (B F) be drawn from the right angle

upon the opposite side, it divides the triangle

into parts which are similar to the whole and

to one another.

In the triangles A F B, AB C the angle AF B is equal to the

angle ABC (hyp.), and the angle A is common to

both, therefore the remaining angle A B F is equal

to the remaining one C (XXXII, Book I.), and the

triangles are equiangular, therefore the sides about x

the equal angles are proportional (IV) and the triangles are

similar.

In the same manner it can be demonstrated that the triangle

B F C is similar to the triangle ABC.
Since the angle A B F is equal to the angle C, and the angles

AFB and B FC are also equal, the remaining angles A and
F B C are equal, and the triangles A B F and B C F are equi-

angular, therefore the sides about the equal angles are propor-

tional (IV), and therefore the triangles are similar.

B

(553) From the similitude of the whole triangle and the partial ones,

we may infer that each side is a mean proportional between the

hypotenuse and conterminous segment. Because ABC and AFB
being similar, we have AC:AB~ AB:AF (IV). And in like

manner AC:BC- BC:CF.
(554) In like manner it follows that the hypotenuse is to either side

as the other side is to the perpendicular, or A C : A B = B C : B F.

(555) Also from the similitude of the partial triangles it follows

that the perpendicular is a mean proportional between the segments
or A F : F B : F C.
*** (556) In a triangle, if the perpendicular form with the sides similar
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right angled triangles, the angles which it makes with the sides must
be either equal or complemental.

\* (557) If they be equal, and therefore it bisects the vertical angle,

the partial triangles must not only be similar but equal, and the

whole triangle must be isosceles.

*^* (558) If they be not equal, and the perpendicular fall within the

base, they must be equal to the alternate base angles respectively, and
the vertical angle will then be equal to the sum of the base angles,

and will therefore be right, and the angles under the perpendicular

and the sides will be complemental.
•
#* (559) If the perpendicular fall without the base, and the triangles

contained by it and the sides be similar, the angles under
the perpendicular and sides must be complemental, for

C B D = B A D and A B D = B C D, vCBD and
A B D are complemental. A D

*** (560) If the perpendicular from the vertex of a triangle on the

base be a mean proportional between the segments, the right angled
triangles contained by it and the sides must be similar. This easily

follows by Prop. VI. Hence if in this case the perpendicular fall

within the base the vertical angle is right.

*#* (^61) If one side of a triangle be a mean proportional between
the base and conterminous segment, the right angled triangle included

by that segment and the perpendicular will be similar to the whole,

providing that the perpendicular fall within the base ; for in this case

the angle included by the side and base*is common to the two triangles,

which are therefore similar (VI). But if the perpendicular fall with-

out the base, the angles included by the proportional sides will not

be common, but will be supplemental. The converse of (553) is

therefore only true when the perpendicular falls within the base.

*#* (562) Ifeach side be a mean proportional between the base and
conterminous segment, the perpendicular must fall within the base, for if

it fell without it, the greater side would be greater than both the con-

terminous segment and the base, and therefore could not be a mean
between them. Hence in this case the component triangles are

similar, and the whole triangle is right angled.
*** (563) If the base of a triangle, the two sides, and the perpendi-

cular be four proportionals, the triangle must be right angled, for in the

whole triangle and one of the component triangles there are two sides

proportional, the angles opposite to one pair of homologous sides

equal, and of the angles opposite to the other pair ofhomologous sides

one is a right angle, therefore (VII) (550) the whole triangle is similar

to the partial triangle.

%* (564) The eighth proposition, and the consequences which we have

deduced from it, are only particular cases of a more general principle.

Let A B C be any triangle, and draw B D and B E, making the

angles B D A and BEC each equal to

the angle ABC. The triangle D BE
will then be isosceles, and the triangles

B D A and BEC will be similar to each

other and similar to the whole. When the a e x> c a n e C
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angle A B C is obtuse, the angles B D A and BEC are the external

angles at the base of the isosceles, and when ABC is acute, they are

internal. As the obtuse angle ABC decreases and approaches to a
right angle the base D E of the isosceles triangle diminishes, and the

sides B D, B E approach each other and actually coincide when the

angle A B C is right. In the general proposition, this isosceles triangle

DBE is what the perpendicular is when the given triangle ABC
is right angled. Accordingly we find that the sides of this triangle,

and the triangles under them and the sides of the given triangle,

possess many of the properties already proved in the case of a right

angled triangle. The student will find no difficulty in establishing the

following, and in perceiving their analogy to what has been already

proved :

—

A C : A B : A D,
A C : C B : C E,
AC: A B = B C : B E,
A D : B D : C E, (B D s= B E).

It may be an useful exercise for the student to examine whether
the converses of these are true, or of what modifications they may be
susceptible.

Since A D : B D = A B : B C, it follows that the segments A D
and E C are in the duplicate ratio of the sides A B and B C.

%j* (565) Hence in a right angled triangle the segments of the

hypotenuse by the perpendicular are in the duplicate ratio of the sides.

«•

Proposition IX. Problem.

(566) From a given finite right line (A B) to cut off

any part required.

From either extremity A of the given line draw A D making
any angle with A B ; in it take any point C and make
A D the same multiple of A C that A B is of the re-

quired part
;
join B D, and draw through C a right line

C I, parallel to B D ; A I is the part required.

For A I is to AB as AC to AD (II), therefore

whatever multipleAD is of A C, A B is the same multiple ofA I.

The word ' part' here means aliquot part or submultiple. This is

equivalent to the problem to divide a right line into any number of
equal parts.

It is evident that (X, Book I.) is a particular case of this problem.

Proposition X. Problem.

(567) To divide a given right line (A B) similarly to

a given divided line (FG).
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From either extremity A of the given line A B draw A C
making any angle with it ; take AD, D I,

and I L equal to the parte of the divided

line F P, PR, and R G (II, Book I.);

join L B, and draw through I and D
lines I K and D O parallel toLB.

Since in the triangle BAL, the lines K I and OD are pa-
rallel to B L, B K is to KO as L I to I D (II), or as G R to

R P (const.), and K O is to O A as I D to D A (II), or as R P
to P F (const.), and therefore the given line A B is divided

similarly to F G.

A right line is said to be cut similarly to another when its several

segments are proportional to those of the other.

(568) By this proposition a line may be cut internally or externally in

a given ratio. Let A B be the given line,

and let the given ratio be that of m : n.

Draw A C at any angle with A B, and
take upon it A D and D F equal to m and
riy and draw B F and D E parallel to B F ; F will be the point of

section required. Since a segment AE might be taken from the ex-

tremity B, there are evidently two points at which the line AB can be

cut internally as required, and these points are equally distant from

the extremities or from the middle point. If the ratio be of equality,

this problem becomes the tenth of the first book. In this case the

two points of section coincide, and the problem has but one solution.

If it be required to cut A B externally in the ratio m : 77, take

AD = m and D E = ra, draw B E and
parallel to it draw D F. The point F
will cut the line as required. For A F :

B F = A D : D E = n : m. It is evi- * s_ ~*"
m n

dent that a point taken in the production of the line beyond A, at the

same distance from A as F is from B, will also cut the line as required.

*%* (569) It is evident that a line cannot be cut externally in a ratio of

equality, since the line itself is always the difference of the segments.

It is, however, sometimes considered that the point of equal external

section is a point in the produced part at an infinite distance. The
meaning of this will be perceived, if the lesser term of the ratio m or

D E be supposed to approach to equality with n or DA. In that

case, the point E continually approaching A, the line E B will con-

tinually approach to coincidence with AB, and the parallel to B E
from D will continually approach to parallelism with A B, and there-

fore the point F will continually recede from B. When m and n are

equal, the point E actually coincides with A, and the line E B with

A B, and therefore the line parallel to E B through D is parallel to

A B, and its intersection with A B is removed to an infinite distance.

In strictness, however, this expression of ' section by a point at an
infinite distance,' should be only understood as expressing the limit

of the varying construction, as the given ratio m : n approaches inde-

finitely near to a ratio of equality.
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Proposition XL Problem.

(570) To find a third proportional to two given right

lines (AB and F G).

At either extremity of the given line A B draw A E making

any angle with it ; take A C equal to the other

given line F G, and join B C ; in A B produced

take B D equal to F G, and through D draw
D E parallel to B C ; CE is the third propor-

tional to AB and FG.
For in the triangle D A E, B C is parallel to A

DE, therefore AB is to B D as A C to C E (II) ; but B D and

A C are equal to F G (const.), therefore A B is to F G as F G is

toCE.

*£* (571) If it be required to continue the progression, a repetition of

the same construction will solve the problem. Let

A B and B C be the given antecedent and consequent,

and take A5 -BC and draw the parallels B b, C c.

Take CD= be, and draw the parallel D d. In like

manner take D E zz c d, and draw the parallel E e, and so on. It is

evident that

A B : B C : C D : D E, &c.
*** (572) There are various other constructions by which this problem
may be solved. The following are very obvious.

Let AB, B C at right angles be the antecedent and Ji

consequent; join A, C, and draw C D perpendicular to ^s \
A C. Then A B : B C : B D (555). f-

—
f-^D

Let A B be the antecedent, and B C a line perpendicular to it.

If the antecedent be less than the consequent,

inflect AC on B C equal to the consequent, and
produce A B and A C indefinitely beyond the

points B and C. Draw C D perpendicular to

AC, and we have AB:AC:AD (553), so

that A D is the third proportional. If, how-
ever, the consequent be less than the antecedent, let it be AB, and
let A C be the antecedent. In this case draw B d perpendicular to

AC, and A d is the third proportional (553). In each case the series

may be continued. From D draw D E perpendicular to A D, and
from E, E F perpendicular to A E, &c. and we have (553).

AB:AC:AD:AE: AF, &c.
Also from d draw d e perpendicular to A D, and from e, ef perpen-

dicular to A E, &c. and we have

A C : A B : A d : A e : Afi &c.
%* (573) A ratio may be continued in a series, also by the follow-
ing construction.
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Let A B be one of the terms of the ratio, and draw the lines AM
and B N perpendicular to it,

and take A M = A B and B N
equal to the other term of the

ratio, and draw M N. The ratio

not being supposed to be a <" /; b c d e z

ratio of equality M N will not be parallel to A B, and therefore these
lines will meet at Z, if produced on the side of the lesser term B N of
the ratio. First let A M be the antecedent and B N the consequent.
Draw the line M B, and from N draw N C parallel to M B, and from
C draw C O parallel to B N. Again from O draw O D parallel to

M B, and from D draw D P parallel to B N, and so on. Then we
have A B : B C : C D : D E, &c.

For (IV) AZ: AM-BZ:BN,
Conv. AZ : BZ : CZ,

AM:BN: C O,
A B : B C : C D.

Hence C D is the third proportional, and by continuing the process
D E will be the next term of the series, and so on. It appears there-

fore that if each perpendicular AM be equal to the intercept AB of

the base between it and the next perpendicular, those perpendiculars
will be in geometrical progression.

Next, let B N be the antecedent and A M the consequent. Draw
B M, and parallel to it draw A m to meet Z M produced at m. Draw
m b parallel to M A, In like manner draw b n and n c parallel to

B M and M A, and so on. We have then

C B : B A : A b : b c, &c.

This is evident from what has been already stated.

*^* (574) If a series of magnitudes A, B, C, D, be in continued pro-

portion, their successive differences a, 6, c, d, are also in continued pro-
portion and in the same ratio. For since

A : B : C,

A : a = B : 6,

A : B — a : 6.

B : C = b : c.

a : b : c;

and by continuing the same process we have

a: b : c : d : &c.

*#* (575) If a series in continued proportion be an increasing one
t

there is no limit to the increase of its terms.

As before, let the series be A : B : C : D and let a be the

excess of B above A, b the excess of C above B, and so on. Now by
continuing the series there is no magnitude so great that we may not
obtain a greater. Let M be any magnitude however great. Find how
often the magnitude a is contained in M, and continue the proposed
series through a greater number of terms. The last term will then
exceed A by the sum of the series a, 6, c, d, &c. continued to as many

Conv.
Alt.

In like manner we find
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terms as the number of times that a is contained in M. But since the

series a, b, c9 . . . .is increasing (574), each succeeding term in it

is greater than a, and therefore their sum increased by A must be
greater than M.

*^* (576) If a series in continued proportion be a decreasing one y

there is no limit to the diminution of its terms.

Let the series be A : B : C : it may be continued

until a term is found less than any assigned magnitude m, however
small. For let I be such a magnitude that m : I = B : A, and let the

ratio m : I be continued in a series (573). Since m<*l (for B < A)
this series increases, and therefore it maybe continued until a term a is

found greater than A (575). This being done, let the series A : B : C :

... be continued through the same number of terms, and its last

term M will be less than the assigned magnitude m. For in the

two series A : B : C : D . . . . : L : M,
a : b : c : d ....:: I : m,

each pair of successive terms are in the same ratio, therefore ex cequo

ordinate A : M — a : m,
Alt. A : a = M : m ;

but A is less than «, and therefore M is less than m.

*#* (577) If a series ofmagnitudes decreasing in continued proportion

be continued or imagined to be continued to an infinite number of terms ,

the siim of all the terms or the sum of the series will be a finite and
determinate magnitude.

Resuming the construction in (573), let the decreasing series be

A B : B C : C D : D E : &c. Its

sum, if the number of terms be

unlimited, is A Z. It is not greater

than A Z, for each perpendicular,

E Q, is less than the magnitude

E Z, from which it is to be taken in order to obtain the point from
which the next perpendicular is to be erected. By the proportion
(IV) A M : A Z = E Q : E Z,
it follows that since A M < A Z, v E Q < E Z.

Neither can the sum when the series is unlimited in its number of

terms be less than A Z, for if it were let it be equal to A Y. Now
since the perpendiculars AM, B N, C O, &c. are in decreasing con-

tinued proportion, the lines A Z, B Z, C Z, &c, which are proportional

to them (IV), are also in decreasing continued proportion. This
series may then be continued through a determinate number of terms,

so that a term may be found which is less than Y Z. This being done,

the sum of the corresponding perpendiculars must be greater than

A Y, but these are the terms of the proposed series. Hence it appears

that the sum of a limited number of terms of the proposed series is

greater than the sum A Y of an unlimited number, a part greater than

the whole, which is absurd. Therefore A Z is not greater than

* The sign <[ signifies less than, and > signifies ' greater thaii.'*
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the suit, of the series when the number of terms is increased without

limit.

If the magnitudes in the proposed series be not lines, yet lines being
taken proportional to them the same conclusions may be obtained.

The sum may immediately be obtained from the first two terms A B
and B C. For draw N L parallel to A Z. Then

ML:LN=MA:AZ.
But LN = MA=AB, therefore

AB - BC : AB : A Z.

The sum of the series is therefore a third proportional to the dif-

ference of the first and second terms and the first term.

*** (578) Hence, and from subsequent propositions, it follows that

of the three quantities, the first and second terms and the sum of the

series, if any two be given the remaining one may be found.

The case where the first and second terms are given has been just

noticed. If the sum of the series (A Z) and the first term (A B) be

given, a third proportional to them will be (A B — B C) the difference

between the first two terms, which being taken from the first term

leaves a remainder equal to the second.

If the sum (A Z) and the difference (AB — BC) be given, a mean
proportional (XIII) between them will be the first term, from which

and the difference the second may be inferred.

Let the sum (AZ) and the second term B C be given to find the

first. We have (573)
AB:AZ = BC:BZ.

therefore (XVI) AB xBZ=AZxBC, *. • AZ is divided at B,

so that the rectangle under its parts is equal to A Z x B C. Let it

be so divided (297), and either segment A B will be the first term of

the series.

It is easy to see that whichever segment of A Z be taken as the

first term, the sum of the series and the second

term will be the same. For ifAN be drawn
and produced to meet a perpendicular through

Z at X, we shall have B Z = Z X. For
A B : B N = A Z : Z X. But also by
what has just been proved A B : A Z =
B N : B Z, and alt. AB:BN=AZ:BZ
'.' B Z = Z X. Hence Z A is the sum of

the series whose first term is B Z and second term B N.
Thus it appears that, when the sum of the series and second term

are the data, the problem has two solutions.

Proposition XII. Problem.

(579) To find a fourth proportional to three given

lines (F, E, and G).

o
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Draw two lines A D and A I making any angle in A D, take

AB and B D equal to F and E, and in A I take

A C equal to G, join B C, and through D draw

D I parallel to B C ; C I is the fourth proportional

to F, E, and G.
For in the triangle DAI, B C is parallel to

D I ; therefore AB is to B D as A C to C I (II)
;

but the given lines F, E, and G are equal to AB, B D, and A C
(const.), therefore F is to E as G is to C I.

This problem maybe solved by various other constructions
;

Let E and G be placed in the same straight line, and

from their common extremity C, in any direction, draw
a line equal to F. Describe a circle through the extre-

mities of the three lines E, F, G, and produce F to meet

its circumference at H ; C H is the fourth proportional

sought. This easily follows from the similitude of the

triangles.

Proposition XIII. Problem.

(580) To find a mean proportional between two given

right lines (E and F).

Draw any right line A C, take in it A B and B C equal to E, F
and bisect AC in D ; from the centre D with the

radius D A describe a semicircle A I C, and through

B draw B I perpendicular to A C and meeting the

circumference in I : B I is the mean proportional

between E and F.

Draw A I and I C. Since in the triangle A I C the angle I is

right (XXXI, Book III.), and IB is perpendicular from it upon
the opposite side, I B is a mean proportional between A B and
B C (555), and therefore between the given lines E and F, which
are equal to AB and B C (const.).

(581) There are various other constructions by which this problem
may be solved.

Let A B and B C be the extremes. Describe any
circle through A and C, and let E be its centre, and
draw B E and D B perpendicular to BE; D B is the

sought mean. For D B = B F (III, Book III.), and
the triangles DBA and C B F are similar, v &c.

Again, let A B and B C be the extremes, and on A B
describe a semicircle. Draw C D perpendicular to

A B, and draw D B, which is the menn sought.

Also, it may be solved thus : let A B and B C be the extremes, and
describe any segment on A B, and draw C D, making D C B equal to

an angle in the segment ; D B is the mean (564).

D b c

D
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Or, if a segment be described on A C, and a tangent B D be drawn
to it from B, this tangent is the mean.

(582) By this proposition and the eleventh it appears, that of three

lines in continued proportion, if any two be given, the remaining one
can be found.

*^* (583) Also, if any one and the sum of the other two be given,

the other two may be found severally.

1°. Let the mean and the sum of the extremes be given. On A C,

the sum of the extremes, describe a semicircle, and draw
the perpendicular C D equal to the given mean, and /f^~S^rf
through D draw D E parallel to AC, meeting the semi- ^clf_I^I
circle in E, and draw E B perpendicular to A B. Since

AB ^ c

the triangle A E C is right-angled, B E is a mean between AB and
B C (555), which are therefore the extremes. It is evident that each
of the points E will give the same extremes.

2°. If one extreme and the sum of the mean and the other extreme
be given ; on A D, the sum of the three, describe k
the segment of a circle containing an angle equal /^T
to the external angle of an equilateral triangle, and z—J—
take A B equal to the given extreme ; draw B E,
makingABE equal to an angle in the segment, and E C, making E C D
equal to the same angle. BE C is an equilateral triangle, and B E or

B C is a mean proportional between A B and C D, so that we have
A B : B C : C D. Hence B C and C D are the mean and the other
extreme (564).
*** (584) Also, if any one of three lines in continued proportion

and the difference of the other two be given, the other two may be
found.

1°. Let the mean and the difference of the extremes be given. On
the given difference A C describe any segment of

a circle ADC, and inflect a tangent between the

circle and produced chord A C B, so that B D
shall be equal to the given mean (354). In this

case it is clear that B D is a mean between A B
and B C, from the similitude of the triangles A D B and B D C.

2°. Let one extreme and the difference between the mean and the

other extreme be given. In the solution of this case we shall antici-

pate the sixteenth proposition. Since in continued proportion the dif-

ferences of the successive terms are as the terms themselves (574),

it follows that the rectangle under one extreme and the difference of

the mean and the other is equal to the rectangle under the mean and
the difference between it and the given extreme (XVI). Since, then,

the area of this rectangle and the sum or difference of its sides are

given, the sides themselves may be found.

*#* (585) By the thirteenth proposition, 3, 7, 15, &c. means may be

found between two given lines. For having found one mean, means may
be found between it and each extreme, and thus we shall have three

means. Inserting again means between every pair of successive terms

of the series thus found, we shall have 7 means, and in the same
manner 15 means may be obtained, and so on. Any number of

o 2
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means which is one less than a power of 2 may thus be found, the

powers of 2 being 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, &c.

(586) The problem to determine two mean proportionals between two
given lines, which produced so much discussion among the ancient

mathematicians, has never been solved geometrically. The circum-

stance which has rendered the solution of this problem so desirable is,

that upon it depends the solution of a most important problem in

solid geometry, viz. t to construct a solid of a given species and given

magnitude,' or * to construct a solid similar to a given one, and
bearing to it a given ratio.' It is an established principle of solid

geometry that similar solids are in the triplicate ratio of their homo-
logous rectilinear edges. Hence to find a solid similar to a given one
bearing a given ratio to it, it is necessary to find a line which shall

bear the given ratio to one of its edges, and if two mean proportionals

be found between this line and the edge of the given solid, the similar

solid, with the first of these means as an edge, will be that which is

required.

The problem to vary the scale of solids in any required proportion

is so very obvious a geometrical inquiry, that it most probably first

attracted the attention of the ancient geometers to the investigation of

two mean proportionals. Nevertheless, an ancient author ascribes the

origin of this problem to the following occurrence. A plague hap-

pening to rage in Greece, deputies were sent to consult the Delphic
Oracle as to the means of assuaging it. The Divinity answered that

if his altar, which was of a cubical form, were doubled, its shape being

retained, he would remove the evil. The ignorant deputies accord-

ingly doubled its edges, by which its capacity or solid dimensions were

in fact increased eight times. The plague still raging, the deputation

returned and received the same answer. The geometers were now
consulted, and the problem was brought to Plato, the first mathema-
tician of the age. Plato immediately perceived its difficulty and
declined it, referring the solution of it (according to Valerius Maximus)
to Euclid. And since that time the matter has remained undetermined.

The problem has been hence called ' the Delian Problem.'

This tale, however, bears strong marks of fiction. Among others is

the circumstance of an anachronism in referring Euclid to the time of
Plato, he having flourished half a century after him. It is much
more probable that the whole tale is a fabrication of an early writer or
mathematician of minor note, invented to give an adventitious import-
ance to the problem.

This question was, however, raised at a very early period, and
received the name of 'the duplication of the cube' from the fable we
have related. Hippocrates of Chios first reduced it to the determi-
nation of two mean proportionals. Failing in the geometrical solu-

tion of the problem, various mechanical means have been from time
to time suggested, some of which we shall now mention. By me-
chanical means we would be understood to mean some instrument
different from the rule or compass, which are the only ones allowed in

geometry.

** (587) One of the earliest solutions of this problem is that of Plato.
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D
"D

Let A B C be two straight rulers fixed at a right angle, and let D E
be a ruler sliding along A B, but always per-

pendicular to it, so as to be capable of being

successively moved into the positions D E.
Let the given extremes F G and G H be
placed at right angles and produced inde-

finitely through the vertex G of the right

angle. Let the instrument now be so placed

that while the production of one extreme / \
passes through the right angle B, the sliding

ruler D E may be so moved that when it passes through the extremity

F of that extreme it will also pass through the point D where the pro-

duction of the other extreme H G meets the ruler B A, and at the same
time let the other ruler B C be made to pass through H. This being
done, the intercepts G B and G D are the two means. For since

HBD is a right angle (555), H G : GB : GD, and since BDF
is a right angle, B G : G D : G F.
*^* (588) Another ancient geometer (Philo of Byzantium) has

imagined the following solution.

Let the extremes A B, B C be placed at right angles, and the rect-

angle completed, and a circle described

round it. Produce D A and D C inde-

finitely through A and C. Let a gra-

duated straight ruler be made to revolve

on the point B, extending on both sides

of that point, and let it be adjusted in

such a position that B F shall be equal

to G E. Then C E and A F will be the

.required means.

For by similar triangles we have the

proportions

AB : AF =ED
CE:CB = ED

DF
D

Also since GE = B F, v B E x G E = GF x B F. But
(XXXVI, Book III.) BE x GE =DE X CE,also GF x B F =
DFxFA, \DExCE=DFx FA.

Since these rectangles are equal, their sides (XVI) are reciprocally

proportional, therefore

AF:CE=ED:DF.
From this and the former proportions we find

AB : AF: CE : C B.

*#* (589) Nicomedes, a Greek geometer, who lived about two cen-

turies before the Christian era, found that the determination of two
mean proportionals depends on the solution of the problem, * To draw
a right line passing through a given point and intersecting the sides

of a given angle so that the part of it intercepted shall have a given

magnitude.'

To solve this problem he invented an instrument called the Tram-
mel of Nicomedes.
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SfllB

Let A B be a flat ruler in which there is a groove C D. Attached

to the middle E of this is another flat ruler

E F, perpendicular to it in which, at I, is a

fixed pin, which is inserted in the groove

of a third ruler G H, in which there is also

a fixed pin at K, which is inserted in the

groove C D. The instrument being thus

constructed, let a stem H P, of a length

equal to that part of the line which is

proposed to be intercepted by the sides of

the angle, be attached to it. This done,

let the fixed pin I be placed upon the given

point, and the groove C D on one side of

the given angle, and let the ruler H G be

moved so that the pin K will move over one side of the angle, and let

it be so moved until the point P shall come upon the other side of

the angle. The required line will then be evidently that which joins

the points P and I.

To apply this to the determination of two mean proportionals :

—

Let a and d be the extremes, and let a rect- H
angle be constructed whose sides are equal to

the extremes AB = fl,AC = rf. On A B con-

struct an isosceles triangle B D A, the side

of which B D is equal to half of A C. Pro-

duce B A so that A E = B A, and connect

D and E, and through B draw B I parallel

to D E. Through B produce A B, and through D draw D F by

the trammel, so that IF= B D, and draw F G intersecting A C pro-

duced in H. Then BF=6, and C H = c, b and c being the sought

means.
For since B I and D E are parallel, D I : IF :: E B : B F, or

D I : \d : : 2a '. B F. But also on account of the similar triangles,

H C ; a : : d : B F, v HC=DI Since B D A is isosceles, the

square ofD F is equal to the rectangle under AFandFB, together

with the square of B D. But also the square of D F is equal the

square of the sum of H C, and half of A C, or to the rectangle under

AH and H C, together with the square of half of AC. Taking away
this last from both, it follows that the rectangle under A H and H C is

equal to the rectangle under AFandFB. By this and the similar

triangles we have the proportions

AH : AF
AH
AH
AC

: AF
: af
:B F
or a :

AC
BF
HC
HC

d.

BF,
HC,
AB,
AB,

*
#
* (590) There are various other mechanical solutions for this

celebrated problem. We shall, however, only mention the contrivance

of Descartes, by which any number of means may be found between

two given extremes.
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Let A B C be two rulers, united at their extremities B by a pivot

on which they turn. In each of these

rulers is a groove in which several

rulers D d, E e, Ff, &c. move so as to

be always perpendicular to the grooved
rulers respectively, and so that the

perpendicular D d nearest to B, upon
opening the rulers, pushes forward the

ruler E e, and E e pushes forward F f>
and so on.

Now if two means be required, let the first ruler D d be moved
from B until B D is equal to the lesser extreme, and let B C be closed

upon B A and all the perpendicular rulers moved up to D. Let the

ruler D d be screwed to the position In which it is placed, and then

let the rulers C B A be opened. The ruler D d will push E e from B,

and E e will in like manner push FJ\ and so on. Let the rulers be
opened until B G be equal to the greater extreme. Then B F and B E
are the two means, as is evident from (553).

If three means be required, the rulers are to be opened until B H
is equal to the greater extreme, and then B E, B F, and B G are the

means.
If four be required, B I is to be equal to the greater extreme, and

so on.

In general, if an even number of means be required, the extremes

will be on different rulers, and if an odd number be required, they

will be on the same ruler.

*** (591) We have before alluded to another problem which has

baffled the skill of geometers, scil. ' the trisection of an angle.' Indeed

the modern analysis shows that the solutions of both these problems

depend on the same principles, and that neither of them can be solved

by the circle and right line, but require the aid of an higher geometry.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that the investigations respecting

their geometrical solution are purely speculative, since they can be

solved practically and analytically with any degree of accuracy.

They were early discovered to depend on the same principle. Nico-

medes showed that both could be solved by the trammel.

Let A B C be the angle to be trisected. From A draw A C perpen-

dicular to B C, and from A draw A D parallel

to B C. Inflect (by the trammel) B D so that

F D shall be equal to twice B A. Then the angle

DB C is one third ofA B C, and if A B D be

bisected the angleABC will be trisected.

For bisect FD at E, and join A E. Since F A D is a right angle

A E = E D — F E, therefore the angles E A D and A D E are equal,

and A E B is equal to twice ADB; butADB = DBC (XXIX,
Book I.), and therefore A E B is twice D B C ; but A E = A B, v
AEB=ABE,vABEis equal to double D B C, and vFBC is

one third ofAB C.
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Proposition XIV. Theorem.

(592) 1 . Equal parallelograms (A D and G C), which

have one angle in each equal, have the

sides about the equal angles reciprocally

proportional (A B to B C as B G to B D).

2°. And parallelograms which have one angle

in each equal, and the sides about them

reciprocally proportional, are equal.

Part 1°.—Let the sides A B and B C be so placed that they

may make one right line, and that the equal _. f--f
angles may be vertically opposite ; since ABD / / /
and D B C are equal to two right angles £ R / /c

(XIII, Book I.) and GB C is equal to AB D 7 /
(hyp.), GBC and DBC are equal to two /•/
right angles, and therefore G B and D B form / /
one right line (XIV, Book I.). Complete the //
parallelogram DC. a e

Since the parallelograms A D and G C are equal (hyp.), A D
is to D C as G C to D C (VII, Book V.) ; but A D is to D C
asAB to BC (I), and G C is to DC as G B to B D (I;,

therefore A B is to B C as G B to B D.
Part 2°.—Let the same construction remain ; A D is to D C

as A B to B C, and G C is to D C as G B to B D ; but A B is to

B C as G B to B D (hyp.), therefore A D is to D C as G C to

D C (I), and therefore the parallelogram AD is equal to the

parallelogram G C (IX, Book V.).

(593) The sides of two figures are said to be reciprocally propor-

tional when the extremes of the proportion are sides of one figure,

and the means are sides of the other.

On the other hand, they are said to be directly proportional when
two sides of each figure are a mean and an extreme.

Of the three properties contemplated in this proposition, scil. 1°. the

equality of the angles ;
2°. the reciprocity of the sides ;

3°. the equa-

lity of the areas : if any two of them be given, the third may always be
inferred. Of the three cases to which this inquiry resolves itself two
are determined in the proposition. The third is, that ' if two paral-

lelograms have equal areas, and their sides reciprocally proportional,

they will be equiangular.' For the proof of this, see observations on
Prop. XVI.
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Proposition XV. Theorem.

(594) 1°. Equal triangles, which have one angle in

each equal (A B D equal to C B L), have

the sides about the equal angles recipro-

cally proportional (A B to B C as L B to

BD).
2°. And two triangles (A B D and C B L) which

have one angle equal, and the sides

about the equal angles reciprocally pro-

portional, are equal.

Part 1°.—Let two of the sides A B and B C about the equal

angles be so placed that they may form one right

line, and that the equal angles may be vertically

opposite ; then since A B D and D B C are equal

to two right angles (XIII, Book I.) 9 and LBC
is equal to A B D (hyp.), D B C and L B C are

equal to two right angles, therefore D B and B L form one right

line (XIV, Book I.): join D C.

Since the triangles A B D and LBC are equal, A B D is to

DBC as LBC is to the same DBC (VII, Book V.) ; but

ABD is to DBC as A B to B C (I), and L B C is to D B C as

LB to B D (I), therefore AB is to B C as LB is to BD.
Part 2°.—Let the same construction remain, and A B D is to

DBC as AB to B C, and LB C is to DB C as LB to DB (I);

but A B is to B C as L B to D B (hyp.) ; therefore A B D is to

DBC as LBC to DBC (XI, Book V.), and therefore A B D is

equal to L B C (IX, Book V.).

This proposition might have been inferred from the last, since the

triangles are the halves of equiangular parallelograms. This consi-

deration also shows that the same property extends to the case of

triangles in which the angles included by the reciprocal sides are sup-

plemental.

Proposition XVI. Theorem.

(595) If four right lines be proportional (A to B as C
to D), the rectangle under the extremes (A and

D) is equal to the rectangle under the means
(B and C).
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And if the rectangle under the extremes be

equal to the rectangle under the means, the

right lines are proportional.

Part 1°.—Draw A E and G C equal to D and C, and erect

A F and C K perpendicular to them
and equal to A and B ; complete the

rectangles E F and G K.
Because in the parallelograms E F

and G K the angles A and C are

equal, and the sides about them re-

ciprocally proportional (hyp.), E F is

equal to G K (XIV).

Part 2°.—Let the same construction remain : because the

parallelograms E F and G K are equal (hyp.) and the angles A
and C are equal, A F is to C K as G C to A E, and therefore A
is to B as C to D (XIV).

This proposition (of which the succeeding is a particular case) is

one of the most important in the Elements, and in its fertility equals the

celebrated forty-seventh of the first book. The following principles,

which are very generally useful in geometry, give this proposition as a

necessary consequence.

(596) Def.—Two ratios are said to be reciprocals when the antecedent

is to the consequent in one as the consequent to the antecedent in the

other.

(597) A ratio compounded of reciprocal ratios is a ratio of equality.

For let A : B and a : b be the reciprocal ratios. Since A : B =s

which is a ratio of equality.

A • Bl
(By ' i > is meant a ratio compounded of A : B and a : 6.)

(598) If a ratio of equality be compounded of two ratios they must
be reciprocals.

For if A : A be compounded of two ratios, one of which is a : b,

let the other be c : d, and let c : d = b : x, then

a : b\ (a : b\

But (hyp.) a : x is a ratio of equality, *
.

* x := a. Hence b : x is the

reciprocal of a : 6, and • . • c : d is the reciprocal of a : b.

(599) By (519) it was proved that triangles and parallelograms are in

a ratio compounded of their bases and altitudes. When they are equal,

therefore, their bases and altitudes are reciprocally proportional (598),
and if their bases and altitudes be reciprocally proportional they will

be equal (597).
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Hence the sides of equal rectangles are four proportionals, the means
being the sides of one and the extremes of the other, and vice versa the

rectangle under the means is equal to the rectangle under the ex-

tremes. Thus the sixteenth proposition follows immediately from the

first.

(600) It is evident that the same is true of any equal equiangular

parallelograms, or of triangles having one angle equal or supplemental.

(601) Also if the sides of parallelograms or triangles be reciprocally

proportional and their areas equal, the angles contained by the reci-

procal sides will be either equal or supplemental.

Let A C B and D E F be parallelograms or triangles, and let

AB:DE=EF:BC. Let the perpendi-

culars A G and D H be drawn. By (599)

AG: D H = EF : BC, •.• AB:DEr-
A G : D H, and by alt. A B : A G = D E :

D H. Hence (550) the triangles A B G and
D E H are similar. If then the perpendicu-

lars fall within both bases B C and E F, the

angles ABC and D E F are the angles in- c~ b g f k k
eluded by the reciprocal sides. If they fall without both bases, these
angles are the supplements of the angles included by the reciprocal

sides, and if one fall within and the other without, one of these angles
is that included by the reciprocal sides, and the other is the supple-
ment of that included by the reciprocal sides in the other figure.

Hence in all cases the angles included by the reciprocal sides must be
either equal or supplemental.

If the figures be parallelograms, they must be equiangular.

Proposition XVIL Theorem.

(602) 1°. If three right lines be proportional (A to B
as B to C) the rectangle under the ex-

tremes is equal to the square of the

mean.

2°. And if the rectangle under the extremes be

equal to the square of the mean, the

three right lines are proportional.

Fart 1°.—Assume a line D equal to B, and A is to B as D to

C (hyp.), therefore the rectangle under A and C is equal to the

rectangle under B and D (XVI), and therefore equal to the

square of B.

Part 2°.—Assume a line D equal to B ; the rectangle under A
and C is equal to the rectangle under D and B, therefore A is to

B as D to C (XVI), and therefore A is to B as B to C.
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This proposition is only that particular case of the last in which the
means are equal. We shall subjoin some of the most remarkable con-
sequences deducible from these and the preceding propositions
By combining; the inferences made from (VIII) with these, the fol-

lowing properties may be immediately deduced.
In a triangle let the sides be called A and B, the base H, and let

the perpendicular on H be P, and the segments of H conterminous
with A and B respectively a and b.

(603) If the angle opposite H be right the square ofP == a X b.

Also the square ofA = a x H, and the square of B = 6 X H, and
A x B = H x P.

It also follows that in any triangle if the square of P = a x b, the
angles under P and the sides are complemental, in which case if P
fall within H, the angle opposite to H is right. Also, if P fall within
H, and the square ofA = H x a, the angle opposite H is right. Also,
if H x P = A x B the angle opposite H is right.

If from the vertex B of a triangle ABC lines B E, B D be drawn,
making the angles B D A and B E C equal b

to the angle ABC, the square of B D = A\ b
A D x E C, the square ofA B = C A x / \\ /A\
AD, and the square ofB C = AC x CE; / / \ \ X / W
and vice versa, if these equalities subsist the

A e i> c a. i> e C

lines B E and B D are inclined to the base at angles equal to A B C.

The sum of the squares of the sides A B and B C is equal to the

sum of the rectangles A C x A D and AC x CE. But since these

rectangles have a common side A C, they are together equal to the

rectangle under A C, and the sum of A D and C E (I, Book II.). If

the angle A B C be obtuse, the square of A C exceeds this rectangle

by the rectangle AC X D E, and if A B C be acute, this rectangle

exceeds the square of A C by the rectangle AC x D E. Hence it

follows that in every case the difference between the sum o.' the

squares of the sides and the square of the base is the rectangle under

the base A C and the base DE of the isosceles triangle DBE.
When A B C is a right angle D E vanishes, and the result becomes

the forty-seventh, Book I.

It thus appears that the forty-seventh proposition of the first book
can be deduced as a consequence from the property of similar triangles

established in (IV) and (V), thus the fundamental propositions of geo-
metry are reduced to that single property.

The student has already seen many instances of propositions already

established reappearing in the consequences deduced from subse-

quent principles. One of the most striking beauties of geometry, and
at the same time the most convincing proof of the certitude of its

reasonings, is this constant verification of its own processes. For
were it otherwise, were there the slightest want of exactitude in the

results, there would be an inevitable discordance and contradiction in

these consequences drawn from different sources, and they would not

converge, as they do, always to the same point. There are many ways
of error, but only one of truth.
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If a line A B be cut harmonically at C, D, the rectangle A B x
C D under the whole line and middle part

is equal to the rectangle A C X D B under A c
t p B

the extreme parts, for (530, 531) AB : B D
= A C : C D.
*** (604) If a circle be circumscribed about a triangleAB C, andfrom
the vertex B two lines be drawn making
equal angles DBA and E B C with the

sides, and one B D be drawn to meet the base

A C or its production, and the other B E
to meet the circle ; the rectangle B D X
B E under these lines is equal to the rectangle under the sides AB y
BC.
Draw C E. The angles A B D and C B E are equal (hyp.) ; also

the angles C E B and B A D (XXI, XXII, Book III.). Hence the

triangles B A D and C B E are similar ; vBA:BD = BE;BC
(IV), v BAxBC=BDxBE (XVI).
*** (605) If B D and B E coincide they will bisect the angle ABC,
and E B x B D = A B x B C. ButEBxBD^ED
X D B together with the square of B D. But E D x
DB=ADxDC (XXXV, Book III). Hence A B
xBC:r=ADxDC together with the square of B D.
Hence if a line B D be drawn bisecting the vertical angle

of a triangle the rectangle under the sides is equal to the

square of that line, together with the rectangle under the

segments of the base.

*** (606) If a line B D be drawn to the base of a triangle, so that its

square together with the rectangleADxDC under the segments shall

be equal to the rectangle A B x B C under the sides, that line B D will

bisect the angle ABC, except when the sides A B and B C are equal,

in which case every line drawn to the base (253) will have the proposed

property.

For let the circle be circumscribed and C E be drawn. Then A D
xDC = BDxDE; add to both the square of B D, and A D x
D C together with the square of B D, or (hyp.) the rectangle A B X
B C is equal to B D X D E, together with the square of B D or

(III, Book II.) B E x B D. Since BExBD = ABxBC, we
have (XVI) AB:BD = EB:BC; and since the angles BAD
and B E C are equal, the angles B C E and B D A are either equal

or supplemental (550).
1°. Let them be equal. The angles A B D and E B C are there-

fore also equal, and B D bisects ABC.
2°. Let them be supplemental. The arc B A E together with the

arcs B A and C E is equal to the whole circumference (377).

Hence the arcs B A and B C are equal, and therefore their chords

are equal.

%* (607) If B E and B D lie in the same straight line, B D will

bisect the external angle FB C of the triangle. For E B A =F B D.
In this case, if the square of B D be added to the rectangle E B x B D,
the sum wiU be equal to the rectangle EDxDB, which is equal to
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the rectangle AD X D C (XXXVI, Book III). Hence the rectangle

A D X D C = the rectangle A B x B C together

with the square of B D. Hence if a line be drawn

bisecting the external angle of a triangle, the rect-

angle under the sides together with the square of

that line is equal to the rectangle (A D X D C)
under the segments of the base.

*^* (608) If a line B D be drawn from the vertex ofa triangle to

the produced base, so that the square of this line B D together with the

rectangle under the sides A B x B C be equal to the rectangle under
the segments of the base A D x D C, the line B D will bisect the

external angle of the triangle except when the sides A B and B C are

equal, in which case every line drawn to the produced base has this

property.

This may be proved nearly in the same manner as (606).
*** (609) From (605,607) it follows, that if the bisectors BD, BE
of the internal and external angles be drawn, the rectangle under the

external segments of the base exceeds the rectangle under the sides by the

square of the external bisector, and the rectangle under the sides exceeds

the rectangle under the internal segments of the base by the square of
the internal bisector.

Hence if the two bisectors be equal, the three rectangles A E X E C,

AB x B C, A D x DC are in arithmetical pro-

gression. That this may take place it is necessary

that the angles B D E and BED should be equal,

and therefore each half a right angle (83). A i> o'

Therefore the difference tf the angles B D C and B D A is a right
angle, and therefore also the difference of the angles B C A and
B A C is a right angle.

Hence when the difference of the base angles is a right angle the
three rectangles are in arithmetical progression.

***
(
610) 1° order that three similar figures be in continued propor-

tion, it is necessary (XXII) that their homologous sides be in continued
proportion. Hence if the rectangles A E x E C, A B x B C, and A D
X D C be in continued proportion, their sides E C, B C, and D C must
be in continued proportion. But since D B E is a right ano-le, if B C
be a mean proportional between D C and C E it must be perpendi-
cular to D E (560), •

.
• B C A is a right angle. Hence, if the three

rectangles be in continued proportion or geometrical progression, one of
the base angles must be right.

*** (6l 1) If tnese tnree rectangles be in harmonical progression, the
first must be to the third as the difference between the first and second
to the difference between the second and third. Hence A E X C E : A D
X C D as the square of B E is to the square of B D. But since the
rectangles are similar figures, and also the squares, we have (XXII)
CE:CD = BE:BD;.- (Ill) the angles E B C and C B D are
equal, and each is therefore half a right angle. But also C B D andDBA are equal, and *

.
* C B A is a right angle.

Hence the three rectangles are in harmonical progression when the
vertical angle is right.

K
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*
#
* (612) It is evident that in every case the rectangle CEx AE

exceeds AD x D C by the square ofD E.
%*' (613) If the line BD drawn to the base be the perpendicular, the

line B E will be a diameter. For the angle

B A E is equal to B D A, and therefore is

right, and B E is (XXXI, Book III.) a

diameter. Hence the rectangle under the

sides A B X B C of a triangle is equal to

the rectangle under the altitude B D, and
the diameter B E of the circumscribed circle.

*^* (614) It is evident that the converse of this is true ; scil. : That if
a line be drawn from the vertex to the base such that the rectangle under
it and the diameter is equal to the rectangle under the sides, that line

will be the perpendicular. Also, if on the perpendicular as base a
rectangle be constructed equal to the rectangle under the sides, the alti-

tude of that rectangle will be equal to the diameter of the circumscribed

circle.

*^* (615) Hence of the four lines, the two sides, the altitude and the

diameter of the circumscribed circle, if any three be given, the remaining

one can be found. Or if any two and the sum or difference of the other

two be given, the other two can be separately found.
*^* (616) The rectangles under two sides of any triangles inscribed

in the same or equal circles, are as the perpendiculars on the third

sides, for these rectangles are equal to the rectangles under the

perpendiculars and equal diameters which (I) are as the perpendi-

culars.

*3,* (617) Hence if a quadrilateral A B C D be inscribed in a circle,

the rectangles ABxBC, BCx CD under contermi-

nous sides are as the perpendiculars B F and C E on

the diagonals.

*** (618) From this it is easy to infer that the rectangle

under each pair of conterminous sides is proportional to

the conterminous segment of the diagonal. For the right-angled

triangles B G F and C G E are similar, and therefore B G : C G
= B F : C E. By applying the same principle to each pair of con

terminous sides we obtain the following proportions :

ABxBC:BCxCD=BG:CG,
CD X CA = CG
DA X AB = DG
AB x BC = AG
AD x DC = BG

B C x CD
CD x DA
DA x AB
A B x B C
BC x CD

DG,
A G,
BG,
GD,

BAxAD = CG:GA.
By the last two proportions combined we have AB xBC + AD

XDC:BC xCD + BAxAD = BD:AC, that is, ' the sums

of the rectangles under the pairs of sides terminated in each diagonal

are as the respective diagonals.'

*
#
* (619) The converse of these properties may be easily established ;

scil. : If the rectangle* under any two pairs of conterminous sides of a

quadrilateral be proportional to the conterminous segments of the diago-

nals, the quadrilateral may be circumscribed by a circle.
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For the segments of the diagonals are proportional to the perpen •

diculars from the common extremities of the sides on the other diago-

nals. Thus BG:CG= BF:CE. Hence the rectangles are as

these perpendiculars, and therefore the diameters of the circles circum-

scribing the triangles ABC and BCD are equal, and therefore they

must be the same circle.

\* (620; The sum of the rectangles under the opposite sides of a
quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is equal to the rectangle under the

diagonals.

If B D do not bisect the angle ABC draw B E,
making the angle C B E equal to A B D. The triangle

A B D is then similar to B E C, and ABE to D B C
(604). Hence AD:DB = CE:CB,

B-AE = BD:DC.
Hence (XVI) ADxCB = BDxCE, andABxDC = BD

X A E, vADxCB+ABx DC = BDxCE + BDxAE.
But the rectangles B D x CE and B D X A E under B D and the

parts of A C are together to the rectangle under B D and A C
(I, Book II.).

Proposition XVIII. Problem.

(621) On a given right line (A B) to construct a recti-

linear figure similar to a given one (F GI KL)
and similarly placed.

Draw F I and F K ; make at the extremities of the line A B
the angles B A C and ABC equal to L FK
and FLK; let the lines A C and B C meet
in C, and the angle B C A is equal to LKF; G

\|// e
in the same manner construct upon A C a

F" 1* -4. B
triangle equiangular with F K I, and so on.

The angles ABC and FLK are equal (const.) ; B C D and
LK I are also equal, because B C A is equal to LKF and A C D
to F KI (const.) ; and in the same manner it can be proved that

the angles in the figure A E D C B are severally equal to the

angles in the figure F G I K L, therefore the figures A E D C B
and F G I K L are equiangular ; but since the triangles ABC and
FLK are equiangular (const.), A B is to B C as FL to LK
(IV), and also B C to C A as L K to K F (IV) ; also A C D
and F KI are equiangular, therefore C A is to C D as K F to

K I (IV), and therefore ex cequali B C is to C D as L K to KI,
and in the same manner it can be proved that the sides about

the other equal angles are proportional, and since the figures

A E D C B and F G I K L are equiangular, they are similar
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(622) The figure AEDCB is said to be placed on A B simi-

larly to F G I KL on F L, when A B and FL are homologous sides

in the two figures

If two or more sides in two polygons be equal, those only are con-
sidered homologous which are placed between angles which are equal
each to each.

As many figures of the same species with different areas can be
constructed on the same right line as a figure of the proposed species

has sides of different lengths.

(623) Def.—A figure is said to be given in species when its several

angles and the ratios of the sides about them are given.

(G24) Def.—A figure is said to be given in magnitude when its

area
;
or any figure equal to it in area, is given.

Proposition XIX. Theorem.

(625) Similar triangles (A B C, F I L) are to each

other in the duplicate ratio of their homolo-

gous sides.

Take a third proportional K C to the homologous sides A C
and F L, and join B K. a

Since AC is to C B as F L to L I (hyp.), k
alt. A C is to F L as C B to L I ; but A C is

^//J
to F L as F L to C K (const.), therefore CBis aec jf~ l

to L I as F L to C K, and the angle C is equal to the angle L
(hyp.), therefore the triangle K B C is equal to F I L (XV), and
ABC has to both the same ratio ; but A B C is to K B C as A C
to KC (I), therefore A B C is to F I L as A C to K C, or in the

duplicate ratio of A C to F L(453).
(G26) Cor.—From this it is manifest, that if three straight lines

be proportionals, as the first is to the third so is any triangle

upon the first to a similar and similarly posited triangle upon
the second.

In the construction for the demonstration of this proposition when
a third proportional to two homologous sides has been found, a part

equal to it is to be taken upon whichever side was taken as antece-

dent of the ratio in finding the third proportional ; for otherwise the

sides of the constructed triangle B C K would not be recijirocally pro-

portional to those of the consequent triangle. If in taking the third pro

portional the lesser of the two homologous sides be taken as antece-

dent, the third proportional K C will be greater than the antecedent

AC; in which case it will be necessary to produce A C through A,
and from the produced line to take C K equal to the third propor-

tional. It is worth notice that C K the third propoitional may be

taken on the production of AC through C. In this case the angles
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13 C K and ILF will be supplemental, and the sides about them reci-

procally proportional.

This proposition might be easily inferred as a particular case of

the general principle deducible from the first proposition of this book,
that triangles are in the ratio compounded of their bases and alti-

tudes (519). When they are similar their altitudes are as their bases,

and this compound ratio is therefore the duplicate ratio of their

bases (458).

Proposition XX. Theorem.

(627) Similar polygons may be divided into similar

triangles equal in number and proportional

to the polygons ; and the polygons are to

each other in the duplicate ratio of their ho-

mologous sides.

Part 1°.—For the angles G and E are equal ; and the sides

about them proportional (hyp.), therefore j k
the triangles FGI and AED are similar G/ /7 /F/j
(VI) ; since the angles G I F and E D A are

\^/J ^(j/j
equal, and also the angles G I K and E D C f j. -* b

(hyp.\ the remainders FIK and ADC are equal; and since

F i is' to I G as A D to D E, and I G to 1 K as D E to DC
(hyp.), ex cequali F I is to 1 K as AD to D C, and therefore as

the angles contained by them are equal, the triangle FIK is

similar to A D C (VI) ; and in the same manner it can be proved

that all the other triangles are similar.

Part 2°.—As the triangle F G I is similar to A E D, F G I is

to A E D in the duplicate ratio of F I to A D (XIX), also F I K
is to A D C in the duplicate ratio of F I to A D, therefore F G I is

to A E D as F I K to A D C ; and in the same manner it can be

proved that FIK is to ADC as FKL to ACB, therefore as

one of the antecedents is to one of the consequents, so are all

the antecedents to all the consequents (XII, Book V.), or the

polygon F G I K L to the polygon A E D C B.

Part 3°.—As the polygon F G I K L is to the polygon AE D C B
as the triangle FG I to the triangle AED, and F G I is to A E D
in the duplicate ratio of the side F G to A E, FG I KL is to

A E D C B in the duplicate ratio of F G to A E.

(628) Cor. 1.—In like manner it may be proved that similar

four-sided figures, or of any number of sides, are one to another

m the duplicate ratio of their homologous sides : and it has
already been proved in triangles : therefore, universally, similar
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rectilinear figures are to one another in the duplicate ratio of

their homologous sides.

(629) Cor. 2.—And if to A B, F G, two of the homologous sides,

a third proportional M be taken, AB has to M the duplicate ratio

of that which A B has to F G : but the polygon upon A B has to

the polygon upon F G likewise the duplicate ratio of that which

A B has to F G, therefore as A B is to M so is the figure upon
A B to the figure upon F G : which was also proved in triangles :

therefore, universally, it is manifest that if three straight lines be

proportionals, as the first is to the third so is any rectilinear

figure upon the first to a similar and similarly placed rectilinear

figure upon the second.

(630) Squares, like all other similar figures, are in the duplicate ratio

of their sides. Hence it is usual to say, that similar figures ' are as the

squares of their homologous sides;' this being only another way of

expressing the duplicate ratio.

(631) The perimeters of similar rectilinear figures are as their ho-

mologous sides. For the homologous sides being those of similar

triangles, are severally proportional each to each, and therefore the

sum of the antecedents or the perimeter of the one polygon is to

the sum of the consequents, or the perimeter of the other polygon as

one antecedent is to one consequent, that is, as any two homologous
sides.

(632) Since the homologous diagonals are as the homologous sides,

being sides of similar triangles, it follows that the perimeters of

similar rectilinear figures are as their homologous diagonals^ and their

areas are in the duplicate ratio of these diagonals.

Circles may be considered as similar figures and have the same
properties, their diameters being esteemed diagonals. We shall then

establish the two following principles.

*^* (633) The circumferences of circles are as their diameters or

radii, and their areas are in the duplicate ratio of their diameters or

radii.

It is evident that any two regular polygons having the same number
of sides are similar, and may be inscribed in circles.

The radii of the circles are homologous lines in the

polygons, and the perimeters of the polygons are as

those radii, and their areas in the duplicate ratio of

those radii. Through the vertices of the several angles

of the inscribed polygons let tangents be drawn. These
tangents will, if produced, form similar circumscribed

polygons. By bisecting each of the arcs whose chords are the sides

of the inscribed polygons, and drawing lines from the points of bisec-

tion to the angles of the polygons, inscribed polygons of double the

number of sides will be obtained, and corresponding circumscribed

polygons may be found in the same manner as already described.

This bisection of the arcs may be continued without any limit, so that

the arcs into which the circumferences are divided, as well as the sides

p 2
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of the polygons, will be increased in number, and diminished in mag--

nitude without limit, every pair of polygons inscribed and circum-

scribed being always similar, and having their perimeters as the radii

and their areas as the squares of the radii.

As the arcs are diminished without limit, the angles under their

chords, and the tangents through the extremities of those chords, are

diminished without limit ; for these angles are equal to the angles in

the alternate segments which stand on the arcs, and which, as the

arcs are diminished without limit, will also be diminished without limit.

Hence the excess of the sum of the tangents above the chord is dimi-

nished without limit, as also the area of the triangle formed by the

chord and tangents. Hence by the continual bisection the excess of

the perimeter of the circumscribed polygon above the perimeter of the

inscribed polygon is diminished without limit, and the same may be
said of their areas. Since, then, the differences of the perimeters and
areas of the inscribed and circumscribed polygons may be diminished

without limit, it follows still more evidently that the differences between
either of them and the perimeters and areas of the circles (which are

less than those of the circumscribed polygons and greater than those

of the inscribed) may be diminished without limit.

Let C and C be the circumferences and R and R/ the radii of the

circles. Then R : R' = C : C ; for if not, let R : R' == C : X, X
being a line greater or less than C/.

First, let X be less than C. Let P, P' be the perimeters of the

inscribed polygons ; R : R' = P : P'. Hence P : P' = C : X ; and
by alternation P : C = P' : X. Hence, since P is less than C, P'
must be less than X. But X is (hyp.) less than C, therefore C
cannot exceed P' by a magnitude less than that by which C exceeds

X, and therefore the difference between C and P' cannot be dimi-

nished without limit, contrary to what has been proved.

If X be greater than C, let P, P/ be the perimeters of the circum-

scribed polygons ; and in the same manner we find P : C = P' : X, and
since P is greater than C, P/ must be greater than X ; but X is greater

than C (hyp.), and therefore the difference between P' and C must
be always greater than the difference between X and C, and cannot
therefore be diminished without limity contrary to what has been
proved.

Since then X is neither greater nor less than C, it must be equal to

C, and therefore R : R' zz C : C.
Lf R and R' be supposed to represent the squares of the radii, and

C and C the areas of the circles, the same proof will establish the

second part of the proposition, that the areas of circles are as the

squares of their diameters.

The same reasoning which we have here applied to circles may also

be applied to semicircles or any similar segments of circles, or to

sectors of circles in which the central angles are equal. Hence similar

arcs are as theiryradii, and similar sectors or segments are as the du-
plicate ratio of the radii.

*^* (634) The circumference of every circle bears the same ratio to its

radius ot diameter.
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For C : C = R : R', V by alternation C : R = C : R'. Hence if

the ratio of the circumference of any one circle to its radius were
known, we should be able to find a straight line equal to the circum-

ference of a circle. This ratio, however, does not admit of being
exactly expressed either by whole numbers or fractions. The radius

and circumference are incommensurable lines. The results of analy-

tical investigation, however, enable us to express the ratio with as

much exactness as may be required for the most accurate practical

investigations. It is found that if the diameter of a circle were divided

into 100 equal parts, that 314 of these parts would be less than the

circumference, and 315 greater. That if the diameter were divided

into 1000 equal parts, 3141 of these parts would be less, and 3142
greater than the circumference. Again, if the number of parts of the

diameter be 10000, those of the circumference will be greater than

31415, and less than 31416, and even a much greater accuracy if ne-

cessary might be obtained.

*^* (635) The area of a regular polygon is equal to the rectangle under
the radius of the inscribed circle and its semiperimeter.

For it may be resolved into equal isosceles triangles by lines from

the centre to the angles, and the area of each triangle is equal to the

rectangle under the radius and half the base, and therefore the area of

the whole polygon is equal to the rectangle under the radius and half

the sum of the bases or the semiperimeter.

*x* (636) The area of a circle is equal to the rectangle under its radius

and semi- circumference.

For the area of a polygon circumscribed round it is equal to the

rectangle under the radius of the circle and the semiperimeter of the

polygon. But by the continual bisection of the arcs, and the unlimited

increase of the number of sides of the polygon, the difference between

its perimeter and area and those of the circle may be diminished

without limit, and the demonstration may be completed ex absurdo,

as in (633).

Hence if a right line could be found equal to the circumference of

a circle, a rectangle or square could be constructed equal to a circle,

and the celebrated problem of ' squaring the circle* would thus be

solved. The area of a circle may, however, be obtained with any pro-

posed degree of accuracy, because the circumference may be com-
puted with any degree of approximation (634).

The following practical rule maybe derived from (634) and (636).
' To find the area of a circle multiply the square of the radius by

31415, and divide the result by 10000.' This will give the area,

subject to an error of less than the 10000th part of the square of the

radius.

The problem to * square the circle,' or what is the same, to find a
right line by geometrical construction equal to the circumference of

the circle, has never been solved. The solution of this problem would
be attended with no real advantage whatsoever, for the power of ap-

proximating numerically without limit to the circumference answers
every purpose, and in fact is much more useful in practice than any
geometrical construction could be. Accordingly we find at the present
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day no one wastes time on these disquisitions except those whose
knowledge of mathematical science is too limited to make them per-

ceive their futility.

The degree to which the approximation has been carried by actual

computation may be conceived, when we state that the circumference

of a circle whose diameter is unity has been expressed to 140 decimal

places, by which the circumference of any circle can be found to within

a nth part of the diameter, the number n being 1 followed by 140
ciphers. The following number expresses the circumference of a circle

whose diameter is unity to 16 decimal places:

3-1415926535897932.
*#* (637) To construct a figure similar to a given o?ie> and bearing a
given ratio to it.

Let A be any side of the given figure, and let B be a line which has

to A the given ratio. Find a mean proportional between A and B,

and on this mean construct the required figure (621).

If the given figure be a circle, A may be its diameter. And, in

general, in theorems and problems respecting similar figures when
applied to circles, the radii or the chords of similar segments take the

places of homologous sides.

Proposition XXI. Theorem.

(638) Rectilinear figures (A and B) which are similar

to the same figure (C) are similar also to each

other.

Since the rectilinear figures A and C are similar, they are

equiangular, and have the sides about the equal angles propor-

tional ; and since the figures B and C are also similar, they are

equiangular, and have the sides about the equal angles propor-

tional ; therefore the rectilinear figures A and B are also equi-

angular, and have the sides about the equal angles proportional,

and are therefore similar.

Proposition XXII. Theorem.

(639) If four right lines be proportional (A B to C D
as E F to G H), the similar rectilinear figures

similarly described on them are also propor-

tional.

And if four similar rectilinear figures, similarly

described on four right lines, be proportional,

the right lines are also proportional.
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Part 1°.—Take a third proportional X to A B and C D, and a

third proportional O to E F and GH; k

since A B is to C D as E F to G H /\ /L

(hyp.), C D is to X as G H to O L A AX
(const.), therefore, ex cequati, A B is M
to X as E F to O ; but A K B is to

C LD as AB to X (XX), and EM B
L

:

to G N as E F to O ; therefore A K B
is to C L D as E M to G N.

Part 2°.—Let the same construction remain : A K B is to

CLDasEMtoGN (hyp.), therefore A B is to X as E F to O
(const.), and therefore AB is to D as E F to G H.

This proposition is equivalent to stating" that if two ratios be equal,

their duplicates and subduplicates will also be equal.

Proposition XXIII. Theorem.

(640) Equiangular parallelograms (AD and C G) are

to each other in a ratio compounded of the

ratios of their sides.

Let two of the sides A B and B C about the equal angles be
placed so that they may form one right line

;

since the angles A B D and D B C are equal

to two right angles, and G B C is equal to

ABD (hyp.), GBC and D B C are equal

to two right angles, and therefore G B and

B D form one right line (XIV, Book I.)
;

complete the parallelogram B F.

Since the parallelogram A D is to B F as a e

A B to B C (I), and B F to B E as B D to B G (I), A D has

to BE a ratio compounded of the ratios of AB to B C, and of

B D to B G.

This proposition may be immediately inferred from (I). For since

the angles are equal, the altitudes will be as the sides to which they

are not perpendicular.

Proposition XXIV. Theorem.

(641) In any parallelogram (A C) the parallelograms

(A F and F C) which are about the diagonal

are similar to the whole and to each other.

As the parallelograms A C and A F have a common angle

they are equiangular ; but on account of the parallels E F and
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B C the triangles A E F and A B C are similar (IV),

therefore A E is to E F as A B to B C ; and the re-

maining sides are equal to AE, E F, A B, and B C,

therefore the parallelograms A F and A C have the

sides about the equal angles proportional, and are

therefore similar.

In the same manner it can be demonstrated that the parallelo-

grams A C and F C are similar : since, therefore, each of the

parallelograms A F and F C is similar to A C, they are similar to

each other.

There can be little doubt but that the places of this proposition and
the succeeding one have been by some mistake transposed.

Proposition XXV. Problem.

(642) To construct a rectilinear figure equal to a given

one (A) and similar to another (B).

On any side E F of the given figure B construct a rectangle

E L equal to B (XLV, Book I.), and on the

side F L construct a rectangle F D equal to

A (XLV, Book I.) ; between the other sides

E F and F G of these rectangles find a mean
proportional C K (XIII) ; the figure de-

scribed upon it, similar to the given figure B, and similarly posited,

is equal to the other given figure A.
For the rectangle E L is to the rectangle F D as E F to F G

(I), or in the duplicate ratio of E F to C K (const.), and there-

fore as the rectilinear figure B to the similar one upon C K
(XX) ; but E L is equal to B (const.), therefore the rectilinear

figure upon C K, similar to B, and similarly posited, is equal to

F D, and therefore equal to the given figure A.

(643) This is one of the most important and extensively useful problems

in the Elements. It may be thus announced— ' To construct a figure

of a given species and a given magnitude.' On the side of the figure

(B) given in species a rectangle is to be constructed equal to it, and
on the conterminous side of this rectangle another is to be constructed

equal to the figure (A) given in magnitude. A mean proportional

between the sides of these, which lie in the same right line, will be

the side of the sought figure.

By this proposition, while a magnitude is preserved as to quantity,

its shape may be changed. Thus an equilateral triangle may be re-

duced to a square, &c.

A figure of a given species may be found equal to the sum or dif-

ference of two magnitudes.
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Proposition XXVT. Theorem.

(644) If similar and similarly posited parallelograms

(A C and A F) have a common angle, they

are about the same diagonal.

For, if it be possible, let A I F be the diagonal of the parallelo-

gram A F, and draw through I the right line I L
parallel to A E. Since the parallelograms A I and
A F are about the same diagonal A I F, and have
a common angle A, A I and A F are similar (XXIV)

;

therefore B A is to A L as E A to A G ; but B A. is to Z u
l
\>&

AD as E A to AG (hyp.), therefore B A is to A L as B A to

A D, and therefore A L is equal to AD, which is absurd. There-

fore A I F is not the diagonal of AF, and in the same manner it

can be demonstrated that no other line is except A C F.

The student is recommended to omit the next three propositions,

and the first solution of the thirtieth, these being at present of no use

in any part of mathematical science, and inelegant and complicated

both in the demonstrations and results. These propositions were
frequently, however, used by the ancient geometers.

Proposition XXVII. Theorem.

(645) If any right line (A B) be bisected (in C) and

cut unequally (in D), the parallelogram (F C)

which is applied to the half deficient by a

figure (G B) similar to itself is greater than

the parallelogram (E D) applied to either of

the other parts deficient by a figure ( K B)

similar to the former (G B).

First, let AD be the greater segment of AB, complete the

parallelogram KI, and draw G B.

Since G B and K B are similar (hyp.), G B is the diagonal of

both (XXVI), therefore C K is „ a a

equal to K I (XLI1I, Book I.),

and if D L be added to both, C L

"

is equal to D I ; but C L and C E

I F. K I

j ft 1 VI

are equal (hyp.), therefore CE A cdbai>c :b

and D I are equal : add to both C K, and D E is equal to the
gnomon CLS, and therefore less than the parallelogram C I,

therefore less than F C, which is equal to C I.
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Now let A D be the less segment, complete the parallelogram

G [, and draw K B.

Since the parallelograms KB and G B are similar (hyp.), they

are about the same diagonal (XXVI), therefore the parallelo-

grams D G and G I are equal (XLIII, Book I.) ; but the right

lines F G and G L are equal (hyp.), and therefore the parallelo-

grams E G and G I are equal (XXXI, Book I.) ; but E G is

greater than F K, therefore G I is greater than FK, and DQ,
which is equal to G I, is also greater than F K ; add to both F D,

and F C is greater than E D.

Proposition XXVIII. Problem.

(646) To a given right line (A B) to apply a paral-

lelogram equal to a given rectilinear figure

(Z), and deficient by a figure similar to a

given parallelogram (X). But the rectilinear

figure must not be greater than the parallel-

ogram applied to half the given line, whose

defect is similar to the given parallelogram

(X).

Bisect AB in E, describe upon AE a parallelogram AG
similar to the given one X, and com- v a T z, m:

pleteAPFB.
AG is either equal to or greater M

than the given rectilinear figure Z
(hyp.) If it is equal, the problem is a
done.

If it be greater, construct a parallelogram K LM N equal to its

excess above Z and similar to X (XXV) ; since this parallelo-

gram is less than A G it is less than E F, which is equal to A G
(const.) ; but it is similar to it, and therefore its sides K I and
L M are less than the homologous sides E G and G F of the

parallelogram E F. Take away from these G K and G O equal to

K L and L M, and complete the parallelogram K G O I ; this is

similar to E F since both are similar to X (const.), and it is also

similarly posited, therefore K G O I and E F are about the same
diagonal (XXVI) ; draw their diagonal GIB, produce O I to S
and K I to M and N. Since the parallelogram E F is equal to

the sum ofKLMN and Z (const.), butK O is equal to K LM N,
the gnomon E N O is equal to Z ; but E I and I F are equal
(XLIII, Book I.), therefore if S N be added to both EN and
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S F are equal ; but since A E and E B are equal, E N is equal to

M E (XXXVI, Book I.), therefore M E and S F are equal, and
therefore if E I be added to both M S is equal to the gnomon
E N O ; but E N O is equal to the given rectilinear figure Z,

therefore M S is equal to the given figure Z ; and its defect S N
is similar to X, since it is similar to the parallelogram E F : and
therefore the required problem is solved.

Proposition XXIX. Problem.

(647) To a given right line (A B) to apply a paral-

lelogram equal to a given rectilinear figure

(Z), and exceeding by a figure (BX) similar

to a given parallelogram (X).

Bisect A B in E ; upon E B construct a parallelogram similar

to the given parallelogram X, and
construct a parallelogram G H simi-

lar to the parallelogram E L, and
equal to the sum of EL and Z
(XXV). Since G H is greater than

E L, its sides G K and K H are greater than the homologous
sides of E L, which are F E and F L ; on these sides produced
take F N and F M equal to G K and K H, and complete the

parallelogram N M ; this is similar to G H, therefore similar

to E L, and it is similarly placed, and therefore they are about

the same diagonal; draw the diagonal FBX through A, draw
A C parallel to E N until it meet P N produced. Since N M
and G H are equal, and GH is equal to the sum of Z and E L,

N M is also equal the sum of Z and E L ; take away from both
E L and the gnomon N O L is equal to Z ; but since A E and
E B are equal, the parallelograms A N and E P are equal, and
also EP and B M are equal (195), therefore AN is equal to

B M ; add O N to both, and A X is equal to the gnomon N O L,

and therefore equal to the given rectilinear figure Z, and its ex-,

cess P O is similar to the parallelogram E L, and therefore similar

to the given figure X.

Proposition XXX. Problem.

(MS) To cut a given finite right line (A B) in extreme

and mean ratio.
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Describe B C, the square of A B (XLVI, Book I.); to AC
apply a parallelogram equal to B C and exceeding by

a figure A D similar to B C (XXIX) ; since A D is

similar to B C it is a square ; since B C and C D are

equal, if C E be taken away from both, B F and A D
are equal, and they are equiangular, therefore E F is

to E D as E A to E B (XIV) ; but E F and E D are

equal to A B and A E, therefore A B is to A E as A E
to E B.

Otherwise thus :

Divide A B in E so that the rectangle under A B and E B shall

be equal to the square of A E (XI, Book II.), and A B is to A E
as AE to E B (XVII), therefore AB is cut in extreme and mean
ratio.

(649) If the lesser segment be taken upon the greater, the greater

will be cut in extreme and mean ratio (281) ; and by continuing this

process a series of lines will be found in continued proportion, in which
the common ratio is that of the segments of a line divided in extreme
and mean ratio.

The problem to divide a line in extreme and mean ratio is only a

particular case of the following more general one.
*
#* (650) To divide a line so that the rectangle under the whole line

and one jiari shall bear a given ratio (m : n) to the square of the other

vart.

Let any line E F be taken as diameter, and let a circle be described.

Take a mean proportional / between m a

and n, and upon the tangent at E take / n

E G, a fourth proportional to Z, m, Sf\ m

andEF. Then draw G H through^f c/ \ ,_ .

the centre C, and cut A B at D so W V
A D *

that AD:DB = HI:IG, andAB ]t~^
will be cut as required.

For E G : E F = m : I, that is, in the subduplicate ratio of m : n, v

the squares of E G and E F are as m : n. But the square of E G is

equal to the rectangle HGxGI. Therefore H G X G I : the square

of H I = m : n. Hence H G is cut as required at I, and A B is simi-

larly cut at D. .T
* * (651) In the solution of this problem we have assumed that ij

H I : I G s= AD : D B the rectangle H G xGI: the square ofH I =

A B X B D : the square of A D. This may be easily proved. Since

H I : I G = A D : D B, v H G : G I = A B : B D, v the rectangles

H G X G I and A B X B D are similar. Also the squares ofH I and

AD are similar. But H I : I G = A D : D B, v H I : A D r= I G i

D B Therefore the similar squares on H I and A D are as the simi-

lar rectangles HG X GI.AB X BDonIG and B D- In the same

manner the converse of this may be proved, sell, if H G x G I : tne

square of H I = A B X B D : the square of A D, then II I : I G =
A I) • D B.
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*^* (652) Hence if two lines be cut in extreme and mean ratio they

are cut similarly', and if a line be cut in extreme and mean ratio, any
line cut similarly will be also cut in extreme and mean ratio.

*%* (653) If the perpendicular ft C in a right angled triangle divide

the hypotenuse A D in extreme and mean ratio, the lesser side C D is

equal to the alternate segment A B, and vice versa.

For (553) D A x B D = the square of D C, but (hyp.) °

it also equals the square of A B, v CD=A B. s^ |\
Also if C D = A B, v D A x B D = the square A B, f- £-\

•." A D is cut in extreme and mean ratio at B.
*** (654) The three sides ofsuch a right angled triangle are in con-

tinued proportion, and vice versa. For AD x AB = the square of

A C (553), but C D = A B (hyp.), v A D x C D = the square of

C A. Also ifA D X C D = the square ofA C, it also = A D X A B,
•.CD = AB.
*£* (655) Hence on a given hypotenuse a right angled triangle may
be constructed whose sides are in continued proportion by dividing the

given hypotenuse in extreme and mean ratio, describing a semicircle

on it, and drawing a perpendicular to meet the semicircle, &c.

Proposition XXXI. Theorem.

(656) If any similar rectilinear figures be similarly

described on the sides of a right angled

triangle (B A C), the figure described on the

side (B C) subtending the right angle is equal

to the sum of the figures on the other side.

From the right angle draw a perpendicular A D to the oppo-

site side; B C is to C A as C A to C D (553), /\
therefore the figure upon B C is to the similar /^a/ ^""^^

figure upon CA as B C to C D (XX), but the / 7\. /
figure upon B C is to the similar figure upon \/_i___\y
B A as B C to B D (XX). Hence the sum of

B D

the segments B D and C D is to the hypotenuse I

B C as the sum of the figures on the sides is to the figure on the

hypotenuse. But the sum of the segments is equal to the

hypotenuse, and therefore the sum of the figures on the sides is

equal to the figure on the hypotenuse.

This proposition might be more immediately deduced from the twenty-

second proposition of this book and the forty-seventh of the first. Any
similar figures on the hypotenuse and sides are as the squares of these

lines (XXII) ; but the sum of the squares of the sides is equal to the

square of the hypotenuse, and therefore the sum of any similar figures

on the sides is equal to the figure on the hypotenuse.
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Proposition XXXII. Theorem.

(657) If two triangles (ABC,CDE) have two sides

proportional (A B to B C as C D to D E), and

be so placed at an angle that the homologous

sides are parallel, the remaining sides (AC
and C E) form one right line.

Because A B and C D are parallel, the alternate angles B and

B C D are equal (XXIX, Book I.), and also \
since C B and E D are parallel, the angles

D and B GD are equal (XXIX, Book I.),

therefore B and D are equal ; and since the

sides about these angles are proportional^

(hyp.), the triangles ABC and CDE are equiangular (VI),

therefore the angles A C B and C E D are equal ; but B C D is

equal to C D E, and if D C E be added, A C D and D C E are

together equal to CED, E D C, and D C E ; therefore A C D
and D C E are equal to two right angles (XXXII, Book I.), and
therefore A C and C E form one right line (XIV, Book I.).

In the enunciation of this proposition, it should be stated that the

proportional sides of the triangles which are not homo-
logous should form the angle at which they are joined,

for otherwise the remaining sides might not lie in the

same right line. The triangles might be placed as in

the annexed figure where A B : B C == C D : DE, and a"

the sides A B and C D, as also B C and D E, are respectively parallel,

but the angles ABC and CDE are supplemental, and A C and C E
are obviously not in the same right line.

Proposition XXXIII. Theorem.

(658) In equal circles, angles, whether at the centres

(BGC
;
EHF) or circumferences (B A C,

E D F), have the same ratio which the arcs on

which they stand have to one another: so

also have the sectors (B G C, EHF.)

Take any number of arcs C K, K L, each equal to B C, and

any number whatever F M, M N, each equal to E F : and join

G K, G L, H M, H N. Because the arcs B C, C K, K L,

are all equal, the angles B G C, C G K, K G L are also all
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(XXVII, Book III.) equal: therefore what multiple

soever the arc B L is of the arc B C, the same mul-

tiple is the angle B G L of the angle BGC: for the

same reason, whatever multiple the arc E N is of

the arc E F, the same multiple is the angle E H N
of the angle EHF: and if the arc B L be equal to

the arc E N, the angle B G L is also equal (XXVII,
Book III.) to the angle E H N ; and if the arc B L
be greater than E N, likewise the angle B G L is greater than

EHN; and if less, less : therefore as the arc B C is to the arc

E F, so (Def. V. Book V.) is the angle B G C to the angle

EHF: but as the angle BGC is to the angle EHF, so is

(XV, Book V.) the angle B AC to the angle EDF: for each
is double (XX, Book III.) of each ; therefore as the arc B C is to

E F, so is the angle BGC to the angle E H F, and the angle

B A C to the angle E D F.

Also, as the arc B C to E F, so shall the sector B G C be to

the sector EHF. Join B C, C K, and in the arcs

B C, C K take any points X, O, and join B X, X C,

CO, OK: then, because in the triangles GBC,
GCK the two sides B G, G C are equal to the two
C G, G K, each to each, and that they contain equal

angles, the base B C is equal (IV, Book I.) to the base

C K, and the triangle G B C to the triangle GCK;
and because the arc B C is equal to the arc C K, the

remaining part of the circumference of the circle AB C is equal
to the remaining part of the circumference of the same circle

:

therefore the angle B X C is equal (XXVII, Book III.) to the
angle COK; and the segment B X C is therefore similar to the

segment COK: and they are upon equal straight lines, B C, C K,
and are equal (XXIV, Book III.) ; therefore the segment B X C
is equal to the segment COK: and the triangle BGC was
proved to be equal to the triangle C G K ; therefore the sector

BGC is equal to the sector CGK: for the same reason, the

sector K G L is equal to each of the sectors B G C, C G K : in

the same manner, the sectors EHF, F H M, MHN may be
proved equal to one another : therefore, what multiple soever

the arc B L is of B C, the same multiple is the sector B G L of
the sector BGC: and for the same reason, whatever multiple

the arc E N is of E F, the same multiple is the sector E H N of
the sector EHF: and if the arc B L be equal to E N, the

sector B G L is equal to the sector EHN; and if the arc B L
be greater than E N, the sector B G L is greater than the sector

E H N ;
and if less, less : therefore as (Def. V. Book V.) the arc

B C is to the arc E F, so is the sector BGC to the sector

E U F.
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By this proposition we are entitled to assume arcs referred to the

same radius as measures of angles, and vice versa.

(659) Every arc is to a quadrant of the same circle as the cor-

responding central angle is to a right angle, and it is to the whole
circumference as the same angle to four right angles.

(660) Similar arcs of different circles being those which are pro-

portional to their circumferences must subtend equal angles at the

centre and circumference.

(661) Also in different circles arcs which subtend equal angles at the

centre or circumference are similar.

Hence similar segments are contained by similar arcs, and vice versa.

(662) The arcs of unequal circles are in a ratio compounded of their

central angles and their radii.

Let A, A' be the arcs, R, R/ the radii, and «, a! the angles. With
a radius equal to R describe an angle equal to a\ and let the subtend-

ing arc be m.
Since the arcs A and in have equal radii, V A : m = a \ a\ and

since m and A' have equal central angles they are as their radii (633),

V m : A' := R : R'. But A : A' is a ratio compounded of the ratios

A : m and m : A', or of the equivalent ratios a : a' and R : R'.

(6j63) Central angles are in a ratio compounded of the direct ratio of
their arcs t

and the inverse ratio of their radii.

For by (662) we have A : A' = j^ \ *£

Let each of these equal ratios be compounded with the ratio R' : R,
and we have

But

A : A)
R' : Rj

"

R • RM
t>/ ! -n f

is a ratio of equality (597), V
A : A'\

R': Rj a i a'.
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ELEMENTS OF SOEID GEOMETRY.

INTRODUCTION.

(1.) The first six books of Euclid's Elements, to which we have
directed the attention ofthe student in the preceding part of this volume,
are confined to the investigation of the properties of rectilinear figures

and circles which are all described upon the same plane. It is evident
that it maybe, and very frequently is, necessary to consider the mutual
relations and properties of right lines and circles which are in different

planes, and also the various circumstances which regulate the relative

position of planes themselves. Besides this, there are numerous other

surfaces on which, as well as on planes, right lines or circles, or both,

may be drawn. The properties of such surfaces, and the various lines

which may be described upon them, form an important part ofgeome-
trical science. But even this gives a very inadequate notion of the

extent of the field which geometry presents to our contemplation.

The right line and circle are the most simple of all lines, and those

which perhaps most frequently become the subjects of examination ;

but they are far from including the whole even of that class of lines

which are described upon a plane, not to mention innumerable curves

which are drawn upon other surfaces, but the points of which are not
all in the same plane. The variety of surfaces is as infinite as that of

lines. They are divided into plane and curved surfaces. All plane
surfaces are perfectly alike in their properties, but curved surfaces

admit of endless variety.

Of this extensive field for geometrical investigation, long-established

usage has assigned a certain part to ' the elements of geometry.' The
' elements of plane geometry' are confined to the properties of right

lines and circles described upon the same plane, excluding ellipses,

hyperbolas, and numberless other lines, which in common with the

right line and circle admit of being drawn upon a plane, and are thence

called * plane curves.' These are generally assigned to the province

of the sublimer geometry, and their properties are investigated most
easily and effectually by analysis. This subject is treated of in consi-

derable detail in my treatise on Analytic Geometry.
Q
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The l elements of solid geometry are confined to the investigation

of the circumstances which determine the mutual position of right

lines and circles which are not in the same plane, the properties ot

solid figures which are bounded by planes, and those of the surfaces

.denominated spheres, cylinders, and cones, and the solids bounded by
these alone, or by these conjointly with planes. The unlimited variety

of curved surfaces which do not come under these denominations are

resigned to the province of the higher geometry, and like the * plane

curves' already mentioned are brought under the dominion of analysis.

The student who desires to penetrate to the depths of this department

of the science, will find ample information and assistance in the beau-

tiful work of Monge, entitled Application d'Algebre a la Geometric

Conformably to what we have now stated, we shall devote the

present treatise to the investigation of the conditions which determine

the mutual position of right lines which are not in the same plane, ot

different planes with respect to each other and to right lines, the

properties of figures or spaces bounded by planes, and the principal

properties of spheres, cylinders, and cones.
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Of the Relative Position of Right Lines and Planes.

(2) Def.—A plane is a surface such that a right line cannot be
drawn through two points in it without having all its points in

the surface.

There are other surfaces besides a plane in which it is possible to

assume two points such that if a right line be drawn through them,

and be indefinitely produced, it will lie entirely in the surface, but in a

plane surface it is impossible to assume two points with which this will

not happen. This is not true of any other surface.

(3) Cor Hence it follows, that one part of a right line cannot be

in a plane while another part of it is above or below it.

Proposition I.

(4) If two planes cut each other, their common inter-

section will be a right line.

For if any two points of their common intersection be assumed,

and a right line be drawn through them, this right line must lie

entirely in each of the planes (2), and must therefore be their

common intersection.

(5) Def.—A plane is said to be drawn through a right line

when it is drawn through two points of that line. The whole

line will in this case be in the plane.

(6) It is evident that innumerable planes may be drawn through the

same right line, or what is the same, any number of planes may inter-

sect each other in the same right line. This will easily be perceived

if any plane, drawn through the right line, be conceived to revolve

round that right line. The different positions which it will assume in

different parts of its revolution will be those of different planes drawn

through the right line.

o 2
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Proposition II.

(7) Two planes can have only one line of intersection.

For suppose that they had a second. Through any two points

on those lines of intersection let a right line be drawn. By (2)

every part of this line is in each of the planes. Therefore it is a

third line of intersection ; and the same being true of right lines

drawn through every two points on the lines of intersection, it

follows that every right line which is drawn in one plane is also

in the other, and therefore the two planes are identical.

Hence two distinct planes cannot have more than one line of

intersection.

This proposition is analogous to that in virtue of which two right

lines can intersect only in one point.

Proposition III.

(8) If a point be given, and. also a right line not pass-

ing through the given point, a plane may be

drawn through them, and but one such plane

can be drawn.

Let a plane be drawn through the given right line, and, being

indefinitely produced, let it be conceived to revolve round that

right line. In its revolution it must sweep through all the

surrounding space, and must therefore pass through the given

point.

There is but one plane passing through the given right line which
also passes through the given point ; for if we were to suppose a

second plane it would evidently have two intersections with the first,

viz. the given right line and another intersection passing through the

given point.

The student should recollect that planes are considered as indefi-

nitely produced.

(9) Cor.— Hence a right line and a point, provided the point be not

on the right line, are sufficient to determine a plane.

Proposition IV.

QO) A plane, and but one plane, can be drawn through

three points which are not on the same right

line.
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Let a right line be drawn through any two of the points, and a
plane, and but one plane, can be drawn through this line and the
third point (8).

(11) Cor.— Hence three points, not placed in the same right

line, are sufficient to determine a plane.

Proposition V.

(12) A plane, and but one plane, can be drawn through

two intersecting right lines.

For let a point be assumed on each of them different from
their point of intersection. A plane, and but one plane, can be
drawn through the two assumed points and the point of intersec-

tion (10), and the two intersecting lines will be in this plane (2).

(13) Cor. -— Hence two right lines which intersect are sufficient

to determine a plane.

(14) Def.—The plane which is drawn through two intersecting

lines is usually called ' the plane of those lines,' or * the plane of

the angle' which those lines contain.

Proposition VI.

(15) A plane, and but one plane, can be drawn througli

two parallel lines.

A plane may be drawn through them because by their definition

they are in the same plane; and but one plane can be drawn
through them, because but one plane can be drawn through

either of them, and any point assumed upon the other (8).

Proposition VII.

(16) If two right lines intersect, a third right line may
be drawn through their point of intersection

perpendicular to each of them.

Let A B and A C be the right lines intersecting at A. Take
equal parts A B, A C from A and draw B C. Bisect B C at D,
and draw a line D E perpendicular to B C, and making any

angle with AD, and let the acute angle be ADE. Through A
and in the plane of the lines ADE (13) draw A E perpendi-

cular to AD. The line AE will then be also perpendicular to

AB and AC. For draw EC and EB.
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Since B A C is an isosceles triangle, and AD bisects B C, AD
is perpendicular to BC (El. (75) ).* Hence
ADC and ADB are right angled triangles.

Also ED C and ED B are right angles. Hence
the square of EC is equal to the sum of the

squares of ED and DC. But also because of

the right angle E A D, the square of E D is

equal to the sum of the squares of EA and AD. Hence the

square of EC is equal to the sum of the squares of EA, AD,
and D C. But, because of the right angle ADC, the square of

A C is equal to the sum of the squares of AD and D C. Hence
the square of E C is equal to the sum of the squares of EA and

AC, and therefore the angle EAC is right.

In the same manner it may oe proved that the angle E A B is

right.

Proposition VIII.

(17) A right line which is perpendicular to two right

lines which intersect, is also perpendicular to

every line in their plane drawn through their

point of intersection.

For let AE be perpendicular to the lines AB and AC, and
let AD be any other line through A in the plane of the angle

BA C. Let any line B C be drawn intersecting the sides A B,

AC, and bisected by the line ADf;and draw EB, EC.
In the triangle BEC, since the line ED bisects the base BC,

the sum of the squares of EB and EC is equal to twice the

sum of the squares of ED and DC (EL (299) ). Also because

of the right angled triangles B A E and CA E, the square of B E
is equal to the sum of the squares of B A and A E, and the square

of C E is equal to the sum of the squares of C A and A E. Hence
the sum of the squares of B E and C E is equal to the sum of

the squares of BA and CA together with twice the square of

EA. Hence twice the sum of the squares of DE and DC is

equal to the sum of the squares of BA and A C together with

twice the square of AE.
But since the line AD bisects BC, the sum of the squares of

BA and CA is equal to twice the sum of the squares of DA
and D C. Hence twice the sum of the squares of D E and DC
is equal to twice the sum of the squares of EA, AD, and DC.
Take from both twice the square of D C, and we find that twice

the sum of the squares of EA and AD is equal to twice the

* Where El. precedes a reference, the article referred to is in the first six books of
Euclid's Elements; otherwise the reference is to the Solid Geometry.

I
See note, p. 243.
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square of E D, and therefore the sum of the squares of E A and
D A is equal to the square of E D, and therefore the angle E A D
is right ; and the same may be proved of any other right line

drawn through A in the plane of the angle B A C.

Hence the line A E is perpendicular to every right line drawn
through A in the plane of the angle B A C.

(18) Def.—A right line, such as A E, which is drawn from a

point in a plane so as to be perpendicular to all lines drawn in

the plane through that point, is said to be perpendicular to the

plane itself.

(19) Cor.—Through the same point A in a given plane B A C
only one right line A E can be drawn perpendicular to the plane.

For if another could be drawn let it be A F, and let AC be the

intersection of the plane of the angle F A E with the given plane

BAC. Since FA and EA are both perpendicular to the plane

BAC, the angles EAC and FAC are both right, and therefore

equal, a part to the whole, which is absurd.

(20) Def.—We shall call that point at which a perpendicular

to a plane meets the plane, thefoot of the perpendicular.

Proposition IX,

(21) From a given point out of a given plane a right

line maybe drawn perpendicular to the plane,

and only one such line can be drawn.

Let A B C be the given plane, and P the given point. Draw
any line P B from P to the plane ; if this be per-

pendicular to the plane, the proposition is true. If

not, let any line B C be drawn from the point B,

and in the given plane, and let the angle PBC be

acute. From P inflect on BC a right line PC,
equal in length to P B, so that the triangle B P C shall be

isosceles. Bisect B C at D, and in the given plane draw D A
perpendicular to B C, and from P draw PA perpendicular to

AD. This line PA will be perpendicular to the given plane.

For draw AB, AC, and PD.
Since B P C is an isosceles triangle and PD bisects the base,

it is perpendicular to the base, and the angles PDB, PDC are

right. The angles ADC and ADB are right by construction.

The square of PB is equal to the sum of the squares of PD
and DB. But since PAD is right by construction, the square

of PD is equal to the sum of the squares of PA and AD.
Hence the square of PB is equal to the sum of the squares of

PA, AD, and BD. But since ADB is a right angle, the sum
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of the squares of A D and B D is equal to the square of A B.

Hence the square of P B is equal to the sum of the squares of

P A and A B, and therefore the angle P A B is right, and since

P A D is also right, the line P A is perpendicular to the plane

ABC (17, 18).

It is evident that only one perpendicular can be drawn from
the same point P, because if two were supposed to be drawn they

would both be perpendicular to the line joining the points where
they would meet the plane, and thus two right angles would be
in the same triangle.

Proposition X.

(22) Of the several lines which may be drawn from a

given point P to a given plane ABC,
1°. The perpendicular P A is the shortest.

2°. Those which are equally inclined to the per-

pendicular are equal, and vice versa.

3°. The greater the angle which a line makes
with the perpendicular, the greater the line is,

and vice versa.

4°. Lines which meet the plane at equal dis-

tances from the foot of the perpendicular are

equal, and vice versa.

5°. The more distant the point where a line

meets the plane is from the foot of the per-

pendicular, the greater is the line, and vice

versa.

1°. The perpendicular PA is the shortest line, because it is the
side of a right angled triangle P A B, of which any
other line P B is the hypotenuse.

2°. If the angles CPA and B P A be equal, since

die angles PA B and P A C are right, and P A com-
mon to the triangles C PA and BP A, the sides B P
and P C are equal.

If the sides P B and P C be equal, since the angles P A B
and P A C are right and P A common, the angles A P B and
A P C must be equal. (El. (110).)

3°. If the angle A P B be greater than the angle A P C, since

ihe side P A is common and the angles at A right, the side A B
must be greater than A C, and therefore P B greater than P C.
(El. (112).)
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If PB be greater than PC, since PA is common, and the
angles at A right, the side A B is greater than A C, and there-

fore the angle A P B greater than tlie angle A P C.
4°. If AB be equal to AC, since AP is common, and the

angles at A right, the lines PB and PC must be equal.

If PB be equal to PC, since PA is common, and the angles

at A right, the sides A B and A C are equal.

5°. If A B be greater than AC, since PA is common, and the

angles at A right, the line PB must be greater than P C.

If PB be greater than PC, since PA is common, and the

angles at A right, the line A B must be greater than A C.

(23) Cor.—Hence all equal oblique lines from a point P to a

given plane terminate in the circumference of a circle described

upon the plane of which the foot of the perpendicular is the

centre ; and also all lines which, drawn from the same point to a
plane, meet the plane in the circumference of a circle, of which
the foot of the perpendicular is the centre, are equal.

Proposition XI.

(24) If PA be perpendicular to the plane ABC, and

B C be a right line in that plane, and from A
A D be drawn perpendicular to B C, then P D
will be perpendicular to B C.

On each side of D take equal parts D B and D C, and draw
PB, PC, AB, and AC.

Since D B is equal to D C, and the angles atD
are right, A B is equal to A C. Also, since A B
and A C are equal, and the angles PA B and PA C
are right, P B and P C are equal. In the isosceles

triangle BPC, PD bisects the base and is there-

fore perpendicular to it.

(25) Cor.— It is evident that B C is perpendicular to the plane

PDA, since it is perpendicular to DP and DA.

(26) The lines PA and BC are an instance of two lines which, with-

out being parallel, can never meet if produced indefinitely, since the

same plane cannot be drawn through them.

Proposition XII.

(TJ) If a right line be perpendicular to a plane, every

right line which is parallel to it is perpendi-

cular to the same plane.
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Let PA be perpendicular to the plane ABC, and let DE be

parallel to PA. Draw AD, and draw B C per-

pendicular to A D, and in the given plane and
from any point P in the perpendicular A P draw
PD.
The line BC is perpendicular to the plane

PDA (25), and since DE is parallel to PA the

same plane may be drawn through them, and this plane is evi-

dently that of the angle EDA. Since BC is perpendicular to

the plane PDA or EDA, EDC is a right angle. But because
of the parallels, EDA is a right angle. Hence ED is perpen-
dicular to D C and D A, and is therefore perpendicular to the

plane ABC.

Proposition XIII.

(28) Perpendiculars to the same plane are parallel.

For if two perpendiculars be not parallel, through the foot of

one draw a parallel to the other. This will be perpendicular to

the plane (27), and therefore two perpendiculars to the same
plane would pass through the same point, which cannot be (19).

Proposition XIV.

(29) Right lines which are parallel to the same right

line are parallel to each other.

For the plane which is perpendicular to the last will be also

perpendicular to the others (27), and therefore the other lines

must be parallel to each other (28).

This proposition applied to parallels in the same plane is the

thirtieth proposition of the first book of the Elements.

(30) Def.—When a plane and a right line are so placed that

each being indefinitely produced they will never meet, they are

said to be parallel.

Proposition XV.

(31) If two right lines be parallel, every plane drawn
through one of them is parallel to the other.

(The plane of the parallels themselves is here excepted.)
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Let AB and CD be the parallels, and let EF be a plane
drawn through CD. The line AB is parallel A | j«

— —-j 7F

Y
E

\z>
A A1 /»

to the plane E F.

For let AD be the plane of the parallels. The
line AB, however produced, cannot pass out of

the plane AD, and therefore cannot meet the plane EF without
meeting CD; but it is parallel to CD, and therefore can never
meet the plane E F, and is therefore parallel to it.

(32) Def.—The inclination of a right line to a plane is the

complement of the inclination of that right line to a perpendicu-
lar to the plane drawn through the point where the line meets
the plane.

(33) If from any point P in a right line PD, which inter-

sects a plane AB C at D, a perpendicular PA
be drawn, and also the line D A, the inclination

of PD to the plane ABC is equal to the angle

PDA.
For through D draw DE perpendicular to

the plane. The lines PA and DE are in the

same plane, and the line PD is in that plane. Hence the angle

PDA is the complement of PDE, and is therefore equal to the

inclination of the line PD to the plane.

From whatever point of the line PD the perpendicular be
drawn, it will meet the plane in the same right line A D. Sup-
pose it drawn from P'. The lines PA and P/A/

being parallel

(28) are in the same plane, and that plane is evidently the plane

of the angle PDA, or PDE.
(34) Def. — If perpendiculars PA, P'A' be drawn from the

extremities of a right line PP' to a plane, the right line A A'

joining the feet of the perpendiculars is called the projection of

the right line PP' upon the plane.

(35) Cor. 1.— Hence it appears that the inclination of a right

line to a plane is equal to the inclination of that right line to its

projection on the plane.

(36) Cor. 2.— If a right line be parallel to a plane it is parallel

to its projection, and therefore equal to it, but otherwise the line

is always greater than its projection.

The relation between a line and its projection is expressed trigono-

metrically thus : p = a cos. A, where a is the line, p its projection,

and A its inclination.

(37) Def.— Two planes, which being indefinitely produced

never meet, are said to be parallel.
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Proposition XVI.

(38) Planes which are perpendicular to the same right

line are parallel.

For if not, let them meet, and from the feet of the perpendi-

cular draw two right lines to any point of their intersection.

These lines will both be at right angles to the perpendicular (18),

so that the triangle thus formed will have two right angles, which

is absurd.

Proposition XVII.

(39) If two parallel planes be intersected by a third

plane their common intersections are parallel.

For they are in the same plane, as is evident, and they can

never meet, for if they did the parallel planes in which they

respectively are would meet.

Proposition XVIII.

(40) If two planes be parallel, any right line which is

perpendicular to one will also be perpendicular

to the other.

Let AB be perpendicular to the plane E F, and intersect the

plane GH which is parallel to E F at JB. Through
AB let any plane be drawn intersecting the p. 7
parallel planes in AD and BC. The lines AD /

P
\ /

and B C are by hyp. in the same plane, and
since they are also in parallel planes they can

never meet, and are therefore parallel. Hence
the angles BAD and ABC are supplemental

;

but BAD is right by hyp. and therefore ABC
is also right, and the same being true for every

plane drawn through AB, the line AB is per-

pendicular to every line through B in the plane G H, and is there-
fore perpendicular to the plane itself.

Proposition XIX.

(41) Planes which are parallel to the same plane are

parallel to eacli other.
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For let a right line be drawn perpendicular to the latter. It

is also perpendicular to the former (40), and therefore the former
are parallel (38).

Proposition XX.

(42) The parts of parallel lines intercepted between
parallel planes are equal.

Let E F and GH be the parallel planes, and A B and CD
the parallel lines. Draw AC and BD.

Since A C and BD are in parallel planes they
cannot meet, and since also they are in the same
plane (that of the parallels) they are parallel.

HenceAD is a parallelogram, and thereforeA B
and CD are equal.

(43) Cor.— Hence all perpendiculars drawn
between parallel planes are equal, and therefore

parallel planes are equidistant.

Proposition XXI.

(44) If two angles have their sides respectively parallel

and lying in the same direction, they will be

equal, and their planes will be parallel.

If they be in the same plane, the proposition has been proved

in the Elements (117).

If they be not in the same plane, let the angles be B A C and
EDF.
Take AB equal to DE and AC to DF, and

draw the lines B E F C.

Since A B and D E are equal and parallel,

B E and AD are equal and parallel. In the same
manner C F and AD are equal and parallel, and
therefore B E and C F are equal and parallel, and
hence B C and EF are equal and parallel. The
triangles BAC and EDF are therefore mutually equilateral,

and therefore mutually equiangular, and hence the angle BAC
is equal to the angle EDF.
The planes BAC and EDF are parallel, for if not draw

through A a plane parallel to EDF, and let it intersect CF at

any point G different from C. It follows from (42) that GF is

equal to AD, but CF has been proved equal to AD, and

therefore G F is equal to CF, which is absurd.
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Proposition XXII.

(45) If the planes of two equal angles (B A C and

E D F) and one pair of their legs (A B and

D E) be parallel, and the other pair of legs

(A C and D F) be at the same side of the

parallel legs, they will also be parallel.

For ifAC be not parallel to DF, draw AK parallel to DF.
The plane KAB is parallel to EDF (44?), and therefore

coincident with the plane BA C. Also the angle KA B is equal

to EDF (44), and therefore equal to BAG, which is absurd.

(46) Def. — The inclination of two right lines which do not

meet, or through which the same plane cannot be drawn, is

estimated by the angle contained by any two lines drawn through

the same point parallel to them. It appears from the preceding

proposition that this angle will be the same whatever be the point

through which the lines which form it are drawn.

Proposition XXIII.

(47) If three right lines be parallel, equal, and not in

the same plane, the triangles formed by right

lines joining their extremities are mutually

equilateral, and their planes are parallel.

Let the parallel lines be AD, BE, and CF. Since BE and
AD are equal and parallel, AB and DE are equal and parallel,

and in the same manner it may be proved that AC and DF,
B C and E F are equal and parallel. Hence the triangles ABC
and DEF are mutually equilateral, and (44) that their planes

are parallel.

(48) Def.— The inclination of two planes, or the angle under
them, is estimated by the inclination of two right lines which are

respectively perpendicular to them.

Since all perpendiculars to the same plane are parallel, it follows

that the angle by which the inclination of two planes is estimated
must be the same, wherever the two perpendiculars to the planes may
be drawn. This will plainly appear from (44) and (45). By this

definition the mutual inclination of planes is determined by that of

right lines, which considerably simplifies all investigations respecting

them.
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Hence the student will easily perceive that the common properties

of intersecting right lines may be extended to intersecting planes, li

a plane intersect another, the adjacent angles are together equal to

two right angles, and the angles vertically opposite are equal. Also

if one plane be perpendicular to another, the latter is perpendicular

to the former. Consequences may be deduced respecting planes

similar to those in the twenty-seventh, twenty-eighth, and twenty-

ninth propositions of the first book of the Elements.

Proposition XXIV.

(49) If two planes intersect, their mutual inclination is

equal to the angle contained by right lines

drawn from the same point on their common
intersection in the planes and respectively per-

pendicular to their intersection.

Let E F and G H be the planes and ED their intersection.

From any point A draw A B perpendicular to

ED, and in the plane GH and AC perpendi-

cular to ED and in the plane EF. The angle
t

B A C is the inclination of the planes. 1L—

—

For from A draw A P perpendicular to GH
and AR perpendicular to EF. Since RAD
and PAD are right angles, the plane of the angle PAR is per-

pendicular to the line AD, and since CAD and BAD are right

angles, the plane of the angle BAC is at right angles to AD.
Hence the angles BAC and PAR are in the same plane (19).

Since AR is perpendicular to EF, the angle RAC is right, and

since PA is perpendicular to GH, the angle PAB is right.

Hence the angle R A C is equal to the angle PAB. From both

take the common part PAC and the remainders are equal, that

is, PAR, which is the inclination of the planes (48), is equal to

the angle BAC.
Proposition XXV.

(50) If a right line PA be perpendicular to a plane

EF, every plane drawn through the perpendi-

cular PA is also perpendicular to EF.

Let PAC be a plane drawn through the perpendicular PA,

and from A in the plane EF draw AD perpen-

dicular to AC.
Since PA is perpendicular to the plane EF,

the angles PAC and PAD are right, and there- [^
tore the line D A, being perpendicular to A P and
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AC, must be perpendicular to the plane PAC (17, 18). Since

then AD is perpendicular to the plane PAC, and A P is per-

pendicular to the plane EF, the inclination of those planes is

that of the lines AD and A P. But PAD is a right angle, and

therefore the planes are perpendicular ; and the same may be

proved of any plane drawn through PA.

Proposition XXV

L

(51) If a plane PA C be perpendicular to another EF,
and if the line PA be drawn in the plane PAC
perpendicular to the line of intersection B C,

then PA will be perpendicular to the plane

EF.

For draw AD in the plane E F and perpendicular to B C.

The angle PAD is the inclination of the two planes (49), and
is therefore a right angle. But PA C is a right angle by hyp.

Hence the line PA being perpendicular to two lines in the plane

EF is perpendicular to the plane EF (17, 18).

(52) Cor.— It is evident, that if from the intersection of two
perpendicular planes a right line be drawn perpendicular to

either, it will be entirely in the other.

Proposition XXVII.

(53) If two intersecting planes be perpendicular to a

third plane, their common intersection will be

perpendicular to the third plane.

For if, from the point where their common intersection meets

the third plane, a perpendicular to the third plane be drawn, that

perpendicular must be in each of the two planes (52), and must
therefore be their intersection.

Proposition XXVIII.

(54) Right lines intersecting parallel planes are divided

proportionally.

Let the parallel planes be E F, G H, and I K, and let the right

lines which intersect them be A B and C D. Draw A D and
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join the several points where the right lines

meet the planes by the lines AC, LMN,
and BD.

Since the planes G H and I K are parallel,

and intersected by the plane BAD, the lines

LM and BD are parallel (39); and since

the planes GH and EF are parallel and
intersected by the plane ADC, the lines

MN and AC are parallel (39). Hence by
the two triangles

have A L
CN

BAD and ADC we
: LB = AM : MD,
: ND = AM : MD;

therefore A L : LB = CN : ND.

Proposition XXIX.

(55) If two right lines be not in the same plane, planes

may be drawn through them which are parallel,

and only two such planes can be drawn.

Let the lines be AB and CD. Through any point A of the

line AB draw A E parallel to CD, and through any
point C of the line CD draw CF parallel to AB.
The planes of the angles BAE and FCD are pa-

rallel (44). It is evident that no other parallel r

planes can be drawn through AB and CD.

(56)

Proposition XXX.
If two right lines be not in the same plane, a

third right line may be drawn intersecting

them at right angles, and only one such line

can be drawn.

Let parallel planes be drawn through the given right lines, and
also let planes be drawn through each of them at right angles to

those parallel planes. The intersection of these two planes will

intersect the given right lines at right angles (53) (18), and will

be the only line which can be so drawn.

Proposition XXXI.

(57) The right line which intersects perpendicularly

two right line - not in the same pl?\ne is the

shortest line whicn can be drawn between

those two right lines.

R
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For it is perpendicular to the parallel planes which may be

drawn through them (56), and any other line drawn between

them would be oblique to these planes and there-

fore longer (22).

(58) Def.—A solid angle is formed by three

or more planes which meet at the same point.

Thus the planes BAC, BAD, and DAC form a

solid angle.
CD

(59) Def.— The point A where the planes meet is called the

vertex of the solid angle.

It is evident that the sides or faces of a solid angle are plane angles,

and that less than three plane angles cannot form a solid angle.

(60) Def.— The edges of a solid angle are the lines (A B, A C,

AD,) in which the plane angles intersect.

If with the point A as centre, and any distance A b as radius, a

circular arc b d be described in the plane of the angle BAD, and
another b c in the plane of the angle BAC, and a third dc in the

plane of the angle DAC, a triangle b dc will be formed by the three

arcs, called a spherical triangle. The sides of this triangle are the

measures of the plane angles which form the solid angle A, and its

angles are the inclinations of the planes of these angles. The pro-

perties of solid angles are thus identified with those of spherical

triangles, and they form the subject of spherical geometry and trigo-

nometry. On this subject the student is referred to the second part

of my treatise on trigonometry. If the solid angle be formed by more
than three plane angles, it corresponds to a spherical figure with more
than three sides. In spherical geometry the only property of a solid

angle which has been borrowed from solid geometry is that which is

established in the following proposition.

Proposition XXXII.

(61) If a solid angle be formed by three plane angles,

any two ofthese taken together must be greater

than the third.

It is only necessary to prove that the greatest of the three
plane angles is less than the sum of the other two.

Let B A C be the greatest, and draw A E so that the
angle CAE shall be equal to the angle CAD. On
the line AD take AD equal to A E, and draw BD
and D C.

In the triangles CAD and CAE the sides AD
and A E are equal, A C is common, and the angles

CAD and CAE are equal, therefore the bases CE and CD
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are equal. Hence B E is the difference of the sides B C and
CD of the triangle BCD, and is therefore less than the base
BD (El. 99). In the triaaglesDAB and EAB the sides DA
and EA are equal, and BA is common, and the base BD has
been proved greater than BE, and therefore the angle BAD is

greater than the angle B A E. To these, let the equal angles

CAD and CAE be added, and it follows that the sum of the

angles BAD and CAD is greater than the angle B A C.

(62) All the other properties of solid angles may be deduced from
the results of spherical geometry and trigonometry. Thus we find

that in a solid angle formed by several plane angles, any one of the

plane angles is less than the sum of all the others. That ' the sum of

the plane angles which form any solid angle must be less than four

right angles.' Trig. (130).

That * if a solid angle be formed by three plane angles the sum of

the inclinations of the planes cannot be less than two right angles

nor greater than six/ but may have any intermediate magnitude.

Trig. (140).

These and other properties too numerous to insert here will be
found in the work already cited. It may, however, be worth men-
tioning, that of the six quantities related to a solid angle contained by
three planes, viz. the three plane angles and the three inclinations of

the planes, any three being given the other three can always be deter-

mined. Trig. Part II. Sect. VII.

Note on Prop. VIII. p. 230

In the construction of this proposition the solution of the following

problem is assumed.

A straight line A D is drawn through

the vertex of a given angle B A C. It is

required to draw another line terminated

in the sides A B and A C of the given

angle, and so placed as to be bisected by
the line A D.
Take any distance A E from the vertex

A upon the side A B, and take from the

point E another space E F equal to A E. From the point E draw a

straight line parallel to A C. This line will intersect A D in some

point G. Draw a straight line through F and G, and produce it to

meet the side A C. This line F H will be bisected at G.

For since E G is parallel to A H, the lines F A and F H are cut

proportionally by E G. But since F A is bisected at E, F H must be

bisected at G.
r 2
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Of Solid Figures which are bounded by Planes*

(63) Since three planes are necessary to form a solid angle, it is

evident that they cannot completely enclose a solid space. There will

be in one direction a void which cannot be closed without one additional

plane at least. Hence it appears, that less than four planes cannot

enclose solid space, and therefore a solid figure cannot have less than

four faces, the plane figures which enclose such a solid being called

faces. The solid may also be conceived to be bounded by right lines

formed by the intersections of the planes of its faces. These are called

its edges; and it is evident that there cannot be more edges than there

are distinct pairs of faces. By the principles of algebra, it follows, that

if n be the number of bounding planes, ———— is the number of pairs.
1 .

1

4x3
Thus if the number of faces be 4, the number of pairs is—-— or 6 ;

A

if the number of faces be 5, the number of pairs is' or 10; if
2

,6x5
the number of faces be 6, the number of pairs is —-— or 15, and so

A

on. In this way limits maybe determined, which the number of edges

corresponding to a given number of faces cannot exceed. These limits

are, however, too wide. An exact investigation of the relation between
the number of faces, edges, and angles of a solid figure, bounded by
planes, will be found in my Trigonometry, p. 314. (second edition), and
in Legendre's Geometry, p. 180. and note. (Brewster's Translation

)

(64) Solid figures receive denominations expressive of the number of

their faces ; thus a figure with four faces is called a tetraedron, one
with six faces an hexaedron, and so on. Generally, solids with more
than six faces are called polyedrons.

(65) Solids also receive denominations according to the figures and
position of their faces, as in the following instances.

\66) Def.— A prism is a solid figure two of whose faces are equal and
similar rectilinear figures so placed that their equal sides are respect-

ively parallel, the other faces being parallelograms formed by right

lines joining the vertices of the corresponding angles of these rectilinear

figures. Theec figures are called the bases of the prism, and the edges
formed by the right lines which are drawn connecting the vertices are

called the sides of the prism.
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Let A B C D and abed be equal and similar rectilinear figures

described upon parallel planes. And let A B and a b,

two homologous sides, be parallel, and so placed
that the vertices A and a of corresponding angles

will be opposite. It will then follow that all the

other homologous sides of the figures will be parallel

each to each. For since A B and a b are parallel,

and also the planes of the angles BAD and bad, and these angles
themselves are equal, it follows that the sides AD and ad are parallel

(45) ; and the same may be proved successively of each pair of homo-
logous sides.

Since A B and a b are equal and parallel, the figure A B b a is a
parallelogram, and in like manner it may be shown that the other faces

formed by the lines joining the corresponding vertices of the bases are
parallelograms.

It is evident that all the sides of a prism are equal.

(67) Def.— The altitude of a prism is the perpendicular dis-

tance between its bases.

(68) Def.—A prism is said to be right or oblique, according

as its sides are perpendicular or oblique to its bases.

(69) Def.— Prisms are denominated from the nature of their

bases, triangular, quadrangular, pentagonal, &c.

(70) Def.—A prism whose bases are parallelograms is called

a parallelopiped.

A parallelopiped is therefore an hexaedron all whose faces

are parallelograms, and each pair of faces which do not actually

intersect are parallel. Any two parallel faces may be taken as

the bases of the prism.

If the bases of a parallelopiped be rectangles and its sides be

perpendicular to them, all the faces will evidently be rectangles.

In this case it is called a rectangular parallelopiped.

(71) Def.— If the bases of a rectangular parallelopiped be

squares, and the altitude be equal to the side of the base, all its

faces will be squares. Such a parollelopiped is called a cube.

Proposition I.

(72) If the bases of two prisms be equal and similar,

and two homologous sides of the bases be

equally inclined to the sides of the prisms

with which they form a solid angle, the several

sides of each prism will be inclined to the

sides of the base which they meet at angles

which are respectively equal.

r 3
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Let the base ab cde be placed upon the base ABCDE, so

that the several homologous sides shall coin-

cide. Let the side bg be inclined to b a and

b c at the same angles as B G is inclined to

BA and BC. Hence the side bg coincides

with B G. Since the point a coincides with

A and the lines B A F and b af are in the

same plane, and the angles BA F and b afare
equal, the line a/must coincide with AF; and in the same man-
ner it may be proved that the several sides of the prism whose

base is ab c d e will coincide with the corresponding sides of the

other prism, and therefore the angles under these sides and those

of the base are respectively equal to each.

Proposition II.

(73) If two prisms have equal sides and bases, and one

pair of corresponding sides be equally and

similarly inclined to the sides of the bases with

which they form solid angles, the prisms will

be equal in every respect.

For by the demonstration of (72) it appears, that the base of

one may be so applied to the base of the other that the several

sides of the one will respectively coincide with the sides of the

other ; and since these sides are equal the opposite bases must
coincide, and therefore the several vertices of the one prism will

coincide with those of the other, and the two solids will fill

exactly the same spaces and be bounded by the same lines and
planes.

( 74) Cor.— Hence it obviously follows, that right prisms, which

have equal and similar bases and equal altitudes, are equal in all

respects.

Proposition III.

(75) If two parallelopipeds have three conterminous

edges in the one equal to three conterminous

edges in the other and including angles which

are equal each to each, the parallelopipeds are

equal in all respects.

For if two conterminous edges in one be equal to two in the

other, the faces of which these edges are sides will be equal, and

thus the proposition becomes a particular case of (73).

(76) Cor.— If the vertex of a solid angle of a parallelopiped
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be given in position, and the three edges terminated at that

vertex be given in magnitude and position, the parallelopiped is

given.

Proposition IV.

(77) Every prism may be divided into as many trian-

gular prisms as there are triangles into which

its base may be resolved by diagonals drawn

from the vertex of any of its angles.

Since each pair of sides are equal and parallel, it follows that

the diagonals of the bases which connect the extremities

of the sides are equal and parallel, and the figure formed
by the sides and diagonals is therefore a parallelogram.

There are as many of these parallelograms, which we
shall call diagonal planes, as there are different diago-

nals of the bases of the prism ; and it is evident that the

prism may be resolved into triangular prisms by diagonal planes,

all of which pass through any one side and severally through the

other sides, except those which are adjacent to that side which is

their common intersection. This will be evident on inspecting

the figure.

(78) Cor.— It is evident that each diagonal plane is parallel to

the sides of the prism, and also that the intersection of any two

such planes is parallel to the sides.

Proposition V.

(79) The sections of a prism by parallel planes are

similar and equal rectilinear figures.

Let ABCD E and abode be two parallel sections. Since

AB and a b are the intersections of parallel planes

with the same plane they are parallel (39), therefore

A a b B is a parallelogram, and therefore A B and a b

are equal. In the same manner it may be proved that

BC is equal to b c, CD to c d, and so on.

Since the sides of the angle ABC are parallel to

those of a be, and in the same direction, the angle

ABC is equal to a b c (4-4); and in like manner it ^ v

may be proved that the angle BCD is equal to bed, -^W
and so on. Hence the two sections ABCDE and abode are

equal and similar.

(80) Cor. 1.—Hence all sections of a prism parallel to its bases

are equal and similar to its bases.

(81) Cor. 2.— All sections of a parallelopiped parallel to any

face are parallelograms equal and similar to that face.

r 4
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Proposition VI.

(82) In every parallelepiped the opposite angles are

included by plane angles which are equal each

to each, but (except in the case of rectangular

parallelopipeds) not similarly placed, so that the

solid angles do not admit of being placed with

their edges mutually coincident.

Since A a and a b are parallel to D d and d c, and in the same
direction, the angles Aab andD dc are equal (44-).

But the angle D d c is equal to the opposite angle

DCc, therefore A a b is equal to DCc. In the

same manner it may be proved that the angle Aad
is equal to c CB and b a d to BCD.

But if the point C be conceived to be placed at a
and the edge C c upon a A, and CB upon a d, the

edge CD will not coincide with ab, but will extend in the oppo-
site direction from the vertex a ,• and in the same manner, what-

ever pair of edges of the angle C be placed in coincidence with

the pair of corresponding edges of a, the remaining edges will be

found not to coincide.

(83) Def.—Two solid angles contained by plane angles which
are equal each to each, but which do not admit of coincidence,

are said to be symmetrically equal.

Proposition VII.

(84) Of four parallel edges of a parallelopiped the

diagonal planes which pass through each pair

of them intersect, each dividing the other into

two equal parallelograms, and the diagonals

of each bisecting and being bisected by their

common intersection.

Let A a c C be the diagonal plane through the opposite edges

A a and C c, and D d b B that through the opposite

edges D d and B b, and let raMbe the intersection

of these planes which will be equal and parallel to

the edges A a, B b, &c.

The diagonals a c and b d of the face abed
bisect each other at m. and in like manner AC and
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BD bisect each other at M. Hence it is evident that the paral-

lelogram A m is equal to the parallelogram C m, and in like

manner B m is equal to D m.

Also since a c is bisected at m, and m O is parallel to a A, A c

must be bisected at O. And since m O is half of a A, it is also

half of mM. which is equal to a A, and therefore m M is bisected

at O. By similar reasoning it may be proved that bD is bisected

at O.

In this way it may be proved that every diagonal of the paral-

lelopiped passes through O and is bisected at that point.

(85) Cor.—Every right line whatever drawn through the point

O, and terminated in the faces of the parallelopiped, is bisected

at O. For let p q be such a line terminated in the faces A b

and D c ,- and draw q D and p b. The lines p b and q D are

parallel, being the intersections of the plane of the lines p q and

D b with the parallel planes D c and A b. Hence the triangles

q O D and b Op are mutually equiangular, and since bO is equal

to O D, they are mutually equilateral. Therefore p O is equal

to ^O.
(86) Def.—Hence the point O is called the centre of the

parallelopiped.

(87) Def.—The quantity of space included within the surface

or surfaces of a solid figure is called its volume.

Thus when we speak of the volume of a solid we do not take into

account its figure. If any solid figure were divided in any manner
into parts, and these parts changed in their arrangement so as to form
another and different solid figure, still the volume would remain the

same although the shape be altered.

Proposition VIII.

(88) The two prisms into which a diagonal plane

divides a parallelopiped are equal in volume.

Let A B C D, abed, be the bases of the parallelopiped, and

A c a diagonal plane. Through a and A draw planes at right

angles to the sides of the given parallelopiped, so as to form a

rectangular parallelopiped, of which the bases are AB'C'D',
ab' c d\ and the sides of which coincide with those of the given

one.

Since Qc and CV are each equal to A a they are equal to

each other. Taking away the common part C c
/ we have c c'
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equal to C C. In the same manner we may prove that d d' is

equal to D D', and b b' to B B'.

Now suppose the triangle ad! c brought down and placed on
AD'C, which is in every respect equal to it (79).

Then the point d! being placed on D', and the line

d'd coinciding with D'D, and being equal to it, the

point d will coincide with D, and in the same man-
ner c will coincide with C. Hence the vertices of

the figure ad' dec' will severally coincide with

those of the figure AD'DCC, and the figures

themselves will coincide and are therefore equal.

To each of them let the figure Aac'd'CT) be added, and it

follows that the prisms A CD acd and A Q/Y)' ac d' are equal

in volume.

In exactly the same way it may be proved that the prisms

A B C a be, and AB'C a b' c are equal in volume.

The prism AB'C'a b'd is equal to the prism A CD' a c ' df
in

every respect; for the bases ABC, C'D'A are equal and
similar, and the prisms are right (74). Hence the prisms

ABC abc and ACT) acd, which are respectively equal to

them, are equal to each other.

It follows, therefore, that the volume of a parallelopiped is

bisected by each of its diagonal planes.

(89) Def.—The triangular prisms into which an oblique paral-

lelopiped is divided by a diagonal plane, although equal in volume,

and also equal respectively as to their faces and edges, have not

that equality which admits of coincidence. The solids are in this

case said to be symmetrically equal.

The triangular prisms into which a rectangular parallelopiped

is divided by a diagonal plane are not only equal but admit of

coincidence.

Proposition IX.

(90) Two parallelopipeds on the same base and be-

tween the same parallel planes are equal in

volume.

1°. Let their opposite bases be between the same parallels,

a b' and d c'.

Let A BCD be the common base and ab'c'd the plane of the

opposite bases parallel to ABCD.
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The triangular prisms Aa'd'd and Bb'c'c are equal and admit
of coincidence ; for if the face B b c C be
conceived to be placed upon A a dD so as

to coincide with it, it is evident that the

lines C</ and Bbf

will coincide with the
lines Dd! and A a!. For the angles dDd'
and cCc are equal in consequence of the

parallels ; as also the angles a Ad and b B V for the same reason.

And since T)d' is equal to Cc the point d will coincide with d\
and in the same manner b' will coincide with a'. Hence the two
prisms will coincide, and are therefore equal.

Now if these equal prisms be successively taken from the solid

Aab' c\ the remainders will be equal, but these remainders are

the parallelopipeds.

2°. Let their opposite bases be not placed between the same
parallel lines.

The opposite bases abed, a"bn
c"d" must be equal in every

respect, since each is equal to the com-
mon base ABCD. If the sides of

these opposite bases which are not pa-

rallel be produced until they intersect,

a third parallelogram a'b'c'd' will be
formed in the same plane with the upper
bases, and equal to each of them in

all respects and to the common base

ABCD. The vertices a'Vd d' being

respectively joined by right lines with

those of ABCD, a third parallelopiped will- be formed which
will have a common base ABCD with each of the given ones,

and which will have its opposite base in the same plane with those

of each of the given parallelopipeds. Hence this third parallel-

opiped is equal in volume (Part 1°.) to each of the given paral-

lelopipeds, and they are therefore equal to each other in volume.

(91) Cor.— It is evident from this proposition that if two

parallelopipeds have bases which are equal in all respects, and

equal altitudes, they will have equal volumes. For if their bases

be placed one upon the other, so that the solids shall lie at the

same side of them, the opposite bases will be in the same plane

parallel to that of the coincident bases.
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Proposition X.

(92) An oblique parallelopiped is equal in volume to

a rectangular one having a base of the same

magnitude and an equal altitude.

On the base ABCD of the oblique parallelopiped construct
another parallelopiped in the same al-

titude and whose sides will be per-

pendicular to the base. The volume
of this will be equal to that of the ob-
lique parallelopiped (90). If the base
be a rectangle this latter parallelopiped

will be rectangular, and the proposition

is proved. But ifthe base be an oblique

parallelogram take one of the per-

pendicular facesA B 6'tf'as base, and on
it construct a rectangular parallelopiped between the same paral-

lel planes as the last. It will be equal in volume to the latter (90)
and therefore to the oblique parallelopiped, and the base ABCD
will be equal to the base ABCD". Hence the rectangular

parallelopiped thus constructed on an equal base, and with an
equal altitude, is equal in volume to the oblique parallelopiped.

(93) Schol.—Hence it appears that the volume of a parallelo-

piped depends solely on the magnitudes of its base and altitude,

and is independent of the obliquity of its edges or the figure of

its faces

.

Proposition XL

(94) Rectangular parallelopipeds which have the same

base are as their altitudes.

This is proved in exactly the same manner as the first pro-

position of the sixth book of the Elements. If the altitudes of the

parallelopipeds be increased until they become equimultiples of

their first magnitudes, the parallelopipeds themselves will be so

increased as to become the same multiples of their first mag-
nitudes. After this the reasoning is precisely the same here

as in Prop. I., Book VI., the altitudes of the parallelopipeds

taking the places of the bases of the triangles, and the volumes
of the parallelopipeds taking the places of the areas of the

triangles.

(95) Cor.—The same is true of rectangular parallelopipeds

having bases in all respects equal, since by supposing them placed

one "upon the other they will have the same base.
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Proposition XII.

(96) Rectangular parallelopipeds having the same al-

titude are as their bases.

Let A be the common altitude of the parallelopipeds, and let

b c be the sides of one base and V d of the other. Let a third

rectangular parallelopiped be constructed with the same altitude

A, and with a base whose sides are b b'. Let the two proposed
parallelopipeds be called Abe and A V c and the constructed

one A b b
f
.

In the parallelopipeds Abe and A b b\ the faces whose sides

are A b are equal and may be considered as the bases, in which
case c and b

f

will be the altitudes. Hence by (95)

A b c : A b V = c : V.

In the same way in the parallelopipeds A b U and A V c',

the faces whose sides are A b' are equal, and may be taken as

the bases, in which case b and c' will be the altitudes, and we
have (95)

A b V : A b' d - b : c'.

Hence A b c is to A b' d in a ratio compounded of c : b' and

b : d, or as the rectangle b x c : b' x c\ that is,

A b c : A b' d = b x c : V x c.

Hence the rectangular parallelopipeds having the altitude A
and the bases b x c and b' x d are as those bases.

(97) Cor.—The same will be true when the altitudes are equal,

since by placing the bases in the same plane they will have the

same altitude.

Proposition XIII.

(98) Rectangular parallelopipeds in general are in a

ratio compounded of the ratios of their bases

and altitudes.

Let A and A' be the altitudes, and B and B/
the bases, and let

a third parallelopiped be constructed with the altitude A and the

base B', and let the three solids be called AB, A'B', and AB'.

By (97) we have AB : AB'= B : B',

and by (95) AB': A'B' =A:A'.
But AB: A'B' in a ratio compounded of AB : AB', and

AB': A' B', or of B : B' and A : A', that is, the parallelopipeds

are in a ratio compounded of the ratios of their bases and

altitudes.
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Proposition XIV.

(99) Rectangular parallelopipeds are in a ratio com-
pounded of the ratios of three conterminous
edges.

Let a b c be the three conterminous edges of one, and a b
f

c

those of the other. If a and d be considered as the altitudes and
b x c and V x c as the bases, the solids are in a ratio com-
pounded of a : a and b x c : b' X d. But the ratio b x c :

b' x c is compounded of the ratios b :Z>'and c : c. Hence the

parallelopipeds are in a ratio compounded ofa : a\ b\ b\ and c : c
9

that is, of their three conterminous edges.

Proposition XV.

(100) If three conterminous edges of a rectangular

parallelopiped be expressed by numbers, the

product of these three numbers will express

its volume, the unit of such product being the

cube of one of the parts into which the edges
are supposed to be divided when numerically

expressed.

When a line is expressed by a number, as 1 0, it is supposed to

consist of ten equal parts of some conventional denomination, as

inches, feet, yards, &c. When several lines entering the same
computation are expressed by numbers, their parts are commonly
taken to be equal. Thus if two lines be expressed by 10 and 8,

we do not in general in the same computation consider one as

1 inches and the other 8 feet. They are either 1 feet and
8 feet, or 10 inches and 8 inches.

Let us suppose the three conterminous edges to be divided into

inches, and let a, b, and c represent the number of inches in each

of them.

A parallelopiped whose base is a square inch, and whose alti-

tude is as many inches as there are units in a, has as many
cubic inches in its volume as there are units in a. This is evi-

dent, since it is nothing more than a pillar of cubic inches laid

one over another.

Hence a parallelopiped whose base is 2 or 3 square inches, and
whose altitude is as many inches as there are units in a9

has 2 or 3

times as many cubic inches in its volume as there are units in a
9
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and in general if B be the number of square inches in the base
a x B will be the number of cubic inches in the volume.
Hence it appears that the volume of a rectangular parallelo-

piped is represented numerically by multiplying together the
numbers which express its base and altitude.

But the number of square inches in the base B is found by
multiplying the number of inches in one side of the base by the
number of inches in the other side. The numbers of inches in
the sides of the base being b and c, the number of square inches
in the base is b x c. And since the number of cubic inches in
the volume is a x B, this number becomes a x b x c when bxc
is substituted for B.

It is evident that the same reasoning will be applicable if the
edges be supposed to be divided into parts of any other deno-
mination.

Proposition XVI.

(101) The volume of a prism is expressed numerically
by the product of the numbers which express
its base and altitude.

If the prism be a rectangular parallelopiped, the proposition

has been proved in (100).

If it be an oblique parallelopiped its volume is equal to that of

a rectangular one having an equal base and altitude (92), and
therefore it is expressed by the same product.

If it be a triangular prism it may be considered as the half of

a paral'lelopiped cut off by a diagonal plane (88); and as its base

is half, also the product of its base and altitude is half that of the

base and altitude of the parallelopiped ; and therefore the product

represents the volume, which is also half of that of the parallelo-

piped.

If the prism have a polygonal base it may be divided into

triangular prisms by diagonal planes (77). The volume of each

of these is expressed by the product of the altitude and base, and
therefore the volume of the whole will be expressed by the pro-

duct of the altitude and the sum of the bases, that is, the product

of the altitude and the base of the polygonal prism.

(102) Cor. 1.— Hence prisms in general are in a ratio com-

pounded of their bases and altitudes. Also when they have the

same base they are as their altitudes, and when they have the

same altitude they are as their bases.

(103) Cor. 2.— Prisms are equal when their bases and altitudes

are reciprocally proportional, and vice versa, whatever be the

figures of their bases or the inclinations of their sides.
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( 1 04-) Def.— Prisms are said to be similar when their bases are

similar rectilinear figures, and their sides are proportional to

homologous sides of their bases, and similarly inclined to those

bases.

Proposition XVII.

(105) Similar prisms are in the triplicate ratio of their

homologous edges.

For they are in a ratio compounded of the ratios of their bases

and altitudes (102). But their bases are in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous sides which are homologous edges of the

prisms, and since the sides are equally inclined to the bases, the

altitudes are as the sides; but the sides of the prism are propor-

tional to homologous sides of the bases (104), therefore the

altitudes are as homologous sides of the bases, or as homologous
edges of the prisms. Hence the prisms are in a ratio com-
pounded of the duplicate and simple ratios of their homologous
edges, that is, in the triplicate ratio of their homologous edges.

(106) Cor. 1.— Since cubes are similar prisms, it follows that

cubes are in the triplicate ratio of their edges.

(107) Cor. 2.— Similar prisms are as the cubes of their homo-
logous edges.

(108) Cor. 3. — If the first two of four lines in continued pro-

portion be homologous sides of similar prisms, the volumes of the

prisms will be as the first line to the fourth.

(109) Cor. 4.— In order to construct a prism similar to a given

one and to which the given prism shall have a given ratio, it will

be necessary to find two mean proportionals between an edge of

the given prism and a line to which that edge bears the given

ratio. If on the first of these two means a prism be constructed

similar and similarly placed with the given prism, it will be that

which is required (108).

(110) Cor. 5. — If the given prism be a cube, and the given

ratio be 1 : 2, the preceding corollary becomes the c^/^brated

Delian problem, the duplication of the cube, for an account of

which see Elements (586).

(111) Schol. — It will hereafter appear that the preceding

corollaries may be extended to all similar solids.

(112) Def.—A pyramid is a solid having several tri-

angular faces which have the same vertex P, and whose
bases are the sides of the remaining face, which may
be any rectilinear figure A B CDE, and which is called

the base of the pyramid, the common vertex P of the e{

triangular faces being called the vertex of the pyramid
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The areas of its triangular faces form the lateral or convex
surface of the pyramid.
The sides P A, P B, &c. of the triangular faces are called

the sides of the pyramid.

(113) Def.— The altitude of a pyramid is the perpendicular
distance of the vertex from the plane of the base.

(114) Def.—A pyramid is, denominated triangular, quadran-
gular, or polygonal, according as the base is triangular, quadran-
gular, or polygonal.

(115) Def.—A regular pyramid is one whose base is a regular
polygon, and whose vertex is so placed that a perpendicular
drawn from it to the plane of the base will meet that plane in

the centre of the base. This perpendicular is in this case called

the axis of the pyramid.

(116) Def.— Similar pyramids are those which have similar

bases, altitudes proportional to the homologous sides of those

bases, and vertices so placed that perpendiculars drawn from
them to the planes of the bases will meet these planes at points

similarly placed.

Proposition XVIII.

(117) The sides of similar pyramids, which are con-

terminous with homologous sides of their

bases, are proportional to homologous sides

of the bases, and are equally inclined to the

planes of the bases.

For let P O and p o be the perpendiculars from the vertices

of the pyramids upon the planes of the

bases, and in those planes let lines be

drawn from the points O and o to the se-

veral vertices of the angles A, B, &c. a, b,

&c. By (116) it follows that the several

lines O P, O A, OB, O C, &c. are re-

spectively to o p, o a, o b, o c, &c. as any

pair of homologous sides of the bases.

Hence in the triangles P O A and p o a,

PO: O A — po : o a, and the angles O and o being right, the

triangles P O A and p o a are similar. Therefore P A : p a =
P O : p o, that is (116) as A B : a b, or as any pair of homolo-

gous sides. Also the angles A P O and ap o are equal, and there-

fore the sides A P and a p are equally inclined to the bases (32).

In the same manner it may be proved, that each pair of corre-

s
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sponding sides of the pyramid are proportional to each pair oi

homologous sides of the base, and equally inclined to the base.

(118) Cor.— The planes of the triangles A PO, BPO, CPO,
8cc. apo, b p o, cpo, &c. divide the pyramids into a series of tri-

angular pyramids which are similar each to each.

Proposition XIX.

(119) If a pyramid be intersected by parallel planes,

the pyramids cut off by those planes will be

similar.

Let ABCDE and abode be the parallel sections, and from

the vertex P let the perpendicular P o O be drawn to

the parallel planes.

Since the parallel planes A B C D E and abed e

are intersected by the plane A P B, the intersections

A B and a b are parallel (39), and in the same manner
it may be proved that B C is parallel to be, CD to cd,

and so on. Hence (44) it follows that the sections

A B C D E and a b c d e are mutually equiangular.

But also the triangles A P B and a P b are similar : therefore

AB: ab = BP:bP, and in like manner BC:krBP:iP,
Hence AB*.fli = BC:ic; and, by the same reasoning, each

pair of corresponding sides of the sections may be proved pro-

portional.

The triangles A P O and a P o are evidently similar, therefore

AO: «o=PO:Po=AP: a P—AB: db; and the same being

applicable to the lines BO, bo, and CO, c o, &c, it follows that

the points O and o are similarly placed in the sections, and that

the altitudes PO, Po are proportional to the homologous sides.

(120) Cor. 1.— Hence all sections of a pyramid parallel to the

base are similar to the base, and the pyramids cut off by such

sections are similar to the original pyramid.

(121) Cor. 2.— The sections AB CD E and abede are in

the duplicate ratio of the perpendiculars P O and P o ; for these

perpendiculars are as the homologous sides.

(122) Cor. 3.— In any two pyramids sections parallel to their

bases which divide their altitudes proportionally are as their

bases. For the bases are to the sections in the duplicate ratio of

the altitudes to the segments of the altitudes between them and
the vertices. But these segments are as the altitudes themselves

by hypothesis. Therefore the bases are as the sections.

(123) Cor. 4.— If the bases of two pyramids be equal, sections
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dividing the altitude proportionally are equal ; and if both thu

altitudes and bases be equal, all sections equally distant from the

vertices are equal in magnitude.

Proposition XX.

(124) Pyramids which have equal altitudes, and bases

of equal areas, have equal volumes.

If they be not equal in volume, let a b c, &c. be the base of

the greater, and let o x be
the altitude of a prism whose
base is a b c or ABCD,
and whose volume is equal

to the difference of the two

pyramids.

Let the equal altitudes

P O, p o be divided into

such a number of equal

parts that each part shall

be less than ox; and let

the pyramids be cut by
planes parallel to their bases

and passing through each ofc

the points of division of the

equal altitudes. The seve-

ral sections of the pyra-

mids by these planes will be equal each to each, since their

bases and altitudes are equal (123). If prisms be constructed

with these sections severally as bases and with the equal parts of

the altitudes as altitudes, these prisms will be equal each to each

( 103 ). Let these prisms be constructed in the one pyramid below

the sections respectively, and so as to lie within the pyramid, and

in the other above the sections, and so as to lie partly without

it. The sum of the prisms in the pyramid P is less than the

pyramid, and the sum of those in the pyramid p is greater than

the pyramid. Hence the difference between the sums of the

prisms is greater than the difference between the pyramids. But

the difference between the sums of the prisms is the prism whose

base is a b c or A B C D, and whose altitude is one of the equal

parts into which the altitude P O is divided, and the difference

of the pyramids is a prism with the same base and the altitude

o x. Hence o x is less than one of the parts into which the

altitude is divided, but, by hypothesis, it is greater. Therefore

the volumes of the pvramids cannot be unequal.

s 2
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Proposition XXL

^125) The volume, a triangular pyramid, is one third

of that of a prism having an equal base and

altitude.

LetA B C be the base of the pyramid and c its vertex. Through
B and A draw B b and A a parallel to C c and
equal to it, and draw the lines a b c. The prism

A B C a b c is on the same base and has the same
altitude as the pyramid. The solid which has thus

been added to the pyramid to complete the prism A<
*

is a quadrangular pyramid whose base is A a b B,

and whose vertex is c. Draw A b, and through

this line and the vertex c draw the plane Abe. This plane
divides the quadrangular pyramid into two triangular pyramids
having a common vertex c and equal bases A a b and A B b.

These pyramids are therefore equal (124). But the pyramid
A ab c has a base b c a equal to A B C, and an altitude equal to

that of the pyramid whose base is A B C, and whose vertex is c.

Hence these are equal (124), and therefore the three triangular

pyramids which form the prism are equal in volume. Hence
the triangular pyramid A B C c is a third of the volume of a
triangular prism having the same base and altitude, and therefore

also (103) a third of one which has an equal base and altitude.

Proposition XXII.

(126) The volume of every pyramid is one third of the

volume of a prism having an equal base and

altitude.

For every pyramid is equal to a triangular pyramid with an
equal base and altitude (124), and every prism is equal to a

triangular prism with an equal base and altitude (103). Hence
the proposition is evident by (125).

(127) Cor. 1.— Hence the volume of a pyramid is found

numerically by multiplying its altitude by its base, and taking

one third of the product.

(128) Cor. 2.— Pyramids are in a ratio compounded of the

ratios of their bases and altitudes.

(129) Cor. 3.— Pyramids having equal bases areas their alti-

tudes, and those which have equal altitudes are as their bases.

(130) Cor. 4. — Equal pyramids reciprocate their bases and
altitudes, and vice versa.
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(131) Cor. 5.— Similar pyramids are as the cubes of their
homologous edges, or in the triplicate ratio of these lines.

(132) Every solid figure, which is bounded by planes, may be
resolved into pyramids. Let any point be assumed within it,

and from this point let right lines be drawn to the several ver-
tices. These lines will be the sides of pyramids, of which the
faces of the solid are severally the bases, and whose common
vertex is the assumed point. The solid will thus be resolved
into as many pyramids as it has faces.

If required, the solid may be resolved into triangular pyramids.
Let each face which is not triangular be resolved into triangles,

by diagonal lines. The pyramid standing on it will be resolved
into triangular pyramids by planes drawn through those dia-

gonal lines, and the point assumed as the common vertex of the
pyramids.

Thus the resolution of a polyedron into pyramids is analogous
to the resolution of a polygon into triangles.

(133) Cor. 6.— Hence the volume of any solid, bounded by
plane surfaces, may be found by finding the volumes of its com-
ponent pyramids (127).

(134) Cor. 7.— If a solid have a point within it, from which
perpendiculars drawn to its several faces are equal, the compo-
nent pyramids having this point as their common vertex will

have equal altitudes. Hence the sum of their volumes will be
equal to that of one pyramid, whose base is the sum of their

bases, or the whole surface of the solid, and whose altitude is

the length of the perpendicular, which is their altitude. It will

hereafter appear that such a point is the centre of a sphere which
touches all the faces of the polyedron, and which is said to be

inscribed in it. The radius of this sphere is the perpendicular.

Hence it appears that the volume of a solid figure having plane

faces, and which admits of an inscribed sphere, is equal to that

of a pyramid, whose base is equal to the whole surface of the

solid, and whose altitude is the radius of the inscribed sphere.

(135) Cor. 8.— The volume of such a solid is found numeri-

cally by multiplying its whole surface by one third of the radius

of the inscribed sphere.

(136) Def.— Similar polyedrons are solids constructed on similar

rectilinear figures as bases, and having the same number of ver-

tices similarly placed with respect to those bases. That is, so

placed that if perpendiculars be drawn form them severally, these

perpendiculars will meet the planes of the bases at points simi-

larly placed, and the perpendiculars themselves shall be each to

each as homologous sides of the bases.

From this definition it easily appears, that the right lines

joining any homologous vertices are proportional to homologous

s 3
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sides of the bases. For the plane quadrilateral figures formed by
the perpendiculars on the plane of the base from two homologous
vertices and right lines joining their extremities are similar, and
therefore their sides proportional. Hence the lines joining the

homologous vertices are as two corresponding perpendiculars, and
therefore as two homologous sides of the bases.

These lines joining homologous vertices are therefore homo-
logous edges of the solids, and all homologous edges are, conse-

quently, proportional.

(137) Hence also the faces bounded by homologous edges are

similar each to each, and may be called homologous faces.

(138) It also follows that the planes of every pair of homo-
logous faces are equally inclined to each other. To prove this,

let any two faces A B C D, A! B' C D' * be assumed in the one,

and also two faces abed, a! V d d' homologous respectively tc

these in the other. Considering ABCD, abed as the bases,

let perpendiculars to them be drawn from any three correspond-

ing vertices A' B' C and a! V d of the other homologous faces.

Let the points A" B" C", a" V c",

where the perpendiculars meet the

planes of the bases, be joined by right

lines, and let planes be conceived

to be drawn so as to form the solids

A' B' C A" B" C", d V c a!' b" d'.

From the definition of similar solids ®r~

and its consequences, it follows that the triangles A" B" C" and
a" b" c" are similar, and that their homologous sides are as the

perpendiculars respectively, or as any homologous edges of the

given solids. Let the point a" be conceived to be placed on A",

and the sides a!' b" and a" d' upon A" B" and A" C" respectively.

Since d' c' and C" O are parallel, they are in the same plane

with each other and the line A" C" which intersects them. We
haveA" c": e"c'=A"C": C'C'and the angles AWand A"C"C
equal, being right. Therefore the triangles A'' d' c and A''C C
are similar ; and the points A7' c C are in the same straight line,

and A" d : A" C=A" d' : A!' C". Also we have A!' a' : A" A'=
A" d' : A!' C"= A"d: A" C. Hence the triangles a A" d, A7A,;C
are similar, and the lines a' d A' C are parallel. In the same
manner it may be proved that the lines a! V and A! B' are parallel,

and therefore the planes b' a' d and B7 A! C are parallel, and are

therefore equally inclined to the plane B" A" C".

In this way we prove, that if the bases of similar polyedrons be

placed one upon the other in such a manner that the homologous
sides of those bases will be parallel, then the planes of every pair

These faces are not represented in the cut.
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ofhomologous faces will be parallel, and they will be respectively
similarly inclined to the bases and to each other, and in every
respect similarly placed.

(139) By the same reasoning it may be proved that right lines

joining four homologous vertices of similar polyedrons will be
the edges of similar triangular pyramids. In this way it will

easily appear, " that similar polyedrons may be resolved into

triangular pyramids, equal in number and similar each to each."

Proposition XXIII.

140) Similar polyedrons may be divided into pyra-

mids equal in number, similar each to each,

and having volumes proportional to those ot

the polyedrons ; and the volumes of the poly-

edrons are as the cubes of their homologous

edges.

On two homologous faces of the solids let two points be as-

sumed similarly placed, and through these points let perpendi-

culars to the faces be drawn. Let points be assumed on these

perpendiculars, within the solids and at distances from the faces

proportional to any homologous edges. Let the solids be re-

solved into pyramids, by lines drawn from these points to the

several vertices.

The number of pyramids is equal, being the number of faces

in each solid.

The pyramids may be proved to be similar each to each by
reasoning exactly similar to that used in (138).

Each pair of similar pyramids are as the cubes of the homolo-

gous edges (131) of the solids, and therefore each component
pyramid in one solid bears the same ratio to the corresponding

pyramid in the other. Hence the sum of all the pyramids in

the one, or the volume of one solid is to the sum of all the pyra-

mids in the other, or the volume of the other solid in the same
ratio as any two corresponding pyramids.

Hence it is evident that the volumes of the solids are as the

cubes of their homologous edges.

(141) Cor. 1.—Hence if four right lines be in a continued pro-

portion, and the first two be homologous edges of similar poly-

edrons, the volumes of these solids will be as the first line to the

fourth.

(142) Since the faces of similar polyedrons are similar each to

each, their magnitudes are as the squares of their homologous

edges, and therefore the sums of all the faces are in the same
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ratio. Hence the surfaces of similar polyedrons are as the

squares of their homologous edges.

Proposition XXIV.

(143) To construct a solid similar to a given solid, and

such that the volume of the given solid shall

bear to the volume of the constructed one a

given ratio.

The geometrical solution of this problem would require the

solution of the problem " to find two mean proportionals," and
therefore it cannot be solved by a strictly geometrical process.

If we suppose, however, the two mean proportionals to be
found, the problem admits of solution. That is, we can con-

struct upon a given right line as an edge a solid similar and
similarly placed with a given solid.

Let a line be assumed to which one of the edges of the given

solid bears the given ratio, and between this edge and the line

so assumed conceive two mean proportionals to be found. The
first of these mean proportionals must be an edge of the solid to

be constructed, homologous to that edge of the given solid which

is taken as the antecedent of the given ratio.

Let A B be the edge of the given solid which is taken as

antecedent of the given ratio, and let

A B C D E be one of the faces of the

solid, of which this edge is a side. Let
a b be the first mean. On a b construct

a rectilinear figure a b c d e similar and a~~n b a7n~~%

similarly placed with A B C D E on A B.

From all the vertices of the solid which stands on A B C D E, let

perpendiculars be drawn upon the plane A B CD E, and let P be
the foot of one of these perpendiculars. Draw PN perpendicular

to A B. Let a b be cut at n similarly to A B at N, and draw
the perpendicular np so that n p: NP=«Z> :AB. Then p and
P are homologous points in the similar figures ABCDE and
abode.
From the point p let a perpendicular to the plane ab c de be

drawn, such that it shall have to the perpendicular, whose foot

is P, the ratio a b : A B. The end of the perpendicular thus

drawn will determine that vertex of the solid to be constructed,

which is homologous to the vertex of the given solid from which
the perpendicular P is drawn.

In the same manner each of the other vertices of the required

solid is determined.
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The similarity of the solid thus constructed witji the given solid

will easily appear from the results of (136) et seq,

(144) It should be observed, that in this book we confine

our investigations to what are called convex polyedrons
y or those

which have no solid angles whose vertices are presented inwards.

The most distinct test of a convex figure, whether plane or

solid, is, that its perimeter or surface can be only intersected by
a right line in two points.

(145) Def.— The solid figure included between two parallel

planes intersecting a pyramid is called a truncated pyramid.

Proposition XXV.

(146) The volume of a truncated pyramid is equal to

the sum of the volumes of three pyramids

having the same altitude as the truncated

pyramid, and whose bases are those of the

truncated pyramid and a mean proportional

between them.

This proposition is most simply investigated by the aid of alge-

braical notation. Let a, a! be homologous sides of the similar

bases (119) of the truncated pyramid. The squares of these

lines are as the areas of the bases, or the square of each line

bears the same ratio to the area of the base of which it is a side.

Hence ifm be such a number that m a- is equal to the one base,

man will be equal to the other. Now, suppose the sides of the

truncated pyramid produced till they meet so as to complete the

pyramid, and let a perpendicular be drawn from the vertex to

the parallel bases of the truncated pyramid. Let the length of

this perpendicular drawn to the greater base be h, and to the

lesser k'. The volume of the pyramid having the greater base

m a 1
is then ^ hma 1

(127), and that of the lesser ^ h! m a'
2
, and

therefore the volume of the truncated pyramid is ^ h m a 1—
± h' m a'2 =i m (h a*— h! a'*). But (122) h: h' :: a: a, and

hence we easily infer

h a N a!

h—h' a— a' h— h' a— a'

Now let V be the volume of the truncated pyramid

Ji»(Aa2-AV2)=V,

divide these equals by h— //, and we find

h K .\ V
* m {k-h' a'~ h-h' a

) ~ h-ti
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\a—a' a—a / A— 7/

or |jb
a3 -a'3 V

3
tt_ a' ~&—&'

But h— h' is the altitude of the truncated pyramid. Call this

H; and if a3— a'
3 be divided by a— a', the quote is a? +

a a! + an. Hence we have

i m (a2 + aa!-\- a'
2
) =„3 V H

or | H jnflH I Hma/2 + ^ Hfflflfl'-V.

Now m #2 is the greater base, and J H m a2
is the volume of a

pyramid whose base is m a 2 and whose height is H, or that of

the truncated pyramid. In like manner ^ H m a!
2

is the volume
of a pyramid whose base is the lesser base m a!2 of the trun-

cated pyramid, and whose height is H, that of the truncated
pyramid; and, lastly, \ H m a a! is the volume of a pyramid
whose base is m a a' (a mean proportional between m a 2 and m a'

2
)

and whose altitude is H, that of the truncated pyramid.

Proposition XXVI.

(147) The volume of a solid included by two planes

intersecting the sides of a triangular prism,

is equal to the sum of the volumes of three

pyramids whose common base is either of the

sections, and whose vertices are the vertices

of the angles of the other section.

If the two planes intersecting the sides of the prism be paral-

lel, the solid is a triangular prism, and the three pyramids are

equal, and hence the proposition becomes identical with (126).

If the planes be not parallel, let the triangular sections be
ABC and ab c. Draw the plane BCa. This c

divides the solid into the pyramid A B C a, and
\

the solid a b c B C. Draw the plane a b C.

This divides the latter solid into two pyramids,

whose bases are b c C and B C &, and of which a

is the common vertex. The pyramid whose
base is B C b and vertex a is equal to that with

the same base B C b and vertex A ; because a A
is parallel to the plane B C b, and therefore the

two pyramids have equal altitudes. But the

pyramid A C a B is that which is on the base ABC, and has
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the vertex a. Hence, in like manner, the pyramid Ca c b is equal

to C b c A, for they have the same base C b c and equal altitudes,

since A a is parallel to that base. But the pyramid AbcC is

equal to the pyramid ABcC, for they have the same base A c C
and equal altitudes, since 1> b is parallel to that base. Hence it

appears that the three pyramids ABCa, B a C b, and a C c b,

into which the solid is resolved by the planes B a C and a b C
through the vertex a, are respectively equal to three pyramids,

of which A B C is the base, and whose vertices are at the

points a, b, c.



BOOK III.

Of the Regular Solids*

(148) Def.—A regular solid is one whose faces are

equal equilateral and equiangular plane figures.

Proposition XXVII.

(149) There cannot be more than five regular solids.

1°. Let the faces be equilateral triangles. A solid angle may
be formed by three, four, or five plane angles, each of which is

two thirds of a right angle. But six or more angles of this

magnitude would be equal to or greater than four right angles

;

and, consequently, could not form a solid angle (62). The
number of regular solids, therefore, whose faces are triangular

cannot exceed three.

2°. Let the faces be squares. A solid angle may be formed
of three right angles, but not of a greater number. Wherefore
there is but one regular solid with square faces.

3°. Let the faces be pentagons. A solid angle may be formed
of three angles of a regular pentagon ; for the magnitude of one

is six fifths of a right angle, and therefore the aggregate magni-
tude of three such angles is

x
f of a right angle, or three right

angles and three fifths, which is less than four right angles. But
four or more such angles will be greater than four right angles,

and therefore cannot form a solid angle. Hence there cannot

be more than one regular solid with pentagonal faces.

4°. If the faces were hexagons, the angles would be four thirds

of a right angle, and three such angles would be equal to four

right angles, and therefore could not form a solid angle ; and it

is evident chat no greater number of such angles than three

could form a solid angle. If the faces were polygons with more
than six sides, their angles would be greater than those of a
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regular hexagon, and similar observations would be applicable.
Hence no regular solid can have faces with more sides than five.

Hence we infer,

1°. That there cannot be more than five regular solids.

2°. That three of these have triangular faces, one square faces,

and the remaining one pentagonal faces.

3°. That the solid angles of the three regular solids with tri-

angular faces are formed of three, four, and five plane angles,
and that the solid angles of the others are formed of three plane
angles.

Proposition XXVIII.

(150) To construct a regular solid, whose faces are

triangular, and whose solid angles are con-

tained by three plane angles.

From the centre O of an equilateral triangle ACB draw a

perpendicular O P to its plane, and on this perpen-
dicular from the points A, B, C inflect lines A P, B P,

C P equal to the side of the equilateral triangle. It is

evident that these lines will meet the perpendicular in

the same point P. A pyramid will thus be formed on
the base ABC, having its vertex at P, the four faces of which
will be equal equilateral triangles. This is therefore the regular

solid required.

This solid is therefore the regular tetraedron.

(151) Cor. 1.—The inclinations of the planes of every pair of

faces are equal. Let right lines Pa, A a, be drawn from P and
A, any two vertices to the middle point a of the opposite edge

B C. These lines will be perpendicular to B C, and will there-

fore include an angle equal to the inclination of the planes P B C
and ABC. In like manner, P c, C c drawn to the middle point

of A B include an angle equal to the inclination of the planes

P A B and CAB. But the lines P a, A a, P c, C c, are equal,

being the altitudes of equal equilateral triangles, and the edges

P A and P C are also equal, and therefore the triangles P a A
and P c C are equal in all respects ; and the angle P a A is equal

to the angle PcC, that is, the inclination of the planes P B C
and P B A to the plane A B C are equal, and in the same manner
it may be proved that the planes of every pair of faces are equally

inclined.

(152) Cor. 2.—The triangle P« A is an isosceles triangle,

whose base is to its side as the side of an equilateral triangle to
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its altitude. Hence the vertical angle of such an isosceles triangle

is the inclination of the faces of the regular tetraedron.

Also in the right-angled triangle POfl the side O a is one
third of A a, and therefore one third of a P. Hence the inclin-

ation of the faces is equal to the greater acute angle of a right-

angled triangle, whose hypotenuse is three times its lesser side.

Also if the perpendicular A o
r be drawn to P a, the angle

A m O will be equal to P a A. But it is double the angle A P O,

and A O is the radius of the circle circumscribed round ABC.
Hence the inclination of the faces is equal to twice the lesser

acute angle of a right-angled triangle, whose hypotenuse is to

its lesser side as the side of an equilateral triangle to the radius

of its circumscribed circle.

(153) Cor. 3.—The volume of a regular tetraedron may now
be determined numerically. Let the edge be the unit. The radius

O A of the circle which circumscribes the base will be .— • This
v 3

line, the edge A P, (which is= l,) and the perpendicular O P,

form a right-angled triangle. Hence the perpendicular is

\ / 1— — — \ / — . The area of the base is 5L— ; oneV 3 — V 3 4
'

third of the product of this and the perpendicular is then

lx\/ x—= =' which expresses the proportion
4 * 3 3 o. v Z

of the tetraedron to a cube constructed with an equal edge.

Proposition XXIX.

(154) To construct a regular solid with triangular

faces, and whose solid angles are formed by

four plane angles.

Construct a square A B C D, and through its centre O draw a

perpendicular, producing it on both sides of the

plane of the square. From the points ABCD
inflect on this perpendicular, at both sides of

the planes, lines equal to the side of the square.

It is evident that those which are on the same

side of the plane will meet the perpendicular at

the same point. Let these points be P and P'.

Two pyramids will thus be constructed on opposite sides of the

square, and the lateral faces of each of these pyramids will be

the equilateral triangles constructed on the sides of the square.
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These two pyramids united form a regular solid with eight trian-

gular sides, and of which the square is a diagonal plane.

This solid is therefore the regular octacdron.

(155) Cor. 1.— The inclinations of the planes of every pair of

adjacent faces are equal. From D and B draw lines to the

middle points ra, n of the edges P' C, P' A. These lines are

perpendicular to P' C and P' A, and therefore contain angles

D m B and DmB equal to the inclinations of the planes D P' C,

B F C and DFA, B P' A. But they are equal, being the alti-

tudes of equal equilateral triangles, and therefore the isosceles

triangles DmB, DhB having the common base D B are equal,

and the angles DmB and DbB which determine the inclin-

ations of the planes are equal. In the same manner the inclin-

ations of other pairs of adjacent faces are proved to be equal.

(156) Cor. 2.— Hence the inclinations of the faces is equal to

the vertical angle of an isosceles triangle whose base (D B) is to

its side (D n) as the hypotenuse of a right-angled isosceles triangle

is to the altitude of an equilateral triangle constructed on one of

its sides.

(157) Cor. 3.—If n O be produced through O to meet P C at

n' and D v! be drawn, the triangle n D n' is isosceles and the line

D O bisects the angle n D n'. But twice the angle n D O is the

supplement of D n B, and therefore the angle n D nr
is the sup-

plement of the inclination of the adjacent faces.

(158) Cor. 4.— The angle n D n' is the inclination of the faces

of the regular tetraedron ; for it is the verticle angle of an isos-

celes triangle (n D nf) whose side (n D) is the altitude of an equi-

lateral triangle constructed on its base (152). Hence the inclin-

ation of the faces of the regular tetraedron and octaedron are

supplemental.

(159) Cor. 5.— If three faces of the octaedron whose bases

form the sides of the same face (such as A D P, B C P, A P' B,)

be produced through those sides until they form a solid angle,

the produced parts will form a regular tetraedron with the face

through whose sides they are produced.

(160) Cor. 6.— Each pair of faces of the octaedron (A P B,

DFC,) which are constructed on opposite sides, A B, D C of

the square, and also on opposite sides of its plane, are parallel.

For the alternate angles which their planes form with that of the

square are equal.

(161) Cor. 7.— If the planes of three faces which are terminated

in the sides of any one face A B P be produced until they form a

solid angle, and also until they meet the plane of the face D C P
which is parallel to A B P produced, they will with it form a

regular tetraedron circumscribing the octacdron. Each face of

this tetraedron will be divided into four equal equilateral
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triangles, by the edges of the face of the octaedron by whose
production it is formed.

Hence it follows that the whole surface of the tetraedron is

equal to sixteen times one of the faces of the octaedron, and
therefore to double the whole surface of the octaedron.

It appears, therefore, that if the four corners be cut from a

regular tetraedron by planes through the points of bisection of

every three conterminous edges, the remaining figure will be a

regular octaedron. Since each pyramid which is thus cut off is

similar to the whole, and the edges are in the proportion of 1 : 2,

the volumes are as 1 : 8. Therefore each of the four pyramids

is equal to an eighth of the original pyramid, and to a fourth of

the octaedron which remains after their removal.

(162) Hence it appears, that the volume of a regular octaedron

whose edge is 1, is half the volume of a regular tetraedron whose

edge is 2. But by (153) the volume of a tetraedron whose edge is

1 is
-

—

t=- And since a similar solid whose edge is 2 has eight6V 2 5 5

times the volume (140), it follows that the volume of a tetraedron

8 2 V1T
whose edge is 2 is -—

-

?
or —-—

• Hence the regular octa-

7 2
edron whose edge is 1 is _— . The volumes of an octaedron and

o

cube constructed on the same edge are therefore as s/ 2 : 8.

Proposition XXX.

(163) To construct a regular solid with triangular

faces, and whose solid angles are formed by
five plane angles.

Let a regular pentagon A B C D E be constructed, and through
its centre let a perpendicular

to its plane be drawn. From
the points A, B, C, D, E, re-

spectively, let right lines equal

to the side of the pentagon be
inflected on this perpendicu-

lar. Since the side of a re- p

gular pentagon is greater than the radius of its circumscribing
circle, these lines will meet the perpendicular below the plane
of the pentagon ; and since the lines so inflected are equal, they

will meet the perpendicular at the same point P so as to form a
regular pentagonal pyramid The solid angle P at the vertex of

this pyramid will be then formed of five plane angles, each of
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which is two thirds of a right angle. Two of the plane angles
which form each solid angle at the base of the pyramid have evi-

dently the same inclination as any two of the plane angles which
form the solid angle P, being, in fact, the same planes. Hence
the solid angles A, B, C, &c. at the base may be considered parts

of solid angles equal to P formed by five plane angles, the part
included by three of the plane angles being cut off by the plane
angle of the base of the pyramid.

On each side of the base of the pyramid let an equilateral

triangle be constructed, so that its plane shall be inclined to the

adjacent lateral face of the pyramid at the same angle as any
two of the adjacent lateral faces ; that is, so that the angle under
the planes ABC and A B P shall be equal to the angle under
any two adjacent planes containing the angle P, and so that the

same may be true of the planes BCD' and B C P, CDE' and
CDP, &c.

Hence it follows, that at each of the vertices A, B, C, &c. of

the base of the pyramid there are four angles, each two thirds of

a right angle, and whose planes are united at the same inclin-

ations as four of the angles which form the solid angle P. It

follows, therefore, that the angle C B D' included between the

conterminous sides (BC',B D') of two equilateral triangles A B C,
C B D', constructed upon conterminous sides of the pentagonal

base, must be an angle of an equilateral triangle, so placed that

if its plane be supposed to be drawn it will complete the solid

angle B, and render it equal to P. The same conclusion is ob

viously applicable to each of the other angular points of the base.

We have thus a figure formed having a solid angle at P
formed of five angles of equilateral triangles, having ten equi-

lateral triangular faces, and a serrated edge or boundary A C
B Jy C E', &c, the planes of the angles being so disposed that

if the gaps C B D', D' C E', &c. be filled up, solid angles will be

formed at A, B, C, &c. equal to P.

Let another figure in every respect equal and similar to this

be formed, the corresponding points being marked by the small

letters a, b, c, . . . . a', Z/, c', &c. Let the point d be placed upon

B, and the sides d «, d b, upon the equal sides B C, B D' of the

equal angle C B D'. It is evident that the points a and b will

coincide with C and D' respectively. Thus the angle a d b in-

serted in C B D' will complete the solid angle B, which will then

be equal to P.

The plane of the angle D'BC has been already proved to be

inclined to that of D' B C at the same angle as any two adjacent

plane angles of P, and the same is true of the planes of the

ancles a d b and d b d'. Since, then, the plane a d b coincides

with C B D', and the planes d b d' and B X)' C are equally

T
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inclined to that plane, the plane c' b df must coincide with B D' C.

Since the line B D' coincides with d Z>, and the angles BD'C
and d b d! are equal, and in the same plane, the point df must
coincide with C. In the same manner we may prove that the

points c, e', &c. coincide with E' D, &c. ; and we may prove that

each of the solid angles at these points is equal to P, as we have

already proved of the solid angle B.

Hence it appears, that by the union of the two shells formed

of ten equilateral triangles, in the manner already described, a

regular solid with twenty triangular faces is formed.

This solid is called the regular icosaedron.

(164) Cor.— By the construction it appears, that the inclin-

ations of the planes of every pair of adjacent faces are equal. To
determine this inclination conceive lines drawn from any two ver-

tices A, C to the middle point of the opposite edge B P. These
two lines being perpendicular to B P will contain an angle equal

to the inclination of the planes A P B, C P B. But they are the

sides of an isosceles triangle, whose base is the diagonal A C of

the regular pentagon, and they are each equal to the altitude of

an equilateral triangle, whose side is one of the edges. Hence
the inclination of the planes of the faces of a regular icosaedron

is equal to the vertical angle of an isosceles triangle, whose base

is to its side as the diagonal of a regular pentagon to the altitude

of an equilateral triangle constructed on one of its sides.

Proposition XXXI.

(165) To construct a regular solid with square faces.

This is obviously a rectangular parallelopiped, whose base is a

square, and whose altitude is equal to the side of the base.

The regular hexaedron is therefore the cube.

Proposition XXXII.

(166) To construct a regular solid with pentagonal faces.

Let A B C D E be a regular pentagon. From the vertex A
draw the line A a equal to the side of

the pentagon, and inclined to A B and
A E at angles equal to the angle of the

pentagon. The solid angle formed by
the three lines which meet at that point

is one of the angles of the required solid,

formed by the three pentagonal angles

«AB, a A E, and B A E. In the same
manner, let the lines B d, C c, &c. be

drawn from each of the angles of the
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pentagon, forming solid angles of the same kind at the points

B, C, D, &c. Let the pentagon, of which a A B b arc three sides,

be completed, and in the same manner let each of the other

oentagons on the sides of th~ base A B C D E be completed. We
shall thus have a shell witn six regular and equal pentagonal
faces, and a serrated edge, a C b D' c, &c. The adjacent planes,

forming several pentagonal faces, are inclined each to each at

the same angle ; and it may be proved in the same manner as

in (163), that if a plane be drawn through the angle C b D', a

solid angle will be formed at b equal to those at A, B, C, &c. As
in (163), let another shell in every respect equal and similar to

this be constructed, and let them be united at their serrated

edges. It will follow, by the reasoning used in the former case,

that the several solid angles which will be formed at «, C, b, D',

&c. will be equal to those at A, B, C, &c.

Hence, by the union of those two shells with six pentagona?

faces, a regular solid with twelve pentagonal faces is formed.

This solid is called the regular dodecaedron.

(167) Cor.— To determine the inclination of the planes of the

adjacent faces. Let any edge B A be conceived to be produced

through A, and from a and E let perpendiculars to it be drawn

in the planes of the angles B A a and B A E. Since the angles

B A a and B A E are equal, those perpendiculars will meet B A
produced in the same point, and will include an angle equal to

the inclination of the faces BAG' and BAD. The diagonal a E
will be the base of an isosceles triangle, of which the perpen-

diculars are sides. Hence the inclination of the faces is the

vertical angle of an isosceles triangle, whose base is to its side as

the diagonal of a regular pentagon is to the perpendicular from

one of its angles upon a side terminated at the adjacent angle.

i -J
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BOOK IV.

On the Cylinder, the Cone, and the Sphere.

(168) Def.—A cylinder is a solid produced by the revolution

of a rectangle A B C D, (fig. (Art. 177) ) which is conceived to

turn on the immovable side A B as an axis.

(169) By this motion the sides B C and A D move in planes

which are perpendicular to A B, and their extremities C and D
describe circles in those planes with the points B and A as centres,

and the lines B C and A D as radii. The side D C evidently

describes a surface concave towards the fixed central line A B.

(170) What has been just stated of the sides B C and AD
is equally true of any other line perpendicular to A B, which

also moves in a plane perpendicular to A B, and its extremity

describes a circle on that plane, and which circle is also on the

surface of the cylinder. Hence it follows, that every section of

the cylinder perpendicular to the line A B is a circle equal to the

circular ends A and B.

(171) Def.—The line A B is called the axis of the cylinder,

and the circular ends are called its bases.

(172) Cor. 1.— Every section of a cylinder by a plane through

the axis is a rectangle equal to twice the generating rectangle

A B C D.

( 1 73) Coe. 2.— If from any point C in the circumference of the

base of a cylinder a straight line be drawn perpendicular to the

plane of the base, that line must be in the cylindrical surface.

For it coincides with the side of the generating rectangle when

the extremity of that line is at the point C.

(174) Cor. 3.—The right line C D is the intersection of the

cylindrical surface with every plane through C parallel to the

axis A B or perpendicular to the base. Hence it appears, that

the intersection of a cylindrical surface, and a plane which is

parallel to its axis, is a right line parallel to the axis; or, as the

plane will meet the cylindrical surface twice, it intersects it in

two right lines parallel to the axis, and therefore to each other.
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The intersections of this plane with the bases of the cylinder
are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
axis, and therefore also perpendicular to the inter-
sections with the cylindrical surface. Hence the
entire intersection of the plane with the cylinder is

a rectangle, whose sides are parallel and perpendi-
cular to the axis.

(175) Cor. 4.— It is evident from (173) that a
right line drawn through any point in the cylindrical
surface parallel to its axis is wholly in the surface.

(176) Def.— Such a line is called a side of the cylinder.

Proposition I.

(177) If a plane A B C D be drawn through the axis

of a cylinder, and another F C D G perpen-

dicular to this and passing through the side

C D, the plane FCGD will be entirely out-

side the cylindrical surface except in the line

C D in which it meets it.

For let any other plane A I H B be drawn through the axis

of the cylinder intersecting the plane F C D G.
In the right-angled triangle A D I the hypo-
tenuse A I is greater than the side A D. Since

A I is greater than the radius of the circular

base, the point I must be outside the cylinder,

and the same may be proved of H, and every

point in the line H I, and, in general, for every

line in the plane F C D G parallel to C D.
Hence every part of the plane except the line

C D lies outside the cylinder.

(178) Def.— Such a plane is called a tangent

plane to the cylindrical surface.

(179) Cor. 1.— Hence all tangent planes are parallel to the

axis, and their lines of contact are sides of the cylinder.

(180) Cor. 2.— Tangent planes which pass through the ex-

tremities of the same diameter of the base are parallel, and vice

versa.

(181) Def.— If the base of a cylinder be divided at three or

more points, and sides be drawn through these points, and pro-

duced to the opposite base, these sides will divide the opposite

base similarly with the first; and if planes be drawn through every

t 3
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apair of adjacent sides, these planes will form

prism whose sides are those of the cylinder passing

through the points of division, and whose bases are

formed by the chords of the arcs into which the cir-

cular bases of the cylinder are divided. Such a

prism is said to be inscribed in the cylinder.

(182) Def.— If several planes touch the same cylinder

intersecting each other, and also the planes of the

bases of the cylinder produced, their intersections

with the planes of the bases will be tangent to the bases them
selves, and the planes may be so disposed that

these tangents shall form polygons circumscribing

the bases. Hence a prism will be formed of

which the tangent planes are lateral faces
?
and the

polygons are bases.

Such a prism is said to circumscribe the cylin-

der.

(183) It is evident, that both the volume and
surface of a cylinder are greater than those of

any inscribed prism, and are less than those of any
circumscribed prism.

(184) This observation is applicable to the surfaces, whether

the bases be considered as parts of them or not.

(185) It is also evident, that as the number of sides of the

inscribed or circumscribed prism is increased, the difference

between its volume or surface and that of the cylinder is dimi-

nished, and that the sides may be so increased in number as to

t ender this difference less than any given magnitude.

Proposition II.

(186) If a cylinder and right prism have equal bases

and altitudes, they will have equal volumes.

Let V be the volume of the cylinder, and V that of the prism.
If they be not equal, V must either be greater or less that V.

First Let V be greater than V'. Let a prism be inscribed
ir the cylinder V, such that the difference between its volume
and that of the cylinder shall be less than the difference between
V and V7

, and let the volume of this prism be P. It follows
that P is greater than V; but, since these prisms have equal alti-

tudes, the base of P must be greater than the base of V, and
therefore greater than the base of V. But the base of P is a
polygon inscribed in the base of V, and therefore cannot be
greater than the base of V; hence the volume V cannot be
greater than V.
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Secondly. Let V be less than V. Let a prism be circum-
scribed round the cylinder V, such that the difference between it

and the cylinder shall be. less than the difference between V
and V, and let the volume of this prism be P. Then V is

greater than P, and therefore the base of V is greater than the
base of P, and hence the base of the cylinder

1

is greater than
that of its circumscribed prism, which cannot be. Hence V
cannot be less than V, and since it can neither be greater than
V', nor less, they must be equal.

(187) Cor. 1.— Hence the volume of a cylinder is expressed
numerically by the product of its base and altitude.

(188) Cor. 2.— Let a be the altitude of a cylinder, and r the
radius of its base, and let tt be the number which expresses the
approximate ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter.
Then the area of the base is tt r-, and the volume of the cylinder
is it r1

a.

(189) Cor. 3.— Since the areas of circles are as the squares ot

their radii, or diameters, it follows that the volumes of cylinders
are as the products of their altitudes and the squares of their

diameters, or in a ratio compounded of their altitudes and the
squares of their diameters.

(190) Cor. 4.— The volumes of cylinders with equal bases
are as their altitudes, and those with equal altitudes are as then-

bases.

(191) Def.— Similar cylinders are those whose altitudes are

proportional to their diameters.

(192) Cor. 1.-— The volumes of similar cylinders are as the

cubes of their altitudes or diameters.

(193) Cor. 2.— In equal cylinders the bases and altitudes are

reciprocally proportional, and vice versa.

(194) Cor. 3.— In equal cylinders the altitudes are inversely

as the squares of the diameters, and vice versa.

Proposition III.

(195) If a cylinder and right prism have equal alti-

tudes and isoperimetrical bases, they will have

equal convex surfaces.

(By the convex surfaces is meant those parts of the surfaces

which are included between the bases.

)

Let S be the surface of the cylinder, and S' that of the prism.

If these be not equal,

1°. Let S be greater than S', and let a prism be inscribed in

the cylinder, such that the difference between its surface and

that of the cylinder shall be less than the difference between S

T 4
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and S' and let the surface of the prism be P. Hence P is

greater than S', and therefore the oerimeter of the base of P is

greater than that of S', or than that of the given cylinder ; that

is, the perimeter of a polygon inscribed in a circle is greater than

the circle itself, which is absurd.

2°. Let S be less than S'; by reasoning precisely similar to

that used in Prop. II. we may prove, that if this were the case,

the perimeter of a polygon circumscribed round a circle is less

than that of the circle itself.

Hence it follows that S and S' are equal.

Proposition IV.

(196) The convex surface of a cylinder is equal to the

rectangle under its altitude and the circum-

ference of its base.

For it is equal to a prism with an isoperimetrical base (195).

(197) Con. 1.— A cylindrical surface is represented numeri-

cally by the product of its altitude into the circumference of

its base.

(198) Cor. 2.— Let a andr represent the altitude and radius

as in (188). Then S = 2 -jz r a.

(199) Cor. 3.— Since the circumferences of circles are as their

diameters, cylindrical surfaces are as the rectangles under their

altitudes, and the diameters of their bases.

(200) Cor. 4.— Cylindrical surfaces with equal bases are as

their altitudes, and with equal altitudes are as the circumferences

of their bases.

(201) Cor. 5.— The surfaces of similar cylinders are as the

squares of their diameters or altitudes.

(202) Cor. 6.— In equal cylindrical surfaces the diameters

and altitudes are reciprocally proportional, and vice versa.

(203) Def.—A cone is a solid produced by the revolution of

the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle about one of the sides

as a fixed axis.

Let PB be the hypotenuse, and P A the fixed axis. The
side A B moving in a plane at right angles to P A
describes in. that plane a circle B M N. This circle

is called the base of the cone. A convex surface,

called a conical surface, is described by the motion
of the hypotenuse ; and as this line, in all its suc-

cessive positions, must be entirely in the conical

surface, it follows that every right line drawn from
P to a point in the circumference of the base must
be entirely in the conical surface.
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The point P is called the vertex, and every right line drawn
from that point to the circumference of the base is called a side

of the cone.

(204) Def.— The line P A is called the axis of the cone.

(205) Cor. 1. — It is evident, therefore, that if any plane pass

through the vertex and intersect the conical surfaces, the inter-

sections will be two sides of the cone ; and as the intersection

with the base will be a chord of the circle, the whole intersection

will be a triangle M P N.

(206) Cor. 2. — What has been observed of the base A B of

the generating triangle, is also applicable to any perpendicular

G H to the axis terminated in the hypotenuse of the generating

triangle. Such a line G H moves in a plane perpendicular to

P A, and its extremity H describes a circle. Hence it follows,

that every section of a cone by a plane parallel to the base is a

circle, the centre of which is in the axis, and the radius G H of

which is to that A B of the base as their distances from the

vertex, that is, as P G : PA.

Proposition V.

(207) If a plane P A B be drawn through the axis of

a cone intersecting the conical surface in the

side P B, and through P B another plane

C BPDbe drawn perpendicular to the former,

this plane will lie entirely outside the conical

surface, except in the line P B, in which it

meets it.

For let any other plane P A H be drawn through the axis P A
?nd intersecting the plane C B P D. In the right-

angled triangle A B H the hypotenuse A H is

greater than the side A B or the radius of the base,

and therefore the point H lies outside the base.

The same may be proved by every section parallel

to the base, and therefore it follows that the plane

C B P D meets the conical surface only in P B,

lying elsewhere wholly outside it.

(208) Def.— Such a plane is called a tangent

plane to the conical surface, which it touches in

the line P B,

(209) Cor. 1. — Hence all tangent planes pass through the

vertex, and the lines of contact are sides uf the cone.
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(210) Def. — If the circumference of the base be divided at

three or more points, and lines be drawn from these to the vertex P,

as also lines joining the points of division so as to form a polygon

inscribed in the base, these lines will form the edges of a pyramid

whose base is the polygon inscribed in the base, and whose sides

are the lines drawn to the vertex, and all of which are sides of

the cone. Such a pyramid is said to be inscribed in the cone.

(211) Def.— If several tangent planes be drawn to the same
cone intersecting each other, and also the plane of the base of the

cone produced, their intersections with the plane of the base will

be tangents to the base itself, and the planes may be so disposed

that these tangents shall form a polygon circumscribing the base.

This polygon will be the base of a pyramid whose lateral faces

are the tangent planes. Such a pyramid is said to circumscribe

the cone.

(212) It is evident that both the volume and surface of the

cone are greater than those of any inscribed, and less than those

of any circumscribed pyramid.

This observation is applicable to the surfaces whether the bases

be parts of them or not.

(213) It is also evident, that the number of sides of the bases of

the inscribed or circumscribed pyramid may be increased until

the difference between its volume or surface and that of the cone
shall be less than any given magnitude.

Proposition VI.

(214) If a cone and pyramid have equal bases and

equal altitudes they will have equal volumes.

This proposition is proved in exactly the same manner as

(186). In fact, the same words may be used here, changing
cylinder into cone, and prism into pyramid.

(215) Cor. 1.— Hence the volume of a cone is expressed

numerically by one third of the product of the base and altitude.

(216) Cor. 2.— A cone is one third of a cylinder on the same
base and in the same altitude.

(217) Cor. 3. — If a be the altitude, and r the radius of the

base, ^ 7r r- a is the volume (188).

(218) Cor. 4.— The volumes of cones are as the product oi

their altitudes, and the squares of the diameters of their bases.

(219) Def.— Similar cones are those whose axes are as the

radii of their bases.

(220) Cor. 5.— The volumes of similar cones are as the cubes
of their altitudes or diameters.
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(221)
_

Cor. 6.— Cones with equal bases are as their altitudes,
and with equal altitudes are as their bases.

(222) Cor. 7.— If the volumes of cones be equal, their bases
and altitudes are reciprocally proportional, and vice versa. Also
if the volumes be equal, their altitudes and the squares of the
diameters of their bases are reciprocally proportional, and vice
versa.

Proposition VII.

(223) The surface of a circumscribed pyramid, ex-

clusive of its base, is equal to half of the

rectangle under the side of the cone and the

perimeter of the base.

For let P B (fig.(Art.207)) be the line of contact of one of the

triangular faces, and let E C be the corresponding side of the base,

and PA the axis of the cone. The plane PA B is perpendicular to

the plane of the base, and also to the plane D B C. Hence the

intersection E C of these planes is perpendicular to the plane

P A B, and therefore perpendicular to P B. Hence the area of

the triangle E P C is equal to half of the rectangle under the side

P B of the cone, and the side E C of the polygonal base of the

pyramid. The same being true for every triangular face of the

pyramid, it follows that the sum of its triangular faces is equal

to half the rectangle under the side of the cone, and the peri-

meter of the base of the pyramid.

(224) Cor. — Hence the surfaces of circumscribed pyramids
are as the perimeters of their bases.

Proposition VIII.

(225) A conical surface is equal to half of the rect-

angle under the side of the cone and the

circumference of its base.

If the conical surface be not equal to half this rectangle, let

any other conical surface having the same vertex and axis and its

base on the same plane be equal to it. The base of this other

cone being concentrical with that of the given one, must be either

contained within the base of the given cone, or must contain the

base of the given cone within it.

First. Suppose that it is contained within the base of the

given cone. Let the surface of the given cone be S, and let the

side of the given cone be .<?, and the circumference of its base c.
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The surface of the lesser cone will then be is x c. Let the poly-

gon be circumscribed round the base of the lesser cone, so as to

be contained within the base of the greater. If this polygon be
the base of a pyramid circumscribing the lesser cone, its surface

will be h s* x c', d being the circumference of its base, and s
1
the

side of the lesser cone ; and this surface will be greater than that

of the lesser cone, and less than that of the greater; that is,

J s
1 X c' is greater than % sx c, and less than S. But sf the

side of the lesser cone is less than s the side of the greater, and
c

r
the perimeter of the included polygon is less than the cir-

cumference of the circle which includes it. Therefore J sf x d is

less than \sxc\ but it was already proved to be greater than

it, which is absurd. Therefore the base of the cone whose sur-

face is equal to \ s x c is not contained within that of the given

cone.

Secondly. Let it contain the base of the given cone within it.

Let a polygon be circumscribed round the base of the given cone,

so as to be included within the greater base. As before, let this

polygon be the base of a pyramid circumscribing the given cone,

and let the circumference of the base of this pyramid be c', its

surface will then be \ s x </, and that of the greater cone which

includes it, and is therefore greater than it, is J s x c. But c the

perimeter of the polygon is greater than c the circumference of

the circle which it circumscribes : and therefore J s X c' is greater

than |5xc, the contrary of which has just been proved. Hence
the base of the cone whose surface is equal to \ s x c can neither

be within nor without that of the given cone, and therefore must

coincide with it. The surface of the cone is therefore equal to

half the rectangle under its side, and the circumference of its

base.

(226) Cor 1.— The surface of a cone is represented numeri-

cally by half the product of its side, and the circumference of its

base.

(227) Cor. 2.— The surface of a cone is half that of a cylinder

on the same base and with an equal side.

(228) Cor. 3.— If a be the side, and r the radius of the base,

the surface= it r a.

(229) Cor. 4. — Conical surfaces are as the rectangles under

their sides and the diameters of their bases.

(230) Cor. 5.— Conical surfaces with equal sides are as the

diameters of their bases, and those with equal diameters are as

their sides.

(231) Cor. 6.— Similar conical surfaces are as the squares of

their sides, or the diameters of their bases.

(232) Cor. 7.— Equal conical surfaces reciprocate their sides

and diameters.
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(233) Cor. 8.—The surface of a cone is equal to a triangle
whose altitude is the side and whose base is the circumference of
the base : or it is equal to the area of a sector whose radius is

the side, and whose arc is the circumference of the base.

Proposition IX.

(£34) The volume of a truncated cone is equal to the
sum of the volumes of three cones, having
the same altitude as the truncated cone, and
having bases two of which are equal to those
of the truncated tone, and the third is a mean
proportional between them. Also the conical

surface is equal to the rectangle under the

side, and half the sum of the circumferences

of the bases.

The first part is evident from (146) and (214).

Suppose the truncated cone completed. Let AB be equal

to the circumference of the greater base, and let the

altitude CD of the triangle ACD be equal to the

side of the entire cone. Take DE equal to the

side of the truncated cone, and C E will be equal

to the side of that part which is cut off. Draw F G
parallel to AB.
The parallel FG is equal to the circumference of the lesser

base of the truncated cone. For, since the triangles A C B and
F C G are similar,

CD: CE = AD: FG.
But CD and CE are equal to the altitudes of the whole cone

and the part cut off, and A B is equal to the circumference of

the base of the former. Since these are similar cones (219, 206),
the line FG must be equal to the circumference of the base of

the part cut off (206).

Hence the area FCG is equal to the surface of the part cut

off (233), and A CB being equal to the whole surface, the dif-

ference A F G B is equal to the conical surface of the truncated

cone. But AFGB is equal to the rectangle under DE and
half the sum of A B and FG. El. (189).

(235) Schol.—The several results to which we have arrived,

respecting cylindrical and conical surfaces, may be obtained by
a more expeditious and obvious process: although, perhaps, not

so rigorous a one as might be desired. It is evident, if a rect-

angle, whose base is equal to the circumference of the base of a

cylinder, and whose altitude is equal to the side of the cylinder.
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be described upon a thin flexible plane surface, such as paper,

and the side of this rectangle, which is equal to that of the

cylinder, be applied to it, the rectangle may be rolled round the

cylinder so as to cover it exactly. Thus it appears, that a cylin-

drical surface is nothing more than a plane rectangle which is

bent into a round form in one direction. This illustrates the

result of (196).

Again, if a circular sector be similarly described on paper, so

that its radius shall be equal to the side of a cone, and its arc

equal to the circumference of the base, this sector may be rolled

upon the conical surface, so as to cover it exactly in the same
way as with the cylinder (233).

Cylindrical and conical surfaces belong to an extensive class

of surfaces, which are distinguished by the general property to

which we have just alluded, viz. that a plane flexible surface may
be applied to them, so as exactly to fit them, or to be in every

point in contact with them. Such surfaces are called by the

general name of developable surfaces, and form an important sub-

ject in the higher departments of geometry.

The student may, perhaps, conceive that a flexible plane can

be applied to any surface. He will, however, see his mistake,

if he attempts applying a piece of paper to a globular surface.

It will be found to gather into folds, and some parts of it to

overlay others.

In elementary geometry it is not usual to extend our investi-

gations beyond right cylinders and right cones. There are, how-
ever, oblique cylinders and cones whose axes are not perpen-

dicular to their bases, and which enjoy properties very nearly the

same as those which we have established in the present book.

(236) Def.—A sphere is a solid terminated by a curved sur-

face, all the points of which are equally distant from a certain

point within it, called its centre.

A sphere may be conceived to be produced by the revolution

of a semicircle round its diameter* for the surface described by
the semicircle in this motion will evidently have all its points

equally distant from the centre of the generating semicircle.

We shall confine our investigations here to the magnitude of

the surface and volume of the sphere. For the geometrical pro-

perties of the sphere in general, the student is referred to the

Treatise on Spherical Geometry contained in the first three sec-

tions of the second part of my Trigonometry.

Lemma.

(237) Let A BCD, &c. be a regular polygon with an
even number of sides circumscribed round a
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circle whose centre is O, and let G F be a

diagonal of the polygon dividing it into two
equal parts and passing through the centre O
of the circle. If the figure be supposed to

revolve round G F, each side as A B will de-

scribe the surface of a truncated cone, which
will be equal to a cylindrical surface whose
altitude is A N or M L, and whose radius is

that of the circle.

For die conical surface described by A B is equal to half the

sum of die circumferences described by the

points A and B multiplied by the line A B a?.

(234). Draw O I to the point of contact I

of A B. The point I being the middle point

of A B, the circumferences described by the

points A, I, and B are in arithmetical pro-

gression : and therefore the circumference

described by the point 1 is half the sum of

those described by the points A and B. Hence
the conical surface described by A B is equal -d-

to the line A B multiplied by the circum-

ference described by the point I. Let the

circumference described by the point I be c,

and let the circumference of the circle whose centre is O and
radius O 1 be C, and we have

c: C= I P: I O.

But by the similar right-angled triangles B A N and O 1 P we
have

I P:I 0=rA N: B A,

vc:C=A N:BA,
vcxB A=CxAN=CxM L;

that is, the circumference described by I multiplied by the line

B A, is equal to the circumference of the revolving circle multi-

plied by ML; but the former is equal to the conical surface

described by the line A B, and the latter is equal to a cylindrical

surface whose base is equal to the revolving circle, and whose
altitude is M L.

(238) Cor. — Let a tangent TT' to the circle parallel to G F
be drawn, and from G and F draw G T, F T' perpendicular to

G F, and meeting this tangent. By the revolution of the figure

round G F the tangent T T' will describe a cylindrical surface

having G F for its axis. Let M A, L B, 8cc. be produced to meet

T T' at A', B', &c. The cylindrical surface described by A' B
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will be equal to its altitude A' B' or M L multiplied by the cir-

cumference described by B', which is a circle whose radius is

B' L which is equal to O I. Hence the cylindrical surface

described by A' B' is equal to the conical surface described by
A B. In the same manner the cylindrical surface described by
B' C is equal to the conical surface described by B C, and so on.

It follows, therefore, that the sum of the conical surfaces de-

scribed by any number of sides of the polygon A B, B C, C D, &c.

is equal to the part A' D' of the cylindrical surface described by
T T' corresponding to those sides, and that the surface described

by the entire contour GABCDEFof the polygon is equal to

the entire cylindrical surface T T'.

Proposition X.

(239 ) The surface of a sphere is equal to that of the

circumscribed cylinder.

The surface of the cylinder T T' is not greater than that of the

sphere, for if it were, let it be

equal to the surface of the sphere

whose diameter is D E greater

than A B. Let a regular polygon

with an even number of sides be

circumscribed round the circle

A B, and so as to be contained

within the circle D E. The sur-

face produced by the revolution

of this polygon on F G is equal to

a cylindrical surface whose alti-

tude is F G, and base is a circle

equal to A B. Hence this sur-

face is greater than that of the

cylinder T T', since its base is the same and it has a greater alti-

tude, and therefore it is greater than the surface of the sphere

D E ; but it is contained within the surface of this sphere and
is therefore less than it, which is absurd. Hence the surface of

the cylinder T T;
is not greater than that of the sphere.

The circumscribed cylindrical surface is not less than that of

the sphere: for if it were, let the cylindrical surface circumscribing

the sphere D E be equal to the surface of a lesser sphere A B. Let
a polygon with an even number of sides be circumscribed round
the circle A B, and so as to be contained within the circle D E.

It then follows, as before, that the surface of this polygon is equal

to that of a cylinder which is less than the cylinder circumscribed
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round D E, but it is greater than the surface of the sphere A B
which it circumscribes, and which is equal to the cylindrical sur-
face circumscribed round D E. Hence it follows, that the cy-
lindrical surface circumscribed round a sphere is not less than
the surface of the sphere.

Since the cylindrical surface is neither greater nor less than
the surface of the sphere, it must be equal to it.

(240) Cor. 1.— The cylindrical surface is equal to the circum-

ference of its base, which is a great circle of the sphere, multi-

plied by its altitude, which is a diameter of the sphere. Hence
the surface of the sphere is equal to the circumference of one

of its great circles multiplied by its diameter. But the circum-

ference of the great circle, multiplied by its radius, is equal to

twice the area of the circle, and therefore, when multiplied by
the diameter, is four times the area. Hence 6 the surface of a

sphere is equal to four times the area of one of its great circles.'

(241) Cor. 2.— Hence the surfaces of spheres are as the

squares of their radii or diameters.

Proposition XL

(242) If a cylinder be circumscribed around a sphere,

and they be intersected by any two parallel

planes, perpendicular to the axis of the cy-

linder, the parts of the surfaces intercepted

between the planes will be equal.

Let E F be any arc of the circle described by the radius C E,

and let FG be drawn
perpendicular to the

radius CE. The sur-

face of the spherical

segment described

by the revolution of

the arc E F round
C E is equal to the

surface of a cylinder

whose altitude is

EG, and whose base

is a circle with the

radius C E.

For, first, let this

spherical surface be
less than that of the

cylinder, and let itbe

L'
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equal to the surface of a cylinder having the altitude E G, and a
base with the lesser radius C A. In the arc E F inscribe a por-

tion of a regular polygon E M N OPF, whose sides shall not

meet the arc A B, and draw C I perpendicular to one of the

sides of the polygon. By (237) the surface generated by the

revolution of the polygon will be equal to that of a cylinder whose
altitude is E G, and the radius of whose base is C I. Hence the

surface produced by this polygon must be greater than the sur-

face of a cylinder whose altitude is E G, and whose radius is A C.

But this last is, by hypothesis, equal to the surface produced by
the revolution of the arc E F. From whence it follows, that the

spherical surface produced by the revolution of the arc E F is

less than the surface produced by the polygon inscribed in it;

but the former surface includes the latter entirely within it, and
therefore cannot be less than it. Hence it follows, that the sur-

face of the spherical segment E F is not less than the surface

of the cylinder whose altitude is E G, and whose radius is E C.

Next let the spherical surface be greater than that of the

cylinder. Let the proposed spherical surface be that which would
be produced by the revolution of the arc A B round A C. We
are to prove that this surface is not greater than that of a cylin-

der whose altitude is A D, and whose radius is A C. If possible,

let it be greater than this cylindrical surface. But if the surface

generated by the arc A B be greater than that of the cylinder

whose altitude is A D and radius A C, for the same reason the

surface produced by the arc B H must be greater than that of the

cylinder whose altitude is D H and whose radius is A C ; and
hence the whole surface of the sphere would be greater than that

of the circumscribing cylinder ; which is contrary to what was
proved in (239). Hence the surface generated by the arc A B
is not greater than a cylindrical surface whose altitude is A D
and whose radius is A C.

Hence it appears, that any plane drawn intersecting a sphere
and its circumscribing cylinder, parallel to the bases of the cy-

linder, divides the cylindrical and spherical surfaces into parts

which are equal each to each. Hence, if two such planes be
drawn, the cylindrical and spherical surfaces which they include

between them will be the differences between the equal cylin-

drical and spherical surfaces which they cut off towards either

base of the cylinder, and therefore those differences are equal.

(243) Cor 1.— The spherical surface included between two
parallel planes intersecting the sphere is therefore equal to the

circumference of a great circle, multiplied by the perpendicular
distance between the planes.

(244) Cor. 2.— Let the distance between the planes be a, and let

r be the radius of the sphere. The circumference of a great circle
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is 2 7T r, and the surface between the planes is 2 tt r a. If / be a
mean proportional between 2 r and a, we have 2 n r a—n /-.
Hence the surface is equal to the area of a circle whose radius is

a mean proportional between the distance between the planes
and the diameter of the sphere.

(245) Cor. 3.— If one of the planes be a tangent plane, the
surface becomes that of a spherical segment, and the mean pro-
portional between the diameter and perpendicular is the chord
E F of the generating arc. Therefore the surface of a spherical
segment is equal to a circle whose radius is the chord of half
the arc formed by a section of the segment by a plane through
its axis.

Proposition XII.

(246) If the triangle BA C, and the rectangle B CE F,

having the same base and the same altitude,

revolve together round their common base

B C, the solid described by the revolution of

the triangle will be one third of the cylinder

described by the revolution of the rectangle.

Draw the perpendicular A D. The cone described by B A D
is one third of the cylinder

described by B F A D, and in

like manner the cone de-

scribed by C A D is one third

of the cylinder described by
CEAD (216). When the perpendicular A D falls within the

base, the solids in question are the sums of these cones and
cylinders, and when it falls icithout the base A D they are their

differences. In either case the truth of the proposition is there-

fore apparent. If the perpendicular fall on the extremity of the

base, the solids in question will be simply a cylinder and cone

having the same base and altitude, and the proposition is reduced

to (216).

(247) Cor.— Since the cylinder is equal to v. AD 2 x B C, the

solid described by the triangle will be ^ % . A D 2 x B C.

Proposition XIII.

(248) The triangle CAB being supposed to revolve

round any line CD passing through the ver-

tex C, to determine the volume of the solid

produced by its revolution.

IT 2
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MKf

Produce the side A B until it meet the axis in D, and draw tho

right lines AM and B N perpendicular to the

axis C D.
The volume of the solid described by the

triangle CAD is |i.AM2 xCD (246).

The solid described by the triangle C B D is

in like manner ^ n x B N2 x C D. Hence the difference of these

solids, or the solid described by A B C, is ^ v. (AM'2-BN'j
xCD.
Let I be the middle point of A B, and draw I K perpendicular

to C D. Hence A M, I K, and B N are in arithmetical progres-

sion, and therefore 2IK=AM + BN. Also, if B O be drawn
parallel to CD, A =A M-B N. Therefore 2 I K x A O
-(A M + B N) x (A M-B N) =A M2-B N*. Hence the solid

described by the triangle C A B is equal tof ttxIKx AOxCD.
If C P be drawn perpendicular to A B, the triangle D C P and
ABO are similar ; and we have therefore

AO: ABrrCP: CD,
vA0xCD=ABxCR

But A B x C P is twice the area CAB. Hence the solid de-

scribed by C A B is equal to i X rrr I K x area CAB; or, which
is the same, it is equal to § C A B multiplied by the circumference

whose radius is I K. Hence " the volume of the solid described

by the revolution of the triangle C A B is equal to two thirds of

the area of the triangle CAB multiplied by the circumference

traced by I, the middle point of the base."

We have, in the preceding proof, supposed that A B produced
will meet the axis C D. The same result will,

however, be obtained if A B be parallel to the

axis. In this case the volume of the cylinder de-

scribed by A M N B is equal to tt . A M2
. M N

;

the cone described by ACM is equal to

A M 2
. C M, and the cone described by B C N is equal tc

A M'2
. C N. Add the first two volumes, and subtract from

their sum the third, and we shall have the volume described by

ABC equal to tt . A M 2 (M N + ± C M-J C N) ; and since

C N-C M=M N, the volume is equal to tt . A M2
. f M N

=z f 7r . CF.MN; which is equivalent to the result alreadv

found.

(249) Cor. 1.— If the triangle A C B be isosceles, the point P
will coincide with I, and the area CAB
will be equal to A B x J C I, and the

volume of the solid will be J n X A B C
X I K, or f tt x A B x I K x C I. But
the triangles ABO and C I K are similar,

and therefore

\
3 7T

M S N"
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A B: BOr=CI : IK;
or AB : MN= CI : IK.

ABxIK =MNxCI.
Hence the solid described by the isosceles triangle A B C is equal
tofTrxMNxCP.

Proposition XIV.

(250) Let AB, BC, CD, be several sides

of a regular polygon, O its centre, and

O I the radius of the inscribed circle ; if

the polygonal sector AOD, lying all on

the same side of the diameter FG, be sup-

posed to revolve round this diameter, the

volume of the solid described by it will be

equal to § tt . OP . MQ; MQ being that

part of the axis included between perpen-

diculars AM, D Q from the extremes of the

polygonal sector.

Since the polygon is regular, the several

triangles A O B, B O C, are equal and

isosceles. By (249) the volume described by

the triangle A O B is equal to f ?r . O P . M N.

In the same manner the volume described by

B O C is equal to f tt . O I
2

. N O, and so on.

Hence the whole solid described by the poly-

gonal sector being the sum of these is equal to

f tt. O I 2 (MN +NO + ), or f tt.OP
. MQ.

Proposition XV.

(251) The volume of a spherical sector is equal to its

spherical surface multiplied by a third of the

radius, and the volume of the whole sphere is

equal to the surface of the sphere multiplied

by a third of the radius.
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Let A B C be the circular sector which by its revolution round
A C describes the

spherical sec tor.The v ^*^\T\ E

surface of the sphe-

rical segment de-

scribed by the arc

A B is equal to 2 7r

.

ACAD (242).

Now the volume of

the spherical sector

A C B is equal to

§tt. AC2
. AD, that

is, the surface of the

spherical segment
multiplied by a third
of the radius.

First, suppose that

A C2
. A D is-3-7T

greater than the sector A C B and equal to the sector E C F. In
the arc E F inscribe a portion of a regular polygon, so that its

sides shall not meet the arc A B. Let the polygonal sector

E C F be supposed to revolve at the same time with the arc E F
round E C. Let C I be the radius of the circle inscribed in the

polygon, and let F G be drawn perpendicular to E C. The
volume described by the polygonal sector will be equal to

f7r.CP.EG. (250) ; but C I is greater than A C, and E G is

greater than A D ; for if A B and E F be drawn, the similar

triangles E F G and A B D give

E G : A D= F G : B D=C F : C B,

and therefore E G is greater than A D.
Hence it follows, that f . tt . C I2

. E G is greater than f it . CA2
. A D.

The former is equal to the volume described by the polygonal

sector, and the latter is, by hypothesis, that of the spherical sector

E C F. Hence the volume described by the polygonal sector is

greater than that of the spherical sector E C F, of which it is a

part, which is absurd. Hence the spherical surface multiplied

by a third of the radius is not greater than the volume of the

spherical sector.

Secondly, this product is not less than the volume of the spher-

ical sector. Let E C F be the circular sector which by its revo-

lution describes the spherical sector, and suppose, if possible, that

f 7r C E2
. E G is equal to a smaller sector A C B. The former

construction being retained, the volume of the polygonal sector

will be f 7r . C I
2

. E G. But C I is less than C E, and therefore

the volume of the polygonal sector is less than f7r.CE 2
. E G,

which, by hypothesis, is equal to the volume of the spherical sector
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A C B. Hence the volume of the polygonal sector must be less

than that of the spherical sector A C B, which is a part of it,

which is absurd. Hence the product of the spherical surface by
a third of its radius is not less than the volume of the spherical

sector.

Hence this product must be equal to the volume of the

spherical sector.

If the circular sector A C B be supposed to increase by the

increase of the angle A C B, until it becomes equal to a semi-

circle, the corresponding spherical sector will become equal to

the whole sphere. Hence the volume of the entire sphere is

equal to the product of its surface by a third of its radius.

(252) Cor. 1.— The volume of a spherical sector is equal to

that of a cone whose altitude is the radius, and whose base is

equal to the spherical base of the sector; for the volume of the

cone is equal to its base multiplied by a third of its altitude.

This may also appear from considering the spherical sector to

be formed of an infinite number of cones having the same vertex,

equal altitudes, and infinitely small bases, which bases may be
conceived to form the spherical base of the sector.

(253) Cor. 2.— The volume of a sphere is equal to that of a

cone whose base is equal to the surface of the sphere, and whose
altitude is equal to the radius.

(254) Cor. 3.— The volumes of spheres are as the cubes of

their radii or diameters. For their surfaces are as the squares

of the radii, and these being multiplied by one third of the radii

give products which are as the cubes of the radii.

Proposition XVI.

(255) Let a square and an equilateral triangle be cir-

cumscribed round the same circle, the base

of the equilateral triangle coinciding with a

side of the square, and let the whole figure

revolve round the altitude BA of the tri-

angle. A sphere will thus be described

circumscribed by a cylinder and cone ; the

entire surfaces of this sphere, cylinder, and
cone are in continued proportion, the com-
mon ratio being 2 : 3, and their volumes are

also in continued proportion and in the same
ratio.
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The surface of the sphere is equal to four times one of its

great circles (240). The cylindrical surface is

equal to this ; and as each of the bases of the

cylinder is a great circle, the entire surface of

the cylinder is equal to six times a great circle.

Hence the ratio of the surface of the sphere

to the entire surface of the cylinder is 4 : 6,

or 2 : 3.

If the radius C A of the circle be r, half the base of the equi-

lateral triangle will be \/ 3 . r ; hence the area of the base of

the cone will be 3 r2
7r. The circumference of the base will be

2 . v/ 3 . ?• 7T, and the side of the cone is 2 . v/ 3 . r ; therefore

the conical surface is 2 . 3 . r2 7r, or 6 r2 n (228) ; to which if the

base be added, the entire surface of the cone will be 9 r2 n, or

nine times the area of a great circle. Thus it appears, that the

entire surfaces of the sphere, cylinder, and cone are respectively

equal to 4, 6, and 9 great circles, and are, therefore, in continued

proportion, the common ratio being 2 : 3.

The volume of the sphere is equal to f ?*
3 n (251). The

volume of the cylinder is 2 r3
it. The base of the cone being

3 r2 7T, and its altitude 3 r, its volume is 3 r3 n. Hence the

volumes of the three solids are as the numbers |, 2, 3, or

4, 6, 9, which are in continued proportion, the common ratio

being 2 : 3.

(256) Cor.— The base of the cone is equal to three great cir-

cles, and its conical surface to six. Hence in such a cone the

conical surface is double its base.
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No. I.

GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS.

SECTION I.

Introduction,

(1) Analysis, or resolution, is a name given to a species of mathe-

matical investigation, which commencing with the assumption of that

which is sought as if it were given, a chain of relations is pursued

which terminates in what is given (or may be obtained) as if it were
sought. Synthesis, or composition, is a process the very reverse of

this ; being one in which the series of relations exhibited commences
with what is given, and ends with what is sought. Consequently,

analysis is the instrument of invention, and synthesis that of in-

struction.

The analysis of the ancients is distinguished from that of the mo-
derns by being conducted without the aid of any calculus, or the use

of any principles except those of Geometry, the latter being conducted

entirely by the language and principles of Algebra. The ancient is,

therefore, called the Geometrical Analysis.

The interest which the Geometrical Analysis derives from its anti-

quity, and from having been the instrument by which the splendid

results of the ancient Geometry were obtained, would alone be suffi-

cient to render it an object of attention, even after the discovery of the

more powerful agency of Algebra. But this is not its only nor its

principal claim upon our notice. Its inferiority, compared with the

modern analysis, in power and facility, is balanced by its extreme
purity and rigour ; and though its value as an instrument of discovery

be lost, vet it must ever be considered as a most useful exercise for

the mind of a student ; and it may be fairly questioned, whether it may
not be more conducive to the improvement of the mental faculties

than the modern analysis, unless the latter be pursued much farther

than it usually is in the common course of academical education,

in which the student acquires little more than a knowledge of its

notation. Newton was fully aware of the advantages attending the

cultivation of this branch of mathematical science, and in many parts

of his work laments that the study of it has been so much abandoned.
He considered that, however inferior in power and despatch the

ancient method might be, it had greatly the advantage in rigour and
nurity ; and he feared that, by the premature and too frequent use of

the modern analysis, the mind would become debilitated and the taste
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vitiated. We must, however, confess that the pretensions of the ancient
method to superior rigour do not seem to us to be as well founded as

they are sometimes considered. It would be no very difficult matter
to expunge the algebraical symbols from a modern investigation, and
substitute for them their meaning expressed in the language used
in geometrical investigations ; but would such a change confer upon
them greater rigour, or would it give to the conclusions greater
validity ? And yet this is precisely what Newton himself has done in

many parts of his great work, the Principia. His theorems are evi-

dently investigated algebraically ; but, in demonstrating them, the

process is disguised by the substitution of lines and geometrical figures

for the algebraical species and formulae. It cannot but excite astonish-

ment, that a man of his extraordinary sagacity could so far deceive
himself as to suppose that by such a proceeding his reasoning acquired
great rigour.

But, without reference to the modern analysis, we conceive that the

ancient method has sufficient claims to our attention on the score of its

own intrinsic beauty. It has this further advantage, that we can enter

at once upon its most interesting discussions without the repelling task

of learning any new language or system of notation.

In the application of the Geometrical Analysis to the solution of

problems, or the demonstration of theorems, no general rules nor
invariable directions can be given which will apply in all cases. The
previous construction to be used, and the preparatory steps to be
taken, depend on the particular circumstances of the question, and
must be determined by the sagacity of the analyst ; and his skill and
taste will be evinced in the selection of the properties or affections of

the given or sought quantities on which he founds his analysis ; for

the same question may frequently be investigated in many different

ways.

In submitting a problem to analysis, its solution, in the first in-

stance, is assumed ; and from this assumption a series of conse-

quences is drawn, until at length something is found which may be

done by established principles, and which if done will necessarily lead

to the execution of what is required in the problem. Such is the

analysis. In the synthesis, then, or the solution, we retrace our steps
;

beginning by the execution of the construction indicated by the final

result of the analysis, and ending with the performance of what is

required in the problem, and which constituted the first step of the

analysis.

When a theorem is submitted to analysis, the thing to be determined

is, whether the statement expressed by it be true or not. In the

analysis this statement is, in the first instance, assumed to be true
;

and a series of consequences is deduced from it until some result is

obtained which either is an established or admitted truth, or con-

tradicts an established or admitted truth. If the final result be an

established truth, the theorem proposed may be proved by retracing

the steps of the investigation, commencing with that final result, and
concluding with the proposed theorem. But if the final result con-

tradict an established truth, the proposed theorem must be false, since

it leads to a false conclusion.
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These general observations on the nature of the Geometrical Ana-

lysis, and the methods of proceeding in it, will be more clearly appre-

hended after the investigations subjoined have been examined.

SECTION II.

Problems respecting right lines.
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(2) Def.—A point is said to be given when its position is either

given or may be determined.

(3) Def.— A right line is said to be given in position when it is

either actually exhibited and drawn, or may be exhibited and drawn

by previously established principles.

Proposition.

(4) To draivfrom a given point a right line intersecting tivo right lines

given in position, so that the segments between the jmint and the right

lines shall have a given ratio.

Let the given point be P, AB and CD the right lines given in

position, and m : n the given ratio.

Let PM : P N = m : n. If any other line, as PL,
be drawn intersecting AB and C D, and a parallel to

C D be drawn from N, that parallel will divide P L
similarly to P M, and therefore in the required ratio.

This parallel may or may not coincide with the line

N K. First, let us suppose that it does. In that

case the two lines given in position will be parallel,

and the line PL^ or any other line drawn inter-

secting them, will be cut similarly to PM, and therefore all such lines

will be cut in the required ratio. Hence it appears, that in this case

the problem is indeterminate, since every line which can be drawn in-

tersecting the given lines will equally solve it.

Secondly, if the given lines AB, C D be not parallel, let the

parallel to C D from N meet P L in G, so that PL: PG= m:n.
But P L may be drawn, and the point G therefore may be deter-

mined ; and since the direction of C D is given, the direction of GN
is determined, and therefore the point N may be found. Hence, the

solution is as follows: let any line PL be drawn. If PL : PK =
m : n, the problem is solved. If not, let P L be cut at G, so that

P L : PG — m : ?i, and from G draw G N parallel to C D, meeting A B
in N, and through N draw P N M. Then PM:PN = PL:PG =
in : n.

(5) Cor. 1.— The same solution will apply if the line AB be a curve
of any kind.

(6) Cor. 2.— If the parallel to C D through G do not meet the line.
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when it is parallel to C D. And therefore we conclude in general,

that when the two right lines A B and C D are parallel, the problem
is either indeterminate or impossible.

Proposition.

(7) From two given points to draw to the same point, in- a right line

given in position, two lines equally inclined to it.

Let the given points be A and B, and let C D be the line given in

position. Let P be the sought point, so that the

angle A PC shall be equal to the angle BPD.
Produce the line B P beyond P, until PE is

equal to PA, and join A E. The angles BPD
and EPC are equal; but also (hyp.) BPD and
A PC are also equal, therefore the angle APC is equal to the angle

EPC. But also the sides PA and PE are equal, and the side PF is

common to the triangles A P F and E P F. Therefore the angles AFP
and EFP are equal, and therefore are right angles, and also A F is

equal to E F.

But since A and CD are given, the perpendicular A F is given, and
hence the solution of the problem may be derived.

From either of the given points A draw a perpendicular A Fto the

given right line C D, and produce it through F, until F E is equal to

A F, and draw the right line E B meeting the line C D in P. Draw
A P, and the lines A P and B P are those which are required. For
since A F and F E are equal, and P F common to the triangles AFP
and EFP, and the angles AFP and EFP are equal, the angles A P

F

and E P F are equal. But BPD and EPF are also equal, therefore

the angles A P F and BPD are equal.

Scholium. — If the given points lie at different sides of the given

right line, the problem is solved by merely joining the points.

Proposition.

(8) To inscribe a square in a triangle.

Let A B C be the triangle, and D F E the required square. Draw
the perpendicular B G, and draw A E to meet a

parallel B H to A C at H. It is easy to see that

D F : F E = G B : B H ; for the triangles A FD and
A BG, A FE and A B H are respectively similar

each to each. Hence, since DFis equal to FE, G B
is also equal to B H. But G B is given in magnitude and position,

and therefore B H is given in magnitude and position. To solve the

problem, therefore, it is only necessary to draw B H and join A H, and
the point E where A H meets B C will be the vertex of the angle of

the square.

(9) Cor. 1.— It is evident that the same analysis will solve the

more general problem, " To inscribe in a triangle a rectangle given in

species." For in this case the ratio B H : B G is given, and therefore

B H is as before given in position and magnitude.
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10) Schol. — If B H be drawn equal to B G and on the same
fiie vertex with A, then it will be necessary to pro-

duce A H and C B, in order to obtain their point

of intersection E. In this case, however, DFE will

still be a square, for the corresponding triangles will

be similar, B G A to FDA, and H B A to E F A.
Hence GB:BH = DF:FE.
(11) Cor. 2.— In the same manner the more general problem,
inscribe a rectangle given in species," may be extended.

side of

C D

"To

Proposition.

'12) To draw a line from the vertex of a given triangle to the base, so

that it will be a mean proportional between the segments.

Let A B C be the triangle, and let B D be a mean proportional

between A D and D C. Produce B D to E, so

that D E shall be equal to B D, and join C E.

Since AD:BD = ED:DC,
and the angles BDA and EDC are equal, the

triangles BDA and C D E are similar. There-
fore the angles E and A are equal, and are in

the same segment of a circle described on C B.

If from the centre of this circle FD be drawn,

the angle F D B will be a right angle, and the point D will there-

fore be in a circle described on F B as diameter. But the point

F is given, since it is the centre of a circle circumscribed about the

given triangle, and the line F B is therefore given, and the circle on
it as diameter is given, and therefore the point D is given. The
solution of the problem is therefore effected by circumscribing a

circle about the given triangle, and drawing from its centre to the

angle B a radius. On that radius, as diameter, describe a circle
;

and to a point D, where this circle meets the base, draw the line

B D, and it will be a mean proportional between the segments. For
the angle B D F in a semicircle is right, therefore BD = DE; and
therefore the square ofBD is equal to the rectangle under AD and DC.

If the circle on B F intersect A C, there will be two points in the

base to which a line may be drawn, which will be a mean proportional

between the segments. If this circle touch the base, there will be

but one such line, and it may happen that the circle may not meet
the base at all, in which case the solution is impossible.

If the centre F be upon the base A C, the angle ABC will

right, and the point F itself is one of the points which

solve the problem ; for in that case A F, B F, and C F
are equal. The other point D is the foot of a perpen-

dicular BD from the vertex on the base.

(13) Cor.— Hence, in a right-angled triangle, the per-

pendicular on the hypotenuse is a mean proportional between the

segments ; and it is the only line which can be drawn from the right

angle to the hypotenuse which is a mean, except the bisector of the

hypotenuse.
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Sciiol.— It has been observed by some elementary writers, that

the solution of the problem to draw a line to the base which shall be

a mean proportional between the segments, is impossible when the

vertical angle is acute. That this is erroneous, must be evident from
the preceding analysis. For let one circle be described upon the

radius of another as diameter. Let any line, as A C, be drawn not

passing through F, but intersecting the inner circle ; and so that the

point of contact B and the centre F shall lie at the same side of it.

Draw AB and C B, and also BD. It is evident that B D is a mean
proportional between A D and C D, and yet the angle A B C is acute,

being in a segment greater than a semicircle.

The possibility of the solution of this problem does not at all depend
on the magnitude of the vertical angle. It may be obtuse, right, or

acute, and may be equal in fact to any given angle, and yet the solu-

tion be possible.

Let it be required to determine the conditions on which the solution

is possible. If the circle on B F meet the base, the per-

pendicular distance of its centre from the base must be
less than its radius; that is, less than half the radius of

the circle which circumscribes the given triangle. From
F and B draw perpendiculars F I and B H on A C, and
from the centre of the lesser circle G draw the perpendicular G K.
Since G F is equal to G B, GK is equal to half the sum of F I and
B H. Hence it follows, that the solution will only be possible when
half the sum of F I and B H is not greater than B G, or when the sum
of F I and B H is not greater than B F ; that is, when the sum of the

perpendiculars on the base from the vertex and the centre of the cir-

cumscribed circle is not greater than the radius of that circle.

SECTION III.

Propositions respecting circles.

(14) Problems of contact of right lines and circles furnished the

ancients with an extensive subject for the exercise of the Geometrical
Analysis. In general three conditions are necessary to determine a

circle. In the class of problems to which we allude, one at least of

these conditions is, that it should touch a given right line or a given

circle. The other data may be, that it should pass through one or

two given points, or that it should have a given radius or centre, or

that the locus of its centre should be a given right line or circle.

It would not be easy to enumerate all the problems of this class ; but

by combining the following data for the determination of a circle, a

considerable number of them may be found.

To describe a circle,

1. Passing through a given point.

2. Passing through two given points.

3. Passing through three given points.

4. Touching a given right line.
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5. Touching two given right lines.

6. Touching three given right lines.

7. Touching a given circle.

8. Touching two given circles.

9. Touching three given circles.

10. Having a radius given in magnitude.

11. Having its centre on a given right line.

12. Having its centre on a given circle.

13. Having a given centre.

Every combination of three which can be formed from these data

maybe taken as the limiting circumstances in problems for the deter-

mination of a circle. In the invention of such problems it should,

however, be observed, that 2, 5, 8, and 13 are each to be counted
as two data, and 3, 6, 9 are each to be counted as three data. Each
of the last is, therefore, itself sufficient to determine the circle, but
each of the former ought to be combined with some one of the data

1,4, 7, 10, 11, 12.

We cannot here enter at large on this class of problems ; we shall

therefore confine ourselves to a few examples.

Proposition.

(15) To describe a circlepassing through two given points> and touching

a right line given in position.

If the given points be at different sides of the given line
3
the

solution is manifestly impossible.

Let them then be A, B, at the same side of the given right line

C D. Let the required circle be A B C, and let A B
be produced to meet the right line at D.
The square of C D is equal to the rectangle A D

x D B. But this rectangle is given, therefore the

square of C D is given, and therefore C D itself is

given in magnitude and position, and hence the point

C is given. But also the points A, B being given, therefore the

circle through these points A, B, C is given.

The solution is effected by producing A B to D, and taking D C
equal to a mean proportional between A D and D B, and then de-

scribing a circle through A, B, C.

But it may happen, that the line A B is parallel to C D, and will not

meet it when produced.

In this case draw A C and B C. The angle B C D is equal to the

angle A in the alternate segment, and also equal to the

alternate angle B. Hence the angles A and B are equal,

and therefore the sides A C and B C are equal. Draw
C E perpendicular to A B, and A E and B E are equal.

The point E is therefore given, and the perpendicular E C
is given in position, and therefore the point C is given. <c^b
To solve the problem in this case, therefore, bisect A B at E, and

draw the perpendicular through E, intersecting C D at C. A circle

passing through A, B, C will be that which is required.
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Proposition.

(16) To describe a circle passing through a given point, and touching
two right lines given in position.

1°. Let the given right lines be parallel. In this case it is neces-
sary that the point should be between them, for otherwise the solution

would be impossible.

Let the lines be A B, C D, and the point be P. Let A P C be the
required circle, and draw A P and
the diameter A C. Through P
draw P P' parallel to the given

right lines, and describe any cir-

cle B P' D, touching the right

lines at B, D, and intersecting

the parallel at P', and draw P' B. Since the circle BP'D may be
drawn, the point P' is given, and therefore the line P' B is given in

magnitude and position. But the triangles BP'D and A P C are

similar, and, since B D and A C are parallel, B P' and A P are parallel.

Therefore the line P A is given in direction, and, since the point P is

given, it is also given in position. Hence the points A and C are

given, and therefore the circle A P C is given.

To solve the problem, therefore, describe any circle touching the

two lines, and draw the parallel through P to meet it at P'. From
P' draw P' B, and draw P A parallel to it. Draw A C perpendicular

to A B, and it will be the diameter of the required circle.

2°. Let the given lines A B, C D intersect at E.

As before, describe

any circle BP'D
touching the right

lines, and from E E
draw E P intersect-

ing this circle at P'.

Draw the radii G A,
G P, F B, and F P.
Since G A is parallel to F B, we have

G A : FB=G E: F E.

Therefore G P : F P'=G E : F E.

Therefore G P : G E=F P':FE.
Hence the lines G P and F P f are parallel. But F P' is given in posi-

tion, and therefore G P is given in direction, but P is given, and
therefore G P is given in position. But the line E G bisects the

angle A E C under the given lines, and is therefore given in position,

and therefore the point G where it intersects P G is given. Hence
the centre G and the radius G P of the required circle are given, and

therefore the circle itself is given.

To solve the problem, draw E P, and also E G bisecting the angle

E. Describe any circle BP'D touching the given right lines, and

draw P' F. Through P draw P G parallel to P' F, meeting the bisec-

tor E G in G. With G as centre, and G P as radius, let a circle be
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This circle will touch the right lines. The demonstrationdescribed.

is obvious.

It is evident, that in each of the preceding cases there may be two
circles drawn, which will solve the problem. This circumstance arises

from the line P P' meeting the circle B P' in two points. The prin-

ciple used in the solution of both cases is the same.

Proposition.

(17) To describe a circle passing through two given points ( A, B) and
touching a circle given in magnitude and position.

It is evident that if one of the given points be within, and the other

ivithout, the given circle, the solution is impossible.

Since the right line joining the centres must pass through the point

of contact, it follows that if the right line joining the given points pass

through the centre of the given circle, it must be a diameter of the

required circle, and consequently in this case the solution is only pos-

sible when one of the given points is on the circumference of the given

circle. The line joining the given points is then the diameter of the

required circle. The only cases that remain to be considered are

those in which the given points do not lie in the same right line with

the centre of the given circle, and are either both without or both
within the given circle.

Let a right line be drawn from C the centre of the given circle, to

the point of bisection of the line A B joining the given points.

1. Let the points A, B be both without the given circle, and let the

angle C D B be right.

Since C D bisects A B at right angles it passes through the centre

of the required circle. Hence P E (or P' E')

is a diameter. Therefore D E (or D E ) is

a third proportional to P D (or P" D) and
B D ; and is therefore given. Hence the

problem is solved by two different circles

on the diameter P E, P' E', one touched by
the given circle externally, and the other

internally.

2. Let the points A B be both without the given circle, and let the
angle C D B be acute.

Through the point of contact P draw the common tangent P O, and
produce it to meet A B at O. Draw O C, and from O draw O E per-

pendicular of C D.
The square of P O is equal to the rectangle A O x O B, and also to

the rectangle F O X O G. But the former is equal to

the difference of the squares of D O and D B, and
the latter is equal to the difference of the squares of

C O and C G. Therefore these differences are equal,

or what is the same, the difference of the squares of
O D and O C is equal to the difference of the squares
of D 3 and C G. But these latter qualities are both
given, the former being half the given line A B, and the latter being
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the radius of the given circle. Hence the difference of the squares of

D O and C O is given, and therefore also the difference of the squares

of C E and D E is given. Hence the point of section E may be deter-

mined, and thesolution of the problem thence effected.

Let the given line C D be divided at E, so that the difference of the

squares of C E and D E shall be equal to the difference of the squares

of C G and D B ; and through E draw E O perpendicular to C D, to

meet A B produced at O. From O draw the tangent OP. A circle

described through the points A, B and P will solve the problem. The
demonstration will be easily obtained by retracing the preceding

analysis.

Since two tangents may be drawn from O, there are two circles

which will solve the problem, one touching the given circle internally

and the other externally.

3- Let the points A B be both within the given circle, and let the

angle C D B be right.

Since C D bisects A B at right angles, it passes through the centre

of the required circle. Hence P E (or P' E') is a dia-

meter. Therefore D E (or D E') is a third propor-

tional to P D (or P' D) and B D ; and is therefore

given. Hence the problem is solved by two different

circles on the diameters P E, P' E' in a manner ana-

logous to the first case.

4. Let the points A, B be both within the circle, and the angle
C D B acute.

Produce the line B A to meet the tangent at O. Draw O C, and
perpendicular to C D produced draw O E.

The square of P O is equal to the rectangle F O x O G, and also

to B O x O A. The former is equal to the difference of
the squares of C O and C G, and the latter to the differ-

ence of the squares of D O and D A. Hence the dif-

ference of the former squares is equal to the difference

of the latter ; and therefore the difference of the squares
of C O and D O is equal to the difference of the squares
of C G and D A. But also the difference of the squares of C O and
D O is equal to the difference of the squares of C E and D E. Hence
the difference of the squares of C E and D E is equal to the difference
of the squares of C G and D A which are given, and therefore the
point E is given, from which the solution is derived, as follows.

Produce C D to E, so that the difference of the squares of C E and
D E is equal to the difference of the squares of C G and D A ; and
from E draw the perpendicular E O to meet B A produced to O.
From O draw the tangents O P, and either of the circles through the
points P, A, B will solve the problem. The demonstration will be
apparent by retracing the analysis.

In the solution of this problem given in some works, none of the
preceding cases, except the second, are included.
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Proposition.

(18) To draw the shortest tangent from a right line (A B) given in

position) to a circle (CD) given in magnitude and position.

If the right line meet the circle, it is evident that there is no limit

to the length of the tangent.

Let D E be a tangent at D. The squares of

D E and D C together are equal to the square

of C E. Whatever be the position of the points

D E, the length of C D is the same ; and there-

fore the square of D E must increase or de-

crease with that of C E ; and therefore if D E
be a minimum, C E must also be a minimum. Hence C E is perpendi-

cular to A B when D E is a minimum. Hence the solution is evident.

Proposition.

(19) Given the three sides (c, c, c")of a triangle, to determine the radius

(R) of the circumscribed circle.

Let p be the perpendicular on the side c" from the opposite angle.

By the Elements we have
2R: c = c' : p.

But also c" X c' \ c" x p — d \ p.
But c" X p is equal to twice the area (A). Hence

2 R: c =c x c" : 2.A.

The sides being known the area is also known, and from this propor-

tion R may be found.

If the lines be given in numbers, by multiplying the means and
extremes we have

* R x A=cc'c//

cc c

R =
4 A

That is, * The radius of the circumscribed circle is equal to the product

of the three sides divided by four times the area.*

SECTION IV.

On Loci,

(20) When a point is required to be determined in a problem with
data which are insufficient for its solution, the problem is said to be
indeterminate, because the position of the point cannot be found by
it. But although the position cannot be absolutely determined, yet
it may be so restricted by the conditions which are prescribed in

the problem, that it may be known to be on some line, the nature
of which may frequently be determined. This line is called the
locus of the point. This will easily be understood by the following
examples : Suppose that the base of a triangle were given in magni-

x 2
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tude and position, and that its area were given in magnitude, to deter-

mine its vertex. In this ease, it is evident that the problem is

indeterminate, since innumerable triangles may be constructed on
each side of the given base having equal areas. But since the area is

equal to the rectangle under the perpendicular and half the base, it

follows that the perpendiculars from the vertices of all these triangles

on the base must be equal, and therefore these vertices must all lie on
parallels to the base at such a perpendicular distance that the rectan-

gle under it and half the base shall be equal to the given magnitude.

The locus of the vertex is therefore in this case two right lines

parallel to the base, and at equal perpendicular distances at opposite

sides of it.

If the base of a triangle be given in magnitude and position, and
the vertical angle be given in magnitude to determine the vertex, the

problem is evidently indeterminate ; for an unlimited number of

different triangles may be constructed on the same base whose vertical

angles are equal. But the vertices of all the triangles on the same
side of the base will in this case be placed on the arc of a circle con-

taining an angle equal to the given angle. Hence the locus will be
two segments of circles containing an angle equal to the given angle,

and constructed on opposite sides of the given base.

(21) The investigation of loci is of very extensive use in the solution

of determinate problems. In cases where the determination of a point

is required from certain data, by omitting any one of the data the

point will have a locus which may be found by the remaining data.

This being successively applied to two of the data, two loci will be
found, the intersection of which will determine the point.

This may be illustrated by the examples already given. Let the

base of a triangle be given in magnitude and position, and the area

and vertical angle in magnitude, to determine the vertex. If we omit

the vertical angle, the locus is the parallels already described. If we
omit the area, the locus is the segments of the circle. The vertex

being then at the same time on both loci, must be at the intersection

of the two loci, and will therefore be at the points where the parallels

meet the circle. In general there will be, in the present case, four

such points, and consequently four triangles, but these triangles will

differ only in position, being equal as to their sides and angles.

The following propositions will illustrate the theory of Geometric
loci.

Proposition.

(22) Given the base ofa triangle, and the vertical angle, to determine the

locus of the intersection of perpendiculars to the sides from the extre-

mities of the base.

These perpendiculars intersect at an angle supplemental or equal

to the vertical angle. The latter is given, and therefore the former.

Hence the sought locus is a segment on the base containing an angle

equal to the supplement of the vertical angle.

If the perpendiculars intersect below the base, which will happen
when one of the base angles is obtuse, the locus is a segment on the
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opposite side of the base containing an angle equal to the vertical

angle.

Proposition.

(23) A right line is drawn from a given point to the circumference

of a circle given in magnitude and position, to determine the locus of
apoint which cuts it in a given ratio.

If the given point be the centre of the given circle, it is evident that

the locus sought is a concentric circle which cuts the radii

of the given one in the given ratio.

If the point P be not at the centre of the given circle

draw PC to the centre, and draw any line P B to the

circumference. The ratio of P B : P A is given. Draw
B C, and from A draw A D parallel to B C. Hence
we have

PB:PA = BC:AD.
Hence the ratio B C : A D is given, and since B C is given in mag-
nitude, A D is also given in magnitude. But because of the paral-

lels,

PA:PB = PD:PC.
Hence P C is cut in a given ratio at D, and therefore the point D is

given. Since then the point D is given and the line D A is given in

magnitude, the locus of the point A is a circle whose centre is D and
radius D A. The demonstration is evident.

The same reasoning will apply whether the point P be within, or

without, or on the circle.

Proposition.

(24) A circle is given in magnitude and 'position, and a chord passes

through a given point, tofind, the locus of the intersection of tangents

through the extremities ofthe chord.

Let C B A be the circle, P the given point, A B any chord
through it, and D the correspond-

ing point of the locus. Draw
C D, which will evidently bisect

B A at right angles, and we have

by the known properties of the

circle C E : C F : C D. Hence
the rectangle DC x C E is equal

to the square of the radius C F.

Draw D G perpendicular to C P produced, and the angles G and E
being right, the quadrilateral DEPG may be circumscribed by a
circle ; therefore the rectangle DC x C E is equal to the rectangle

G C x CP, and therefore the rectangle G C x C P is equal to the
square of the radius. Hence the point G is independent of the point
D, and a perpendicular from any point of the locus will meet C P
produced at the same point G. Hence to construct the locus, find a

third proportional to C P and the radius, and take C G equal to this

third proportional, and through G draw a perpendicular to C G. This
perpendicular will be the locus sought.

x 3
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The nearer the given point P is to the centre, the more remote
will be the locus G D, and when P coincides with the centre, C G
will become infinite, so that in this case the locus may be considered

a right line at an infinite distance.

There will be no difficulty in establishing the converse of this prin-

ciple, viz. ' If tangents be drawn from each point in a given right

line to a given circle, the chords joining the points of contact will all

pass through a certain given point.' *

SECTION V.

Porisms.

(25) The term porism t has been variously defined by Geometers.
Pappus states, that Euclid wrote three books on porisms (which have
been lost) ; but is so obscure and indistinct on the subject, that it is

impossible merely from what he has stated to determine to what spe-

cies of geometrical proposition the ancients applied this term. J It is

certain that it ivas sometimes used synonymously with corollary ; thus

Euclid, in his Elements, calls the corollaries of his propositions iropi'o-'

uarac. In an elaborate dissertation on the subject of porisms, in the

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Play fair has, however,

succeeded in giving the word a meaning more worthy of the im-

portance which was evidently attached to this class of propositions.

The porisms of Euclid are said to be ' collectio artijiciosissima mul-
tarum rerum quce spectant ad analysin dijficiliorum et generalium

problematum.*

According to Playfair, a porism is * a problem in which the data

are so related to each other that it becomes indeterminate, and admits

of numberless solutions.'

It is easily conceived that a problem, which, in general, is deter-

minate, will, when its data are submitted to certain conditions, become
indeterminate. In such cases it becomes a porism ; and it may be

proposed in a porism to determine what condition or restriction will

render a determinate problem indeterminate.

Thus, if it be required to draw a right line through a given point,

subject to some given condition, the problem may be in general deter-

minate ; and it may be possible to draw but one such right line.

But, on the other hand, such a position may be selected for the given

point, as that every line passing through it will fulfil the given con-

dition. When this position is assigned to the point, the problem

becomes a porism. The following examples will render these observ-

ations more intelligible.

* A numerous collection of Local problems will be seen in my treatise on Algebraic

Geometry. The solutions there given are, however, by the Algebraical Analysis.

f From 7ropi.'£<y, I establish; or, according to some, from nopog, a transition.

| Pappus defines a porism to be something between a theorem and problem, or

that in which something is proposed to be investigated. Simpson follows Pappus, and

says, that a porism is a theorem or problem in which it is proposed to investigate or

demonstrate something.
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Proposition.

(26) To draw a line passing through a given point, and crossing a
given triangle, in such a manner that the sum of the perpendiculars

on it from the two vertices on one side of it shall be equal to the

perpendicular on it from the other vertex placed on the other side

of it.

Let D be the given point, and ABC the

given triangle, and let D E be the required line,

so that A E and B G taken together are equal to

C L. Draw C H from C to the middle point H
of A B, and draw H K perpendicular to D E.

In the trapezium A E G B, the parallels A E,

H K, and B G are in arithmetical progression
;

therefore the sum of A E and B G is equal to twice H K ; but this

sum is also equal to C L. Therefore C L is equal to twice H K.
Since C L and H K are parallel the triangles H F K and CFL are

similar, and therefore

CL: HK=CF: F H.
But C L is equal to twice H K, and therefore C F is equal to twice

FH, or F H is one third of C H. Since C H is given in magnitude
and position, the point F is given. Hence the problem is solved by
drawing a line from any angle C of the triangle, bisecting the opposite

side AB, and taking on this one third of it H F. The line drawn
from the given point D through the point F will be that which is

required.

If the given point happen to be the point F itself, any line what-

ever passing through it will have the proposed property, and hence
we have the following porism :

f A triangle being given in position, a

point may be determined, such that any line being drawn through it,

the sum of the perpendiculars from two angles of the triangle placed

on one side of it, shall be equal to the perpendicular from the remain-

ing angle and the other side.'

The point F is evidently the centre of gravity of equal masses placed

at the three vertices, or, considered mathematically, it is the centre

of the mean distances of the three points ABC.
This porism is only a particular case of a much more general one

:

' Any number of points being given in the same plane, a point may be
found through which any line whatever being drawn, it will pass

amongst the points in such a manner, that if perpendiculars be drawn
from them upon the line the sum of the perpendiculars at the one
side will be equal to the sum of the perpendiculars on the other side.'

In this case, as in the former, the sought point is the centre of mean
distances.

The same porism may receive another modification which general-

izes it further. ' Any number of points being given in the same
plane, to determine the condition under which a right line may be
drawn amongst them, so that the sum of the perpendiculars from the

points on one side shall exceed the sum of the perpendiculars from
the points on the other side by a given line.' *

* See Algebraic Geometry, p. 34
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In this case, it may be proved that the line must be a tangent to a
circle, whose centre is the centre of mean distances, and whose radius

is equal to the given line divided by the number of given points.

If the given points be not in the same plane, the porism may be
made still more general :

' Given any number of points in space, to

determine a plane passing among them, so that the sum of the perpen-
diculars from the points on one side shall exceed the sum of the per-

pendiculars from the points on the other side by a given line.'

In this case the plane must touch a sphere whose centre is the

centre of mean distances, and whose radius is the given line divided

by the number of points.

If the sum of the perpendiculars on one side be equal to those on
he other, the given line and the radius of the sphere vanish, and the

sphere is reduced to its centre, i. e. the centre of mtran distances.

Hence, ' if a plane be drawn through the centre of mean distances,

the sum of the perpendiculars from the points on the one side is equal

to the sum of the perpendiculars from the points on the other side.'

Proposition.

(27) A circle and a straight line being given in position, a point may
befound such that any right line drawnfrom it to the given line shall

be a mean proportional between the parts of the same line inter-

cepted between the given right line and the circumference of the given

circle.

Let A B be the given right line, HKF the given circle, and D the

sought point. Draw GDI perpendicular to A B through D, and
also any other line CDF. Also join C I and draw H K.

The square of C D is equal to the rectangle C ExCF; but it is

also equal to the squares of C G and G D, and the

rectangle C E x C F is equal to the rectangle C K x
C 1. Hence the rectangle C K x C I is equal to the

sum of the squares of C G and G D. The square of

G D is equal to the rectangle G H x G I ; therefore

ihe rectangle G H x G I, together with the square

of C G, is equal to the rectangle C K x C I. Also

the square of C I is equal to the sum of the squares

of C G and G I. But the square of C I is equal to the rectangle

C K x C I, together with C I x K I, and the sum of the squares of

C G and G I is equal to the square of C G, together with the rect-

angles G H x G I and G I x H I. Taking away from these equals

the rectangle C K x C I, and its equivalent the rectangle G H x G I,

together with the square of G C, the remainders, the rectangles C I

x I K and G I xl H are equal. Hence we have
GI:IC=IK :IH.

Therefore, in the triangles C I G and H I K the angle I is common,
and the sides which include it are proportional, and therefore the tri-

angles are similar ; but G is a right angle, and therefore H K I is a

right angle, and therefore H I is a diameter. Since, then, H I passes

through the centre of the given circle, and is perpendicular to A B
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Multiplying the homologous terms we obtain,

a o v : a

N

b' c — c p c : p c c'

• .* ab c = a b'
c'

If the transversal be pa-
rallel to a side C, the seg-

ments c c' become infinite,

their difference C being
finite. They are therefore

to be considered as equal.

Dividing the one product
by c, and the other by c\
we obtain ab = a b\ which
is equivalent to El. Prop. II.,

Book VI.

(3) Schol— It is evident
that the transversal must
either intersect two sides and the production of the third side, or must
intersect the productions of all the sides. The sides necessarily pro-
duced are therefore either one or three, an odd number. The sides
actually crossed are either none or two, an even number.
(4) Cor. 1 a b : a' b' — c

'
': c, that is, the rectangles under the

alternate segments of any two sides of the triangle are as the segments
of the third side.

(5) Cor. 2.— If the transversal be supposed to revolve round the
point O, where it meets C produced, the rectangles under the alter-

nate segments of the other sides will be constantly in the same ratio.

(6) Cor. 3.— If a = a\ then b c = b' c\ or b : V = c' : c, and v. v.

Hence, if the transversal bisect any side A, the segments of the other
sides, between the transversal and the side A, are proportional to those
between the transversal and the vertex formed by B and C.

In this case the sides B and C are cut proportionally by the trans-
versal, and yet T T' is not parallel to A. See El. Prop. II., Book VI.
In that proposition it is supposed, though not expressly stated, that
the transversal is drawn so as to cross both sides, between the vertex
and base, or to cross them both beyond the vertex. The case in
which it crosses one between the vertex and base, and the other
beyond the vertex, was not contemplated. The result obtained in this

case, however, has an obvious analogy to that which forms the subject
of the second proposition of the sixth book. By that proposition it

appears, that if the transversal cuts the sides A B proportionally (as in

the first figure, where it crosses both sides, or in the second, where
it crosses their productions), it will be parallel to the third side C, and
the point O of external section will be removed to an infinite distance,
the segments being equal. Again, if it cut the sides B C proportionally,
as in the first figure, crossing one side B, and the production of the
other C, then it will bisect the third side A, dividing it into equal
segments, The case of bisection is related to internal section in the
same manner as section at an infinite distance to external section.
See El. (526).

(7) The theorem (2) expresses a property of four intersecting lines

any three of which may be considered as forming a triangle, to whioh
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the fourth is a transversal. Hence, if the part of the transversal T T
which is intercepted between A and B be D, that between B and C, d,

and that between C and A, d\ we have the following relations

:

abc = a'b'c AcD = Ca'D
Bad= Ab'd' C6d' = Bc'D

These, however, are not independent properties, since any one ol

them may be inferred from the other three.

Theorem

(8) If three transversals be drawn through the vertices ofa triangle, so

as to intersect the sides severally, and cross each other at the same point

O, the segments of the sides will have the property expressed in (2).

Let the sides and segments be expressed as in

(2). Let the parts of the transversals between

O, and the sides A, B, C, be a, (3, 7, and those be-

tween O and the opposite vertices be a, (3', y\
The triangle included by the sides A c' is crossed

by the transversal which is drawn to A from the

opposite vertex of the proposed triangle. Hence
by (2) we have

a' y C = a y c b'c'y'zzbCy
-.' a'yC : bCy =1 ay'c: b' c' y'

•.•a' : b = ac : b' c' •
.

• ab c = a' b' c\

This theorem will be equally true whether the point O, where the

transversals intersect, be within the triangle or without it.

It is evident that when the point O is within the triangle, the trans-

versal cuts the sides internally; and if it be without the triangle, two
sides are cut externally, and the third internally.

(9) Cor. 1.— a : a' = b' c : b c. That is, the segments of any one
side are as the rectangles under the alternate segments of the remain-

ing sides.

(10) Cor. 2.— If the transversals crossing B and C be supposed
gradually to change their position, while that which meets A remains
fixed, the rectangles under the alternate segments of B and C will

have a constant ratio, scil. that of the segments of A.

(11) Cor. 3. — If a = a',b' c' =zb c, and v. v. ; that is, if lines be
drawn from the extremities of the base of a triangle to the sides, cross-

ing the bisector of the base at the same point, the rectangles under
the alternate segments of the sides will be equal, and v. v.

(12) Cor. 4.— If two of the transversals bisect the sides, the third

will bisect the base. Hence the three bisectors of the sides of a

triangle meet at the same point.

(13) Cor. 5.— The theorem (8) is reciprocal, and furnishes the

criterion which decides when three lines, drawn from the vertices of

a triangle, have a common point of intersection. It is easy to apply it

to the cases of the bisectors of the angles and perpendiculars from the

vertices to the opposite sides.

(14) Cor. 6— If one of the transversals be parallel to the base C
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the segments of the base become infinite, their difference, C, being

finite, and are therefore equal. Hence they may be expunged from

both equal products, and we obtain ab =. a' b', or a : a' — b' : b,

(Prop. II. Book VI.)

(15) Cor. 7.— The test established by this proposition, by which

the transversals will have a common intersection, will be found to apply

to transversals, from the vertices to the points, where the inscribed

circle touches the sides.

Theorem.

(16) Iftransversals bedrawn through

the vertices ABC of a triangle,

intersecting at the same point, o,

and other transversals cross each

pair of sides at the same points as

the former, meeting the third sides

at the points OO'O", every line in

the figure which is divided at two

points by other lines is cut harmo-

nically*

By (7) and (8) applied to the tri-

angle ABC, crossed by the trans-

versal O a, and the three which

intersect at o, we have

Ca = &C. Ac.
and A c,

Ba.
Ba

dj a similar reasoning eaen oi ine rouowing
OA..O& .. OC 1 Oc Om.. Oa 1
O'A .. O'c .. O'B [ O'b .. O'n .. O'a \
O" B.. 0"a .. 0"C J 0"c .. 0"p .. 0"b J }

OA.Bc.Cfi = OC.Ac.Bfl.
These equal products having the multipliers B c, C a

common, the remaining ones are proportional ; that is,

OA:OC = Aft:5C,orOA..O^..OC.
(We shall express harmonical progression by the sign . . between

the successive terms.)

By a similar reasoning each of the following inferences may be made

:

A p .. A o .. A a
B m .. B o .. B b

C n .. C o .. C c

(17) Def.—If the opposite sides (B c, a o, and B a, co) of a quadri

lateral figure be produced, until they respectively intersect (at A and
C), the figure thus formed is called a complete quadrilateral.

(18) Cor. 1.— A complete quadrilateral has six vertices (B, c, o,

a, A, C), and, since the right lines meeting any pair of vertices are

diagonals, it has three diagonals (a c, Bo, AC).
(19) It follows from (16) that in a complete quadrilateral each

diagonal is cut harmonically by the other two.

(20) Cor. 2.—The three points O (X O" are on the same right line.

For, since the three lines O C, O" C, O'B are cut harmonically, we
have

0"B : (TC = Ba:aC
OC:OA=C6:oA
O'A : O'B = A c : c B.
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By multiplying the homologous terms we have
G"B . O C . 6'A : 0"C . O A . O'B^Ba .C&.Ac-.aC.&A.cB.

But the last two products are equal (8), and therefore

(TB . O C . O'A = 0"C . O A . OB.
This is a property of a transversal through 0"0 crossing the three

sides A B, B C, A C (2), and therefore this transversal must cross B A
at O'; that is, O' is on the right line passing through O and O".

(21) Cor. 3.— If a triangle a b c have its vertices on the sides ot

another triangle ABC, the lines A a, B b, C c which join the opposite

angles having a common intersection, and the points O, O', O", of

intersection of each pair of opposite sides lie in the same right line.

(22) Cor. 4.— And conversely, if the points of intersection of tne

opposite sides of the two triangles be on the same right line, the right

lines which join the opposite vertices will have a common intersection.

(23) Cor. 5.— If the right line joining the points a, c, where two of

the three transversals meet the sides of the triangle, be produced until

a O is an harmonical third to a m and a c, the point O will be on the

third side C A produced. In like manner if B o be produced until B b

be an harmonical third to B m and B o, the point b will be on the side

C A. And a similar inference may be applied to each of *he nine

lines which form the figure.

(24) Cor. 6.—If O C be cut harmonically at A and b, and on the

transversal O a, O m be taken equal to the harmonical mean between
O c and O «, the point m will be on the line B b

t
and the same may be

proved of the other lines of the figure.

Theorem.

(25) If two points C and F be given in position, and an indefinite right

line M N parallel to CF being drawn, a series ofpoints P, P', P", fyc.

be assumed upon it at equal distances, and right lines divergingfrom F
pass through these points P, P', P", fyc, every transversal to this system

of right lines which is drawnfrom C will be divided by them, no that

the segments measuredfrom C to the diverging lines successively shall

be in harmonical progression.
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Draw any transversal C A. Then
Co . . Co' . . Co" . . Co"' . . &c.

From o" draw a" m parallel to F C or M N, and from n draw n p
parallel toFm.

Because F C and a" m are parallel, we have
F C : a" m = F a : a m.

But since P' P"= P" P'", and a" m is parallel to PP', a" n=n m,
and since np is parallel to a m, we have a m—2np. Kence

Fa : oro-Fc : 2np= aa' : 2a p.
also FC : a"m-Ca: aa".- Co: aa"=aa : 2 a' p.

Since a"« is bisected at p,2a'p is the difference of the segments a a',
a' a". Hence by conversion we have

Co: C a" = aa' : a' a"

;

•".•Co.. Ca'.. Co'';
and in the same manner it may be proved that C o' . . C o" . . C a'" &c.
Hence

Co. .Co' . . Co". . Co'". .&c.
Co. .Co7

. .Co".. Co'".. &c.
(26) Cor. 1.—It is evident that the same will be true of transversals
drawn from any point on the right line F C.
(27) Def.—A system of right lines diverging from a point F, which
intercept equal parts upon a line crossing them in a given direction,
may be called an harmonic pencil, and the point from which they
diverge the harmonic focus. We shall call the right line F C, drawn
through the harmonic focus parallel to the lines which are equally
divided by the harmonic pencil the harmonic axis, and the lines which
diverge from F rays.

(28) Cor. 2 An indefinite number of harmonic pencils may cor-
respond to the same harmonic axis, since any point on the axis may
be taken as the harmonic focus.

(29) Cor. 3.— If C a', C a'', and C V C b'\ respectively, two conse-
cutive terms of two series of lines in harmonical progression measured
from C, terminate in the sides of a given angle P' F P", then all the
terms of the series, both successive and antecedent, will also terminate
in right lines which intersect in the same point F, and which intercept
equal parts upon any parallel to C F.

(30) Cor. 4.— The two sides of a triangle and the bisector of its

base are rays of an harmonic pencil, whose axis is a parallel to the base
through the vertex.

(31) Cor. 5 Any three right lines diverging from the same point
being given, the harmonic pencil of which they are rays may be con-
structed by drawing a right line, so that the part intercepted by the
extreme rays may be bisected by the intermediate ray. A parallel to
this line through the vertex is the axis of the pencil.

Theorem.

(32) If a right line C A be divided at a, a!, a' f

, o'", #c. so that the
segments measured successively from a certain point C to the several
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points of division be m harmonical progression, any right lines drawn
through the several points of division converging to the same point F
will form an harmonic pencil whose axis is the line C F.

This theorem, which is the converse of (25), may be proved by
retracing the reasoning by "which that proposition was established: or,

more shortly, as follows: Draw M N parallel to F C, and the diverging

lines will divide it into equal segments; for if P P' be not equal to P' P",

take P k equal to P P', and draw F k. By (25) F P, FP',FA are

rays of an harmonic pencil ; therefore C a . . C a' . . C r. But also

C a . . C a' . . C a' 1
; hence Ca"=C r, which is absurd.

(33) Cor.—The two sides of an angle and its bisector are rays of

an harmonic pencil, of which the bisector of the supplemental or

external angle is the axis. El. (534).

Theorem.

(34) If two right lines F P, FP', divergingfrom a given point F, inter-

sect two other right linesfp,fp", divergingfrom another given point

f, and the lines a c', a" c, and ¥f being drawn, right lines F b", fb"
from the given points F f, be also drawn through the intersection b' of
the lines a c', a'' c, the two systems of right lines which diverge from
the given points F f will be harmonic pencils, of which the right line

Ff is the common axis*

In the triangle c" F c the transversals c" a, c a", F c intersect at the

same point. Hence (16) Fa'. . F V . ,Fc'. Therefore (32) fa', fb',fc
are rays of an harmonic pencil whose axis is/F. In like manner in

the triangle fa" c", the transversals/£", a" c, a c" intersect at the same
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point b f

. Hence (32), Fc, Fc', Fc" are rays of an harmonic pencil
whose axis is Ff.

(35) Cor. 1.— And conversely, if Fc' andfb" be the intermediate
rays of two harmonic pencils whose extreme rays are F c, F c", and
fc\fa\ F/ being their common axis, their intersection must coincide
with that of the diagonal lines a c'

1 and a"c.

(36) Schol If two harmonic pencils have a common axis, the
mutual intersections a\ b\ c" and a", b', c of the successive rays of
the one pencil with those of the other will lie in the same right line.

(37) Cor. 2.—If, while the rays of the pencil F remain fixed, the
rays fp and fp" turn round / as a pivot, whether they keep the
same inclination to each other or not, the intersection of the diagonal
lines a" c and a c" will be continually on the intermediate ray F P' of
the fixed pencil.

(38) Cor. 3.—Iffd" be any transversal from / crossing the rays of
the pencil F, the intersections o'o of the two systems a" c, a o", and
a" d, a d" of diagonal lines will be upon a right line passing through
/. For in the complete quadrilateral kob' o\ the diagonal a" a is cut
harmonically by the other diagonals k b' and o o' ; but also a" a is cut
at a' and / harmonically by the rays of the pencil F and its axis.
Hence o o' must cross a" a atf.

(39) Cor. 4. — Since o' of is cut harmonically, it follows that k a",
k a\ and k a are rays of an harmonic pencil whose axis is kf. And
in the same manner any pair of diagonal lines form with the line F P'
rays of an harmonic pencil whose axis is the line drawn from / to
the intersection of the diagonal.

Theorem.

(40) I/F,fbe the foci of two harmonic pencils whose common axis is

¥f the several points of intersection of the rays will be placed on two
systems of right lines converging to two determinate points F',/', on the
common axis Ff and these systems will themselves be harmonic pencils.

Fx
y Fa:', Fxw

, and fx, fy, fz being each three rays of two har-
monic pencils whose common axis is Ff, the points a?, y

f

, z" must be
in the same right line (36). And in the same manner

u, x f

, y", z"',

x, y, z\
y,z>

must be severally in the same right line. Also the several series of
Intersection.
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z, y, x f,

f u"', ....

y, x', u", ....
X, u', &c. &c.

These lines must also respectively meet Ff at the same point.

For through any point of intersection u draw a parallel to F f. The
parts of this parallel intercepted by the rays of each pencil being
equal (27), the ratio up : up' will be the same wherever the parallel

be drawn. The triangle p icx' is similar to F/7
x*, and p' u x1 toff x'

Hence
p u : u x [ = F/' :/' x\
u x' : p u =f x' '.ff

1

,

.-pu:p f u= F/'://'.
Hence Ff'iff'is a constant ratio, and therefore the point f is

given. All the diagonals y z', x z", u z'", &c. therefore intersect each
other at that pointf which divides ¥f internally, in the ratio of the

parts of a parallel to Ff intercepted by the rays of the one pencil, to

the parts intercepted by the rays of the other.

In the same manner it may be proved that the diagonals a' x, u" y,
u" 1 z, &c. intersect at a point F' which cuts Ff externally in the same
ratio.

Since the parts of transversals diverging from F cut off by the

several lines diverging from F',f are in harmonical progression, these

lines form harmonic pencils (32).

THE END
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